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SUMMARY 

The thesis deals with the theoretic concept of Contextual Pedagogy and its application 

in the context of a disempowered and marginalized society, the Ju/'hoansi 

("Bushmen") of Nyae Nyae in North Eastern Namibia. 

Contextual Pedagogy derives from the notion of Contextual Theology and is thus 

initially based on a pedagogical analysis of the KAI ROS-Document, whereby its socio

political content and its inherent methodology are being transferred into a context of 

pedagogy. Referring to theoretical concepts of Critical Theory and Liberation 

Pedagogy, Conditional Fields are being identified in a first analysis which determine 

and explain the pedagogical situation in a colonial context of Apartheid South Africa. 

During a three-year qualitative field research, central aspects of Contextual Pedagogy 

are being applied within the framework of the development of a post-colonial and 

community-based school programme in Nyae Nyae, the Village Schools Project. This 

school programme comprises a curriculum for a teacher training course as well as a 

curriculum for Grade 1-3 learners in five selected villages of Nyae Nyae, and is based 

on the dynamic processes between the communities, the Student Teachers and the 

author as their Teacher Trainer and Village Schools Co-ordinator. 

A further theoretical evaluation and reflexion of the field research gives rise to a 

pedagogical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy, which also investigates the 

notions of power, empowerment and over-empowerment within a context of 

development work. By doing so, the previous Conditional Fields of pedagogic work 

within a theoretical framework of Contextual Pedagogy become extended in relevance 

for a pedagogical context of a post-colonial society with special reference to 

marginalized subjects. 
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In conclusion, the finalization of the research project and its subsequent handing-over 

process to the Namibian government analyzes the paralyzing effects of an excessive 

bureaucracy, and the resurgence of conservative and colonial thought in the young 

and fragile democracy of Namibia. 
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 

AC 

BETO 

CASS 

DOTS 

EDCO 

ELCIN 

GNU 

MBEC 

Anthropological Consultant 

The work outline of the AC encompasses linguistic advice and 
provision of social anthropological input in support of the Village 
Schools Project, and the development and execution of an 
advanced Ju/'hoan literacy correspondence course for the STs. 

(In the text, the abbreviation AC will be used in order to 
demonstrate the conceptual connexion of this term to the Village 
Schools Project. Whenever the abbreviation is used, the concept 
of Anthropological Consultant relates directly to the Village 
Schools Project and does not refer to anthropological consultants 
working within the framework of other projects.) 

Basic Education Teacher Diploma 

The BETO was introduced in October 1992 by the Government 
of the Republic of Namibia in order to redesign teacher education 
after independence. 

Centre for Applied Social Sciences, Windhoek 

Donkey Cart Transport Scheme 

DOTS has been introduced in order to provide the Nyae Nyae 
communities with a sustainable means of transport to and from 
the Village Schools. 

Education Co-ordinator 

Fellow VSP Colleague based in Windhoek. 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in Namibia 

Government of National Unity 

The first Government of the Republic of South Africa after the free 
elections held in 1994. 

Ministry of Basic Education and Culture, Republic of Namibia 

The MBEC was established next to the MHEVT, after a split in 
the MEC following an unsolved policy debate in the Ministry. 

MEC Ministry of Education and Culture, Republic of Namibia 
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MHEVT Ministry of Higher Education and Vocational Training, 
Republic of Namibia 

The MHEVT was established next to the MBEG, after a split in 
the MEG following an unsolved policy debate in the Ministry. 

MPU Materials Production Unit 

The MPV is run by the author and desk-top publishes Ju/'hoan 
teaching and learning materials on an ongoing basis. To present 
the experiences of the Village Schools Project to a wider user 
group, all booklets are also published in an English version. 
Another responsibility of the MPV is the development of 
community-based teacher training materials that are distributed to 
other NGOs and the MEG. It is intended to train a Ju/'hoan 
speaking person in desk-top publishing who will eventually take 
over the MPV. 

NGO Non-Governmental Organization 

NIED National Institute for Educational Development, Ministry of 
Education and Culture, Republic of Namibia 

NNDFN 

NNFC 

OCE 

RADA 

SADF 

SIDA 

NIED was created with the objective to decentralize educational 
administration in Namibia. However, NIED is based only 70 km 
north of Windhoek and still closely related to the Windhoek 
Ministry. 

Nyae Nyae Development Foundation of Namibia 

Nyae Nyae Farmers' Co-operative 

The NNFG is the counterpart grassroots organization to the 
NNDFN. In close collaboration, they run primarily agricultural and 
community-based land use programmes in Eastern Bushman/and 
(Nyae Nyae); the Village Schools Project could be described as 
the educational component of a larger integrated rural 
development project. 

Ongwediva College of Education, Namibia 

Remote Area Dwellers' Association 

In Nyae Nyae, "RADA" has become synonymous with an elected 
community representative who took on the title of "a RADA". At 
a so-called "RADA Meeting" all 35 RADAs of all Nyae Nyae 
villages are invited to take part. 

South African Defence Force 

Swedish International Development Authority 
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ST 

SWAPO 

TERP 

TT 

UNAM 

UNESCO 

UNICEF 

Student Teacher 

Student Teachers within the Village Schools Project are Ju/'hoan 
speaking and nominated by the communities. During their 
training, they receive an allowance that varies according to their 
year of study. 

(In the text, the abbreviation ST will be used in order to 
demonstrate the conceptual connexion of this term to the Village 
Schools Project. Whenever the abbreviation is used, the concept 
of Student Teacher relates directly to the Village Schools Project 
and does not refer to student teachers working within the 
framework of other projects and/or training institutions.) 

South West African People's Organization of Namibia 

SWAPO is governing party of Namibia since independence; in the 
1994 elections they gained a two thirds majority. 

Teacher Education Reform Programme 

SIDA's support to teacher education in Namibia is mainly 
channelled through the TERP Project of Ume~ University, 
Sweden. This includes the support to the VSP. 

Teacher Trainer 

Since the inception of the Project in 1992, this post has been 
combined with the position of Village Schools Co-ordinator. The 
TT is primarily responsible for the pre-service teacher training and 
the in-service workshops. It is intended to select a Ju/'hoan 
Student Teacher as a TT who will then take over the position of 
VISCO. 

(In the text, the abbreviation TT will be used in order to 
demonstrate the conceptual connexion of this term to the Village 
Schools Project. Whenever the abbreviation is used, the concept 
of Teacher Trainer relates directly to the Village Schools Project 
and does not refer to teacher trainers working within the 
framework of other projects and/or training institutions.) 

University of Namibia 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization 

United Nations Children's Fund (formerly, United Nations 
International Children's Emergency Fund) 
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VISCO 

VSP 

Village Schools Co-ordinator 

Since the inception of the Project in 1992, this post has been 
combined with the position of Teacher Trainer. The VISCO is 
primarily responsible for the overall co-ordination of the Village 
Schools Project and the supervision of the in-service training. He 
is actively involved in all aspects of the programme and expected 
to give guidance to the Teacher Trainer. 

Village Schools Project 
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0 INTRODUCTION 

Cogitation and reasoning ability have for long been declared undesirable at South 

African schools and universities - this applies to children of the privileged as well as 

to children of the population majority who in addition were being excluded from any 

form of political volition. On the one hand this premise determined the longstanding 

South African apartheid education system and the pedagogical methodology of State 

Education, but on the other hand indicated a starting point concerning the reform of 

the pedagogical organization by means of the analysis of underlying contextual 

interests. 

South Africa, moulded by its apartheid structure, was divided down into the most 

profound details of daily life: the legal separation of life spheres, practised over a 

period of decades, led to internalizations which shut oneself to rational reasoning of 

any kind. Within the context of pedagogical emancipation in a post-apartheid and post

colonial society the question arises, in how far the educational system will be 

accessible to reform and which didactic aspects should be particularly stressed. 

A first way out of the discrepancies between South African reality and scientific 

pretension was not indicated by educational scientists but by theologians who, by 

means of the KAIROS Document1, subjected the State Theology - deformed in the 

interests of domination - to a reflexion through the majority of the oppressed people. 

Consequently, theologians developed "Contextual Theology" in direct opposition to the 

status quo as well of the State Church as the social structure which was itself defined 

by apartheid legislation and ecclesiastical reinforcement. 

The term of "context" applied in this dissertation therefore subscribes interdisciplinarily 

to a theologically effected social analysis in order to unfold the pedagogical 

implications immanent to such an analysis and to make them accessible and to utilize 

1
The KAIROS Theologians: The Kairos Document. Johannesburg 1987. 
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them with a view to the development of a pedagogical and multi-contextual alternative. 

In the first instance, the perceptional interest was of theological character, whereas a 

contextual-pedagogical alternative of education will point out the specific pedagogical

secularized consequence of analyzed deplorable states of affairs. In doing so, 

Contextual Pedagogy will overcome the denominational commitment and restriction 

of pure theological epistemology. The abuse of power by church institutions, 

symptomatic not only of apartheid South Africa, puts the ecclesiastical influence in a 

precarious light which makes it imperative to neutralize this influence through 

contextualization of religiously defined constraints. Hence, the contextual-theological 

methodology and its reflexion on the definition of God - crucial for apartheid South 

Africa's "Christian" self-assertion - is a matter of particular interest. 

Following the delineation of the historical development of South Africa's education 

system and the analysis of the colonial pedagogical situation, the structure of 

interlocking of powers, determinative for the status quo, will be shown; the summarized 

results will be put into Conditional Matrices and, in doing so, its internal confrontation 

will lead to the explication of pedagogical implications and aims dependant upon 

domination-oriented interests. This will constitute the theoretical base for the 

formulation of basic assumptions and central pedagogical ideas to be applied in a 

post-apartheid context. Such an analysis is of equal relevance for Namibia, as South 

Africa can be regarded as the determining factor for Namibia's pedagogical situation 

during colonial times. 

The author wants to promote a pedagogical approach which is not committed to a 

specific context but on the contrary operates intercontextually with a particular 

methodology; consequently, it is not intended to attempt to put a repeated colonialist

western pedagogical model on the African population. Multi-contextualism could initiate 

the necessary interaction between contexts in order to destroy the internalizations 

created by a totalitarian hubris. 
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Contextual Pedagogy supports the changing self-determination of colonized and 

disempowered Subjects within a context of colonization or immediately thereafter. In 

the course of attempts to develop a corresponding alternative didactic model, 

Contextual Pedagogy turns against the educational aims of the oppressing 

colonialist.2 The definition of reality as experienced by the target group is of crucial 

importance in order to create a methodological repertoire that helps the target group 

to find its rightful place in greater society. 

The practical application of Contextual Pedagogy, as documented in Chapter 2, 

concentrates on the context of disempowered and marginalized societies, the main 

target group of the research being the Ju/'hoan3 people of Nyae Nyae (Eastern 

"Bushmanland", Namibia) and their efforts in creating an alternative, community-based 

pedagogical model: the Village Schools Project. The Project makes full use of 

Namibia's democratic constitutional provisions and tries to translate them into 

educational practice. In combination with the high degree of community involvement, 

as encountered in the Nyae Nyae region, the findings of the project will demonstrate 

2
0n the basis of their analysis of former Portuguese colonies in Africa, FREIRE/MACEDO describe this 

situation vividly; although an immediate comparison with the South African situation is not readily and easily 
permissible, due to its empathically realizable proximity it will nevertheless indicate the acute subjective
inductive definition of the context of the colonized in South Africa: "Schools functioned as political sites in 
which class, gender, and racial inequities were both produced and reproduced. [ ... ] The schools were seen 
as purifying fountains where Africans could be saved from their deep-rooted ignorance, their 'savage' 
culture, and their bastardized language [ ... ]. This system could not help but reproduce in children and youth 
the profile that the colonial ideology itself had created for them, namely that of inferior beings, lacking in all 
ability. On the one hand, schooling in these colonies served the purpose of deculturating the natives; on the 
other hand, it acculturated them into a predefined colonial model." (FREIRE, P.; MACEDO, D.: Literacy. 
South Hadley, Mass. 1987, p 143.) 

3The Ju/'hoan people are a closely knit "Bushman" community in North-Eastern Namibia, Western 
Botswana and South-Eastern Angola. They are identified by and named after their common language, 
Ju/'hoan. Up to the recent past, the term "San", like "Bushmen", was assumed to have too many negative 
connotations and was therefore avoided. However, as MENDELSSOHN puts it, "the word Bushman, 
although long used in a derogatory sense in Southern Africa, is now the word of choice for some grass-roots 
groups. Though each language group has its own name, no all embracing term is yet recognized by all of 
them. Some younger leaders today declare that they wish to ennoble the word by the way they use it in the 
future. "Saan" [or, more commonly used, "San", J.F.P.] is scornful in yet another Namibian language, Nama, 
and is furthermore unknown to many Bushman peoples." (Cf MENDELSSOHN, M. et al: Marginalisation in 
Education: The Case of Bushman-Speaking people.) In this thesis, whenever a reference is not made 
specifically to the Ju/'hoan people, the term "Bushman" is used accordingly, and will not be submitted 
to declension in its Plural form. By doing so, it is intended to create a generic term and to differentiate it 
from derogatory use. 
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the great opportunities for previously oppressed people. While under colonial rule there 

were no possibilities to develop a marginalized people's own culture to the full, the 

Namibian constitution initially actively encouraged such a process: the Project could 

therefore be regarded as the contextual-pedagogical application of the constitutionally 

provided opportunities. They educate learners and communities to become politically 

active members of the Namibian society who are able to participate fully in the 

construction of their country and their own destiny. 

The field research will then provide the hermeneutic text for a further reflexion on the 

theoretical analysis undertaken in Chapter 1. The incorporation of the field experiences 

will make it possible to extend the theory of Contextual Pedagogy by means of a 

theoretical superstructure that is rooted both in original contextual-pedagogical theory 

and in its directly related context of practical application. Chapter 3 thus augments 

contextual-pedagogical thought through the enriching experience of praxis, which flows 

back hermeneutically into a further maturation of its theoretical foundations. 

Chapter 4 will conclude by drafting a way ahead with regard to the construction of a 

regional community-based networking structure, and will alo focus on the outreach 

undertaken to other agents of education in the Southern African context, which also 

includes the proposed transfer to the Namibian Ministry of Education. It is suggested 

that the community-based approach of the Village Schools Project could serve as a 

catalyst for other marginalized groups to set up their own grassroots teaching 

programme and/or schools project. Likewise, pressure could be taken off existing 

government schools that might have problems to adapt to the needs of a marginalized 

community. These dimensions are of particular importance for the construction of an 

alternative didactic model by the author, as it has been developed and implemented 

in Nyae Nyae in collaboration with the Nyae Nyae communities. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE EMERGENCE OF CONTEXTUAL PEDAGOGY 

OUT OF A CONTEXT OF COLONIZATION 
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THE EMERGENCE OF CONTEXTUAL PEDAGOGY OUT OF A 

CONTEXT OF COLONIZATION 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN COLONIAL CONTEXT: CONDITIONAL FIELDS 

AND EDUCATIONAL AIMS WITHIN A CONTEXT OF COLONIZATION 

During the apartheid era, both the state authorities and the state-sanctioned churches 

exerted a decisive influence with regard to the implementation of institutionalized 

pedagogical structures. Within these structures not only developed a policy of 

segregation - later statutorily elevated and called "apartheid" -, but rather ensued an 

internalization of the underlying value system. This value system corresponded to the 

source of direction and control of the "whites" as a minority group, indicating from the 

beginning a tendency to an other-directed society with its symptomatic concentration 

upon only a few opinion concepts: 

What is common to all other-directeds is that their contemporaries are the source of direction for 
the individual - either those known to him or those with whom he is indirectly acquainted, through 
friends and through the mass media. This source is of course 'internalized' in the sense that 
dependence on it for guidance in life is implanted early. The goals toward which the other-directed 
person strives shift with that guidance: it is only the process of striving itself and the process of 
paying close attention to the signals from others that remain unaltered throughout life.4 

Consequently, the educational aim of habitualized acceptance of other-directedness 

as implied by the oppressors as part of "paying close attention to the signals from 

others" (whereby the signals coincide with the oppressors' subjugating apartheid 

ideology) practically entails a process of institutionalization5 which internalizes the 

principle of segregation, thus leaving it beyond any form of rational control: 

4
RIESMAN, D.; DENNEY, R.; GLAZER, N.: The Lonely Crowd. New Haven, Conn. 1962, p 22. 

5Cf BERGER, P.L.; LUCKMANN, T.: The Social Construction of Reality. Harmondsworth 1976, pp 70 
et sequ. 



Institutions also, by the very fact of their existence, control human conduct by setting up predefined 
patterns of conduct, which channel it in one direction as against the many other directions that 
would theoretically be possible. It is important to stress that this controlling character is inherent 
in institutionalization as such, prior to or apart from any mechanisms of sanctions specifically set 
up to support an institution. [ ... ] (T)he primary social control is given in the existence of an institution 
as such.6 
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Apartheid constituted an institution of control which had genetically rendered 

independent in the course of its history; that is why it has to be analyzed as a special 

factor. Thereby the effects of the "white" minority government on the educational 

process have to be clarified, i.e. to what extent did the apartheid government enjoy 

support and assistance within the pedagogical system? 

Emanating from this preliminary considerations, at least the formal-institutionalized 

schooling primarily could be expected to act in the interest of prevailing domination. 

Correspondingly, due to the centralistic structure of the education system, the 

oppressors were able to uphold the status quo by applying and utilizing the necessary 

control mechanisms. Insofar as BEHR designates the elements state, church, 

community and family as the education system's determinative factors7
, he 

erroneously assumes the possibility of bringing community's and family's influence to 

bear on a system which aims at their very own oppression. 

Analogously, HARTSHORNE8 emphasizes the education system's immanent defence 

character towards preservation of power and privileges. This is clearly rejected by the 

population majority and hence being repugnant to the harmony implied by BEHRs 

model; on the contrary, HARTSHORNE describes the almost unpredictable complexity 

of all parties being involved in the present educational reality: 

6
BERGER, P.L.; LUCKMANN, T.: The Social. .. , foe cit, p 72 et sequ. 

7 Cf BEHR, A.L.: New Perspectives in South African Education. Durban and Pretoria 1984, p 3. 

8HARTSHORNE, K.: Post-Apartheid Education: The Coming Opportunities. In: INSTITUTE for the Study 
of Public Policy: Critical Choices for South African Society. Rondebosch (no year given, presumedly 1987), 
pp 3-11. 



Its [Education's] stakeholders are the State and its security apparatus, the education departments, 
black political forces, education leaders, community groupings, teachers' associations and local 
groupings of teachers, students and learners in both organised and spontaneous action, young 
people outside the schools, the street-children, parents, churches, the business community and 
international forces both political and economic.9 

In respect of a precise analysis HARTSHORNE concludes: 

In the face of these complexities a neat analysis of the position of education is not possible; 
nevertheless it is possible to identify some clear indicators of broad tendencies and of the stances 
of some of the main actors in the drama that is being played out.10 
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The notion of "drama" vividly illustrates the Apartheid state's character of conflict and 

dynamics which also explains the emergence of informal structures (due to the 

inaccessibility of the formal educational sector) as a form of incarnation of resistance 

against the philosophy of State education. To portray the pedagogical situation and 

its "main actors", the dynamics of three institutions will be analyzed in more detail, 

thus constituting three Conditional Fields of pedagogical reality, namely the Conditional 

Fields of the State (in this case being equivalent to the "white" apartheid minority 

government), the Church and Apartheid. 

These Conditional Fields are determined by their inherent aims, which are in turn 

supported by subjective reasoning emanating from such a Field. They can create 

resistance and impose restrictions, or, on the contrary, invite reflexion and facilitation 

for re-defintions of existing subjective realities. In the following analysis, the 

Conditional Fields of the State, the Church and Apartheid respectively unfold specific 

implications with regard to methodologies and their Domination Media. A Conditional 

Field can thus be described as the sum of all conditions that lead to a specific 

understanding of pedagogy within a certain subjective mindset. 

9
HARTSHORNE, K.: Post-Apartheid .. ., foe cit, p 4. 

10 /bid. 
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A Conditional Matrix elaborates further on the interrelations within a specific 

Conditional Field. It describes a system of closely connected educational aims, 

implications and their respective methodology which, in the case of a totalitarian state, 

can well assume form within a repressive context of domination. In the course of 

contextual-pedagogical reasoning, Conditional Matrices provide the foundation for a 

qualitative reflexion of socio-pedagogical structures and their subjective understanding 

of society and its pedagogy. Inasmuch as a Conditional Matrix aims at summarizing 

the effects of various actors, aims and influences with regard to a specific Conditional 

Field, it could be read very much like a mathematical matrix which is commonly 

treated as a single element; it likewise represents the whole environment out of which 

a specific philosophy emerges, with all its practical implications directly related to it. 

The notion of a Conditional Matrix is central to Contextual Pedagogy, as it stresses 

the necessity for a wider, contextually based understanding of the pedagogical 

situation. It is, for example, not possible to focus on one specific phenomenon of any 

Conditional Field without incorporating it into the larger context of the related 

Conditional Matrix. Pedagogical work becomes embedded into a multi-faceted context 

which it also tries to understand before embarking on a closer analysis of its internal 

and external dynamics. Contextual-pedagogical analysis guarantees relevance and 

inner coherence, and likewise facilitates processes of innovative reflexion, as will be 

shown in more detail in the following sections dealing with the development of 

Conditional Matrices for the colonial context of Apartheid South Africa. 
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1.1.1 THE STATE 

Within the context of the apartheid South African pedagogical situation the regime's 

oppressive-totalitarian character intensified following the proclamation of the State of 

Emergency on 12 June 1986. As the government could maintain its authority mainly 

by means of exercising state-sanctioned violence and by control of free expression of 

opinions, it simultaneously caused a general situation and atmosphere in which "reality 

(could) only be violently explained"11 through cogitating within "categories of a state 

of emergency"12
. 

In his analysis of "possibilities and limits of the reproduction of the totalitarian 

movement"13 of National Socialism SCHOLTZ comments on a consequence which 

also shows relevancy for the South African totalitarian system: 

It [the reproduction of the totalitarian movement] required social motivation which was stimulated 
by the prospect of belonging to a politically significant educational establishment or 'elite', or, by 
the offer to transform Menschentahrung [guidance of mankind] into a career for which one was only 
insufficiently prepared. Thus, mobility and flexibility were generated on an unsecured foundation 
and accomplished by means of injudicious selection criteria on the one hand and a deficient 
qualification for the political tasks on the other. The antagonism between elevated self-esteem and 
lacking competence reproduced the resentment which impelled a violent explanation of reality.14 

In order to permanently reproduce the totalitarian oligarchy, the affiliation to an elite 

with all its immanent powers granted by state-educational establishments was clearly 

racially defined in South Africa. The self-esteem socially elevated in this way -

11
This notion originates in SCHOLTZ' formulation "gewalttatige Auseinandersetzung mit der Realitat". 

Cf SCHOLTZ, Harald: Die Nutzung van Erziehung und Bildung tor die politische MachtausObung. In: 
SCHOLTZ, H.: Nationalsozialistische MachtausObung im Erziehungsfeld und ihre Wirkungen auf die junge 
Generation. Hagen 1981, p 50. 

12"Kategorien des Ausnahmezustandes"; CfMOMMSEN, Hans: Ausnahmezustand als Herrschaftstechnik 
des NS-Regimes. In: FUNKE, M. (Ed): Hitler, Deutschland und die Machte. DOsseldorf 1976, p 43. 

13"Moglichkeiten und Grenzen der Reproduktion der totalitaren Bewegung"; Cf SCHOLTZ, Harald: Die 
Nutzung ... , foe cit, pp 33-50. 

14 /bid, p 50. (My translation, J.F.P.) 
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according to SCHOLTZ by virtue of the absolutely injudicious selection criterion of 

racial classification - was likewise facing a state intended deficiency of qualifications 

with regard to the individual's ability to critically reflect and cogitate. This not only 

prevented the questioning of state totalitarianism, but in addition allowed for its 

reinforced fixation within the framework of its typical other-directedness as long as the 

own superiority could be secured: "the other-directed man's inability to know what he 

wants, while being preoccupied with what he likes[ ... ] applies to politics as well as to 

other spheres of life"15
. 

This exhibits the difficulties to materialize pedagogical reforms in terms of a 

desegregation policy within the Conditional Field of the State, as long as the Field was 

dominated by the "white" minority group. The apprehension of possible political 

consequences by the agency of the "white" voting population, who set a high value on 

the colonial education system, prevented sweeping structural changes: 

The majority [view] is that white resistance to school desegregation is so deep that, 'if we allowed 
mixed state schools, the CP would win the next election'. [ ... ], influential government decision
makers also see segregated education as an indispensable element of a constitution which 
entrenches racial group rights.16 

The dynamics of the Conditional Field of the State are contained in a self-created 

impasse, shielded from endeavours of reform and innovation by the state legislation. 

Therefore, changes can only be expected from forces beyond the state (i.e. the "white" 

government system). Accordingly, FRIEDMAN concludes: 

The extent to which they [potential openings for desegregation] remain so may depend on the 
willingness of groups outside the government to press for desegregation and to adapt strategies 
which recognise both the obstacles awaiting them and the possibilities which may continue to 
emerge.17 

15
RIESMAN, D.; DENNEY, R.; GLAZER, N.: The lonely ... , foe cit, p 212. 

16FRIEDMAN, S.: Reform Revisited. Ed by SOUTH African Institute of Race Relations. Braamfontein 
1988, p 43. 

17RIESMAN, D.; DENNEY, R.; GLAZER, N.: The lonely ... , foe cit, p 51. (My italics, J.F.P.) 
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It needs to be analyzed however, to what extent these forces operating beyond the 

state Conditional Field are genuinely independent, or rather remain in state 

dependence. This is a crucial question not only for the private schools which were in 

a limited degree dispensed from government control, but also for each and every 

pedagogical initiative which tried to establish itself beyond the repressive status quo. 

The fact however that most South African private schools were and still are closely 

connected with, or even governed by the church, exacts an exhaustive analysis of the 

dynamics of the Conditional Field of the Church. This Conditional Field will be reflected 

upon by confronting it with the State Conditional Matrix summarily charted in Table 1, 

thus outlining its educational aims in more detail: 



Table 1: Conditional Matrix: 

Conditional Field: State 

applied Domination 
Media 

emergency legislation 

minority government 

exercising of state-sanctioned 
violence 

control of free expression of 
opinions 

concentration of power 

Implications 

reproduction of totalitarian 
oligarchy 

violent explanation of reality 

construction of enemy cliches 

suppression of endeavours of 
reform 

suppression of processes of 
critical cogitating 

loss of reflexion ability 

fixation of state totalitarianism 

immunization against external 
and extraneous influences 

immunization against 
innovations 

racial segregation segregation of contexts 

favouritism (undue preference) securing of "white" superiority 
of "white" learners 

securing of "black" inferiority 

emergence of a socially 
elevated self-esteem of the 
"white" minority 

preservation of inferior 
standards for "black" education 

Educational aims 

cogitation within categories of 
a state of emergency 

acceptance of other
directedness 

acceptance of oligarchy 
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acceptance of the government 
system 

internalization of enemy 
cliches 

acknowledgement of 
authorities 

acknowledgement of laws and 
the supreme power of the state 
(irrespective of their legitimacy) 

increased acceptance of other
directedness 

internalization of "white" 
superiority 

internalization of "black" 
inferiority 
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1.1.2 THE CHURCH 

The "white" played an important part regarding the construction of the South African 

education system: especially the dogma of the Dutch Reformed Church of the 

Afrikaans people (Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk = NGK) and the state's interests 

have been interwoven. Therefore, within the postulate of Christian National Education, 

both the NGK and the state symbiotically and strategically teamed up in their battle 

against the interests of the "black" population majority. Analogously, DE GRUCHY 

emphasizes the historical division of the South African churches not only along 

theological and denominational differences, but particularly on grounds of racial and 

cultural distinctions: this was subsequently reinforced by the specific context of racial

cultural oppression. 18 As the racial segregation was conducive to the securing of 

"white" superiority and as such embodied an applied Domination Medium of the State 

(cf Table 1 ), the adoption of that principle by an oppressor-affiliated church had to 

pursue identical aims and, consequently, had to reinforce and theologically justify the 

state's concentration of power. 

Today it [the NGK] is the church of the political establishment. It provides theological legitimation 
for apartheid, while its leaders repeatedly attack the World Council of Churches (WCC), the South 
African Council of Churches (SACC), black theology, and liberation theology for allegedly using 
religion for political ends. [ ... ] Forming an integral part of the socio-economic structures of their 
respective societies, institutional churches become trapped in those structures, reflecting the ruling 
class ideas of their time. 19 

Consequently, the NGK still exists within enemy cliches "essential for the South 

African political system"20
. These cliches were constructed by the historic alliance of 

NGK and state, with the object of intensification of their mutual potential of forces. This 

occurred within the context of securing of power of the "white" government and church 

18
Cf DE GRUCHY, J.W.: The Church Struggle in South Africa. Claremont 1986, pp 51 et sequ. 

19VILLA-VICENCIO, C.: Between Christ and Caesar. Claremont 1986, pp xv et sequ. 

2°KISTNER, W.: Zurn KAIROS-Dokument - Entstehung, Charakter, Reaktionen, Wirkung. In: Christen 
im Widerstand. Ed by "Dienste in Obersee" I Publizistik. Stuttgart 1987, p 69. (My translation, J.F.P.) 
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minority. Thereby, the NGK deviated completely from its genuinely immanent 

prophetical responsibility as "conscience of the state"21 and mutated into a 

transcendental mirror of the state ideology, together with a following of 42% of South 

Africa's "white" population22 including the former State President and the majority of 

all former "white" political leaders. 

The antagonists within the dynamics of the Conditional Field of the Church can be 

characterized as groupings who turned away from the specifically Western-orientated 

theology in favour of the Latin American model of "Liberation Theology". This 

alternative way of doing theology does not act deductively and analogous to the 

oppressors' interests, but rather develops an inductive-innovative method out of the 

immediate context of the oppressed through the foundation of ecclesiastical base 

communities in the form of a Basic Church (lgreja na basef3
• Due to the conflict of 

underlying interests this results in an immediate collision of the contexts of oppressor 

and oppressed: 

[ ... ] the power that the chruch [sic] has and must project is that of the power of truth set forth in the 
word of God. It is that truth and Christ's promise to be with his church which give the church the 
power to confront the state, rebuke its political abuses and relativize its attempt to deify itself when 
it arrogates to itself the right to care for people spiritually and bodily.24 

In continuation, NOLAN depicts the situation of the oppressor concerning the possible 

avoidance of the collision of contexts: 

21
"1 believe in a church which is a conscience of the State"; Cf CHI KANE, F.: No Life of my Own. 

Johannesburg 1988, p 7 4. 

22Cf VILLA-VICENCIO, C.: Trapped in Apartheid. Braamfontein 1987, p 145. Likewise: DE GRUCHY, 
J.W.: The Church ... , lac cit, p 246. 

23The term was coined by Leonardo BOFF; CfBOFF, L.: Ecclesiogenesis. London 1987, pp 34 et sequ. 

24MAIMELA, S.: Proclaim Freedom to my People. Johannesburg 1987, pp 131 et sequ. (My italics, 
J.F.P.) 



We, as whites, will not be the saviours of South Africa. It is the oppressed, under God, who will 
save South Africa. We need to develop the humility to join with them and support them or, at the 
very last, we need to ensure that we do not stand in the way as obstacles to the change that is 
coming.25 
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NOLAN's call for the abandonment of "white" jovial-patriarchal pretension to salvation 

and redemption, and therewith of internalized conceptions of superiority, can be 

regarded as crucial. Such conceptions are frequently implied by so-called "liberal" 

church leaders26 from the objective of "reconciliation" with the oppressed by 

simultaneous retention of the status quo. This, however, rather amounts to a 

collaboration with the government: 

In our situation in South Africa today it would be totally unchristian to plead for reconciliation and 
peace before the present injustices have been removed. Any such plea plays into the hands of the 
oppressor by trying to persuade those of us who are oppressed to accept our oppression and to 
become reconciled to the intolerable crimes that are committed against us. [ ... ] No reconciliation 
is possible in South Africa without justice, without the total dismantling of apartheid.27 

Since the foundation of the Institute for Contextual Theology28 and its subsequent 

publication of the Kairos-Document in September 1985, the South African liberation 

theologians have been able to expand their socio-political impact. As defined by 

BOFF, they emphasize the development of ecclesiastical base communities according 

to the "need to be liberated from a theology or theologies that are determined and 

thought out by an academic and ecclesiastical elite"29
• By doing so, a "People's 

Theology" can be developed, characterized by its orthopractical and contextual 

25
NOLAN, A.; BRODERICK, R.: "To Nourish Our Faith". Hilton 1987, p 9. 

26Cfin particular: CASSIDY, M.: Chasing the Wind. London 1985; CASSIDY, M.: The Passing Summer. 
London 1989. 

27The KAIROS Theologians: The Kairos .. ., foe cit, p 10. 

28
The notion of "Contextual Theology" initially used to be a generic term which included theologies such 

as, inter alia, Black Theology, Liberation Theology, Feminist Theology, Political Theology, Cultural Theology. 
However, as a result of the foundation of the Institute for Contextual Theology the notion of "Contextual 
Theology" - within the South African context - is increasingly used synonymously with "Liberation Theology". 

291NSTITUTE For Contextual Theology: What is Contextual Theology? Braamfontein (no year given), p 
3. 
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methodology of "theology from the underside"30
• 

This brief synopsis already illustrates the complexity of the Conditional Field of the 

Church, both with regard to its internal and especially its external dynamics within a 

combined framework of the state and its Christian-National dogma of education. A 

more detailed analysis therefore necessitates a subdivision of the Conditional Field 

into three Conditional Segments in order to ultimately develop a specific Conditional 

Matrix for each Segment. Due to their structural affinity to the same Conditional Field 

"Church", Conditional Segments form a segment of the original Conditional Field, 

which needs to be split in order to accommodate conflicting pedagogical implications. 

Such Conditional Segments could be understood and treated as independent 

Conditional Fields; the notion of Segment is however preferred, in order to illustrate 

the close relation to a Conditional Field which is determined by internal conflict. 

In accordance with the terminology of the Kairos-Document31 it will be referred to the 

Conditional Segments of the State Theology, the Church Theology and the Prophetic 

Theology respectively. 

1.1.2.1 STATE THEOLOGY 

The Kairos-Document defines State Theology as "the theological justification of the 

status quo with its racism, capitalism and totalitarianism. It blesses injustice, canonises 

the will of the powerful and reduces the poor to passivity, obedience and apathy."32 

Furthermore, in an essential explanatory note the Kairos theologians point out: 

30
INSTITUTE for Contextual Theology: What is ... , Joe cit, p 3. 

31 CfThe KAIROS Theologians: The KAIROS ... , Joe cit, p 2. 

32Jbid, p 3. 



Our analysis of present-day theological stances has led us to the conclusion that there is a 'State 
Theology' that does not only justify racism but justifies all the activities of the State in its attempts 
to hold on to power and that is subscribed to as a theology well beyond the White Dutch Reformed 
Churches.33 
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The orbit of State Theology therefore has extended beyond the orbit of the actual 

State Church, taking effect within each and every ecclesiastical grouping that is 

forming an alliance with the prevailing state interests. In this way all clerical institutions 

adjoined to the State Theology can be defined as vassals of the Repressive State 

Apparatus, thus having transformed themselves into an Ideological State Apparatus 

within a pluralism of Ideological State Apparatuses as postulated by AL THUSSER. In 

most cases, these can be assigned to the private domain (in differentiation to the 

domain of the public or the state) where they participate in securing the state's 

ideology. Due to their primary concentration on ideology, however, they are not 

dependant upon the execution of direct physical violence; on the contrary, they are 

able to realize and enact their immanent function of exercising repression by means 

of a less obvious, seemingly secondary r61e. 34 

Therefore, the institutionalized State Theology as Ideological State Apparatus is 

conducive to the cunningly subtle transfer of basic state structures into the fictitiously 

non-repressive (as metaphysically absolute) system of religion. This is done by 

deliberately veiling the fact that the authority of definition does not rest with an 

"absolute" God factor, but rather constitutes itself by means of secular domination 

interests within the process of the oppressor's occupation of non-governmental 

Conditional Fields; AL THUSSER ascertains: 

Given the fact that the 'ruling class' in principle holds State power [ ... ], and therefore has at its 
disposal the (Repressive) State Apparatus, we can accept the fact that this same ruling class is 
active in the Ideological State Apparatuses insofar as it is ultimately the ruling ideology which is 
realized in the Ideological State Apparatuses[ ... ]. no class can hold State power over a long period 
without at the same time exercising its hegemony over and in the State Ideological Apparatuses.35 

33
The KAIROS Theologians: The KAIROS ... , foe cit, p 33. 

34Cf AL THUSSER, L.: Essays on Ideology. London 1984, pp 18 et sequ. 

35 /bid, p 20. 
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By means of annexation of the biblical raw material's symbolic gist and its conversion 

to the oppressor's use (with the subsequent application in its capacity as legitimatizing 

agent for the politically domination-orientated finished product), State Theology 

simultaneously constructs the desired and normatively determined identity of the 

citizens: 

Identity is ultimately legitimated by placing it within the context of a symbolic universe. 
Mythologically speaking, the individual's 'real' name is the one given to him by his god. The 
individual may thus 'know who he is' by anchoring his identity in a cosmic reality protected from 
both the contingencies of socialization and the malevolent self-transformations of marginal 
experience. Even if his neighbours do not know who he is, and even if he himself may forget in the 
throes of nightmare, he can reassure himself that his 'true self' is an ultimately real entity in an 
ultimately real universe. The gods know - or psychiatric science - or the party.36 

The South African God of the State as exponent and advocate of the apartheid 

ideology could be located and identified in the old South African constitution, where, 

far beyond any seizure through critical reflexion, it was warranting the historical 

imperialism and colonialism of the "white" population minority and supporting the 

oligarchic constitutional structure: 

IN HUMBLE SUBMISSION to Almighty God, Who controls the destinies of peoples and nations, 
Who gathered our forebears together from many lands and gave them this their own, 
Who has guided them from generation to generation, 
Who has wondrously delivered them from the dangers that beset them, 
WE DECLARE that we 
ARE CONSCIOUS of our responsibility towards God and man; [ ... ]37 

In consideration of such a constitutionally defined coherence of State Theology and 

state, every church within the South African context submitting itself to this structure 

must be regarded and treated as dominant Ideological State Apparatus. As such it has 

lost its non-governmental character, thus holding no opportunities of social 

intervention; on the contrary, the church as Ideological State Apparatus has become 

a state co-opted ag.ent of repression, and acts upon the education system in 

36
BERGER, P.L.; LUCKMANN, T.: The Social. .. , foe cit, p 118. 

37REPUBLIC of South Africa: Republic of South Africa Constitution Act. No. 11 O, 1983. Pretoria 1983, 
p 2. 
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concurrence with the state. 38 

Therefore, within the ideological framework of Christian National Education, the 

Conditional Segment of State Theology mingled "national" (system-stabilizing) with 

State Theology-defined "Christian" (system-collaborating) principles by simultaneously 

eliminating all ecclesiastical forces which stood beyond the acknowledgement of the 

status quo. Within the dynamics of the Conditional Segment, the state maintained its 

centrical position which ensured control of the internal dynamics; in this connexion the 

State's constitutional illegitimacy39 became legalized by clerical processes of 

institutionalization, and with the help of biblical symbolism. Synchronously, by 

constructing an idolatrous God of the State40
, the performed collaboration was 

successfully disguised, and the illegitimacy endorsed and adopted. The submission to 

the authority of the state and its God appertained to the South African State Education 

as its genuinely essential and integral part, thus guaranteeing the unconditional 

elimination of all critical thinking. This will be illustrated once more in the following 

Conditional Matrix: 

38
ALTHUSSER however argues that the school has superseded the church as dominant Ideological 

State Apparatus (Cf AL THUSS ER, L.: Essays on ... , foe cit, p 31); nevertheless, such a process has not yet 
been effected in South Africa due to the constitutional nexus and unification of state interest and State 
Theology. The adoption of AL THUSSER's observation and its transfer to the South African context yet 
indicates a retarded evolutionary process of society development in the end of which a loss of State 
Theology's influence could inevitably be expected. 

39The jurisprudential-philosophical decisionism immanent to South Africa, whereby the law is defined by 
the legislation's stipulation of rights, evokes a paradox of justice: an illegitimate legislative can only produce 
legalized illegitimacy of the surrounding entire social structure. Cf as well with regard to the complex 
legitimacy and state ideology: GREENBERG, S.B.: Legitimating the Illegitimate. Berkley/Los Angeles/London 
1987, pp 123 et sequ. 

40According to AL THUSSER, representing an Absolute Subject: "[ ... ] all ideology is centred, that the 
Absolute Subject occupies the unique place of the Centre, and interpellates around it the infinity of 
individuals into subjects in a double mirror-connexion such that it subjects the subjects to the Subject, while 
giving them in the Subject in which each subject can contemplate its own image (present and future) the 
guarantee that this really concerns them and Him, and that since everything takes place in the Family [ ... ], 
'God will recognize his own in it', i.e. those who have recognized God, and have recognized themselves in 
Him, will be saved." [AL THUSSER, L.: Essays on ... , foe cit, p 54] 
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Table 2: Conditional Matrix: 
Conditional Field: Church 
Conditional Segment: State Theology 

applied Domination Implications 
Media 

fusion of state and church acknowledgement of the 
interests legitimacy of the state 

transcendental reflexion of the coherence of State Theology 
state ideology and state 

construction of a God of the transfer of basic state 
State structures into the system of 

religion 

conversion to the oppressor's construction of identity 
use of the biblical symbolic gist according to the oppressor's 

interests of continued 
domination 

control of free expression of 
opinions 

concentration of power 

racial segregation 

construction of an imaginary 
pseudo-reality 

construction of enemy cliches 

loss of practical relevance 

orthodox-deductive 
methodoloav 

suppression of endeavours of 
reform 

suppression of processes of 
critical cogitating 

loss of reflexion ability 

transfer of basic state 
structures into the system of 
religion 

fixation of state 
totalitarianism 

immunization against external 
and extraneous influences 

immunization against 
innovations 

segregation of contexts 

securing of "white" superiority 

securing of "black" inferiority 

emergence of a socially 
elevated self-esteem of the 
"white" minority 

Educational aims 

acceptance of the legitimacy of 
the state 

acceptance of the authority of 
an Absolute Subject 

acceptance of other
directedness 

acceptance of the government 
svstem 

internalization of the 
oppressor's normative system 

internalization of enemy 
cliches 

internalization of an imaginary 
pseudo-reality 

acknowledgement of 
authorities 

acknowledgement of laws and 
supreme power of the state 
(irrespective of their legitimacy) 

metaphysically-absolute 
internalization of basic state 
structures 

acceptance of oligarchy 

increased acceptance of other
directedness 

internalization of "white" 
superiority 

internalization of "black" 
inferiority 

acceptance of metaphysically
absolute predestination 
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1.1.2.2 CHURCH THEOLOGY 

Church Theology can be characterized as an almost fanatical striving after neutrality 

in a situation which in virtue of the social emergency situation does not allow 

neutrality; analogously, the Kairos-Document describes the core problem of Church 

Theology as its immanent type of spirituality, having been traditionally passed on and 

thus dominating the church for centuries: 

[ ... ], spirituality has tended to be an other-worldly affair that has very little, if anything at all, to do 
with the affairs of this world. Social and political matters were seen as worldly affairs that have 
nothing to do with the spiritual concerns of the Church. Moreover, spirituality has also been 
understood to be purely private and individualistic. Public affairs and social problems were thought 
to be beyond the sphere of spirituality. And finally the spirituality we inherit tends to rely upon God 
to intervene in God's own good time to put right what is wrong in the world. That leaves very little 
for human beings to do except to pray for God's intervention. It is precisely this kind of spirituality 
that, when faced with the present crisis in South Africa, leaves so many Christians and Church 
leaders in a state of near paralysis.41 

According to the analysis by the Kairos-document, Church Theology relies on 

axiomatically elevated basic values such as "reconciliation", "justice" and "non

violence", while synchronously transferring and applying them to the South African 

situation, thus circumventing any kind of political strategy. 

The structural injustice of the apartheid ideology however is contradictory to Church 

Theology's absolute principle of reconciliation, because - in parallel biblical terms - the 

devil (antichrist) and God are irreconcilable: "We are supposed to do away with evil, 

injustice oppression and sin - not come to terms with it. We are supposed to oppose, 

confront and reject the devil and not try to sup with the devil."42 

Exactly this coalition formation of structurally opposed, or, what is more, hostile forces 

is yet symptomatic for doctrine and character of Church Theology. Such doctrine 

41
The KAIROS Theologians: The KAIROS ... , foe cit, p 16. 

42 /bid, p 10. 
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consequently cannot be justified either religiously or secularly. According to 

BONHOEFFER for instance, the necessity of secular justification of religion and its 

secular responsibilities, as defined by a probity etsi deus non daretur (even if God 

should. not exist), compels such a religious-secular nexus43 which cannot be 

accomplished by Church Theology due to its construction of its own working 

hypothesis of God.44 

This specific working hypothesis of Church Theology proceeds from the assumption 

that the above-mentioned Christian-absolute basic principles are independent of the 

secular context, and hence need not be verified in the light of the politically secularized 

reality. As a result of the structurally contingent exclusion of real falsification 

cognitions, the hypothesis together with its immanent principles inevitably develops 

into an axiomatic dogma, inside which no concrete practical relevance can unfold. In 

this way Church Theology eludes the confrontation with the secular situation and the 

state's power respectively, in the course of which the initial postulate of neutrality has 

to be abandoned in conformity with State Theology. The religious escapism of Church 

Theology consequently constructs an imaginary pseudo-reality, which in its centre 

endorses the state domination by adapting it as its own new basis. In turn, it likewise 

condones state-sanctioned violence as "good violence".45 

43
As well referred to by TUTU: "Sometimes the church is required to make a choice between what it 

acknowledges to be two evils. Is it better to suffer the barbarisms and horrors of Hitler's Naziism or should 
one go to war to put an end to the nightmare? The allies argued that it was justifiable, indeed obligatory to 
go to war to stop Hitler's madness, and the Church concurred with that decision." (TUTU, D.: Freedom 
Fighters or Terrorists? In: VILLA-VICENCIO, C.: Theology and Violence. Braamfontein 1987, p 76.) In 
continuation, TLHAGALE draws a parallel to the South African situation: "The list of the crimes of the 
apartheid system is endless. That is why this political system is considered to be the most vicious since 
Nazism." (TLHAGALE, B.: Christian Soldiers. In: VILLA-VICENCIO, C.: Theology and Violence. 
Braamfontein 1987, pp 85 et sequ.) 

44Cf FISCHER, H.: Atheismus. In: Evangelisches Staatslexikon. Stuttgart 1987, p 104. 

451n this connexion, MPUMLWANA refers to the historic-pragmatical stand of the church which all along 
conceded a legitimate government its right of exercising violence; according to MPUMLWANA it is crucial 
however, that this pre-condition has not been met in South Africa and therefore an ecclesiastical sanctioning 
of state-sanctioned violence cannot be admissible: "The dilemma of the church is that its policy of dealing 
with the state is to act as if the government was in fact a government of national interest, whose legitimacy 
is not questioned. Where a government, by law and might, hijacks the country and its national resources 
for minority purposes, the church's standard policy falls short." Cf MPUMLWANA, M.: "Legitimacy and 
Struggle". In: VILLA-VICENCIO, C.: Theology and Violence. Braamfontein 1987, p 91. 
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Proceeding on the assumption that Church Theology acknowledges the legitimacy of 

the South African state, no distinction can be made between Church Theology and the 

Conditional Segment of State Theology within the pedagogical situation. Its distinctive 

character however becomes apparent in its effort for subtlety and manipulatively 

disguising such a coherence of church and state. This is supported by the 

proclamation of an absolutism of the God of the State, despite all observable violence: 

"His" own structurally institutionalized potential of violence is deliberately kept beyond 

reflexion by police and security forces46
. The construction of a martyr-myth protects 

against possible external and extraneous influences: 

So frantically agitated are we about the deplorable state of our nation, and sometimes so frenziedly 
engaged are we, that spirituality, prayer, the work and gifts of the Spirit become caricatured as the 
escapist indulgences of those poor lost souls castigated by the pure activist as 'irrelevent' [sic].[ ... ] 
For the desperate plight of our land cannot be faced and escaped from unless it be by the Lord's 
power and victory, and sought in prayer through His Spirit, His word, His gifts.47 

The premise of secondary relevance of secular problems for the benefit of a (state-) 

divine construct48 particularly places Church Theology beyond reality, and, 

consequently, beyond any significance with regard to social reform. In contrast, the 

Kairos-document emphasizes the secularization of the Christian context in favour of 

the political intervention in the sphere of the "Here-and-Now", in order to bring about 

the nexus of a Christian approach with secularly determined interests. This constitutes 

an aspect which Church Theology refuses to have anything to do with, and 

46
TUTU differentiates between legal and moral law; in the same way as MPUMLWANA he refers to the 

illegitimacy of the South African government as originator of structural violence. Cf TUTU, D.: Freedom 
Fighters or Terrorists? In: VILLA-VICENCIO, C.: Theology ... , lac cit, pp 71-78. 

47CASSIDY, M.: "From where I sit...". In: Africa Enterprise Update. May 1990, p 2. This statement must 
be seen before the background of the Natal violence to which South African security forces contributed a 
great deal, particularly in the Natal Midlands. (Cf as well HARTLEY, W.: The Aftermath. In: Political Conflict 
in South Africa. Durban 1988, pp 81-86.) The strategy of supersession by referring to prayer and (state-) 
divine omnipotence within the context of existential threat and institutionalized violence is symptomatic for 
the publications of "Africa Enterprise", the presumably most influential exponent of Church Theology within 
the South African context. 

48CASSIDY states explicitly: "Standing on Kingdom Ground reminds us that man's kingdoms, whether 
white, black or brown, whether UP, NP, DP, ANG or PAC, will rise, be shaken and fall. But the Word and 
Kingdom of our God and of His Christ 'cannot be shaken' (Heb. 12:28) and will abide for ever." In: 
CASSIDY, M.: Standing on Kingdom Ground. A call to the South African Church. Pietermaritzburg 1989, 
p 2. 



subsequently declines to accept: 

Changing the structures of a society is fundamentally a matter of politics. It requires a political 
strategy based upon a clear social or political analysis. The Church has to address itself to these 
strategies and to the analysis upon which they are based. It is into this political situation that the 
Church has to bring the gospel. Not as an alternative solution to our problems as if the gospel 
provided us with a non-political solution to political problems. There is no specifically Christian 
solution. There will be a Christian way of approaching the political solutions, a Christian spirit and 
motivation and attitude. But there is no way of bypassing politics and political strategies.49 

51 

Accordingly, it will become conclusive that Church Theology in its pedagogical 

Conditional Matrix, and with regard to its implications and educational aims - while 

pretending to be fictitiously "liberal" - only little differs from the Conditional Segment 

of State Theology, although the applied Domination Media might be less obvious. 

Analogously, the outer renunciation of a structural racial segregation for instance does 

not entail a thematic problematization of the underlying problem, but on the contrary 

works towards its repression into a sphere of predestination as defined by calvinist 

destiny, thus being no longer accessible by means of objective reflexion. Altogether, 

the Conditional Matrix of Church Theology is characterized by mechanisms of 

toleration within the immediate connexion of state and State Theological interests, 

jointly fixing the status quo in their respective basic structures and aiming at its 

ultimate stabilization. 

49
The KAIROS Theologians: The KAIROS ... , lac cit, p 15. 
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Table 3: Conditional Matrix: 
Conditional Field: Church 
Conditional Segment: Church Theology 

applied Domination 
Media 

fusion of state and church 
interests 

transcendental reflexion of the 
state ideology 

toleration of a state-divine 
construct (of a God of the 
State) 

proclamation of Christian
absolute basic principles 
independent of the secular 
context 

prevention of development of 
private opinions 

construction of a martyr-myth 

Implications 

acknowledgement of the 
legitimacy of the state 

coherence of Church Theology 
and state 

transfer of basic state 
structures into the system of 
religion 

construction of its own working 
hypothesis of God according to 
the oppressor's interests of 
continued domination 

construction of an imaginary 
pseudo-reality 

loss of practical relevance 

orthodox-deductive 
methodology 

suppression of processes of 
critical cogitating 

loss of reflexion ability 

immunization against external 
and extraneous influences 

Educational aims 

acceptance of the legitimacy of 
the state 

acceptance of the authority of 
an Absolute Subject 

acceptance of other
directedness 

acceptance of the government 
system 

internalization of the 
oppressor's normative system 

internalization of an imaginary 
pseudo-reality 

acknowledgement of 
authorities 

acknowledgement of laws and 
supreme power of the state 
(irrespective of their legitimacy) 

acceptance of metaphysically
absolute predestination 

toleration of state totalitarianism toleration of basic state 
structures 

immunization against 
innovations acceptance of oligarchy 
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1.1.2.3 PROPHETIC THEOLOGY 

"The social critique of the Prophets harshly turned against violations by the powerful, 

against confidence tricks, land speculation, accumulation"50 
- the theological 

approach of the Kairos-Document refers to exactly the same prophetic tradition: 

Prophetic theology differs from academic theology because, whereas academic theology deals with 
all biblical themes in a systematic manner and formulates general Christian principles and 
doctrines, prophetic theology concentrates on those aspects of the Word of God that have an 
immediate bearing upon the critical situation in which we find ourselves. The theology of the 
prophets does not pretend to be comprehensive and complete, it speaks to the particular 
circumstances of a particular time and place - the KAIROS.51 

Such a definition implies the central significance of the context and therefore 

generates socio-political relevance within a hermeneutical interpretation of texts which 

distinctly differentiates itself from any form of deductive dogmatism. In this connexion, 

BOFF ascertains an inductive "meaning potential" of biblical texts, "that becomes 

explicit only in contact with new socio-historical situations. [ ... ] Sacred Scripture is a 

fountain of fresh, living water, from which new meanings emanate in light of the times 

in which we live, suffer, and seek meaning."52 As far as that goes, Prophetic 

Theology is the result of a contextual-theological methodology in the tradition of Latin 

American liberation theology (religion popular) with its emphasis on ecclesiastical base 

communities53 as a starting point for a holistic understanding, "intended ultimately not 

for the church's own benefit but for the world's. "54 

50
STROHM, Theodor: Eigentum. In: Evangelisches Staatslexikon. Stuttgart 1987, p 690. (My translation, 

J.F.P.) 

51 The KAIROS Theologians: The KAIROS ... , foe cit, p 17. 

52BOFF, L.: The Maternal Face of God. London 1989, p 190. 

53This alliance of contextual-theological methodology and basic ecclesiastical communities is in South 
Africa clearly and unequivocally effected through TEP (Theology Exchange Programme); the terminology 
applied makes use of the terms BCC's (Basic Christian Communities) and BEC's (Basic Ecclesial 
Communities) respectively. Cf as well THEOLOGY Exchange Programme: Basic Christian Communities. 
In: People's Church vol.2 (1989) no.1. Same Ed. Athlone: 1989. 

54COX, H.: The Silencing of Leonardo Baff. London 1988, p 158. 
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In contrast to the structures of the Conditional Segments of the State- resp. Church 

Theology expounded earlier, the holistic postulate of hermeneutical sacral-secular 

communication and reflexion leads to the inclusion of the reality situation, and 

consequently to the surmounting of state-and-theology coherence. Within the context 

of an illegitimately governed and oppressed society, this not only implies potential but 

rather actual confrontation with the supreme power of the regime, as formulated in the 

Kairos-Document: 

Thus prophecy is always confrontational. It confronts the evils of the time and speaks out against 
them in no uncertain terms. Prophetic theology is not afraid to take a stand, clearly and 
unambiguously. Prophetic statements are stark and simple without being hedged in with 
qualifications or possible exceptions. They deal with good and evil, justice and injustice, God and 
the devil. It is not surprising then that any theology that is truly prophetic will be controversial and 
in some circles it will be very unpopular. The prophets were persecuted and Jesus was crucified.ss 

The intensity of the Kairos-Document's significance can be viewed by establishing a 

clear parallel with the relevance of the Barmen Theological Declaration. This 

constitutes a re-contextualization of the National Socialist problematic nature, 

particularly with regard to the questioning of pseudo-Christian State-Theological 

sanctimoniousness as practised by the "Deutsche Christen" who supported the 

Nazis.56 According to VREE, the Germanism as source of divine revelation was the 

desecrating factor at that time57
. Today, within the South African context, the notion 

of apartheid fulfils a similar function by its constitutional reduction of the notion of God 

to the exclusive god of a white race. 58 Article Five of the 1934 Barmen Declaration 

represents a statement which in its intention clearly corresponds with the above

mentioned quotation from the Kairos-Document: 

ssThe KAIROS Theologians: The KAIROS ... , lac cit, p 18. 

s6COX makes reference to this problem as well: "Was Bonhoeffer merely being narrow-minded when 
he refused to be cosily ecumenical with the 'Deutsche Christen' who supported the Nazis? A bland tolerance 
that sees anything religious as good will simply not do." (COX, H.: The Silencing ... , lac cit, p 164.) 

s7CfVREE, D.: On Synthesizing Marxism and Christianity. New York 1976, pp 26 et sequ. 

sact as well HOBER, W.: Legitimacy and Illegitimacy of Government. In: Journal of Theology for 
Southern Africa (1988) no. 63, pp 42-44. 



We reject the false doctrine that beyond its special commission the State should and could become 
the sole and total order of human life and so fulfil the vocation of the Church as well. 
We reject the false doctrine that beyond its special commission the Church should and could take 
on the nature, tasks and dignity which belong to the State and thus become itself an organ of the 
State.59 
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While the methodology of Prophetic Theology proceeds from confronting orthodox

dogmatic basic principles with the secular context, it is modifying them inductively and 

innovatively. Likewise, Prophetic Theology abolishes the pretension to religious 

exclusivity and creates an inter-religious dialogue60 as well as an inter-contextual61 

consciousness. Such a state of consciousness, however, is a precondition of 

externalizing supra-individual Subjectivity as defined by MARCUSE62 with the object 

of the emergence of a Sensibilitized Subject. In this way models of superiority and 

inferiority within the South African context, internalized for generations, will be made 

accessible to reflexion: 

[ ... ] Freedom originates indeed in the mind of man, in his ability (or rather in his need and desire) 
to comprehend his world, and this comprehension is praxis in as much as it establishes a specific 
order of facts, a specific organization of the data of experience. The human mind is constituted in 
such a way that it subjects the data received by the senses to certain concepts of rigidly universal 
order in time and space, and this act is the precondition of all activity, practical as well as 
theoretical.63 

According to MARCUSE, the correspondingly Sensibilitized Subject will constitute "a 

consciousness and a sensibility unwilling to reproduce the status quo - [a] refusal to 

59
The BARMEN Declaration, 1934. Quoted from VILLA-VICENCIO, C.: Between ... , Joe cit, p 98. Cf also: 

BURGSMOLLER, A.; WETH, R. (Ed): Die Barmer Theologische Erklarung. Neukirchen 1983. 

60as well called for by COX; Ct COX, H.: The Silencing ... , Joe cit, pp 164 et sequ. 

61 The notion of "context" shall supersede the familiar but inaccurate notion of "culture" and, avoiding any 
danger of cultural-imperialistic thinking, shall thereby create that liberty of values which is of particular 
importance in an oppressive-colonialist context such as South Africa. Whereas an inter-cultural 
consciousness could, inter alia, imply aspects of conversion and occupation of alien cultures (on grounds 
of the anticipated inferiority of the alien culture), thereby showing a static character, the notion of context 
structurally emphasizes the dialogue with the physical and psychological surroundings due to its immanent 
dynamic-situative self-definition. 

62CfMARCUSE, H.: Freedom and the Historical Imperative [1969]. In: From Luther to Popper. Same Ed. 
London 1988, p 217. 

63 /bid. 
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cooperate. [ ... ] Schools and universities, the non-integrated youth appear as the 

catalysts in this development."64 In a social system like South Africa however, with 

its dominant position of the church, the church can also act as catalyst. In that way it 

might be able to unite the potential of the non-integrated youth, provided that the 

church takes position and rejects the collaboration with the illegitimate oppressor, as 

formulated in the Kairos-Document: 

[ ... ] It remains true that the Church is already on the side of the oppressed because that is where 
the majority of its members are to be found. 65 

In the first place the Church cannot collaborate with tyranny. It cannot or should not do anything 
to give legitimacy to a morally illegitimate regime. Secondly, the Church [ ... ]should also mobilise 
its members in every parish to begin to think and work and plan for a change of government in 
South Africa. ( ... ]And finally the moral illegitimacy of the apartheid regime means that the Church 
will have to be involved at times in civil disobedience. A Church that takes its responsibilities 
seriously in these circumstances will sometimes have to confront and to disobey the State in order 
to obey God.66 

Concerning the connexion of MARCUSE's thoughts with the South African context, as 

considered in the Kairos-Document, it must be borne in mind that in South Africa - in 

contrast to the context of modern industrial societies - the willingness of refusal to 

cooperate during the apartheid era rested with the population majority. Therefore such 

a refusal did not remain confined to an intelligentsia-shift of the revolutionary potential. 

Particularly the relative helplessness of the police and army machine, which for 

instance failed in its efforts to smash liberation movements such as SWAPO and ANC 

differ from MARCUSE's context fundamentally. Even more important is the fact that 

the vast majority of the South African population could be described as discontented, 

which could not be observed during the West German contextual situation of the late 

sixties. That is exactly why the requirements regarding "the emergence of a radical 

political consciousness, capable of shattering the equally unprecedented repressive 

64
NARCUSE, H.: Freedom ... , foe cit, p 217. 

65The KAIROS Theologians: The KAIROS ... , foe cit, p 28. 

66 /bid, p 30. 
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mystification of facts"67 were perfectly met - a mystification which was constr~cted 

and achieved under substantial participation of State- and Church Theology. 

Consequently, the methodology of (Prophetic) liberation theology will have to continue 

to approach the demystification of the mysticism established by State- and Church 

Theology - no doubt a promising task for theological-pedagogical contextual co

operation. 

. 
This connexion will be once more charted and illustrated in the following Conditional 

Matrix; in differentiation to the previous Matrices the concept of "applied Domination 

Media" will be replaced by "applied methodology". This is done in accordance with the 

genuine structure of Prophetic Theology, which does not preserve domination 

(combined with direct or indirect violence), but rather promotes its existential 

questioning by means of a methodological diversity. 

67
MARCUSE, H.: Freedom ... , foe cit, p 217. 
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Table 4: Conditional Matrix: 
Conditional Field: Church 
Conditional Segment: Prophetic Theology 

applied methodology 

separation of state and church 
interests 

sacral-secular critical reflexion 
of the state ideology 

holistic-communicative 
definition of God 

hermeneutical-communicative 
reflexion of biblical texts in 
dependence upon the secular 
context 

reality connexion of divine 
imagines 

promotion of development of 
private opinions 

dismystification of power 

dismystification of 
predestination myths 

communication of contexts 

Implications 

denial of the legitimacy of the 
state 

opposition of Prophetic 
Theology to (illegitimate) state 

actual confrontation with basic 
state structures 

abolition of religious exclusivity 

abolition of imaginary pseudo
reality 

inter-religious dialogue 

practical relevance 

orthopractical-inductive 
methodology 

promotion of processes of 
critical cogitating 

maximization of reflexion ability 

Educational aims 

surmounting of the internalized 
acceptance of the legitimacy of 
the state, the government 
system and the authority of an 
Absolute Subject 

formation of self-directedness 

formation of an inter-contextual 
consciousness 

externalization and reflexion of 
the internalized normative 
system of the oppressor 

externalization and reflexion of 
enemy cliches 

surmounting of the 
fundamental acknowledgement 
of authorities 

own investigation into the 
legitimacy of laws and the 
supreme power of the state 

rejection of state totalitarianism externalization and 
surmounting of metaphysically-

willingness towards innovation absolute internalizations 

desegregation of contexts 

repeal of fixed sta ~dard 
dualisms of superiority and 
inferiority 

surmounting of the 
fundamental acknowledgement 
of basic state structures 

externalization and 
surmounting of internalized 
concepts of superiority and 
inferiority 

emergence of a Sensibilitized 
Subject 
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1.1.3 APARTHEID 

It has already been mentioned that the institution of apartheid will be analyzed as a 

special factor, whereby apartheid constitutes an institution of control which genetically 

rendered independent in the course of its history. As Apartheid can therefore be seen 

as a paradigm for a colonialist context, it is now essential to analyze the power 

relations in more detail which both emanate from, and flow back into, the Conditional 

Field of apartheid, thus self-securing its own existence. 

In. his investigation from 197068
, SCHLEMMER already emphasized the complexity 

of the apartheid structure as a result of the self-reinforcing interdependences of race 

and social class. This structure became manifest within a public value system overall 

supportive to racialism, and hence fundamentally different to other societies which by 

virtue of their constitution exclude racialism. Consequently, in contrast to classical 

psychological findings of the prejudice research for instance, he explained the cause 

of behaviourial attitudes primarily by means of a socially motivated striving for 

conformity, which appears both in "whites" and "blacks" within the framework of a 

normative system determined by the apartheid ideology69
, thus having a stabilizing 

effect on the social system: 

The privilege and power of the White man gives him a certain morale, personal confidence and 
assuredness in dealing with Blacks which the latter, because their lack of privilege and low status 
weaken their morale, simply cannot challenge. This is quite apart from the educational 
disadvantages suffered by non-Whites. The White man therefore often quite realistically sees 
himself to be superior (and often the Black feels himself to be inferior). The system ensures 

68SCHLEMMER, L.: Factors Underlying Apartheid. In: Anatomy of Apartheid. Ed by P. RANDALL. 
Johannesburg 1970, pp 19-30. 

69A striving for conformity which grasps critics of the system as well, as the Afrikaans writer Andre Brink 
admits; he describes the exigency as a "cultural schizophrenia" particularly for Afrikaaners being critical of 
the system, "especially because the majority of younger writers feel a very strong emotional and spiritual 
bond with the 'volk' [''volk" = population group of the "white" Afrikaaner, J.F.P.] and prefer to adopt a 
defensive attitude towards the hostile outside world. This means that, contrary to trends almost everywhere 
else, young Afrikaans writers openly or tacitly support 'Afrikanerdom'; and this leads to the extreme of even, 
willy nilly, supporting Afrikaner Nationalism - and apartheid." (BRINK, A.: Some Aspects of Culture and 
Apartheid. In: Anatomy of Apartheid. Ed by P. RANDALL. Johannesburg 1970, pp 35 et sequ.) 



enhanced personal abilities in the privileged classes, and therefore not all the attitudes of Whites 
are simply the result of prejudice. This is one rather important factor reinforcing the system.70 
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As has been illustrated by the Conditional Matrices with regard to the internalizations 

of superiority and inferiority, SCHLEMMER's twenty-year-old investigation very well 

reflects the pedagogical situation within a context of colonization. Accordingly, he 

came to the conclusion that due to the "blacks"' internalized value system and their 

continued self-orientation in conformity with the internalized ethos of a conquered 

nation, a "political incapacity" of the "black" population arises which prevents the 

articulation of protest.71 Despite all rational recognition, it appears to be very difficult 

to throw discredit upon the statutory anchorage of such an ethos, which at first 

reinforces itself through interaction and subsequently generates its own dynamics.72 

Therefore, the institution of apartheid did not act directly and immediately. It rather 

unfolded its power through exercising an influence on actions73 of their 

institutionalized objects, in terms of an interactively substantiated subject-object

relation. By virtue of the mutual reflexion of externalizations and internalizations, this 

itself generated a subject-object-correspondence which was not dependant upon the 

utilization of violence or coercion as a general principle. The single object is becoming 

a collective member of a collective consciousness the immediate instant it exposes 

itself to the institutionally defined value system; the desire for an individual 

consciousness will therefore have to subject to a fatalistic unconsciousness. This is 

the only solution in case it does not want to be inconsistent with its own subjective

functional desired value system and the environmental relations defined in this way. 

By this means domination yet consolidates: 

70
SCHLEMMER, L.: Factors ... , foe cit, p 29. 

71 Cf Ibid, p 29. 

72Cfas well GOLDIN, I.: Making Race. London, New York: 1987, pp xxv et sequ. 

73Cf FOUCAULT, M.: The Subject and Power. In: Michel Foucault. Beyond Structuralism and 
Hermeneutics. Ed by H. L. DREYFUS and P. RABI NOW. Brighton, Sussex 1982, pp 208-226. 



Domination is in fact a general structure of power whose ramifications and consequences can 
sometimes be found descending to the most incalcitrant fibres of society. [ ... ] But what makes the 
domination of a group, a caste, or a class, together with the resistance and revolts which that 
domination comes up against, a central phenomenon in the history of societies is that they manifest 
in a massive and universalizing form, at the level of the whole social body, the locking together of 
power relations with relations of strategy and the results proceeding from their interaction.74 
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Within the power relations of the three analyzed Conditional Fields, apartheid unfolds 

the universal ritual of firstly seizing the individual desire and then submitting it to the 

social desire, analogously to the characteristics of a self-contained closed society. This 

explains the past passivity of many "blacks" who in entanglement with their own and 

a transcendentally superior existence (in this case often endorsed and reinforced by 

the symbolic rituals of the Corpus Christi mysticum according to State Theological 

interests) finally subscribed to their own destruction without being alive to the 

consequences.75 While FOUCAULT emphasizes that "power relations are rooted 

deep in the social nexus"76
, ECKENSBERGER as a cultural psychologist77 similarly 

refers to the psychological construction of the environment by means of the individual's 

action with and within the world around her/him, only thereby constituting himself/ 

herself as an acting individual.78 BOESCH introduces the phenomenon of fantasms 

as regulators of a relation between the Me and the environment which constitutes itself 

74
FOUCAULT, M.: The Subject. .. , lac cit, p 226. 

75Therefore, in his three-dimensional power theory LUKES emphasizes as well the investigation of latent 
versus open conflicts, in the course of which the absence of grievances (resp. subjective disgust) is less 
equivalent with a Consensus omnium as rather with a manipulated Consensus perdefinitionem: "To assume 
that the absence of grievance equals genuine consensus is simply to rule out the possibility of false or 
manipulated consensus by definitional fiat. In summary, the three-dimensional view of power[ ... ] allows for 
consideration of the many ways in which potential issues are kept out of politics, whether through the 
operation of social forces and institutional practices or through individuals' decisions. This, moreover, can 
occur in the absence of actual, observable conflict, which may have been successfully averted - though 
there remains here an implicit reference to potential conflict. This potential, however, may never in fact be 
actualised. What one may have here is a latent conflict, which consists in a contradiction between the 
interests of those exercising power and the real interests of those they exclude. These latter may not 
express or even be conscious of their interests [My underline, J.F.P.], [ ... ].(Cf LUKES, S.: Power: A Radical 
View. London 1974, pp 24 et sequ.) 

76FOUCAULT, M.: The Subject. .. , lac cit, p 222. 

771n order to be more precise, the author would prefer the term of "contextual psychologist". 

78
Cf ECKENSBERGER, L.H.: Der Beitrag kulturvergleichender Forschung zur Fragestellung der 

Umweltpsychologie. In: Umweltpsychologie. Ed by G. KAMINSKI. Stuttgart 1976, p 84. 
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that way; in doing so, fantasms "define the experiences which either foster or yet 

threaten a positive ego-perception"79 
- all in the very interest of the institution of 

apartheid which in the course of a long genetical process established itself as such a 

fantasm, thus assisting in the mastering and interpretation of socio-environmental 

relations, although in a negative and precluding manner: 

The bounds of acting [ ... ]are not only contingent upon instrumental combinations of goals but also 
upon those subjective-functional aspects of goals which unite in the shape of fantasms. [ ... ] For any 
reasons an individual structures the relation between himself/herself and her/his fields of acting in 
such a manner that a spider is becoming a creature which no longer can be borne, the dark cellar 
is becoming a place which no longer can be coped with; [ ... j80 

Correspondingly, the oppressed defines and structures his/her relation to the 

oppressor as impossible to cope with, making it feasible for him/her to avoid a collision 

of contexts. This coincides with the lifelong experienced structures of the Me and the 

environment materializing in the form of an internalized acceptance of segregation 

which now in turn is flowing back into the Conditional Field of apartheid in order to 

avoid all inconsistencies in the psychical experience contrary to the Me-strengthening 

"need for undisputed mastering of environmental relations"81
. The fact that "the inner 

private experience has been equally moulded and influenced by external experiences, 

insights such as these are far from the thoughts of the na"lvely experiencing person, 

nay, she/he pretty often will tend to deny them"82
: especially in the colonial South 

African context, whose Conditional Fields - with the exception of the Conditional 

Segment of Prophetic Theology - were aiming at the general avoidance of reflexion 

by suppressing any processes of critical cogitating. 

79
BOESCH, E.E.: Kultur und Handlung. Bern, Stuttgart, Wien 1980, p 94. (My translation, J.F.P.) 

80 Ibid, p 198. 

81 /bid, p 133. (My translation, J.F.P.) 

82 /bid. (My translation, J.F.P.) 
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Making reference to BARKER's psycho-ecological conception of Behavior Settings, 

GREVER US emphasizes that "Behavior Settings of a culture [preferably: of a context, 

J.F.P.] are not detachable from their paragons and therefore do not constitute 

independent units but rather materializations of the cognitive systems of cultures 

[preferably: of contexts, J.F.P.] which determine the quality of behaviour."83 As far as 

that goes, the Conditional Field of apartheid produces materializations which can also 

be observed in the form of Behavior Settings, possibly going a long way towards an 

approach of pedagogical intervention. This approach primarily would have to switch 

over to the augmentation and intensification of the degree of interdependence between 

Settings of opposing contexts84
. Given an increasing degree of contextual 

interdependence, dissimilar Settings amalgamate and become one Setting in order to 

not only counter aspirations for continued segregation, but rather to surmount such 

structures in favour of the emergence of a new self-definition of the Me and the 

environment. 

These assertions already indicate the high Stellenwert of a contextually oriented 

scientific discipline such as Ecological Psychology, as far as the problematic nature 

of the colonial South African situation is concerned. This also allows to postulate the 

raison d'etre of a contextual-pedagogical approach which will be particularized by 

means of a field study in the following chapter. 

The following Conditional Matrix completes the analysis of the educational aims of the 

oppressing colonialist, and again illustrates the complexity both with regard to the 

immanent self-reinforcing Domination Media and the implicit consequences and 

educational aims. 

83
GREVERUS, I.: Zur kulturanthropologischen Relevanz des Behavior Setting-Konzepts. In: Ordnung 

und Variabilitat im Alltagsgeschehen. Ed by G. KAMINSKI. Gottingen 1986, p 186. (My translation, J.F.P.) 

84Cfalso: SAUP, W.: Barkers Behavior Setting-Konzept und seine Weiterentwicklung. In: Psychologische 
Rundschau 34 (1983) no. 3, pp 134-146. 
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Table 5: Conditional Matrix: 

Conditional Field: Apartheid 

aQQlied Domination lmglications Educational aims 
Media 

primacy of the social desire habitualization of other- internalization of other-
according to the oppressor's directedness directedness 
interests of continued 
domination acknowledgement of the acceptance of the legitimacy of 

legitimacy of the state the state 

acceptance of the government 
system 

self-establishment as fantasm avoidance of inconsistencies in internalization of the 
the psychical experience acceptance of segregation 

generation of materializations internalization of existing 
which determine the quality of structures between the Me and 
behaviour the environment 

acceptance of oligarchy 

orientation along a traditionally suppression of processes of acknowledgement of 
passed on ethos critical cogitating authorities 

prevention of development of loss of reflexion ability acknowledgement of laws and 
private opinions supreme power of the state 

immunization against (irrespective of their legitimacy) 
innovations 

prevention of articulation of 
protest 

unfolding of power through construction of a internalization of the 
exercising an influence on consciousness according to the oppressor's normative system 
actions oppressor's interests of 

continued domination internalization of basic state 
structures 

construction of a fatalistic 
unconsciousness acceptance of metaphysically-

absolute predestination 
immunization against external 
and extraneous influences 

consolidation of domination 
according to the state 
totalitarianism 

fixation of contexts segregation of contexts internalization of "white" 
superiority 

racial segregation preservation of fixed standard 
dualisms of superiority and internalization of "black" 
inferiority inferiority 
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1.2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF CONTEXTUAL PEDAGOGY 

1.2.1 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 

The interdependences between applied Domination Media and generated implications 

and educational aims have shown, that all Conditional Fields - with the exception of 

the Conditional Segment of Prophetic Theology - develop collective dynamics to the 

effect that a reflexion of general socio-political objective conceptions will be prevented 

in favour of an unconditional confidence in authorities. 

Consequently, the colonial pedagogical situation of South Africa was characterized by 

its striving for an adaptation of prevailing structures according to the oppressor's 

interest of continued domination. By means of pedagogically transposing political 

aspects of segregation into educational practice, and by simultaneously excluding any 

curricular subject-matter of a political-emancipational nature, the apartheid education 

system also embodied the prototype of the state dilemma. 

A closer inspection of the Conditional Segment of Prophetic Theology will be of 

particular relevance with a view to the development of an alternative pedagogical 

model, which eventually will support the surmounting of the structures of the 

oppressing colonialist. Inasmuch as this Segment reflects implications of a per se 

theological document with an immanent contextual methodology, it also reveals 

perspectives of the possibilities regarding the interdisciplinary transfer to a pedagogical 

epistemology. In accordance with the terminology applied in the Kairos-Document, 

such epistomology will define itself as Contextual Pedagogy, thus aiming at the reform 

of the pedagogical reality by adopting the methodological practice of contextual 

theology. 

Within the framework of a Comparison of Conditional Fields, the following tables no. 

6a-6c comprehensively summarize the entire dynamics of the Conditional Fields and 
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Segments with regard to the applied Domination Media/methodology, implications and 

educational aims; the applied numbering matches as follows: 

Conditional Field 1 : 

Conditional Field 2: 

Conditional Field 3: 

Conditional Field 4: 

Conditional Field 5: 

State 

Church/State Theology 

Church/Church Theology 

Church/Prophetic Theology 

Apartheid 

The tables will illustrate the mutually reinforcing clusters of the partially overlapping 

Conditional Fields 1, 2, 3 and 585
; primary importance will be attached to the 

t?l~ft1er1t$ <:>fth~ f pUrtn Gbh(ji~igqalJfield as basis for an evolving theory of Contextual 

Pedagogy, due to its confession towards the overcoming of the colonial structures. In 

fact, Prophetic Theology constitutes the only Conditional Field without any structural 

manifestations of relations to apartheid South African state education. 

These tables will be used again later (cf Chapter 3) in order to explain the expansion 

of contextual-pedagogical theory by introduction of two theoretical constructs that will 

emerge during the field research and its related analysis. This will then also show the 

secular relevance of a once theologically-based philosophical model. 

85
Particularly with regard to implications and educational aims; the stability of the unfolded dynamics of 

Conditional Fields originates precisely in the fact of their latent nexus whose obvious interrelations and 
correspondences remain largely unreflected. 



Table 6a: Comparison of Conditional Fields 

DOMINATION MEDIA I METHODS 

Biblical symbolic gist: conversion to the oppressor's use 

Context: fixation of contexts 

Context: proclamation of Christian-absolute principles independent of 
the secular context 

Context: racial segregation 

Domination: primacy of the social desire according to the oppressor's 
interest 

God: construction of a God of the State 

God: toleration of a state-divine construct (of a God of the state) 

Government: minority government 

Law: emergency legislation 

Martyr-myth: construction 

Opinions: control of free expression 

Opinions: prevention of development 

Orientation: according to an ethos traditionally passed on 

Orientation: self-establishment as fantasm 

Power: concentration 

Power: unfolding of power through exercising an influence on actions 

Pred~$.ti natiqh lijyths: .. dismystificatiori 

State ideology: transcendental reflexion 

State-/Church interests: fusion 

Violence: exercising of state-sanctioned violence 
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CONDITIONAL FIELD 

1 2 3 4 5 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* * * 

* 

* 

"" 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* * 

* * 

"" 
* 

* 

* * 
,.. 

* 

* 
* 

* * 

* * 

r 

* 
* 

Conditional Fields: 1·State; 2-Church!State Theology; 3-Church/Church Theology; 4-Church!Propohetic Theology; 5-Apartheid 



Table 6b: Comparison of Conditional Fields 

IMPLICATIONS 

Behaviour: generation of materializations which determine the quality 
of behaviour 

Cogitating: Suppression of processes of critical cogitating 

Consciousness: construction according to the oppressor's interest of 
continued domination 

Consciousness: fatalistic unconsciousness 

Qont~~v •. c:1esegr~g$,tion ot.·contexts 

Context: segregation of contexts 

Domination: consolidation according to the state totalitarianism 

Enemy cliches: construction 

External and extraneous influences: immunization 

God: construction of its own working hypothesis according to the 
oppressor's interests of continued domination 

Identity: construction according to the oppressor's interests of 
continued domination 

Imaginary pseudo-reality: construction 

Inferiority: preservation of inferiority concepts 

Innovation: immunization against innovation 

Methodology: orthodox-deductive 

Met!)qgolqgy:•.ot~JJQpractrc:al~·induotl\fe 

Oligarchy: reproduction 

Other-directedness: habitualization 

Practical relevance: loss of practical relevance 

Protest: prevention of articulation of protest 

1 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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CONDITIONAL FIELD 

2 3 5 

* 

* * * 

* 

* 

* * 

* 

* 

* * * 

* 
* 
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~: 

* * 

* * 

* } 

* * * 

* 

* 
* * 

'!\': 

* 

* * 

* 

Conditions/ Fields: 1-Stste; 2-Church!Stste Theology; 3-Church!Church Theology; 4-Church!Propohetic Theology; 5-Apsrtheid 
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Table 6b: Comparison of Conditional Fields 

CONDITIONAL FIELD 

IMPLICATIONS 1 2 3 4 5 

Psychical experience: avoidance of inconsistencies * 

Reality: violent explanation of reality * 

Reflexion: loss of reflexion ability * * * * 

"'• 

Reform: suppression of endeavours of reform * * 

State (basic) structures: transfer into the system of religion ** * 

*' 

State Legitimacy: acknowledgement of the legitimacy of the state * * * 

* 

State/Church Theology: coherence * 

State/Prt>Pb$tic Th~dlpgy: ()pposiuon * 

State/State Theology: coherence * 

Superiority: preservation of superiority concepts * * * 

~ 

Totalitarianism: fixation * * 

* 

Totalitarianism: toleration * 

Conditional Fields: 1-State; 2-Church/State Theology; 3-Church!Church Theology; 4-Church/Propohetic Theology; 5-Apartheid 



Table 6c: Comparison of Conditional Fields 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

Authority: acknowledgement of authorities 

Autr()tity ~ isl.lrh]gtj 11tl ng. pf the fl.l !1¢1~h'1$.ht~I ackn owle¢19$tl'l~bt9f 
authqrities 

Authority of an Absolute Subject: acceptance 

Cogitating: cogitation within the categories of a state of emergency 

Qons¢iqus m~ss:• il'ite r~contex;tu al:· f cirmatlqn 

Enemy cliches: internalization 

Government system: acceptance 

I-Environment-structures: internalization 

Imaginary pseudo-reality: internalization 

lnfetihfitY $f(l.1¢tures: ~xtefQ~JitaJiQJ'1!§@'T)¢1.lritlng ofi@tefM~liieq 
pon¢$P~$ 

Inferiority structures: internalization 

Laws: acknowledgement irrespective of their legitimacy 

Normative system of the oppressor: internalization 

Oligarchy: acceptance 

Other-directedness: acceptance/internalization 

Predestination: acceptance 

Segregation: internalization of acceptance 

$elf·dirE)ctedhe$sft6rmatian 

State (basic) structures: internalization 

§t<:ite·. (ba~ic:X••strl.lctl.Jt§§:.: stjrrnqun.ti ng:·.ot•·th~fl)f1dam~l'it~l 
a'c((n6wl$t:Jg€!rnent 

State (basic) structures: toleration 

State legitimacy: acceptance 

$tate'l~gitirnacy;surmounting•,·hfaccePtanc:Ei 

State supreme power: acknowledgement (irrespective of its legitimacy) 

§up~rlority. st04¢tllre$: ¢~10ma.1i;~~i(;ll'i/$1,Jrmo9nt1rg.•¢tJn1ernaH~ec:J 
qpnc~P~$ · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · 
Superiority structures: internalization 
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CONDITIONAL FIELD 

1 2 3 4 5 

* * * * 
>Ii• 

* * 
*' 

* 
:1' 

* .. : 

* * 
* * * * 

* 

* 

* * 
!Ii: 

* * * 

* * * * 
~: 

* .: 

* * 

* * * * 

** ** * * 

* * * 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* * 
t 

* 

* * * 
>Ii• 

* * * * 
>Ii 

* 

* * * 

Conditional Fields: 1-State; 2-Church!Stste Theology; 3-Church/Church Theology; 4-Church/Propohetic Theology; 5-Apsrtheid 
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1.2.2 FOUR PRINCIPLES OF CONTEXTUAL PEDAGOGY 

Considering the basic assumptions as outlined in the previous chapter, hence follows 

the pedagogical consequence to make transparent the correlations between the 

oppressor and the oppressed within the Southern African society. If one succeeds in 

empathically giving meaning and relevance to abstract notions, thus contextually 

leading the educand to an subjective exposition, a first step forward will be achieved 

towards the development of an alternative pedagogical model contrary to the 

structures of state education. 

In continuation one must pursue both the softening of a consolidated false 

consciousness and the recognition and dismantling of own (unjustified) privileges; this 

implies an almost paradoxical liberation of the oppressor from the entanglement of 

Conditional Fields in the course of surmounting the political, social and economical 

segregation. 

The realized necessity of structural reform, as to the reconstruction of a contextual 

relevance of reality, can be characterized as the general educational aim of a 

socialization both in secular and religious-dogmatic context, meaning the promotion 

of independent self- and co-determination of individuals capable of expressing 

solidarity. Such an objective is running parallel with the permanent endeavour towards 

the democratization of the social conditions, in order to bring about an effective 

counterpoise to state and State Theological propaganda. The understanding of 

democracy and emancipation emerging in this way results from a process of political 

socialization embracing both the individual (concerning self-determination and 

emancipation) and the political-social process, thereby unfolding its political impact. 

Accordingly, the methodological realization assumes form on the basis of four 

Contextual-Pedagogical Principles deriving from the comparison of Conditional Fields. 

As a hypothesis, those Principles will have to be applied to all areas of Contextual-
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Pedagogical intervention regarding its pedagogical targets86 or subject-matter 

respectively: 

PRINCIPLE OF INDUCTION: 

Consideration of the pedagogical target or subject-matter via the subjectively and 

contextually experienced consequences of its existence 

PRINCIPLE OF INNOVATION: 

Modification of basic structures of the pedagogical target or subject-matter in 

dependence upon subjectively and contextually acceptable or desirable 

consequences of its existence 

PRINCIPLE OF COMMUNICATION: 

Empathical-discursive realization of inductive, subjective and contextual definitions 

of the pedagogical target or subject-matter by out-contexts 

PRINCIPLE OF REFLEXION: 

Discursive recourse to realizations acquired inductively, innovatively and 

communicatively in combination with simultaneous and permanent confrontation 

with the subjective and contextual experiencing within the pedagogical target or 

subject-matter 

Four Principles of Contextual Pedagogy 

86
The notions of "out-context" or "in-context" respectively are used in accordance with SHERIF's 

research on intergroup relations where he introduced the notions of "out-group" and "in-group". CfSHERIF, 
M.; SHERIF, C.W.: Groups in Harmony and Tension. New York 1953. 
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1.2.3 CENTRAL PEDAGOGICAL IDEAS 

Considering the crucial significance of the complex of questions regarding law and 

legitimacy for the post-apartheid South African context, which thereby determines 

pedagogical actions and pedagogical consequences, the leading pedagogical ideas 

resulting from the above-mentioned Contextual-Pedagogical Principles will be 

exemplary illustrated in the light of that particular subject-matter. 

With a view to pedagogical activities within the problematic nature of the role of laws 

or their legitimacy respectively, the Principles would assume concrete form as follows: 

Table 7: Central pedagogical ideas of Contextual Pedagogy during its methodological 
realization on the basis of four Contextual-Pedagogical Principles 
(~ Subject-matter "law") 

Pedagog. 
target 

Contextual-Pedagogical Principle of 

(Subject-
matter) Induction Innovation Communication Reflexion 

Law Consideration of Modification of Empathical- Discursive 
the law or its basic structures of discursive recourse to 
objective orientation the law in realization of realizations 
via the subjectively dependence upon inductive, acquired 
and contextually subjectively and subjective and inductively, 
experienced contextually contextual innovatively and 
consequence of its acceptable or definitions of the communicatively 
(the law's) desirable law by out-contexts in combination 
existence consequences of its with simultaneous 

(the law's) and permanent 
existence confrontation with 

the subjective 
and contextual 
experiencing of 
the law 
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The preamble to the colonial South African constitution not only proclaimed premises 

of South African legislation, but also a colonialist-oppressive understanding of God; 

that is why this specific legal text supplies material in abundance regarding the 

portrayal of contextual-pedagogical practice, both intra- and intercontextually: 

WE DECLARE that we 
ARE CONSCIOUS of our responsibility towards God and man; 
ARE CONVINCED of the necessity of standing united and of pursuing the following national goals: 
To uphold Christian values and civilized norms, with recognition and protection of freedom of faith 
and worship, 
To safeguard the integrity and freedom of our country, To uphold the independence of the judiciary 
and the equality of all under the law, 
To secure the maintenance of law and order, 
To further the contentment and the spiritual and material welfare of all, 
To respect and to protect the human dignity, life, liberty and property of all in our midst, 
To respect, to further and to protect the self-determination of population groups and peoples, 
To further private initiative and effective competition; [ .. .]87 

The questioning of this law by means of an investigation into its legitimacy through 

Contextual-Pedagogical intervention is something that South African state education 

was strictly prohibited from envisaging at all. Accordingly, the effective legislation took 

the necessary precautions; the critical reflexion of laws constituted a form of 

misconduct for which the punishment laid down in the relevant legislation was 

immediate dismissal: 

76. (1) Any person employed at a departmental institution shall be guilty of misconduct if he
( a) [ ... ] encourages disobedience or resistance to an Act of Parliament; 
(b) performs, or causes or permits to be performed, or connives at, any act which is prejudicial to 
the administration, discipline or efficiency of a department, office or institution of the State; 
(c) [ ... ] by word or conduct makes himself guilty of insubordination; 
[ ... ] (f) publicly criticizes the administration of any State department; [ ... ]88 

As could be expected, the semi-governmental South African Teachers' Federal Council 

endorsed this notion: 

87
REPUBLIC of South Africa: Republic of South Africa Constitution Act. No. 110, 1983. Pretoria 1983, 

p 2. 

88REPUBLIC of South Africa: Education Affairs Act (House of Assembly), 1988. Act No. 70, 1988. In: 
Government Gazette Vol. 276, No. 11379. Cape Town: 29 June 1988. 



The teacher-
[ ... ] pledges to honour and obey the laws of the country [ ... ]; 
practises his calling in an awareness that education in this country is founded on the Bible [ ... ] in 
regard of the Christian character of education [ ... ]; 
accepts that education has a broad national character that must be cultivated [ ... ]; 
[ ... ] refrains from words or actions which are destructive or negative; [ ... ] 
accepts the authority and instructions of those who are placed in a position of authority [ ... ]89 
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Therefore, the application of Contextual-Pedagogical Principles in the post-apartheid 

South African context implies a clean break with principles of colonial state education, 

aiming at its ultimate surmounting in the same proportion as contextual theology is set 

against State Theology; a repeated indication of the fertility of interdisciplinary 

contextual co-operation. 

While above-mentioned constitutional preamble was implying the segregation of 

contexts and, by creating an oppressor-oriented correspondence of induction and 

deduction, subsuming induced definitions of existence under a constitutional principle 

which suppressed all undesired inconsistencies in the psychical experience of the 

oppressor, it vigorously guaranteed the loss of reflexion ability within the South African 

apartheid society.90 That is why it is now essential, within the framework of a 

democratic dispensation, for the "white" context to consider the "black" inductions 

resulting from the legal text via their contextually experienced consequences, as 

explicitly provided by the contextual-pedagogical Principle of Communication. 

By virtue of subjective experiences of illegitimacy, the "black" everyday practice 

experiences laws in a fully different way with the consequence of defining the law as 

illegitimate; the subjectively experienced consequences of the legislature are by no 

means compatible with the notion of legitimacy. MAIMELA aptly concludes: 

Law and order in the present South Africa represent, for blacks, all sorts of restrictions, deprivations 
and limitations - all of which are calculated to make them believe that meaningful life, life of 
security, freedom and human rights, is not for them. [ ... ] Life in the present South Africa, which 

89TEACHERS' Federal Council: Credo. Pretoria 1989. 

9°Ctthe arguments regarding the psychological processes of the Conditional Field apartheid, constituting 
a manifestation of such a correspondence of deduction and induction. 



negates black existence, is not understood as a free gift from God but as a political reward of what 
one has merited on the basis of this or that natural quality inherent in one's racial group.91 
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This "negation of black existence" could be expressed more precisely as the negation 

of a "black" context or its deflection into inferiority, unworthy of any attention at all; the 

processes of internalization observable at this level indicate the urgency of contextual

pedagogical exploration of such internalizations as psychical manifestations of an 

illegitimate legislature. In accordance with the Principle of Induction this constitutes the 

renunciation of a deductively justified acceptance of authorities and laws which have 

taken their rise from an impregnability of existing state structures, imparted by state 

education and embodied in educational Acts. 

A structure constructed by contextual perception - according to SCHELER's 

terminology defined as "relatively natural weltanschauung" - organizes in accordance 

with an oppressor's interest of continued domination a deduced self-definition, which 

is commensurate with the "white" contextual maxims. These can only be modified 

through inter-contextual reflexion: "in a more fundamental sense they [the relatively 

natural weltanschauungen] can probably only be modified by a blend of races and -

eventually - a blend of languages and cultures."92 However, this necessitates the 

formulation of an inductive definition of being - resulting from the immediate context 

of the "Here-and-Now" - in order to avoid the emergence of an almost schizophrenic 

consciousness due to psychical inconsistencies. On the strength of the unequal 

distribution of power internalized in that way, this would from the beginning preclude 

a fusion of contexts: 

Powerlessness breeds a race of beggars who smile at the enemy and swear at him in the sanctity 
of their toilets; who shout 'Baas' willingly during the day and call the white man a dog in their buses 
as they go home.93 

91
MAIMELA, S.: Proclaim ... , foe cit, p 145. (My italics, J.F.P.). 

92CfSCHELER, M.: Die Wissensformen und die Gesellschaft. Leipzig 1926, pp 63 et sequ. Quoted from 
SOEFFNER, H.G.: Pramissen einer sozialwissenschaftlichen Hermeneutik. Hagen 1984, p 33. (My 
translation, J.F.P.) 

93BIKO, S.: I write what I like. London 1979, p 78. 
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In a contextual-theological analysis, KRITZINGER characterizes such a fusion of 

contexts with the sociological notion of acculturation: 

What must be fostered, is a conscious process of 'acculturation' in which white people enrich and 
expand their identity by exposing themselves to the realities of Africa. [ ... ] A new national culture 
must be created by fostering a conscious convergence of all the different cultural streams. White 
people can play a vital role in developing this aspect of Africa, but only if they have been stripped 
of colonial arrogance and racism in order to become white Atricans.94 

The notion of the "white African" gives a vivid description of the modified self

comprehension which emanates from a contextual approach that focusses on the 

specific African contextual conditions. Such an approach surmounts colonialist-oriented 

deductions of established dogmas in favour of the acknowledgement of a common 

context. However, such an acknowledgement is tantamount to the annulment of 

constitutional postulates of superiority, hence entailing the nullification of above

mentioned correspondences of induction and deduction and the repeal of the binding 

relevance of the (illegitimate) law. Finally, this provides the pre-condition for the 

empathic discourse with out-contextual definitions of the law as methodologically 

postulated by the contextual-pedagogical Principle of Communication. 

By postulating the actual or empathically anticipated contact to out-contexts, the 

Principle of Communication simultaneously attempts to initiate the surmounting of a 

polarization of oppressor and oppressed. This has been characterized as a result of 

social conditioning by NOLAN95
, leading to a contextually determined perception 

analogous to the inductions unfolded above. The contextual-pedagogical 

communication must therefore aim to externalize such social conditionings within a 

process of Conscientization (FREIRE): FREIRE explicitly stresses that "critical 

consciousness is brought about not through an intellectual effort alone, but through 

praxis"96
, in order to "enlighten men about the obstacles preventing them from a clear 

94
KRITZINGER, J.N.J.: A theological perspective on White Liberation. Stellenbosch 1990, p 8. (My italics, 

J.F.P.) 

95Cf NOLAN, A.; BRODERICK, R.: To Nourish .. ., lac cit, pp 55 et sequ. 

96FREIRE, P.: Cultural Action for Freedom. Cambridge, Massachusetts 1979, p 48. 
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perception of reality. In this role, conscientization effects the ejection of cultural myths 

[preferably: contextual myths, J.F.P.] which confuse the people's awareness and make 

them ambiguous beings. "97 Therefore, the implicit pedagogical consequence can be 

characterized as dedoctrination98
, constituting both an alternative to fixations of 

contexts as imparted by state education and a pre-condition for the successful 

realization of contextual-pedagogical intervention. 

Reverting to the introduced example of the problematic nature of the law, the 

realization of out-contextual definitions of the law simultaneously entails the 

questioning of a traditionally passed on legislative habitus. The legislature will be 

subjected to now inter-contextually oriented mechanisms of denunciation and 

annunciation99
, and will thereby be exposed to modification processes. Its legal force 

beyond the subjective context will be waived in favour of the transformation dynamics 

immanent to such a process. 

The adoption of an out-contextual role-perspective within the contextual-pedagogical 

communication is founded on HABERMAS' discourse ethics which "dispute the basic 

assumption of the ethical relativism that the validity of moral judgements is solely 

determined by standards of rationality and value applicable to the particular culture or 

form of life the judging subject is affiliated with."100 This is preceded by HABERMAS' 

axiom of universalization which also would have to be applied for the contextual 

investigation into the law's legitimacy: 

97
FREIRE, P.: Cultural. . ., lac cit, p 51. 

98The notion of "dedoctrination" originates with KINGHORN; Cf KINGHORN, J.: Afrikaners in Africa. In: 
Into Africa. Same [et.al.] Ed. Stellenbosch 1989, pp 52-59. 

99The notions of "denunciation" and "annunciation" originate with FREIRE; Cf FREIRE, P.: Cultural. . ., 
lac cit. SULLIVAN gives a good definition: "Denunciation is an examination, with critical attention, of those 
social structures of class, gender, race and age that systematically exploit and oppress specific ·Cultural 
forms. [ ... ] Annunciation, in contrast to denunciation, is the critical attempt to explore new institutional 
projects that seek to overcome structural injustices by attempting to transform social relations toward more 
equitable states." (Cf SULLIVAN, E.V.: A Critical Psychology. New York 1984, pp 108 et sequ.) 

100HABERMAS, J.: Moralbewul3tsein und kommunikatives Handeln. Frankfurt 1983, pp 131 et sequ. (My 
translation, J.F.P.) 



Every valid norm must comply with the condition that all consequences and side-effects probably 
resulting from genera/adherence to the norm with a view to the satisfaction of the interests of every 
individual can be accepted without constraint by a// persons involved.101 
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Inasmuch as "the discourse-ethical axiom forbids the exalted distinguishing of certain 

normative subject-matter [ ... ] in the name of a philosophical authority and its moral

theoretical fixation once and for a/!'102
, the system-stabilizing influence of the State 

Theological construction of a God of the State will become futile and the pillars of the 

constitution will crumble, leaving the definition of the law open for contextual discourse. 

It is precisely this discourse which fulfils the pre-condition for the Principle of 

Innovation to become effective in order to develop new structural models of society. 

The construction and legislative implementation of subjectively and contextually 

acceptable or desirable consequences presume agreement in the inter-contextual 

perception to the effect that the prevailing structures are in fact unacceptable. A 

successful inductive analysis and empathic-discursive communication will be 

succeeded by an innovative re-orientation, trying to build up on the fusion_ of contextual 

interests.103 In their contextual-theological research emanating from the "white" 

context, LATEGAN et.al. formulate several parameters which relate to the status quo, 

according to an inter-contextually acceptable modification of basic structures: 

Under no circumstances can a society be acceptable in which people's status and freedom of 
movement - legally and socially - are determined by race, class, tribe, gender or national group (or 
any other so-called inherent factor of group identity) [;] 
an individual or group is placed in an entrenched position of domination [;] 
there is neither equal opportunity nor affirmative support for all (according to their needs) to be able 
to attain a meaningful quality of life [;] 

101 HABERMAS, J.: MoralbewuBtsein ... , foe cit, p 131. (My translation, J.F.P.) 

102 /bid, p 133. (My translation, J.F.P.) 

103As a result of this inter-contextual orientation a contextual-pedagogical approach differs from 
considerations by the "People's Education"-movement which contemplates the necessity of liberation only 
emanating from the "black" in-context, thus disregarding the liberation of the "white" out-context by 
circumventing the Principle of Communication; although "People's Education" absolutely subscribes to the 
inductive approach by means of alternative, mostly informal pedagogical models, it nevertheless fixes the 
in-context in such a way of consciousness that does not structurally contrast with the contextual segregation 
of state education. 



the unequal distribution of wealth is a feature of the economic policy and regulations of the 
government [;] 
some or all adults are denied the vote and other forms of participation in the decision making 
process of the state on any grounds other than mental incapacity.104 
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The contextual-pedagogical Principle of Reflexion would again confront such a 

statement with the subjective-contextual experiencing of the law, thus completing the 

hermeneutical circle by subjecting the obtained cognition to a renewed discourse. This 

discourse would particularly have to consider the modified definitions by the out

context. 

In the course of the contextual-pedagogical development of opinions within the 

subject-matter "law", emphasis was laid on aspects contrary to State education. 

Although these initially derived from a theological context, the relevance is no longer 

confined to a pure theological field of research: it yet remained the contextual 

methodology as a point of departure for any pedagogical activities within the post

apartheid Southern African context. 

104
LATEGAN, B. [et.al.]: The Option for Inclusive Democracy. Stellenbosch 1990, pp 14 et sequ. 
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1.2.4 EXCURSUS: LANGUAGE TEACHING IN THE CONTEXTUAL· 

PEDAGOGICAL SITUATION 

In the following, the theoretical basic assumptions and central pedagogical ideas of a 

contextual-pedagogical approach will assume concrete form by an example of possible 

contextual adaptation of literature within the framework of language tuition in 

schools.105 

To illustrate contextual-pedagogical practice and methodology, the author intentionally 

chooses the colonialist context of the oppressor in order to give a clear idea of the 

necessity of "white liberation". He also tries to avert the immanent danger of lapsing 

into a contextual imperialism which would attempt to define out-contextual activities 

by subjective-contextual means. Therefore, the Principle of Induction derives from the 

in-context intentionally to reflect the out-context not before and only within the 

empathic discourse. Similarly, SOW emphasizes in accordance with HABERMAS, "that 

the postulation of an 'inter-cultural106 communication' takes an ideological effect as 

long as the distorted character of the relations between l.L. [industrial countries] and 

E.L. [development countries] is not taken into account" and "the transfer of German 

culture 107 to the African takes place while having no connexion with real 

communication."108 According to SOW, literature constitutes a medium of reflexion 

105
The author refers to his own teaching experiences as teacher for German and Social Studies at the 

German School Durban/South Africa. The pedagogical target group of the recorded application consisted 
of "white" German and South African Standard Five pupils (co-educative 7th class) at the ages of 12 to 14 
towards the end of the Apartheid era. 

106The author prefers the notion of "intercontextual communication but confirms the synonymous use by 
SOW with regard to her immanent intention within the quotation. 

107 Analogously, "transfer of colonialist culture" (preferably: context) shall apply to the South African 
apartheid context due to its education system's colonialist-Western character; in the following, not the 
specific "German" influence will be of particular importance but rather Western cultural imperialism as a 
whole. 

108SOW, A.: Germanistik als Entwicklungs-Wissenschaft? Hildesheim 1986, p 141. (My translation, 
J.F.P.) 
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with the immanent opportunity to "conceive German and alien-cultural109 literature 

as a source of cognition within the inter-cultural process concerning the understanding 

of the distorted communication inherent to the process of literature."110 

[ ... ] Ideological factors of disturbance can be expounded as systematically distorted communication 
by circumstances of domination within the literary process. Accordingly, the understanding of the 
distorted communication and the communicative demand of literature regarding its ground work 
must be viewed in correlation: coercions of social communication are reflected in dependence of 
arising actions. As a result of this reflexion, literature obtains its communicative plane.111 

Precisely this objective, i.e. the reflexion of coercions of social communication in 

dependence of arising actions, is immanent to the contextual-pedagogical approach, 

yet within a poly-fundamental datum plane exceeding SOW's objective of 

understanding of distorted communication: beyond the mere understanding, concepts 

of a new communicative model will have to be developed. 

The author bases his contextual-pedagogical application on the short story "Der Mann 

mit den Messem" by Heinrich BOLL112 in order to exemplarily demonstrate how -

within the context of language tuition - liberalizing actions can already be introduced 

at senior primary level113
• Emanating from a discussion focussing on the relations 

109
1n lieu of the notion of "alien-cultural" ["fremdkulturell'] the author would prefer the notion of "out

cultural" in correspondence with the notions of "out-contextual" or "in-contextual" respectively. 

110SOW, A.: Germanistik ... , lac cit, p. 147. (My translation, J.F.P.) 

111 lbid, p 147. (My translation, my underline, J.F.P.) 

112BOLL, H.: Der Mann mit den Messern. In: BOLL, H.: Der Mann mit den Messern. Erzahlungen. 
Ditzingen 1985, pp 3-17. The story describes the situation of the (oppressed) protagonist who submits 
himself to the exploitation by his employer, a knife-thrower. In the absence of alternative employment, he 
is forced to work as a living target, powerless and interchangeable. 

113The contextual-pedagogical application of modern literature within the framework of language tuition 
at senior primary level is leading the pupils early towards a tolerance vis-a-vis cogitational definitions 
emerging from out-contextual processes of out-reasoning. In this connexion, the main educational aim 
remains the critical discussion of texts as "hermeneutical plant" of cogitational multiplicity, producing a 
variety of ideas and concepts, whereas the thorough and in-depth intellectual pervasion is of minor 
relevance and will be reserved for high school level. Especially emphasized will be the development, 
substantiation and discussion of effected reflections within the empathic-explorative realization of emotions, 
e.g. by drawings or psycho-dramatic rOle-play. The rather playful atmosphere of the primary school is 
particularly characterized by its higher degree of openness and a more distinct interest in experimentative 
play and the inherent novel approaches in solving problems. Those excellent conditions can be utilized in 
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of power and powerlessness, the learners independently developed a Behaviourial 

Matrix in order to illustrate the protagonist's opportunities of improving his subjective 

situation. The emerging sequence of stages comprised four ascending approaches in 

achieving the prevailing situation's modification; the failure of the current stage entailed 

the application of the superior one.114 

The following synopsis illustrates the learners' statements generated in this way. 

Simultaneously, it analyzes the contextual-pedagogical process with a view to the 

application of the Four Contextual-Pedagogical Principles and their relevance 

regarding the design of educational aims strived at, achieved or newly to be developed 

by means of contextual-pedagogical innovation. 115 

an efficient way in order to initiate processes of critical cogitating, in continuation leading to first models of 
independent (political) formation of opinions within the framework of (inter-contextual) reflection and 
discussion. (Ct PFAFFE, J.F.: BerOcksichtigung kontextualer Elemente im Deutschunterricht als theologisch
padagogische Alternative zu sOdafrikanischer Staatserziehung. Windhoek/Namibia 1989, p 9) 

114Cf PFAFFE, J.F.: BerOcksichtigung ... , foe cit, p 10. 

115During the class discussion, the pupils' statements were recorded on the blackboard; the following 
reproduction is in agreement with the record unfolded in above-mentioned lecture by the author (PFAFFE, 
J.F.: BerOcksichtigung ... , foe cit, p 1 O) whereas the analysis of the contextual-pedagogical process has not 
yet been illustrated and will be shown for the first time in the following section. 



Learner's statement 

The protagonist shall attempt to negotiate 
improved working conditions by means of a 
discussion with the employer (here: the knife
thrower) 

Obstacle: Considering the present job situation, 
the protagonist is risking his job and can only 
negotiate from a weak position. 

Remedy: The protagonist could unite with other 
colleagues, thus strengthening his own position. 

Analysis of the contextual-pedagogical 
process 

The statement already contains decisive 
thoughts: 

the authority can be questioned; 
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the basic structures of the labour conditions 
can be questioned; 
structures of inferiority (here: protagonist) 
and superiority (here: employer) are in 
need of improvement; 
the situation of the protagonist is not 
determined by predestination; 
the legitimacy of the labour conditions may 
be addressed and discussed. 

The learner is already considering the law 
empathically according to an out-contextual 
viewpoint, because "improved working 
conditions" of the oppressed will inevitably lead 
to disadvantages for the oppressor (with whose 
in-context the learner is structurally affiliated) 

The Principle of Innovation is becoming 
effective due to the learner's acceptance of the 
modification of basic structures. 

The learner is proceeding empathically and 
inductively by outlining the new structures 
emanating from the out-contextual situation of 
an out-contextual individual. 

The first statement is now being confronted with 
the social context representing different 
structures of power. The learner is realizing the 
inferior power structure to the disadvantage of 
the oppressed. 

The power structure is not being viewed as 
impregnable. Solidarity can support the striving 
against the status quo of the oppressed. 

Simultaneously, this statement is implying that 
the in-context of the oppressor can be 
subjected to change. Hence it is becoming clear 
that the forces which are interested in the 
maintaining of the status quo will be offering 
resistance against any form of solidarization. 



In case of unchanged labour conditions, the 
protagonist should be guarding himself against 
possible damages (injuries). 

Obstacle: The protagonist cannot locate any 
insurance carriers, 

besides, he is being exposed to danger by his 
own free will. 

Remedy: The protagonist could appeal to the 
employer for sympathy. 
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The learner's own internalizations are coming to 
the fore, anticipating the unchangeableness of 
the labour conditions despite the previously 
accepted necessity for change: "the labour 
conditions will remain unchanged, because my 
in-context must not change." 

The aspect of assurance is externalizing a 
"white" strategy of problem-solving according to 
the notion of a "just apartheid" - while 
maintaining the basic structures, only the 
obvious disadvantages (here: injuries) to the 
oppressed shall be avoided. 

In other words: Who should be prepared to 
stand up for the oppressed? "Assurances" are 
part of the context of the oppressor who is not 
being interested in structural reform (see 
above). 

While the learner is reflecting the out-context 
and simultaneously confronting already 
anticipated changes (improvements in favour of 
the out-context) with internalizations of the in
context, he is experiencing a central dilemma: 
due to the underlying legislation in- and out
context are in permanent contradiction to each 
other. 

This realization is being awkward to the learner, 
because inconsistent with the initially expressed 
identification with the oppressed. In this way he 
is experiencing another phenomenon: escaping 
the contextual reflexion by imputing guilt to the 
out-context in order to supersede the in
contextual responsibility. 

The model of inferiority and superiority is 
offering a solution to the learner in order to 
restore psychical consistence: While the 
employer (being the oppressor) is proving to be 
"sympathetic", he can modify the out-contextual 
situation without fundamentally changing the 
prevailing structures. 

The contextual-pedagogical analysis is 
illustrating that the initially rather encouraging 
reflexions are having reached an impasse; at 
this stage the learner must admit that he has 
arrived again at his point of departure. 

By accepting the out-contextual situation 
(possibly well-intentioned) only in so far as the 



The protagonist is sabotaging the projects of 
the knife-thrower, thus impairing his state of 
affairs to such a degree that the knife-thrower 
will be compelled to enter into negotiations after 
having lost his previous position of strength. 
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in-contextual superiority need not be 
questioned, the state dilemma is unfolding 
again. Analogously, the learner has being 
arrived again at the in-context, although initially 
out-contextually oriented. 

According to the Principle of Communication, 
the contextual-pedagogical central question is 
now turning towards the empathical-discursive 
realization of the out-contextual definition by the 
oppressed in view of the re-affirmation of power 
structures. 

Such a definition is leading immediately to the 
inductive out-contextual conclusions and is 
illustrating the extreme contrast to the in
context: while in the eyes of the oppressor 
negotiations may appear to be an acceptable 
way to end the conflict, the oppressed however 
is realizing the default of an important pre
condition for negotiations, namely the repeal of 
the superior status of the context of the 
oppressor (here: the learner's in-context). 

The learner is simultaneously defining the use 
of force by the out-context as being a result of 
experienced out-contextual helplessness due to 
fixed structures of power and powerlessness, 
thereby critically reflecting the oppressor's 
interests of continued domination. 

Such a realization is externalizing the normative 
system of the oppressor and compelling the 
reflexion according to out-contextual 
experiencing, thus moulding a new perspective 
concerning both in-contextual state violence 
(fictitiously legitimate as being part of the in
context) and out-contextual violence (fictitiously 
terrorist as being opposed to the existence of 
the in-context). 

The learner is referring to his originally 
expounded thoughts but will have to externalize 
more internalizations now, as well subjecting 
them to a critical reflexion especially with regard 
to oppressor-oriented internalized concepts 
such as 

enemy clicMs; 
Me-environment structures; 
basic state structures; 
legitimacy of the state (and therefore 
notions of "good" violence by the state as 
opposed to "bad" violence by the 
oppressed). 



Obstacle: The sabotage (e.g. the sabotage of 
the knives) could cause injuries or even death 
to the protagonist. 

Remedy: Improvement of the sabotage 
technique. 

SELF-DESTRUCTION: The protagonist sees no 
alternative and commits suicide. 

DESTRUCTION OF THIRD PARTY: The 
protagonist kills the knife-thrower and takes 
possession of his business. 
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In other words: the sabotage will not be carried 
out. 

The learner is externalizing the wide-spread 
repression of the situation of civil war by 
treating the in-context as generally admissible 
solely yardstick, thus circumventing the 
Principle of Communication; the physical 
integrity has absolute priority over the psychical 
integrity which, in view of the oppressor's 
dominant and controlling position, is not 
questioned. 

Contrarily, the empathically and discursively 
realized out-contextual definition is yet 
indicating a totally different priority, because the 
psychical injuries already caused by the 
oppressor outweigh possible physical injuries. 

The out-contextual definitions will rather be 
leading to an intensification of the struggle 
through improvement of tactics and strategy 
(here: improvement of the sabotage technique) 
and not to its cessation. 

The learner is realizing the contextual 
determination of the oppressed on the grounds 
of the in-contextual violence by the oppressor, 
now empathically experienced as illegitimate by 
the learner. 

The innovations immanent to the learner's 
cogitational process are being contrary to the 
traditionally passed on internalizations to such a 
degree, that an utopian perspective is being 
designed; such irrationalisms are symptomatic 
for mechanisms of repression with regard to 
social radical change. 

The learner is realizing that armed conflict, civil 
war (here: killing of the knife-thrower) and 
violent conquest of the oppressor (here: seizure 
of his business) are indeed out-contextual 
strategies unless other strategies are 
successful. The killing of the knife-thrower can 
be explained by his refusal to renounce his 
superior status. 

While the in-context (to which now exists an at 
least theoretical distance due to the discursive 
process) would define such a destruction of a 
third party as outright terrorism, it is viewed by 



Obstacle: The protagonist is no knife-thrower 
and therefore not able to carry on his business. 

Remedy: Learning the trade of a knife-thrower. 
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the out-context as liberation from an illegitimate 
oppressor. Such a realization touches as well 
upon the problematic nature of definitions 
coined by the oppressor's domination interests 
such as "terrorist" as opposed to the out
contextual notion of "freedom fighter", being of 
fundamental relevance within the South African 
context. 

The learner is realizing that the stigmatization of 
somebody as being a terrorist certainly can help 
in overcoming inconsistencies within the 
psychical experiencing but on the other hand 
excludes negotiations, inevitably leading to the 
destruction of the context of the oppressor. 

On the other hand, the learner is externalizing 
the fixed notion that "blacks" (here: the 
protagonist) are incapable of forming a 
government (here: to carry on the oppressor's 
business). The empathical discourse with the 
out-contextual definition however is revealing 
again a structurally different reasoning within 
the out-contextual structure whose immanent 
priorities are becoming explicitly manifest in the 
striving for ultimate surmounting of the status 
quo (according to the now well understandable 
but still irrational demand "liberation first, 
education later"). 

Yet it is all the more important to prepare the 
oppressed for his taking over of governmental 
responsibility (here: learning the trade of a 
knife-thrower) instead of continually furthering 
his structural exclusion. 

It can be recorded that at the end of the intensely conducted contextual-pedagogical 

discourse the learners realized as a consequence the urgency of negotiations in order 

to avoid escalations of violence; the aspect of negotiation was designated definitely 

as the most sensible provided that the own pretension to superiority is abandoned (as 

well necessitating a re-structuring of underlying laws, now far from being 

acknowledged as "absolute" by the in-context). 
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The abolition of the pretension to superiority in combination with the simultaneous 

questioning of laws arise from a hegemonical crisis116 of the entire social structure 

by which the learner is surrounded, and whose exposure was at least prepared in the 

teaching unit discussed above. Inasmuch as state education in 1988 did not at all 

consider the situation of civil war thematically (in contrast to the contextual

pedagogical example that introduced the problematic nature of civil war in the literary

symbolic form of growing conflict between knife-thrower and protagonist), the notion 

of a "white" hegemony altogether was rendered unnecessary to reflect upon. This 

clearly confirms internalized in-contextual definitions, thus preventing an at least 

theoretical sensibilization for the causes of domination, its reception and subsequent 

contextual definition by out-contexts. 

The interpretation of the recorded teaching unit proves the practical relevance of 

KINGHORN's notion of dedoctrination already introduced earlier. While the learner is 

obtaining distance to an institutionally indoctrinated ideological concept according to 

the system-stabilizing Conditional Fields, s/he is becoming aware of her/his own 

immanent potential of conflict. Such a potential of conflict can as well be found in the 

classroom situation or in the daily reflexion of interactions between teacher (knife

thrower?) and learner, now arising from the learner's immediate context of experience. 

Those experiences can be abstracted likewise inductively and reflectively: the 

connexion of the questioning of power, domination and law with the daily situation of 

learner and teacher in school not only procures greater relevance for the theoretical 

reflexion, but also the opportunity of permanent training in concrete inter-contextual 

cogitating with the consequence of decreasing utilization of power structures in favour 

of innovative dialogue (provided that both learner and teacher are prepared to self

reflect). 

116
This notion originates with GRAMSCI and is applied in this connexion by LIVINGSTONE. Cf 

LIVINGSTONE, D.W. & Contributors: Critical Pedagogy and Cultural Power. London 1987, pp 3 et sequ. 
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1.2.5 DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN CONTEXTUAL PEDAGOGY AND 

SOUTH AFRICAN "PEOPLE'S EDUCATION" 

In virtue of the inequality of the educational system embodied in the previous colonial 

law system, the majority of the South African population had no influence whatsoever 

on educational structures and subject-matter. The South African colonial situation was 

characterized by an imminent changing self-determination of (by a vast majority) 

colonized Subjects within a context of colonization, turning against the educational 

aims of the oppressing colonialist. 117 In the course of attempts to develop an 

alternative educational programme in contrast to the state-ordained education system, 

high demands (considering the socio-political reality) on a new system emerged. This 

are for instance illustrated by the formulations contained in the "Freedom Charter"118
; 

building up on those postulates, the "People's Education"-movement failed to present 

a comprehensive pedagogical conception, thus being aware of its symptomatic self

understanding of being constantly "in process"119
• Moreover, "People's Education" 

primarily understood itself as a protest movement; as such it was defined by the 

context of the oppressed, whose pedagogical implications were also bearing dangers 

such as a general lowering of standards or the forgoing of proficiency in all 

1170n the basis of their analysis of former Portuguese colonies in Africa, FREIRE/MACEDO describe this 
situation vividly; although an immediate comparison with the South African situation is not readily and easily 
permissible, due to its empathically realizable proximity it will nevertheless indicate the acute subjective
inductive definition of the context of the colonized in South Africa: "Schools functioned as political sites in 
which class, gender, and racial inequities were both produced and reproduced.[ ... ] The schools were seen 
as purifying fountains where Africans could be saved from their deep-rooted ignorance, their 'savage' 
culture, and their bastardized language [ ... ].This system could not help but reproduce in children and youth 
the profile that the colonial ideology itself had created for them, namely that of inferior beings, lacking in all 
ability. On the one hand, schooling in these colonies served the purpose of deculturating the natives; on the 
other hand, it acculturated them into a predefined colonial model." (FREIRE, P.; MACEDO, D.: Literacy. Loe 
cit, p 143.) 

118"Education shall be free, compulsory, universal and equal for all"; "All the cultural treasures of mankind 
shall be open to all, by free exchange of books, ideas and contact with other lands" 

119CfCENTRE for Adult and Continuing Education (CAGE): People's Education in South Africa. Bellville 
1987. Cf as well: What is People's Education? Bellville 1988. 
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respects. 120 However, the rather action-oriented character of "People's Education" 

(with the structural fixation of its in-context), and therefore its very existence is 

contingent upon prevailing power structures. This raises the question in how far such 

an approach can still be scientifically warranted after the realization of its explicitly 

declared political objective, the surmounting of apartheid. In this regard "People's 

Education" seems to be located in an almost paradoxical proximity to South African 

state education, which indeed is similarly dependent upon the prevailing power 

structures - although in an inverted sense-, and therefore appears to have no or only 

little relevance in the post-apartheid South Africa. Analogously, the interpretation of the 

Freedom Charter by SUTTNER gives to understand its immanent pedagogical fatalism 

concerning the possibilities of its implementation: "Although I have spoken of 'starting 

to realise the demands of the Charter', until the People do Govern, we cannot finally 

realise any of these demands. Even then we will have to struggle to defend and 

deepen these gains."121 

At this point, Contextual Pedagogy was prepared for the time being to intentionally 

acknowledge the analyzed segregation of contexts as a starting point of pedagogical 

activities in so far, as this corresponded with the acute situation, i.e. as it could be 

applied to each and every context at all times (and need not have to wait for the 

modification of basic social structures122
). GIROUX takes up the same problematic 

nature and concludes: 

It is not enough to act on the contradictions and tensions in schools by providing students and 
teachers with a theoretical analysis which reveals the political source of such contradictions. 
Theoretical work in the cultural realm must be supplemented in schools by fighting for concrete 
social encounters that generate ongoing experiences which illustrate, in as much as the context 

12°Ct BERTELSMANN, R.: People's Fremdsprachen? - Vielleicht doch; aber unter welchen 
Voraussetzungen? In: ACTA GERMANICA. Ed. by Jan Christoph MEISTER. Beiheft 2, 1991: Afrika als 
Anderes. Frankfurt, Bern, New York, Paris: 1991, pp 11-33. 

121 SUTTNER, R.: The Freedom Charter - The People's Charter in the Nineteen-Eighties. Cape Town 
1984, p 31. 

122Yet this is a pre-condition for the ultimate implementation of "People's Education": "People's Education 
[ ... ] can only be fully achieved when apartheid is abolished." (Cf the 10th "Basic Feature" of People's 
Education in: CENTRE for Adult and Continuing Education (CACE): What is ... , foe cit, p 8.) 



will allow, new and tanscendent [sic] ways of thinking and behaving that interpenetrate each other. 
Such a task will have to be grounded in the cultural capital that teachers and students bring with 
them to the school setting.123 
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Inasmuch as the concrete practical and inter-contextual social contact can follow the 

theoretical analysis only in so far as permitted by the contextual conditions, any 

pedagogical activities will have to start within the contextual Behavior-Setting of the 

in-context by construction of an inter-contextual dialogue. 

Contrarily, within the framework of "People's Education" no provision is made 

concerning an out-contextual pedagogical activity in order to realize the colonial out

context; the approach is rather running the risk of replacing the surmounted contextual 

imperialism by another one just constructed. A praxis-oriented scientific definition of 

Contextual Pedagogics however consciously acknowledges a given multi

contextualism within the South African society, while striving for an equality of rights 

regarding all contexts. The immanent methodology emphasizes "society-related 

competence, the realization of learning as being a process, the engaging into the 

unknown and unfamiliar, the shifting of perspectives, the development of an 

independent self-activity and creativity, the questioning of the self and the self

habitualized, the own environment and experience. "124 

The contextual-pedagogical discourse therefore contrasts with the methodologies of 

both the state education and the "People's Education" which pursue a colonizing125 

123
GIROUX, H.A.: Ideology, Culture & The Process of Schooling. London 1981, p 108. 

1240BERPRIELER, G.: SprachbrOcken schlagen zwischen Kulturen. Unpublished manuscript. 
Johannesburg 1990 [typescript]. (My translation, J.F.P .) 

125"Colonizing" in so far as the in-context is constituting the only centre of reflexion; while "People's 
Education" is striving for de-colonization, it becomes entangled with a methodology that is creating again 
structures of colonization - although with completely reversed premises-, now often based on externalized 
nationalist-tribalistic tendencies. This is a phenomenon that had been encountered particularly in the course 
of the pedagogical reforms within Rhodesia's state of transition and can be observed still today in basic 
pedagogical structures of Zambia and Zimbabwe. Cf for instance MUNGAZI, D.A.:: The Underdevelopment 
of African Education. Washington 1982. Cf as well: MWANAKATWE, J.M.: The Growth of Education in 
Zambia since Independence. Lusaka 1968. A general survey can be found in MASEELA, Elke: Die 
Entwicklung des Erziehungswesens in Zambia. Hannover 1973. 
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discourse as defined by PAKENDORF126
• While the contextual-pedagogical Principle 

of Reflexion explicitly designates as its methodology the discursive recourse to 

realizations acquired inductively, innovatively and communicatively (therefore only 

obtaining a provisional character as well), in combination with simultaneous and 

permanent confrontation with the subjective and contextual experiencing, the 

colonizing discourse on the other hand emphasizes the conquest and seizure of out

contextual matter in favour of the in-context by subjecting the out-contextual discourse 

to the own normative system, thus falsifying out-contextual definitions.127 

This shall not suggest that there were no points of contact between "People's 

Education" and Contextual Pedagogy; on the contrary, particularly the learner- and 

context-oriented inductive basic structure with its immanent critical consciousness 

towards the surrounding society do indicate distinct parallels, especially as far as the 

reflexion of the relevance of subject-matter or educational norms with regard to the 

South African context are concerned. However, an actual multi-contextualism as 

defined by the application of the Contextual-Pedagogical Principles, can only be 

achieved on the basis of an effected emancipation from power-oriented political 

interests. Contextual Pedagogy therefore could stand out - in accordance with SOW's 

terminology - as Evolutionary Science [Entwicklungswissenschaft], characterized by 

the fact that "it permanently reflects the political realities and their ideological 

background in order to derive basic criteria with a view to scientific activity"128
, hence 

orienting itself "according to the identification of realization-oriented interests as 

opposed to an ideology of realization"129
. However, an identification with Africa will 

be essential in order to become a constituent part of such a multi-contextual structure. 

126
PAKENDORF, G.: Sprache und Sprachlosigkeit im kolonialen Diskurs. Unpublished paper. Cape Town 

1990 [typescript]. 

127Cf Ibid. 

128SOW, A.: Germanistik ... , foe cit, p 73. (My translation, J.F.P.) 

129 /bid, p 74. (My translation, J.F.P.) 
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PRACTICAL TRANSFER AND APPLICATION: THE VILLAGE 

SCHOOLS PROJECT OF NYAE NYAE 

The Nyae Nyae Development Foundation of Namibia (NNDFN) and the Nyae Nyae 

Farmers' Co-operative (NNFC), a grassroots organization, run programmes for the 

Ju/'hoansi in Eastern Bushmanland. One of the educational components of the 

programme is the Village Schools Project. 

It is estimated that 95% of the Ju/'hoan population in the Nyae Nyae area are illiterate. 

The high level of illiteracy is partly the result of a high and early drop out rate among 

Ju/'hoan children enrolled in Government schools at Tjum!kui and Aasvoelnes. This 

can be ascribed to a number of factors, among which the following are considered 

relevant: 

- the education system was very authoritarian, which is totally contrary to the 

Ju/'hoan traditional social system; 

- the medium of instruction was Afrikaans, not only a foreign language, but the 

language of the colonial oppressor; 

- the Ju/'hoan children were physically abused and discriminated against by both the 

teachers and classmates who were from other ethnic groups. 

The NNDFN/NNFC, in close co-operation with the Ministry of Education and Culture 

(MEC), has embarked on the Village Schools Project, focussing on a community

based education programme for the first three years of schooling. It was decided by 

the MEC that the Project should be incorporated into the Basic Education Reform 

Programme. 

The general aim of the Village Schools Project is to provide basic education for Grade 

1 to 3 at community level in Eastern Bushmanland. The main objectives are: 
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- To have the medium of instruction at the Village Schools in the mother tongue, 

Ju/'hoan; 

- To train Ju/'hoan teachers who will be the best educators for their own people; 

- To develop a relevant curriculum and curricular material in consultation with the 

communities; 

- To build school facilities close to communities, in order to enable the learners to 

learn and live in their own familiar environment for the first three years of school; 

- To enable Ju/'hoan children to join governmental schools in Grade 4 as confident 

and critical thinking learners. 

In May 1992, twelve Ju/'hoan Student Teachers (three women, nine men) were 

nominated by the communities and the former Village Schools Co-ordinator (VISCO). 

Their formal school system qualifications range from Grade 1 to Grade 9. For the 

majority of these Student Teachers the medium of instruction at school was Afrikaans. 

The first part of the Teacher Training at the Baraka Training Centre commenced with 

a literacy course in both Ju/'hoan and English. The NNDFN's linguist introduced as 

teaching aids his English-Ju/'hoan : Ju/'hoan-English Dictionary130
, a Ju/'hoan 

Grammar131 and a Ju/'hoan Story Book132
, which he had compiled and edited. 

After the two month induction Ju/'hoan literacy course it was decided that a 

correspondence course had to follow in order to sustain and improve the Student 

Teachers' level of acquired literacy skills. 

The English literacy course was run until September 1992, when the former Village 

Schools Co-ordinator left the project. The content of the English literacy course was 

chosen and developed from the Student Teachers' lives and experiences. A numeracy 

aspect was incorporated into the literacy course. 

130
DICKENS, Patrick: English-Ju/'hoan Ju/'hoan-English Dictionary. Windhoek 1992. 

131 DICKENS, Patrick: Ju/'hoan Grammar. Windhoek 1992. 

132PEOPLE of Nyae Nyae: N!ui sa !'Hai. The Moon and the Hare and other stories from Bushmanland. 
Ed by Patrick DICKENS. Translated by Patrick DICKENS and Megan BIESELE. Windhoek 1992. 
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Since 1 March 1993, the author has run the Pre-Service Teacher Training Course at 

the Baraka Training Centre, facilitating a dialogue between all Student Teachers 

(ST133
) and the people of Nyae Nyae, who all worked together in the construction 

of an appropriate, emancipatory new pedagogical structure. 

Making reference to the Ju/'hoansi way of expressing the learning process134
, the 

approach utilized throughout the pre-service training course will henceforth be defined 

and described as sense/earning or sensing, and will be used as an educational 

generic term within the greater framework of Contextual Pedagogy. 

As this chapter reflects the dynamic processes while generating sense/earning, it 

likewise combines the documentation of theoretical outlines and subsequent reflexions. 

Whenever past tense is used, this should be an indication of a documented reflexion 

process, while present and future tense denote basic theoretical designs and 

deliberations. 

It is also intended to raise awareness beyond the immediate context of Nyae Nyae 

and to surmount pre-conceptions of "Bushmen" being uneducated individuals or, even 

worse, being incapable of receiving education at all - never mind being trained as 

teachers. The redefinition of the social reality construction for the "Bushmen" 

community will thus enable them to take their rightful place in a world society at 

change. 

133
1n the following, the abbreviations ST (Student Teacher) and TT (Teacher Trainer) will be used in 

order to demonstrate the conceptual connexion of these terms to the Village Schools Project. Whenever 
the abbreviation is used, the concepts of Student Teachers and Teacher Trainer relate directly to the 
Village Schools Project and do not refer to student teachers and/or teacher trainers of other projects 
and/or training institutions. 

134e.g. "their children will learn sense", "teachers help children having sense", "teachers heave lots of 
sense". Cf pp 229-235: STs' Ju/'hoan literacy assignments: English paraphrases. 
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2.1 THE PRE-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING COURSE 

2.1.1 OUTLINE OF AIMS AND METHODS 

The outline of the Pre-Service Teacher Training Course is divided into two stages, 

comprising three phases during the initial four month period. This is to be followed by 

another four phases during the second stage as outlined in Chapter 4. It will include 

three foci of School Readiness: school readiness (i) for teachers, (ii) for learners, and 

(iii) for the community itself. I consider it important to stress the interdependence of 

this set-up in order to explain the necessity of preparing the communities not only for 

education within the context of schooling, but for education within a broader 

community-based social context, which addresses social problem situations as well. 

Due to the dynamics of the programme, this outline adapted to changing 

circumstances whenever necessary in order to incorporate the immediate needs of any 

party involved: the result was a truly contextualized definition of school readiness and 

a starting-point for community-based education within the Ju/'hoan context. Jean 

GUERNIERs135 suggestion has been taken up again, to alternate between 

workshops at the Training Centre and teaching practice in the Village Schools, though 

perhaps within a different methodological context. Inasmuch as the Village Schools 

were not completed at the outset of stage one, it was envisaged to break away from 

an institutionalized concept of schooling which seemed to be too much dependent on 

formal aspects such as school buildings and formalized teaching environments. For 

a limited period of time, such an improvised educational set-up did not only enable 

both the Teacher Trainer (TT) and STs to initiate experiences in actual teaching 

practice, but also removed paralysing factual and material constraints which could 

have hindered the development of the project as a whole. Moreover, it enabled the 

135
GUERNIER, J.: Report on the initial literacy course run over an 8-week period for the student 

teachers, 31 July 1992. Also: GUERNIER, J.: Report on the continuation of the literacy course during the 
last part of July, August, September 1992. 
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initiation of communication between STs, TT and village communities. 

It could be observed that the STs were very much interested in practical work and the 

teaching process itself; teaching simulations and role plays rooted in the teaching 

context were always successful and led to fruitful reflective discussions. This was 

furthermore confirmed during a visit to //Auru when the STs actively helped to prepare 

such a visit, during which three of the STs spoke to the community about the 

importance of education. This address was prepared with the help of the TT in the 

STs' free time which gives an indication of the stellenwert of teaching within the ST 

group. 

At the end of stage one, the STs could be considered to be motivated and eager to 

continue with their training. They appeared to be able to cope with the real teaching 

situation, and were encouraged to apply their methodological training in practice as 

soon as possible. They were an invaluable contributor to initiate communication and 

inter-contextual exchange with the communities during stage two, when the self

dynamics to follow were indeed overwhelming as far as increased community 

awareness and support were concerned. 

2.1.1.1 STAGE 1: INITIAL 4-MONTH TRAINING PERIOD 

2.1.1.1.1 THE WORK STRUCTURE 

In a nutshell, the initial period includes an intensive preparatory training (Phase 1 ), 

followed by an alternation between workshops and village teaching experience in 

combination with the raising of community members' awareness and motivation for 

education (Phase 2) and a final evaluation period which should lead to the 

development of a community-based School Readiness Programme (Phase 3). The 
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actual implementation of such a programme is dealt with during the second stage of 

the training course. 

The student teachers had, in the form of practical teaching periods, carried out a 

community-based Pre-School type of education for the remainder of the first year 

during which the actual formal facilities (school buildings) could be completed without 

too much time pressure. Within a holistic approach that does not differentiate between 

formal schooling and development of life skills by means of experience, important 

objectives of community development should not be sacrificed in order to achieve fast 

completion of educational hardware. The idea of community identification with the 

philosophy of the project should rather be pursued in order to achieve lasting results 

and to further community development based on convictions. Due to the informality 

of that approach, it neither requires school buildings nor permanent teachers at the 

villages, but rather opens the possibility to interchange teachers or even to withdraw 

them for short periods of time in order to participate in workshops at the training 

centre. Contrary to Jean GUERNIER136
, the author does not consider it a feasible 

option to interrupt the formal teaching phase in Grade 1; every child then needs 

someones/he can relate to and take as an example, and that important objective must 

be supported by a high level of continuity. 

Another very positive side effect of such a procedure was an increased level of 

community awareness even before the construction of school buildings; I would like 

to suggest that the teacher her/himself is the best promoter of education, and thats/he 

will be the best catalyst for community support which eventually will carry the school 

and the village project as a whole. 

136
GUERNIER, J.: Report on the initial. .. , lac cit. 



Table 8: Work Structure for the Initial 4-month Training Period 

Phase 1: Intensive preparatory training 

Week 1 Week2 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 

Weeks Week 6 

Baraka Training Centre Community Research Project 

Village School Experience 

Week 9 

Village Teaching: Cycle 1 

Week 10 

Reflexion on first teaching 
phase 

Week3 Week4 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 

Phase 2: Alternation: Workshops! 

Week7 

Preparation: Introduction to 

Communities 

Week 11 

Village Teaching: Cycle 2 

Week8 

Village Teaching: Cycle 1 

Week 12 

Village Teaching: Cycle 2 

Phase 3: Evaluation/Towards development of a 

Week 13 Week 14 

Reflexion on second teaching Baraka Training Centre 
phase 

community-based School Readiness 
Programme 

Week 17 Week 18 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 

Week 15 Week 16 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 

Stage 2: Implementation of School 
Readiness Programme 

as from week 19 

Villages, Village Schools, Baraka Training Centre 

101 
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2.1.1.1.2 METHODOLOGICAL CONTENT 

The main aim of the Training Course is to go out into the field and to gain practical 

experience within a context of relevance, and by actively incorporating the Ju/'hoan 

community into any form of pedagogical conceptualization. It is recommended to move 

away from a more abstract classroom situation into the concrete challenges of the 

villages. 

The content of the first phase of the Programme should equip the STs with a 

methodological repertoire to carry out certain research-oriented tasks as well as to 

present elements of practical teaching in a more informal approach. It is important that 

the STs' self-conception is developed in such a way that they are aware of their role 

as teacher and as promoter of education in general. They should identify themselves 

with the Programme in order to be able to convey its aims and objectives to the 

community. 

The second phase concentrates first of all on establishing contact with the 

communities. It is recommended that four groups of teachers should stay at four 

communities (e.g. //Auru, N=aqmtjoha, //Xa/oba and =Aqbace) for a period of two 

weeks, whereby the TT spends time at every village together with the village's teacher 

group. After this initial period the STs should return to Baraka for reflexion and 

evaluation, whereafter a second two-week cycle of village experience and subsequent 

reflexion at Baraka will be initiated. 

An experience like this will prepare the STs as well as the TT for a fully established 

teaching programme as it is envisaged for the beginning of the school year. The 

Anthropological Consultant (AC) is another important facilitator for efficient 

communication and analysis. The information and data collected at the villages is an 

invaluable asset during the process of establishing a School Readiness Programme. 

The emergence of a common strategy, now combining Western and traditional 
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concepts of education, will be a core factor of the anticipated discussions. 

The following tables illustrate aims and methods in detail. 

Table 9a: Aims and Methods: 
PHASE 1 - Development of a contextually based methodology according to Ju/'hoan experience 

Period: 6 weeks 

Venue: Baraka Training Centre 

Aims Methods 

Identification with the Programme Discussion on necessity of basic 
concepts such as schooling and 
education 

Externalization of ST's subjective pre- Discussion of ST's experiences at school 
understanding 

Role play: The teaching context 

Development of an educational philosophy Analysis of discussions (to be 
rooted in the Ju/'hoan context summarized on posters) 

Understanding of abstract concepts Brainstorming, discussion and re-
definition; e.g. with regard to concepts as 
teaching, leadership, democracy. 

Collection of a methodological repertoire ST's input of games, plays, traditional 
songs and traditional stories already 
known to them 

Discussion and analysis of how to use 
them 

Production of teaching and learning aids Reflexion of methodological repertoire 

Subjection of methodological repertoire to 
anticipated context of Village Schools 

Practical self-experience in the role of a Simulation: explaining and conducting of 
teacher activities to the ST class 

Preparation for community-based research Application of methodological tools 
already acquired 
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Table 9b: Aims and Methods: 
PHASE 2 - Reflexion and exploration of concepts by means of community-oriented communication 

Period: 7 weeks 

Venue: Villages I Baraka Training Centre 

Aims Methods 

Raising of community members' Visit of the STs to the villages 
awareness for education 

Participatory discussion with community 

Input by AC 

Increasing ST's motivation to continue with Experiencing of the villages' support for 
the programme the programme 

Experiencing of the TT's back-up 

Experiencing of concrete progress within 
the framework of the training course 

Survey of traditional methods Participatory discussion with community 

Application of methodological tools 
acquired within Phase 1 

Input by AC 

Raising of motivation to interaction and Encouraging discussions within the 
communication communities by ST's participation in the 

communities' daily lives 

Identification of objectives and content for Participatory discussion with community 
Grade 1 curriculum 

Reflexion of subjective experiences within 
the community 

Input by AC 

Gaining experience in practical teaching Application of methodological tools 
acquired within Phase 1 

Reflexion within ST group 

Advice by TT 

Continued production of learning and Input by communities and subjection of 
teaching aids already produced teaching aids to reality 

situation of villages 
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Table 9c: Aims and Methods: 
PHASE 3 - Development of a School Readiness Programme 

Period: 5 weeks 

Venue: Baraka Training Centre 

Aims Methods 

Realization of community-oriented Externalization and collection of ST's 
expectations towards education and formal subjective experiences 
schooling 

Collection of community-oriented 
methodological ideas (traditional games, 
songs, plays) 

Reflexion on community-proven teaching 
aids already developed during Phases 
1+2 

Input by AC 

Evaluation of community research Group discussion 

Input by TT and AC 

Evaluation of teaching experience during Group discussion 
Phase 2 

Input by TT 

Combination with "Western" educational Input by TT and AC 
and methodological ideas and strategies 

Adaptation according to the Ju/'hoan 
contextual situation 

Development of common strategy Evaluation of experiences in community 

Analysis of community-oriented ideas and 
concepts 

Input by AC 

Preparation for more structured Introduction of existing resource material 
approaches to teaching 

Community-based reflexion and 
production of contextualized teaching 
materials 

Simulation in ST's class (e.g. preparation 
of longer activities [approx. 1 hour]) 

Development of first draft of School Co-operation with and input by Regional 
Readiness Programme Education Authorities, MEG, AC, NNDFN 

and NNFC staff 
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2.1.1.1.3 LITERACY CONTENT 

Methodological training will have priority within the Pre-Service Teacher Training in 

order to prepare the STs for the practical aspects of teaching. It could be resolved 

however by the STs and the TT that one specific day per week should still be 

exclusively reserved for the English literacy programme. 

In view of the concentration on methodology it seems appropriate and necessary to 

incorporate integrated literacy aspects into the course wherever possible. As the 

student-centred approach of the course encourages the students to communicate a 

great deal, often by means of written communication (drawing up of points for 

discussion on posters), situation-oriented literacy is a constant part of the daily 

learning process. English and Ju/'hoan are simultaneously used in the course, 

whereby the English-speaking students often translate into both languages, thus 

increasing their level of bilingual comprehension. Whenever stories or songs are 

introduced in Ju/'hoan, translations into English take place; so the two languages 

receive constant attention within the learning context. 

As far as the Ju/'hoan literacy programme is concerned, it is recommended to achieve 

a high degree of continuity by means of BIESELEs correspondence course137
. This 

entails the raising of the STs' level of responsibility and ability to work on their own. 

However, much written Ju/'hoan communication takes place during the course and is 

spontaneously corrected by fellow STs if necessary. It is quite encouraging to 

experience the STs' high degree of willingness to mutual support in the learning 

situation. 

Literacy aspects were incorporated into the course wherever possible. It should 

become clear from the documented posters (chapter 2.1.2 et sequ), that the written 

137 
Bl ESE LE, M.: A correspondence course for Ju/'hoan learners. Various modules. Austin, Texas: 1992-

1993. 
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communication often consisted of both English and Ju/'hoan, whereby the STs 

independently translated important aspects of posters and/or questions. The same 

applies to oral communication with its element of often spontaneous translation. 

2.1.1.2 STAGE 2: SUBSEQUENT 6-MONTH TRAINING PERIOD 

2.1.1.2.1 THE WORK STRUCTURE 

Over the first four months, the STs acquired the necessary skills to continue with the 

development and implementation of a School Readiness Programme. They have been 

introduced to schooling and to basic methodologies, and had ample opportunities to 

discuss their problems and experiences with their fellow students, the TT and the 

communities. In order to prepare the STs further for their tasks, more structured 

approaches to teaching should now be introduced. To develop such an approach by 

means of a School Readiness Programme, appears to me a very fruitful way of 

combining students' and communities' involvement by means of the practical transfer 

of information already gathered during the previous Phases. 

This work structure also strongly considers the STs' interest in more practically 

oriented work. The good contacts between STs and communities not only promoted 

the basic ideas of the Village Schools Project, but also fostered the communities' 

support towards the establishment of formal school buildings. After completion of stage 

one, two school buildings were nearly completed and the construction of a third 

building was to be started soon: the commencement of formal education in Nyae Nyae 

seemed to be imminent. 
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Table 10: Work Structure of the Subsequent 6-month Training Period 

Phase 1 : Collection of community-based data 

Week 1: Week 2: Week 3: Week 4: 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 
Villages Villages Villages Villages 

Phase 2: Evaluation and 

Week 5: Week 6: Week 7: Week 8: 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 
Villages Villages 

discussion of collected materials Phase 3: 

Week 9: Week 10: Week 11: Week 12: 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 
Villages 

Preparation of first draft of School Readiness Programme 

Week 13: Week 14: Week 15: Week 16: 

Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 
Villages Villages Villages Villages 

Phase 4: Implementation of first draft of School 

Week 17: Week 18: Week 19: Week 20: 

Baraka Traing. Centre Village Teaching Village Teaching Village Teaching 
Villages 

Readiness Prg. Phase 5: Reflexion and evaluation of practical teaching 

Week 21: Week 22: Week 23: Week 24: 

Village Teaching Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre Baraka Training Centre 
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All prior experiences demonstrated the necessity of embedding any teaching 

programme within the interdependent context of STs, learners and community. 

Therefore, a relevant School Readiness Programme can only emerge from permanent 

communication with and within these contextual fields. The dynamic process of 

development and implementation is therefore regarded as equally important as the 

actual programme itself. The methodological concept of switching between theoretical 

sessions in Baraka, data collection in the villages and practical teaching, shall facilitate 

the communication-oriented process of "making school". It shall also ensure that all 

circumstances are taken into account that finally determine the reality situation to be 

coped with by all parties involved. 

The second stage of the School Readiness Programme starts with a collection of 

community-based data, such as input of traditional educational knowledge by the 

Ju/'hoan communities. During this early phase, the Anthropological Consultant should 

help to facilitate the communication between the TT and the Ju/'hoansi, in order to 

achieve the best possible data base of community input. This data base should consist 

of educational material (songs, stories, games) and a collection of communities' 

attitudes towards education in principle and the Village Schools Project in particular. 

During Phase 2, this material will be evaluated and analyzed by the STs, whereby the 

TT will provide the necessary structures for discussion and documentation. It is 

intended to finalize the principles for a common strategy and to outline the core 

contents of a community-based School Readiness Programme. 

These contents will be arranged and structured in a first draft of the Programme, to 

be mutually developed by the STs and the TT. In order to guarantee the contextual 

relevance of such concepts, Phase 3 will alternate between theoretical sessions in 

Baraka and practical application in the villages. The STs should discover together with 

the communities, if their ideas are tenable in view of the reality situation. 

A four-week practical teaching phase will subject the STs and their School Readiness 

Programme to a final test as far as its applicability and relevance are concerned. 
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Simultaneously, the STs have another opportunity to examine their own decision to 

become teachers, before committing themselves for the formal teaching as from 

January 1994. Phase 5 will conclude the work plan with the evaluation of the practical 

teaching phase and the School Readiness Programme as a whole. 

Finally, the STs will be allocated and introduced to their respective teaching villages 

for 1994, whereby administrative problems will be discussed. By the end of the 6-

month-course, STs, learners and communities should be well prepared for a 

successful start of Grade 1-teaching in the five Village Schools. 

2.1.1.2.2 METHODOLOGICAL CONTENT 

Due to the interdependence of STs, learners and communities, every phase within the 

course will pursue separate aims at the same time, directed at each of the different 

contextual fields. Such an organization can be defined as a three-dimensional 

approach which simultaneously incorporates methodological aspects for different target 

groups, such as teachers (Dimension 1 ), communities (Dimension 2) and learners 

(Dimension 3). 

As already established, this three-dimensional approach will have to be continuously 

applied during the actual village teaching as well, whereby the STs will work practically 

in two capacities, as teachers and as social workers. While the School Readiness 

Programme is drawn up in three-dimensional participation, it is intended to 

concurrently raise the STs' awareness for this kind of strategy. 

Please refer to the following tables for a complete outline of aims and methods during 

the five phases of the course, always with regard to their specific relevance within the 

three-dimensional approach. 
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Table 11a: 
General objectives of a three-dimensional School Readiness Programme 

Dimension 1: Teachers 

a. Knowledge of general methodology 

b. Knowledge of specific subject methodologies 

c. Understanding of basic aspects of social work 

d. Understanding of educational philosophy within the framework of co-op and 
NNDFN 

e. Consolidation and expansion of Ju I 'hoan literacy 

f. Furtherance of English literacy 

Table 11b: 
General objectives of a three-dimensional School Readiness Programme 

Dimension 2: Communities 

a. Promotion of awareness towards education 

b. Initiation of direct participation in schooling (assistance with the production of 
learning aids) 

c. Raising of awareness towards set-up and philosophy of the co-op 

d. Initiation of self-reflective processes, focussing on social problem situations 

Table 11c: 
General objectives of a three-dimensional School Readiness Programme 

Dimension 3: Learners 

a. Familiarization with the structuralized set-up of schooling 

b. Experiencing of different learning methods (Realization that learning can be 
fun) 

c. Evolvement of self-worth and self-confidence 

d. Motivation to social interaction 
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Table 12a: PHASE 1: Collection of community-based data 

Period: 6 weeks 

Venue: Baraka Training Centre I Villages 

Dimension Aims Methods 

Teachers Knowledge of general methodologi'.: - theoretical input by TT 
- introduction to basic understanding of - simulation in class 

interview techniques - individual and group work in the 
- acquisition of skills with regard to villages under TT's supervision 

conducting community-based research - fading-out of TT's supervision and 
- familiarization with the process of transfer of responsibility to the STs 

collecting, transcribing and documenting - experimenting with different media: 
data tape recordings, minutes, drawings 

Understanding of basic aseects of social - brainstorming on observations made 
work: in the villages 
- conscientization for social problem - reflexion on brainstorming with regard 

situations to problem solving strategies 

Understanding of educational ehilosoehi'. - assignment: development of 
within the framework of co-oe and NNDFN: educational aid by STs and TT in 
- conceptualization of the process of order to explain the concept to the 

mutual exchange ("give-and-take") communities 
- practical execution: explaining of 

concept to communities 

Communities Promotion of awareness towards education: - discussions with STs, TT and AC 
- recognition of STs' commitment - documenting of data 
- realization of importance of community - open adaptation to communities' 

input and participation needs 

Initiation of direct earticieation in schooling: - interviewing of community and/or 
- externalization of communities' individuals by means of directed and/ 

expectations or undirected interviews 
- self-recognition of value of contributing - play-back of interviews to community 

own experiences to the project (in order to foster development of 
self-recognition of the value of one's 
contribution) 

Raising of awareness towards set-ue and - application of STs' educational aid to 
ehilosoehi'. of the co-oe: explain the concept to the 
- initiation of internalization of the communities 

process of mutual exchange 

Initiation of self-reflective erocesses: - open discussion with community 
- externalization of social problems - qualitative interviews 
- recognition of social problems 

Learners Evolvement of self-worth and self- - incorporating of prospective learners 
confidence: into the discussions with the villagers 
- realization of own importance 

Motivation to social interaction: - discussions in small groups of 
- initiation of active participation in prospective learners together with 

discussions STs 
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Table 12b: PHASE 2: Evaluation and discussion of collected materials 

Period: 5 weeks 

Venue: Baraka Training Centre 

Dimension Aims Methods 

Teachers Knowledge of general methodologf " theoretical input by TT 
· understanding of basic techniques of · priority on group work and group 

sifting anq evaluating data assignments 
" consolidation of skills related to · input by TT of observations related to 

teamwork STs' approaches to group work 
" reflexion on ability to work in and as a · exchange of STs' perceptions related 

team to their own approaches to group work 
· internalization of the necessity of " brainstorming on aims and methods to 

expressing aims and methods while be pursued with certain materials 
selecting materials for teaching purposes · role play: teaching with and without 

" expansion of general methodology structured aims and methods 
towards specific subject methodologies . discussion on anticipated subjects to 

be taught 
" reflexion on own methodological 

experiences as former pupils 

Knowledge of seecific subject · sifting and structuring of collected data, 
methodologies: allocation to possible subjects 
· familiarization with three core subjects: · discussion of communities' 

arithmetic, reading, writing expectations and its influence on a 
· development of contextualized methodology to be developed 

methodological guidelines 

Understanding of basic aseects of social · analysis of data content related to 
work: social problem situations 
· conscientization for the influence of " comparison of data from different 

social problem situations on the data villages 
collected 

Communities 
As Phase 2 is a theoretical phase, the STs will have only little contact with communities 
or learners. Although the specific objectives of the relevant dimensions will be 

Learners considered, a detailed breakdown will only be undertaken during the following phases 3 
and4. 
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Table 12c: PHASE 3: Preparation of first draft of School Readiness Programme 

Period: 6 weeks 

Venue: Baraka Training Centre I Villages 

Dimension Aims Methods 

Teachers Knowledge of general methodologr - theoretical input by TT 
- conceptualization of discussion results - group discussion of previous phase's 
- familiarization with principles of results 

educational theory - documentation on posters 
- renewed discussion with communities 

Knowledge of SE!ecific subject - theoretical input by TT 
methodologies: 
- conceptualization of methodology for 

arithmetic, reading and writing, according 
to guidelines developed during previous 
phase 

Understanding of basic asE!ects of social 
work: 
- conceptualization of social problem 

factors and incorporation into the School 
Readiness Programme 

Understanding of educational E!hilosoE!hY - juxtaposing of first draft of School 
within the framework of co-OE! and NNDFN: Readiness Programme with posters on 
- reconciliation of draft proposals with the co-op previously developed by the STs 

philosophy of co-op and NNDFN - input by and discussion with co-op 
management 

Communities Promotion of awareness towards education: - discussions with communities, STs and 
- reinforced realization of importance of TT 

community input and participation 

Initiation of direct E!articiEation in schooling: - presentation of elements of School 
- reconciliation of communities' Readiness Programme to communities 

expectations with the first draft of the - discussions with communities, STs and 
School Readiness Programme TT 

Initiation of self-reflective E!rocesses: - presentation to communities: data 
- reconciliation of STs' social analysis with content related to social problem 

the reality situation of the villages situations, as analyzed during previous 
phase 

Learners Evolvement of self-worth and self- - incorporating of prospective learners 
confidence: into the discussions with the villagers 
- renewed realization of own importance 

Motivation to social interaction: - presentation of elements of School 
- continuation of previous active Readiness Programme to learners 

participation in discussions - practical testing of elements of School 
- increased participation in the Readiness Programme with learners 

development of the School Readiness - discussions in small groups of 
Programme by means of social prospective learners together with the 
interaction STs 
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Table 12d: PHASE 4: Implementation of first draft of School Readiness Programme 

Period: 4 weeks 

Venue: Villages I Village Schools (when completed) 

Dimension Aims Methods 

Teachers Knowledge of general methodologf - application of methodological tools 
- application of conceptualized discussion acquired during the preparatory training 

results - presentation of different activities with 
- application of principles of educational varying objectives, applying a variation 

theory of teaching aids, focussing on different 

Knowledge of seecific subject 
learning contents within the framework 
of methodological variedness 

methodologies: - input and advice by TT 
- application, testing and reflexion of - participatory discussion with community 

previously conceptualized methodology - reflexion within ST team 

Understanding of basic aseects of social 
work: 
- reflexion on social problem factors 

previously conceptualized 

Understanding of educational ehilosoehy - participatory discussion with community 
within the framework of co-oe and NNDFN: - reflexion within ST team and with TT 
- application of pedagogically 

conceptualized philosophy 

Communities Promotion of awareness towards education: - presentation of elements of School 
- internalization of importance of Readiness Programme, as reconciled 

community input and participation with communities' expectations during 
- initiation of identification with the Village Phase 3 

Schools Project - discussions with communities, STs and 
TT 

Initiation of direct earticieation in schooling: - open adaptation to communities' needs 
- experiencing of consideration of 

communities' expectations 

Raising of awareness towards set-ue and - ST input: portrayal of STs' role within 
ehilosoehy of the co-oe: the set-up of the co-op 
- reinforced realization of the importance of - ST input: explanation of "give-and-

mutual exchange take" within the framework of the 
- acknowledgement of the Village Schools Village Schools Project (receiving 

Project as an essential part of the overall training I "giving" education) 
co-op philosophy - additional input by TT and co-op 

- initiation of identification with the management 
philosophy of the Village Schools Project 

Initiation of self-reflective erocesses: - ST input: portrayal of STs role within 
- renewed externalization and recognition the community 

of social problems - open discussion with community 
- acknowledgement of the Village Schools - expression of interest in day-to-day 

Project as part of the communities' day- realities of the village 
to-day realities 

---------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONTINUATION: Table 12d (PHASE 4: Implementation of first draft of School Readiness 

Programme, Dimension 3: Learners) 

Learners Familiarization with the structuralized set-ue - presentation of lessons according to 
of schooling: certain time structures, though flexible 
- familiarization with a certain regular time and adjustable according to situation-

schedule oriented needs 
- understanding of the variedness of the - inclusion of learners into all aspects of 

learning content learning, within and outside school 
- sensitization to the interdependent - explicit invitation to learners to 

richness of formal, semi-formal and contribute to the learning content 
traditional education - permanent preparedness to adjust 

formal planning in order to 
accommodate traditional factors 

- covering of main school subjects, 
including creative and recreational 
activities 

Exeeriencing of different learning methods - presentation of different activities with 
(learning can be fun): varying objectives, applying a variation 
- internalization of the fun-aspect of of teaching aids, focussing on different 

learning learning contents within the framework 
- experiencing of variety during the school of methodological variedness, stressing 

day the play aspect of learning 
- experiencing of possibility to give input - learner-centred presentation of lessons 

into the learning process 

Evolvement of self-worth and self- - incorporation of learners into the 
confidence: planning and execution of lessons 
- reinforced realization of own importance - incorporation of learners into 
- reinforcement of positive self-perceptions discussions with the villagers 
- initiation of identification with the - reinforcing positive self-perceptions by 

learner's specific Village School means of encouragement and 
- self-definition of being an integral part of amplification of self-worth 

the specific Village School's group of 
learners 

Motivation to social interaction: - emphasizing the interactive elements 
- continuation of previous active of the School Readiness Programme 

participation in discussions - explicit invitation to learners to 
- continuation of participation in the contribute to the learning content by 

ongoing development of the School means of discussion 
Readiness Programme by means of - encouragement to learners to 
social interaction exchange ideas freely within the 

- internalization of the importance of co- learner group, the ST and the 
operation community 

- discussions in smaller groups of 
learners together with the STs 
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Table 12e: Reflexion and evaluation of practical teaching 

Period: 3 weeks 

Venue: Baraka Training Centre 

Dimension Aims Methods 

Teachers Knowledge of general methodology: - group discussion 
- reflexion on ability to work as a teacher - input by TT 
- reflexion on further professional planning - poster documentation 
- preparation of final draft of School - individual advice by TT 

Readiness Programme - final selection and allocation of STs to 

Knowledge of seecific subject 
villages 

methodologies: 
- evaluation of experiences during teaching 

practice 
- preparation of final draft of School 

Readiness Programme 

Understanding of basic aseects of social 
work: 
- inclusion of social problem factors and 

their methodological approach into final 
draft of School Readiness Programme 

- development of intervention strategies 

Understanding of educational ehilosoehy - juxtaposing of final draft of School 
within the framework of co-oe and NNDFN: Readiness Programme with first draft 
- reconciliation of final draft of School and other materials perviously 

Readiness Programme with the developed by the STs 
philosophy of co-op and NNDFN - input by and discussion with co-op 

management 

Consolidation and exeansion of Ju/'hoan - incorporation of situation-oriented 
literacy: literacy aspects throughout the course 
- ability to teach basic reading and writing (total time span 1 O months) 

skills in the Ju/'hoan language - student-centred furthering of 
- ability to teach Grade 1 subjects in communicative competence 

Ju/'hoan - development of time structure for 
- evaluation of the programme's literacy correspondence course (additional 

content input by AC welcome) 
- motivation to continue with the Ju/'hoan 

correspondence course 

Furtherance of English literacy: - incorporation of situation-oriented 
- evaluation of the programme's English literacy aspects throughout the course 

literacy content (total time span 1 O months) 
- motivation to continue with English - student-centred furthering of 

literacy communicative competence 

Communities As Phase 5 is a theoretical and concluding phase, the STs will have only little contact 
with communities or learners. However, the specific objectives of the relevant 

Learners dimensions will be considered during the evaluative discussions. 
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2.1.1.2.3 LITERACY CONTENT 

As previously outlined, methodological training will continue to enjoy priority within the 

Pre-Service Teacher Training. It is envisaged, however, to include two weeks of 

intensive training in Ju/'hoan literacy during the presence of the Anthropological 

Consultant, so that continuity in this regard seems to be guaranteed even for the time 

period beyond the Pre-Service Teacher Training Course. 

In order to consolidate and expand the STs' knowledge of Ju/'hoan, and to further their 

literacy abilities in English, integrated literacy aspects will continuously be incorporated 

into the course. 

2.1.2 ONGOING REFLEXION AND EVALUATION (STAGE 1) 

The documentation of the ongoing process of reflexion and evaluation should be read 

in conjunction with the relevant Outline of Aims and Methods as it forms an integral 

part of it. The ongoing evaluation is considered of utmost importance for the overall 

success of the training course. 

The report on Phase 1 focusses on the intensive preparatory training of the STs. The 

realization of the relevant aims will be discussed in detail and, wherever possible, 

documented by the materials produced during the workshop sessions. 

Phase 2 concludes the practical teaching cycles. The first impression on the STs' 

performance in the villages will now be followed by a comprehensive reflexion of aims 

to be achieved during Phase 2 of the course. Wherever possible, materials produced 

during the reflexion period will again be documented in detail. Conclusively, the 
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decision making process will be unfolded with regard to the question on how to 

proceed during the development of a School Readiness Programme during Phase 3. 

The concluding phase of Stage one primarily aimed at the development of a first draft 

of a School Readiness Programme, while focussing on community-oriented 

expectations towards education and formal schooling by means of community 

research. As it was intended to introduce the subsequent 6-month training period 

without interrupting the learning process already initiated, this aspect has now been 

expanded during Phase 1 of the continuation course. The collection of community

based data was combined with an evaluation of the STs' teaching experience in such 

a way, that the STs had ample opportunity to reflect on their experiences together with 

the Anthropological Consultant and the people in the villages. This not only prepared 

them for more structured approaches to teaching, but also for a deeper analysis of 

community-oriented ideas and concepts in order to develop a common strategy. 

2.1.2.1 IDENTIFICATION WITH THE PROGRAMME 

The STs' visit to //Auru seemed to be a good opportunity to evaluate and analyze their 

level of identification with the programme as a whole. As Magdalena BRORMANN138 

points out, the construction of the school building at //Auru failed mainly because of 

the villagers' lack of motivation and enthusiasm, "since formal education seem(ed) to 

be a very abstract term for them"139
. As I consider it part of the STs' responsibility 

to raise the communities' awareness for the importance of education, I asked the STs 

to address the community at //Auru and to give them some information about the 

project. 

138
BRtiRMANN, M.: Work plan for the Village Schools Project in the Nyae Nyae Area, 1 April 1993 to 

31 March 1994. 

139 /bid, p 2. 
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To prepare such an address, the STs held a group discussion on the following 

questions: 

- Why do we need a school? 

- Why did I decide to become a teacher? 

- Why do we need help from the community? 

Especially the second question was aimed at the STs' identification with the 

programme, as in my opinion such an identification can only be possible if the STs are 

sure about their decision to become teachers. 

The following documentation of the poster compiled by the STs after completion of 

their discussions demonstrates that the STs could not motivate their own status as 

teachers; this became especially apparent when I asked them: 

"0.K., one day we'll have a school building at l/Auru. But what is more important than a school 
building?" 
"Children." 
"Yes, of course. A school without children would be useless. But what else?" 
"Food." 
"O.K., now we have a school, children, and food. But I think, something very important is missing." 
"We don't know." 
"What is it that makes a school a school?" 
(Long pause) "Teachers?" 

The following poster140 shows, however, that the STs were able to collect good ideas 

on the questions why a school is necessary and why we need the community's help. 

140
1t must be stressed again that the priority of the course was on methodology, and the TT did not want 

to interrupt the creative process by correcting minor grammar and spelling errors. In the interests of utmost 
authenticity, all posters have been documented as they were prepared in class. Grammar and spelling are 
uncorrected and remain as they were produced. Moreover, one should not underestimate the potential value 
of errors that might denote subliminal meanings to be reflected upon at a later stage. 
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Three STs volunteered to address the //Auru community together with a member of 

the Co-Op, which was undertaken successfully. 

SCHOOL 

why? 

TEACHER 

why? 

HELP 

why? 

- School is important because in the school we learn how to read 
and write and prepares us for our future. 

- to give knowledge to others. 
(What knowledge is important to know?) 
- to know to do things on your own. 

- why? Things became different. 

- knowledge gives power to survive. 

- to share what I know with others! 

SCHOOL-CHILDREN-FOOD 

- to finish school quickly 

- people must like the school to want to join it 

Poster 1: Why do we need a school? Why do you want to become a teacher? 
Why do we need help from the community? 

It can be observed that there seems to be a good deal of understanding on the 

necessity of basic concepts such as schooling and education, but that the STs' own 

position within such a framework is not yet clear to them. This became even more 

apparent during the discussion on the function of the Co-Op when I tried to explain the 

circular process of a co-operative set-up. To illustrate the process, I used a bucket of 

water and re-distributed that "wealth" into some smaller tins. The STs quite easily 

understood the basic concept (very similar to their understanding of the basic concept 

of education!), but had problems transferring the concept onto their own situation. 
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CO-OP PROVIDES COMMUNITIES 

I =;:;:;;;;;;;;~~~;:;:;;;;:;:;;;;;:;;:; 

~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~g~~ 

~~~~~~~~~ lml 
I 

II 

COMMUNITIES PROVIDE CO-OP 

Poster 2: Trainer input: Co-Op and Communities 

When I wanted to demonstrate that the Co-Op provided the STs with the prerequisites 

to pursue their teacher training, and that it is the STs' responsibility to give 

"knowledge" to the communities in return, it was vehemently denied by them that they 

had received anything from the Co-Op so far. On the contrary, the STs compiled a list 

of "demands" as shown on poster 3. 

It appears to me that there seems to be a great deal of confusion as far as the STs' 

responsibilities towards the community are concerned. I am under the impression that 

the STs want to "take", but have problems to realize that they have to "give" as well. 

The identification with a co-operative programme within the framework of the NNDFN's 

overall philosophy is not yet performed and needs constant attention: there seems to 

be a similarity with the observations by Magdalena BRORMANN in connection with the 

failure of the school buildings' construction at //Auru. 



RECEIVED FROM 
CO-OPERATIVE: 

- books 
- one light 
- furniture 
- buildings 

CO-OPERATIVE 
MUST PROVIDE: 

- car 
- books 
- reading books 
- lights 
- furniture 
- battery 
- schools 
- pupils 
- teachers 
- holiday in South Africa 

Poster 3: What did the Co-Operative do for you as teachers? 
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2.1.2.2 EXTERNALIZATION OF STUDENT TEACHERS' SUBJECTIVE PRE

UNDERSTANDING 

The STs' subjective pre-understanding of schooling can be described as having been 

moulded by primarily negative experiences. A group discussion showed that they were 

constantly being beaten or subjected to exclusion from the social structures of the 

school environment. An individual assignment "My School Days" focussed on their 

subjective experiences, and was used as a starting-point for the group discussion. 

Please refer to the following English translations for details: 
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My School Days - positive experiences -

When I was at school I was alright. But one day I did not want to go to school and my father told me to go 
to school and get smart so I would not have a bad life but instead see a way to live, so I just stayed at 
school. Then another day I did not want to go to school so I went to !Aotcha, just went there and did not 
come back, just stayed at !Aotcha and did not come back to school. One day people came to !Aotcha and 
said I should go back to school and I said today I do not want to go back to school so I just stayed at 
/Aotcha. 

In the days I was at school, I especially liked to play. Things like soccer. At school I had a nice place to 
sleep in the hostel. I also got good food there. Some days the teacher showed us videos when school was 
finished. When you are learning you learn things like reading and writing. 

The time when I still went to school I had Afrikaans and English classes. I thought it was really great. I really 
liked speaking Afrikaans. 
A good teacher does not insult the children. If the children do not know how to write, he helps the children. 
He helps them learn to write. That way the children will learn to write. 

At the time I was at school I just stayed there and felt okay and was eating the food there. I slept at the 
village. Some days I went to school and some days I did not. My heart felt good because I was going to 
school. 

The year I entered school I learned reading and writing. And it was really good. Because the teacher I had 
was a really good one. In the morning when he came into the school he greeted us all and went with us 
into the schoolhouse. And he would sit and read us stories and help us to write. 

My School Days - negative experiences -

That person was the only one whose heart was not good: he criticized people and also beat people. One 
day we went back to school and he said "I'm going to beat you." 

The things I did not like were fighting. And sometimes the teacher would beat you. And indeed when you 
made a mistake that is what he would do. What I do not like is insulting each other and fighting badly with 
another person. It is like when you are beaten you fear, and run away from school and go back to your 
villages. 

Things were not good. When the teacher came and saw the children, he beat us. A bad teacher is one who 
habitually gets angry with the children. When he is finished with his cigarettes, he gives it to the children 
and they also smoke. And he also really insults the children. 

When I was learning at school the teacher scolded me and I cried and wanted to run home to my village, 
but people said, "Uh-uh, you're not going". So I kept quiet and just stayed there and that teacher who was 
not good certainly did things that were bad. 

A bad teacher is one who when he enters the schoolhouse gets angry with you, even if you have not done 
anything. And he says bad things about you and beats you even if you have not done anything. And he will 
insult a child at school and do whatever he wants to him. 
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The STs' experiences were further illustrated by role play which was enjoyed by all 

participants. The STs enacted various aspects of their experiences, like drunken 

teachers, teachers who constantly shouted at pupils or insulted them, or teachers who 

just did not show any interest in their teaching whatsoever. The good discussion which 

ensued led to the conclusion that the STs should adopt alternative ways of teaching. 

To gather material of such alternative ways, I asked the STs to reflect on the question, 

how and what they were taught by their mothers, fathers and other people. 

The posters compiled by the students demonstrate that they primarily learned by 

watching the "model" and by experimenting, whereby the mother was responsible for 

domestic issues and the father for acquiring survival skills (hunting, finding water). 

Teachers and formal education were always mentioned last and did not seem to have 

an important role within the learning context. Moreover, the teachers were only 

"copied", as they only did "write down words and ask questions" without any relevance 

to the learners: "how to read and write" apparently was of minor importance. The 

posters therefore seem to be an indication that traditional aspects of learning must be 

incorporated into any curriculum relevant to the Ju/'hoansi people. 



HOW DID PEOPLE TEACH ME? 

Mother 

- talked and explained 

- showed iVdemonstrated 

- I watched my mother 

- going to the bush and 
showing 

Father 

- showed it and did it 
together with me 

Other people 

- write down words and 
ask questions 

- took me to the bush and - shows pictures and 
showed me explains 

- to copy/imitate what the 
teacher does 

Poster 4: How did people teach me? 

WHAT DID PEOPLE TEACH ME? 

Mother 

- to behave well 

- not to smoke 

- not to insult 

- how to cook 

- how to find out the bush 
food 

- how to wash clothes 

Father 

- how to get water 

- how to hunt 

Poster 5: What did people teach me? 

Other people 

- how to fight (friends) 

- how to make a hut 

- how to ride 

- how to hunt 

- how to ride a 
bicycle/vehicle 

- how to read and write 
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY ROOTED IN 

THE JU/'HOAN CONTEXT 

As it will be documented later, the STs' input of games, plays, songs and stories 

consisted of a broad mixture of traditional and Western content. The fact that they 

happily sang the colonialist Suidwester Lied in Afrikaans could be regarded as an 

indicator of how much colonialist philosophies have been internalized during the 

course of their schooling. Another indicator is the high amount of Christian songs 

known to them which on the other hand seem to be completely alien to the Ju/'hoan 

context. 

It seems a likely supposition that the STs could lose contact to their original Ju/'hoan 

context if the training course does not focus more on the reality situation of the 

villages. It is envisaged however, that the practical teaching sessions during Phase 2 

of the course will help to re-establish the necessary contact in order to reflect on 

Ju/'hoan philosophy of education. These discussions will then be analyzed and 

summarized on posters at the end of Phase 2. 

2.1.2.4 UNDERSTANDING OF ABSTRACT CONCEPTS 

As already outlined during the discussion of the STs' identification with the 

Programme, abstract concepts such as "Co-Op" are easily misunderstood by the STs. 

The fact that the Co-Op is structured and organized by means of (elected?) "leaders", 

gave me the idea to confront the STs with the abstract notions of "leader" and 

"election" within the framework of "Co-Op". I must start by saying that the notion of 

"election" has not been reflected upon yet, due to the difficulties of comprehending the 

leader-concept. 
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The first reaction to the notions of "leader" and "Co-Op" showed the general 

perception of one-sided provision, whereby "leaders" were regarded as facilitators to 

fulfil the community's demands by conveying their wishes to the ever-providing Co-Op: 

the villagers want cattle and the Co-Op will provide. The notion of "development" 

which arose out of the discussion can likewise be equated with almost unlimited 

provision of cattle, boreholes, pumps, food or tools. The following posters illustrate the 

STs mindset: 

©©©©©©©©©© 
©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©© 

©©©©©©©©©© 

1 
WANT 

CATTLE 

1 
• • • LEADERS 

1 
CO-OP 

PROVIDES 

Poster 6: What does the Co-Op do? What is its relationship to the community? 



LEADER 
- takes a message 
- looks at problems 

• 
• 
• 

1 
where does he get the 
message from? 

how does s/he solve 
problems? 

what problems does s/he 
solve? 
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CO-OP 

leader 

(Village situation) 
What is the situation in the 
Nyae Nyae Area? 

- Co-Op helps people to develop 

- to provide them with what they 
need: 

- cattle 
- boreholes 
- pumps 
- food 

Poster 7: What do the words "leader" and "Co-Op" mean to you? 

The ensuing discussion on the leader concept focussed on the questions: 

- What is a leader? 

- What does s/he141 do? 

- Who speaks to whom? 

The STs discussed the issue with the help of an example whereby the community in 

question experiences a serious hunger problem. To facilitate the discussion process, 

I gave an input by drawing stick figures representing the community, and asked the 

question: Where would you draw the "leader"? 

This question resulted in two very interesting yet conflicting leadership concepts: 

141
1t was interesting to note in this regard that the STs confirmed that a leader can be a man as well as 

a woman. 



Leader A: 
his/her position might 
be different; 
people come to him/her Leader B: 

s/he has the same 
problem; 
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s/he calls the people 

1 l 
II 

PROBLEM: 
HUNGER 

I I 
I ~ 

I 

rf-----~~ ©©©©©©©©©©© 
I ? ~ ~ t ' ' ~ 

9Af--~+f--© @ @ @@ @ @ @ @ ~•B~ @ @@@@ @@@@ @ 

l ? ~ ~ l ? ? ' 

f------~ ©©©©©©©©~©@© 

Poster 8: What is a leader? What does s/he do? Who speaks to whom? 

It was interesting to note that the "informal" leader B was not "elected" in any way, but 

gained his recognition as a leader by the way s/he had solved problems in the past. 

When asked to draw arrows in order to indicate the ways of communication, it became 

clear that the community enjoyed the same rights as the leader B, who was not 

formally "consulted", but shared the same problems in the same way the community 

experienced them. 

Contrarily, the "formal" leader A was an outside consultant who was not part of the 

community itself. S/he was regarded as some person to whom the community can 

present a problem and receive an answer: the arrows go from the community to the 

leader and back, no real interaction is taking place here. 
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When the STs were asked to identify the type of leader usually known to them, 

everyone except one chose the leader-type A; this happened in direct contrast to the 

fact that they stated that they do not know such a leader from their home villages. The 

question remains therefore, if the concept of "leader" is after all structurally alien to the 

Ju/'hoan context and, consequently, either bound to fail or to remain completely out 

of place. This requires further investigation, especially with regard to the role of the co

operative set-up of the Programme which in itself incorporates the leadership concept. 

The incomprehensibility and anonymity of the leader concept is highlighted by the 

following definition finally given by the STs: 

Leader can be anything 

or a person who leads, rules or guides. 

It remains to be investigated what is meant by "anything"; this will be incorporated into 

the aspect of identification with the programme, again to be reflected upon during 

Phase 2 of the training course. 

2.1.2.5 COLLECTION OF A METHODOLOGICAL REPERTOIRE 

The STs were asked to draw from their own experiences as a child and to input ideas 

of games, plays and stories. As already pointed out, the ideas collected so far 

represent a broad mixture of cross-contextual fertilization: 



MY FAVOURITE GAME/PLAY/ACTIVITY: 

5 years 8 years 12 years today 

-Tama - N;<haru - Boloko bombatile - soccer 

- mouse and cat - Sakuu - blindfold - chess 

- run and statue - Basimane basitsana - singing - high put 

- Simon says - Number (traditional songs) - N!aih 

- condu - Rotten Egg - cards 

- three sticks 

- Bok in die Kraal 

Poster 9: What games/plays/activities do you already know? 

We just played some very exciting games. 
Another good thing we can do with children are SONGS and STORIES 
- especially TRADITIONAL JU/'HOAN. 

Collect some ideas! 

n )> SONGS )> n STORIES 

- ='osi - N!hai n!o'an n/uia goaq g!a'ama tjn/ho 
- Karabasi - //Arna mi koh ha mi /'ae ye =xain 
- //aq'ma /'auma - /A ma e!a koh na Tsumeb 
- Jusa ku haq're na q!u - How Bushmen lived in the past 
- n/ang mi tchi - Sherma, the Spider Man 
- G/uinma n/e'e to'a - Two ducks and the turtle 

- Katitikohmambo koh sin rotanga 
- Zakxao 
- G=kao n!a'an 
- g/hui sa /ari 
- Dchin //'aiosi 
- !'Hom !'homtci g/a'asi 

Poster 10: What songs and stories do I already know? 
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This collection served as a foundation for teaching simulations whereby the STs had 

to present games, songs and plays to their fellow STs who took the role of pupils. All 

STs enjoyed these exercises and in the process gathered new ideas for their own 

teaching practice. 

As far as the presentation of songs was concerned, additional input was given by the 

TT, analyzing the basic elements of a song and their didactical implications: 

SONGS 

Elements: What we can do: What we can use: 

- Music - sing it - people 

- Words - dance to it - things that make 
a sound 

- Rhythm - play to the story of 
the song - instruments 

1.) Write down the words of the song 

2.) Create an idea for a dance 

3.) Create a rhythm and collect "things that make a sound" 

Poster 11 : How to work with songs 

The task assigned to the STs to collect "things that make a sound" resulted in the 

construction of a gigantic "noise-maker" that was built in front of the Training Centre 

and could be appreciated for months afterwards. Many STs wanted to apply that idea 

during their practical teaching in the villages. 
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In order to present a story, the STs were encouraged to produce a "story-poster" for 

every story they know, containing at least 4 drawings with regard to the sequence of 

the story. During the preparatory course, every ST produced at least three different 

"story-posters" for application in the villages. To prepare the STs, simulations were 

carried out within the ST group, according to the following guidelines given by the TT: 

HOW TO USE YOUR STORY-POSTER 

1. Show the poster to the children. 
Ask them what they see. 

2. Now talk about the first of your pictures. 
Try always to ask questions. The children should talk, not only you. 

3. Now you can continue with the other pictures. 
Don't forget to ask questions. 

4. When you come to your last picture, maybe you can ask: "What will 
happen now?" Let the children talk! 

5. After the story, you can ask the children to draw a picture, or to play a 
part of the story. 

Poster 12: Trainer input: How to use the story-poster 

It is anticipated that the STs' methodological repertoire is sufficient for their first cycle 

of practical teaching; it will be expanded further within the reflexion period before the 

start of the second cycle, when the STs are expected to share new ideas and 

experiences - gathered during the course of their teaching practice - with their fellow 

students. If necessary, further TT-input will be given, bearing always in mind that the 

methodology should be primarily community-based and nottrainer-oriented. The STs' 
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input - with the help of the communities concerned - should always enjoy preference. 

TT-input will therefore be confined to the amount necessary to start the self-dynamics 

of the (methodological) collecting process, and to give the STs some guidelines and 

orientation as far as basic methodologies and didactic concepts are concerned. 

2.1.2.6 PRODUCTION OF TEACHING AND LEARNING AIDS 

As it appears difficult to theoretically anticipate the reality situation of the villages, this 

objective will be moved to the second phase of the training course when input by the 

communities is expected. The methodological repertoire already collected will be 

tested during the practical teaching phase and then subjected to reflexion by STs and 

TT. 

2.1.2.7 PRACTICAL SELF-EXPERIENCE IN THE ROLE OF A TEACHER 

The STs had ample opportunity to simulate the teaching situation by means of role 

play and group reflexion. As anticipated, it could be observed that some of the STs 

seem to be more confident than others, and that some STs seem to be more 

dominant within the ST group. 

During the course of their practical teaching, the STs will work in 4 groups of 2x3 and 

2x2 students respectively, so that possibly there will emerge groups with new 

dominance structures. To facilitate these new structures, the STs formed their groups 

for the practical teaching independently and without any control by the TT. 
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A closer inspection of the teacher groups shows that the groups assigned to 

N=aqmtjoha, =Aqbace and //Auru each consist of at least one, sometimes even two 

dominant STs, whereas the //Xa/oba group accommodates the three female STs who 

seemed to have been rather dominated by the male majority of the ST group. Maybe 

this new power structure of the practical teaching phase opens up new possibilities 

and opportunities especially for the women of the group. 

The STs all agreed that they wanted to start with a practical phase in order to see 

what teaching is all about. As a TT, I welcomed this decision as it opens up the 

dialogue between STs, TT and communities; the input anticipated during Phase 2 of 

the training course will hopefully work towards the development of a community-based 

strategy and help to facilitate the STs' self-definition as teachers serving the 

communities. 

2.1.2.8 PREPARATION FOR COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH 

When the STs carried out their research assignment in their home villages to complete 

Phase 1 of the training course, they had to apply the same methodological tools they 

experienced themselves during the course of Phase 1. With the help of the TT, the 

STs compiled a questionnaire which they will submit to four members of their 

community (old/young, female/male). During compilation of the questionnaire, the STs 

translated every question into Ju/'hoan: 
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QUESTIONS YOU CAN ASK: 

- What did people teach you? 
Ha tee tci re ju n !aroha a? 

- How did people teach you? 
Si re naun n!aroh a? 

- Which traditional Ju I 'hoan stories do you know? 
N=oanha tci sa ne re a !'han ko Ju/'hoansi khoe a? 

- Which traditional Ju I 'hoan songs do you know? 
Tcxai sane re a !'han ko Ju/'hoansi khoe a? 

- What games do you know? 
Kuisa ne re a !'han? 

- What games did you play as a child? 
Kuisa ne re a koh kui ka a koh o da'ama? 

Poster 13: Questions to ask in the STs' home communities 

Moreover, the STs were encouraged to prepare another story-poster with the active 

help of the community (e.g. drawings done by a community member who told the story 

to the STs} and to write a short report on the topic Me as a Teacher in order to reflect 

on their feelings before going out into the communities. 

In order to give the STs some indication of what was expected of them during the 

cycles of practical teaching, I gave them some guidelines of what to do; one of the 

main purposes of these guidelines was to explain the fact that they are not expected 

to carry out a full-time teaching programme, but that they should rather establish 

informal contacts with the communities and especially the children. 

However, they should make use of the opportunity to present one structured activity 

per day, e.g. a game, a play or a story (with the help of the story-posters). As an 
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indication they were given a guideline of 30-40 minutes per activity, after which 

informal contacts (and informal learning processes) should be initiated. 

WHAT TO DO: 

- talk to the people, listen to them 

- make friends with the children of the village 

- present at least one activity per day 

- try to have contact with the children all day 

- you as a group: Discuss what to do and what you did; work together 
all the time! 

INVOLVE THE PEOPLE OF THE VILLAGE! 

Poster 14: What to do in the villages 

2.1.2.9 COMMUNITY RESEARCH PROJECT 

The interviews in the communities confirmed the STs' experiences according to their 

subjective pre-understanding of schooling. The model-oriented character of education 

seems to be prevalent, whereby gender-specific sharing of educational tasks is 

predominant: mothers primarily teach domestic issues to daughters and fathers 
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primarily teach survival skills to sons. It was interesting to observe from the interviews 

that education usually takes place within an inter-generational approach that explicitly 

includes grandparents as agents for primary socialization. 

With the help of the communities, the STs collected ideas for stories and games that 

will be put into practice during their practical teaching cycles. I am under the 

impression that the STs enjoy the challenges faced in the villages, and that they are 

in the process of accepting their roles as teachers. This is a prerequisite, however, for 

any attempt to raise their own level of identification with the Programme which itself 

sees them as catalysts for increasing community awareness. 

The STs appear to have established good contacts in all teaching practice villages. 

Due to the fact that they have to "justify" their own position to the villagers, they 

simultaneously reflect on their own position within the Programme, thus initiating an 

internalization process of underlying aims and values. As a result of the focussing on 

the reality situation in the villages, the STs realize the importance of their own position 

as teachers within their own context. This aspect ran the risk of being neglected during 

the long theoretical phase at Baraka since the start of the training programme. 

During the course of the interviews, the communities tended to view the teacher as 

a carrier of knowledge who can be described as the leader-type A as defined in Poster 

8. I consider this to be an indication for a low level of awareness into the values of 

informal education, which should be overcome by increased community participation 

during the STs' visit to the villages. It is hoped that a move towards a leader-type B 

will increase the communities' support as a whole and eventually surmount the 

structurally alien character of formal education, which in conventional school set-ups 

resulted in problems such as school drop-outs and irregular school attendance.142 

142
Cf BRORMANN, M.: Report ... , foe cit, p.4. 
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The STs agreed to continue the interviews during their teaching practices in the 

villages they were allocated to. In view of the above, they were particularly encouraged 

to incorporate community members into their activities, e.g. for games and story

telling. 

As far as the motivation of the STs is concerned, this seems to be a crucial factor for 

the overall success of the Programme. In the villages, the STs experience a high level 

of interest by the whole community and especially by the learners, which could directly 

positively reinforce the STs' decision to become teachers. They become aware of the 

relevance of their previous theoretical preparation, as they are able to practically apply 

their knowledge in a community-oriented teaching set-up. 

The communities, especially =Aqbace, appear to co-operate closely with the STs. It 

is encouraging for both STs and TT to experience the communities' support within the 

framework of a community-oriented contextual model of education. 

2.1.2.10 DOCUMENTATION: VILLAGE TEACHING - CYCLE ONE 

During their stay at their home villages, the STs had to prepare an assignment dealing 

with their experiences at the training villages. This assignment will be used as a 

starting-point for discussions within the ST group. 

The following documentations shall help to gain an insight into the STs' activities 

during the starting phase of Cycle 1. The TT tried to visit every ST group at least twice 

a week; one visit usually was in the morning when supervision primarily took place. 

Afternoon visits were primarily used for discussions with the STs and the community, 

but also for supervision, as teaching was fortunately not confined to conventional 

school hours. 
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Table 13a: Documentation of Village Teaching - N:aqmtjoha 

Students G=kao Martin Kaece, Dabe Kaqece 

Days visited 24 April (pm), 27 April (pm), 28 April (am) 

Activities Story-telling with discussion; Drawings; Basic writing skills 
supervised (writing own names); Games: Hide and Seek, Catch 

Observations: The STs are successful in getting the attention of the 
Students community and children. Both STs are involved in activities, and 

they take turns in presenting them and in giving teacher input. 
They are receptive towards the ideas and wishes of the 
children. They motivated children from the neighbouring village 
(G/aq!oma) to join them, and accompanied them back to their 
home village (9 km). 

Observations: The community is interested in what the teachers have to offer, 
Community especially one elderly community member who in the initial 

stages motivated the children to join the teachers. When the 
STs were visited, there were on average 20-25 villagers 
present, mostly women and old men. When the teachers move 
their activities to the centre of the village (they usually teach 
under a tree which is a bit outside the village), the community 
reacts to whatever is offered (laughter, comments). This 
facilitated the opportunity for the STs to gather context-oriented 
material (stories and games). 

Observations: There is a constant group of 11 children who attend the 
Learners sessions. Some children of the village have not yet participated 

which needs further investigation. The group of learners differ in 
age, but no one is older than 11-12 years. The learners 
communicate well with the STs and put forward their wishes 
and ideas. 

Recommendations Three more dominant community members could be identified 
and pointed out to the STs, in order to help them to initiate 
good contacts to the community. The STs were encouraged to 
make use of community members when presenting activities; 
this is envisaged to happen towards the end of Cycle 1. 
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Table 13b: Documentation of Village Teaching - :Aqbace 

Students Tsamkxao Daqm, Beesa Boo, Simon Polotic =Oma 

Days visited 26 April (am), 28 April (pm), 29 April (am) 

Activities Story-telling with discussion; Drawings; Games: Human 
supervised Machine, Big Knot, Hide and Seek, Catch, Bird Memory 

Observations: The STs seem to be extremely popular with the community. 
Students Their good relationship with the people of =Aqbace makes it 

easy for them to generate community participation. 
The two leader types - A and B - seem to be conflicting: 
Tsamkxao is very much an integral part of the learning process, 
while Beesa somewhat distances himself from the learner 
group, and appears to represent the leader-type A. Simon only 
joined in later after he returned from Botswana. 

Observations: After our preparatory visit with /'Anq!ao /'Un, the community 
Community already cleared the area where the school is supposed to be 

built. Members of the whole community attend the teaching 
sessions, including older youth, women and men. The arrival of 
the TT is joyfully received, and the STs are always surrounded 
by community members. Mothers bring their children to the 
teaching sessions and get involved themselves. Games 
presented by the STs are spontaneously adapted into a 
Ju/'hoan context: the Big Knot developed into a traditional 
dancing game, involving more than 20 villagers. When teaching 
sessions are in progress, the village appears to be deserted: 
everybody is where the STs are. 

Observations: As the learner group basically consists of the whole village, it is 
Learners not easy to identify a core group of learners at this early stage. 

It is expected that a certain group of regularly attending learners 
will emerge in due course. The children indicated that they want 
to have their friends from other villages to come and join them, 
because they "like it so much". 

Recommendations =Aqbace appears to be a very conducive environment for 
gathering community input. The STs were encouraged to pursue 
this aspect further, especially with regard to the adaptation of 
"Western" games for the Ju/'hoan context. 
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Table 13c: Documentation of Village Teaching - II Auru 

Students =Oma G/aq'o, Debe G=kao, Kha//'an /Kaece 

Days visited 26 April (pm), 27 April (am), 30 April (am) 

Activities Story-telling with discussion; Drawings; Basic writing skills 
supervised (writing own names); Games: Three Sticks, Numbers, N!amce 

N!amce 

Observations: The STs make good use of group work, whereby every ST is 
Students responsible for a group of 4-5 learners. They exchange ideas 

and encourage discussion between the groups, thus creating a 
very good learning environment. Especially =Oma is very 
supportive in his teacher role. The presented activities are well 
structured and change between quiet activities and lively games. 
The STs encourage the learners to give their own input and are 
successful in gaining the learners' attention. 
It was very encouraging to observe that the STs are actively 
involved in completing the school building together with 
members of the community: Debe was busy working in the 
afternoon by helping villagers to lay the floor in the classrooms. 

Observations: In //Auru, the community seems to have a strongly internalized 
Community concept of a leader-type A teacher and does not get very 

involved in the actual teaching process. It is symptomatic 
therefore, that the teaching sessions are exclusively attended by 
young children. However, the villagers watch the teachers and 
appreciate their activities: maybe they need more 
encouragement to join in. 

Observations: There is a constant group of 13 children who attend the 
Learners sessions. Some children of the village have not yet participated 

which needs further investigation. The //Auru group of learners 
is the most homogenous of all the villages selected for teaching 
practice. 

Recommendations As the communities' awareness towards schooling appears to 
be well developed (good participation in completing the school 
building), the STs were encouraged to involve the villagers in 
giving input into teaching aspects, e.g. gathering of stories and 
games. The STs should try to continue to demonstrate a leader-
type B model of schooling by cultivating their good approach of 
group work even further. 
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Table 13d: Documentation of Village Teaching - //Xa/oba 

Students N!unkxa /Kaece, Koba G/aq'o, /Koce /Ui 

Days visited 26 April (am), 28 April (pm), 29 April (am) 

Activities Story-telling with discussion; Drawings; Basic writing skills 
supervised (writing own names); Alphabet; Greetings in English; Songs, 

Dances and Dance Games. 

Observations: The STs impressed me with a well prepared work schedule that 
Students was written down in an exercise book. Although the idea of 

introducing the alphabet and English greetings might appear to 
be a bit premature at this early stage, I welcome the STs' 
initiative to develop and execute their own work plan. The STs' 
approach appears to be well structured. During the course of 
the STs' teaching, /Koce seems to have organising powers, 
giving her a more dominant role within the ST group. 

Observations: During teaching sessions, the female community takes an active 
Community interest by watching the STs in action. There were over 40 

people present at 26 April's session, but it is interesting to note 
that apart from the children exclusively women attended: there 
are no men who take an active interest in the STs' work. It 
needs to be investigated if this is a result of the all-female ST 
group or just a coincidence. 

Observations: The learners seem to enjoy the sessions, although a regular 
Learners group of learners cannot be identified yet. The learners are 

mainly girls (due to the all-female STs?) up to the age of about 
10 years. In the afternoons, some of the younger learners 
continue to sit and play with the STs and appear to have a 
relatively close relationship with them. 

Recommendations The STs made good use of the opportunity to break away from 
male dominance as observed during the theoretical preparatory 
training in Baraka. It is important to build up their self-confidence 
even further in order to facilitate a more equal level within the 
ST group and the programme as a whole. 
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2.1.2.11 RAISING OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS' AWARENESS FOR 

EDUCATION 

As already observed, the communities play an active part in the teaching process and 

are supportive towards the project. However, there are certain limitations and problems 

due to the social structures and social problems of individual villages. This became 

apparent when the STs were asked to reflect on similarities and differences in their 

respective villages, after having exchanged their experiences amongst themselves in 

smaller groups: 

WHAT IS SIMILAR IN THE VILLAGES? 

- teachers stay on their own 
- there are groups in the village that stay together 

WHAT IS DIFFERENT IN THE VILLAGES? 

- //Auru: - a man sells beer every morning 
- people come to him 
- people talk to themselves because they are drunk 

- some teachers sit in front of children 
- some teachers sit with the children 

Poster 15: Similarities and differences in the villages 
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Apart from reflexions on applied methodology, this poster opened the way for fruitful 

discussions which centred around problems that might be encountered during the 

difficult process of awareness raising. The STs realized that they must be an integral 

part of the village community and should not remain isolated; they realized that groups 

are a core structure of every community, and that it is important to have contact with 

every one of them. This process might be severely hampered by social problem 

situations, resulting in people openly attacking teachers or the learning situation. 

After the first teaching cycle, an opening discussion on the STs' experiences in their 

practice villages raised this question especially in connection with alcohol abuse. 

According to the STs' statements and TT's observations, //Auru seemed to be a very 

difficult and socially complex village to teach in: 

MY PRACTICE VILLAGE 

- What did I like? 
1. The children of //Xa/oba. 
2. The games and to play with the children. 
3. I liked things like playing games, and it was exciting to hear stories from the elderly. 

- What did I not like? 
1. //Auru: Young men from the village laugh at the children. 
2. Young men laugh at the children's way of learning. They laugh because they can't read/write 

properly yet. 
3. Adults get drunk. We don't want drunk people interfering. They start drinking before the sun rises 

(//Auru). But they don't drink at =Aqbace and //Xa/oba. 
4. Parents leave their children and children stay on their own (//Auru). When there is school, children 

go to school. 
5. "When the school is built, we will have to lock the door and close the windows so that nobody can 

come in." (=Oma, //Auru) 

- What will I do in the next village? 
1. We want to continue what we did in the first two weeks. 
2. Teach alphabet, play games and Blokkie. 
3. The children like to see their first attempts at writing. They like to see their names in writing. 
4. Playing games, and stories for the children. 

Poster 16: My practice village 
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Apparently, the STs in //Auru had to cope with a great deal of social problems. During 

the ensuing discussion the STs came to the conclusion, that awareness raising for the 

importance of education must include problem solving that might hinder the 

development for an interest in education as such. Taking the //Auru situation as a 

starting-point, the STs drew up ideas on how to approach this difficult situation. All 

points drawn up stressed the importance of communication with the community, either 

directly or via their (informal?) leaders, whereby their ability to communicate efficiently 

was, however, questioned. 

PROBLEMS IN //AURU - WHAT CAN WE DO? 

1. Teachers must tell community not to disturb teaching because the children must 
learn. 

2. Teachers must tell community not to drink. But we do not think they will listen. 

3. If the community disturbs the teaching, the teachers must go to the leader of the 
village so he can tell the people not to drink. 
But the people listen to the leader on one day and the next day, they don't. 

4. At the next teaching prac the teachers should ask the leader to this. Then we will 
see if it works. 

Poster 17: Problems in //Auru - what can we do? 

During the second teaching cycle, social tensions could also be observed in 

N=aqmtjoha and //Xa/oba, where the teachers and members of the community were 

physically attacked. This incident was followed up by the President of the Co-
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operative, Tsamkxao =Oma, who visited //Xa/oba and initiated a discussion with the 

community. Everybody agreed that the violence occurred was very unfortunate and 

only triggered by alcohol abuse. 

It is certainly a challenge for the STs to work practically in two capacities, as teachers 

and as social workers. It becomes increasingly obvious that a community-based 

teacher training will have to include aspects of social work as well, if the community 

members' awareness for education is to be raised effectively. 

2.1.2.12 GAINING EXPERIENCE IN PRACTICAL TEACHING 

All STs provided structured teaching set-ups which by far surpassed the TT's 

expectations. Consequently, the STs gained a great deal of experience in practical 

teaching. During the first reflexion period, the STs reflected on their impressions 

according to four basic questions: 

What did I do? 

How did the children react to me? 

How did the villagers react to me? 

How will I teach in the next village? 

A summarized translation into English, done by the STs (situation-oriented literacy), 

is documented as follows: 
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ME AS A TEACHER 

- What did I do? 
1. Read stories, teach alphabet, teach writing. 
2. Meet the villagers and talk to them about school. 
3. Explain to them the importance of the school. We went to every compound and talked to them. We 

said school is important to get knowledge, and read and write. 

- How did the children react to me? 
1. They played with us and taught us games. 
2. Children liked us and came to us to ask for something to play with, e.g. puppets. 
3. The first day in //Auru, the children were away in the bush. The second day, children came. 
4. Children wanted information from us. They wanted to know who we are. 

- How did the villagers react to me? 
1. Asked us if we can go to the bush with them. That was done, with the children. (//Xa/oba) 
2. //Xa/oba: We felt it was no different because we were women. 
3. People sent us to buy food at shop in N!aici. (//Auru) 
4. They visited me and asked me about the school. 

- How will/ teach in the next village? 
I will teach more reading and writing because the children like it. 

Poster 18: Me as a teacher 

To facilitate a fruitful reflexion and evaluation of the STs' teaching practice, the STs 

were encouraged to compile brief daily reports on their activities. The following 

example was suggested by the TT, and exemplarily completed by the STs. 

It was interesting to note that the STs were honest with regard to the success of their 

teaching attempts, and clearly stated the problems they encountered. This helped the 

TT to give additional individual input to the ST groups during his visits in the villages. 
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Example: Date: Wednesday, 18 May 

What did we do? How did we do it? How did they like it? 

Benduka Dance with all the children. They all danced with us. 
They had fun. 

Writing: name We wrote the childrens' They found it good to learn 
names on paper so that they how to write their names. 
can see it. Then they wrote 
their names. 

Story-telling The children all sat down. We Some children were bored. 
read the story to the children. Some children went to 

urinate. 

Poster 19: Example for a daily report 

Social problems, especially in larger villages such as //Xa/oba and especially //Auru, 

seem to develop a stronger influence on the teaching process. The statement by 

=Oma G/aq'o, "When the school is built, we will have to lock the door and close the 

windows so that nobody can come in", appears to be alarming. Fortunately, two STs 

who did their practical teaching in //Auru, already agreed to work there permanently 

as from the beginning of 1994, when the formal schooling commenced. 
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2.1.3 ONGOING REFLEXION AND EVALUATION (STAGE 2) 

2.1.3.1 DIMENSION 1 - TEACHERS 

2.1.3.1.1 KNOWLEDGE OF GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

Under this heading, the following objectives of Stage 1 ran concurrently: 

- Evaluation of teaching experience 

- Preparation for more structured approaches to teaching 

- Combination with "Western" educational and methodological ideas and strategies 

The STs, TT and AC consulted the people in the villages about the people's 

perceptions with regard to the STs' performance during their practical teaching phase. 

This was carried out by means of group discussions and individual interviews. During 

and in preparation of their evaluation survey, the STs were introduced to the process 

of collecting, transcribing and documenting data with the help of tape recordings. 

Although the STs acquired basic skills with regard to conducting community-based 

research, the understanding of interview techniques and the application of tape 

recorders still requires attention. This will become particularly relevant during the 

conceptualization process in order to prepare the first teaching materials and learning 

aids, when Western and traditional elements will be combined in an ongoing approach 

of mutually valuable cross-fertilization. 

The general perception of the STs' input given during their practical teaching was 

extremely positive, with the vast majority of all villagers being supportive towards the 

Schools Project. For some of the people the concept "school" yet remains a very 

abstract notion, which in concrete terms had been experienced in Tjum!kui in a 

negative way only. The children's experiences with the STs and their feedback given 

to their parents, however, seem to break up this pre-conception of negativity: the 
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children encountered a way of learning that can be regarded as highly motivating. It 

is envisaged that within a methodologically even more structured approach in the 

Village Schools, this process of re-defining "school" will be constantly reinforced. 

The TT gave theoretical input by presenting the STs with a basic planning structure 

for a day in school. This planning structure was based on the experiences the STs 

already made in the villages during their previous two practical teaching periods. The 

STs agreed that a certain structure is helpful for both teachers and learners. After a 

brief discussion of this structure, the STs were divided into groups and were asked to 

complete the table in their group.143 

BASIC PLANNING STRUCTURE: PRACTICAL TEACHING Ill 

WHAT WILL I DO? HOW WILL I DO IT? 

1) Meeting with children 

2) Teaching Session I 

3) Play activity 

4) Teaching Session II 

5) Free play activity 

6) Teaching session Ill 

7) End of school day 

Poster 20: Basic planning structure: Practical Teaching Ill 

143
The following poster contains statements in Ju/'hoan which are not translated into English. This is 

done according to the processes of the teacher training course, where these statements were used to 
facilitate discussion. They are documented in the interest of completeness; they only became clear to the 
author during the subsequent discussion with the STs. Such a discussion then led to the formulation of 
guidelines which incorporated the Ju/'hoan original statements, thus transferring them into English under 
collaboration of the whole learner group. 
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Poster 21: Basic planning structure - Input by STs 

WHAT WILL I DO? HOW WILL I DO IT? 

1) Meeting with children Talk w~h children Ask them questions, e.g. what they did the day 

before, ask them to tell the story they know 

Mi ku n=oahn /xoa da'abi Mi ku tsitsa'a si ka si !usi kola si basin !usi 

Mi n/a ku kxaice txani si Mi du mi g!au ka kokxui 

N!oma mi /xam Si!a 

N=ai !'haan mi /'ae ko da'abi. Du ka da'abi Kokxui /xoa si Tsitsa'a si ko tsi tsa'asi 

kokxui 

Mi !oa si!a ko mi //koasi Koti tea =aun ka ka oo 

2) Teaching Session I Writing: alphabet Wr~e alphabetical letters in childrens' books to 

re-write 

Mi ku n!aroha da'abi ko n//aq'ra M! kxaice n//aq'ra nomaq'rasi ka llama ka /ore 

ka tea si!a /lama ka /ore ka 

Numeracy /orea borta 

Mi kare n=ai n!aroha da'abi ko letters. Te mi Mi ku du tcisa koe a b c ka da'abi ku /ka ko 

kxaice explain ua !uhsi 

Mi n!aroh ha koh ta !u /orea lore flu ka ka ha se ka ku /ore 

3) Play activity Play a game Show the children how to play and ask them 

to try and play 

Kui Mi ku kxaice !'au da'abi waqensi ka si tsi g/ae 

g!hoa. Ka mi !oa si!a ko kuia i!a ku kui. 

Orie stokkies Mi n/anga kxa ka n/hui n!omsi ka /oa si!a ko 

tea ju o student ka 

Mi n=ai khuia si!a ko khu-khu !'u g!uisi 

Mi kare n=ai kuia da'abi ko tcisa si Da'ama n/ui ku o, a b c. Mi sin n=au letter ka 

hu g!xa ha ='han koh kxake n!aroh 

Mi !oa ha ko kui !u Ka e!a coa ku kui ka 

4) Teaching Session II Reading a story Sit around, read story to children, show them 

pictures, ask them what they see. At the end, 

ask them to draw any picture from story 

Mi ku n!aroha si!a ko /ore Mi ku kxaice /ore ka si!a /lama ka n//ha ku 

!ore 

Reading Mi ='an ka ku n//aqra ka si ='oa mi 

Mi ce n!aroha si!a ko a be 

Mi n=ai n!aroha da'abi ko numeracy Khoe tcisa o syfers ko re n//a hatce. Te ju re 

naun n=ai //koaa ka 

Mi n!aroh ha ko nomera //'a kua /ore Kan ha se ka /ore 
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Poster 21: Basic planning structure - Input by STs 

WHAT WILL I DO? HOW WILL I DO IT? 

5) Free play activity Drawing pictures Give children crayons, go around, see if they 

have drawn any colourful pictures, help if 

necessary 

Da'abi ku ge ka kui Mi re te ge ka ku se ko ka si!a ku o kuia 

Blikkie N=oah /'am si!a ka //'a kuia ka ceka kui /'au 

si!a 

Okaa mi !oa si ka ka Si ka khui 

Ka mi kare se ka ko da'abi !'han letters numbers Mi teaq kxa ko g!u ka da'abi ku kuru /xoa 

letters kara numbers 

Mi n//haa da'abi ka si!a /'aehasi kui Ka mi ku se tea si!a oo kuia 

6) Teaching Session Ill Numeracy: addition Ask them to find answers, e.g. 1+1, by using 

sticks, stones, etc. 

N//aq'ra n/a da'abi ko n=oahansi Mi n//aq'ra n/a da'abi. Ka llama ka tsitsa'a ko 

tcisa hoa khuiata'a 

Wr~ing Mi /ore gea si se ku mi !oa si ko koa ju ku 

coacoa /xoa 

Mi n=ai n!aroha si!a A ka si!a !u si 

Mi N//aqa'ara /'an da'abi ko n=oahn Mi n/nanga //'ami ka da'abi g!ho n//humi mi ka 

mi n//aqa'ara ni 

Ka ce ka n!aroh si!a ko n//aqara Mi kaice n//aqara ku si!a n//haa ku n//aqara 

7) End of school day Read: story Read story to children, ask them what they 

see, and ask them to draw what they see, e.g. 

pictures 

Mi ku kxumi //koasa o lama o N!oma n/ui gusi Mi kxaice du roan kasa e!a g//ha re du. Ka 

llama ka /ore kxuai si!a nxanusi 

Story E!a ku g/ae g!hooa !aihn n/ui diu ka mi 

n=oaha si!a ko //'a storiea 

Ka skore lama mi N=ai n!aroha si 

Mi du tea mi koh kxaice du N/anga //'ami ka n=oahn /xoa da'abi 

Mi n=oahn /'am si!a koh mi /'aeasi n=oahn Si!a g!hao ka mi coacoa ka n=oahn 
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After presenting their input to the ST group, a discussion ensued on how to formulate 

general guidelines. During this process, the STs also practised the conceptualization 

of discussion results. For the TT, it was interesting to observe the varying levels of the 

STs' ability of structural planning, as it became apparent during the presentation of the 

group results. 

The applied procedure illustrates again the context-oriented outline of the teacher 

training course: after a brief input by the TT (Poster 20), the STs elaborate on it by 

adapting it to their own experience and the contextual situation in the villages. Finally, 

general guidelines are developed that combine inputs given by TT and STs. This is 

done in accordance with the postulate that the community (here represented by the 

STs) has to be the starting-point of any educational methodology to be developed. The 

STs came to the conclusion, to give priority to community-based teaching materials, 

such as stories and songs rooted in the context of the villages. They motivated their 

decision with the necessity for the people in the villages to comprehend the approach 

of school in general, which has been alien to them for so long. While reflecting again 

on their own methodological experiences as former pupils, this line of methodological 

action became constantly reinforced. 

In view of this strategy, the STs resolved that the contextual situation of the 

community must be the starting-point for their work. It became clear, that the Ju/'hoan 

consensus system seems to facilitate fruitful team work in general, i.e. a learner

centred approach with equally distributed participation patterns. With such a resolution, 

the STs simultaneously demonstrated their understanding of expressing aims and 

methods during the selection process of teaching materials. If the notion of "school" 

is to be brought to the people, the methodology - as carrier of knowledge - must have 

relevance to them. Bearing this in mind, such an accepted general methodology can 

accordingly be expanded towards specific subject methodologies. With the help of the 

TT, the STs drafted the following poster in English. The TT commented on the various 

guidelines by summing up or by giving further recommendations (on the poster shown 

in italics). 



A BASIC STRUCTURE FOR A DAY IN SCHOOL 

1. Meeting with the children 

Start the day with a meeting with all your children. Give them an opportunity to talk. 
Ask them, what they did the day before; 

what happened in their village; 
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if there is anything they want to talk about (maybe they want to tell a story). 
This meeting is very important: 
- It will help you to understand your children better. 
- It will help the children to feel safe with you as their teacher. 

2. Teaching session I 

After the meeting, you can start with a more structured activity. It can either have to do with 
Numeracy (2+3=5) 
Writing 
Reading. 

Numeracy, Writing and Reading should happen regularly, every day. 
The teaching sessions are an important part. They give the children important knowledge. While you 
teach in the villages, I will help you to prepare these sessions. 

3. Play activity 

After sitting still for some time, the children want to run around. Now is the time to play with them, to 
present a game, or to go with them for a walk. 
If possible, leave the classroom and go outside (if you are not outside already). 

4. Teaching session II 

The children can now go on with either Numeracy, Reading or Writing. 
It is important to always change between quiet and lively activities. {Teaching session I Play I Teaching 
session I Play). 

5. Free play activity 

Let the children play alone in small groups. You can provide materials to play with, or they can 
find/make their own. You can help them with that! 
You should go around from group to group and help the children, give them ideas what to do. 
It is important that the child tries out different things. It is also important that the child plays freely with 
other children from other villages. During free play, you are there to help. 

6. Teaching session Ill 

You may continue now with either Numeracy, Reading or Writing. 
Towards the end of the day, the children might be tired. If you feel that a third teaching session might 
be too much for them, you can leave it out. 

7. End of the school day 

Finish off your day with a quiet activity. You can read a story, tell a story, or even ask somebody from 
the village to present a story! 
This gives you the opportunity to have all the children together again in one big group. 

Poster 22: A basic structure for a day in school 
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On the basis of previous experiences, the STs discussed their teaching practice and 

their activities in detail. Two summaries were compiled in accordance with the TTs' 

facilitating question "What worked well (did not work well) during the teaching 

practice?": 

WHAT WORKED WELL DURING THE TEACHING PRACTICE? 

- children want to learn 
- parents want to give education to their children, they did not have anything like 

that themselves 
- children see it's the first school ever in Bushmanland 
- children listen and want to learn 
- children follow instructions 
- we understand each other 
- all come to school, listen well 
- parents support the things the children learn 
- they don't laugh at each other 
- everybody (children, community, teacher) talks to everybody (children, community, 

teacher) 

Poster 23: What worked well during the teaching practice? 

WHAT DID NOT WORK WELL DURING THE TEACHING PRACTICE? 

- children leave school, run around 
- children laugh at other children 
- children laugh 
- some children come to school, some don't 
- children won't stay behind when parents go away to gather food or to hunt 
- when parents go to the bush, the children come with them 
- I had no house for myself (I stayed at Tsamkxao Moses' house) 
- the little children don't understand well 
- the little children don't come 
- children are hungry 
- children waste paper 

Poster 24: What did not work well during the teaching practice? 
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Taking these two posters as a starting-point for further discussion, the STs identified 

five core problems as follows:144 

PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED IN THE VILLAGES 

HUNGER (not in N.,,aqmtjoha) 

AGE DIFFERENCE OF CHILDREN 

SLOW AND FAST LEARNERS 

TIME-PLANNING (WHAT DO WE WANT TO ACHIEVE?) 

YOUNG CHILDREN CAN ONL V SIT STILL FOR 15 MINUTES 
(CONCENTRATION PROBLEM) 

Poster 25: Problems experienced in the villages 

It became clear that the STs have to cope with very heterogenous groups of learners, 

whereby certain learners already have a considerable number of years of school 

experience. This difficulty is aggravated by the fact that some learners understand 

faster than others, and that the STs have not yet internalized an instrumentarium to 

spontaneously adapt to the contextual circumstances in class. 

It is interesting to note that the STs realized that - in the long run - the level of 

knowledge attained will be of greater importance than the age of the learner. The 

guideline of giving help to slow learners incorporates group work activities within the 

144
The hunger problem and its implications needed a more in-depth analysis which is being dealt with 

under 2.1.3.2.2, within the framework of school readiness for the communities. It will be shown that the two 
dimensions of teachers and communities are closely interwoven and determine each other by ways of 
subjective definitions. 
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philosophy of a learner-centred approach. The STs seem to apply basic structures of 

educational theory in their day-to-day activities, and successfully take into account 

discussion results which have been conceptualized earlier. 

After some discussion, the STs agreed on the following basic guidelines to tackle this 

situation: 

SLOW AND FAST LEARNERS I AGE DIFFERENCE 

Guidelines for problem solving: 

1. Form groups according to age. 

2. Give help to slow learners. 

3. Re-form groups by level of knowledge, regardless of age. 

Poster 26: Guidelines for problem solving: slow and fast learners I age difference 

Generally, the question of time-planning became an issue, after the STs realized that 

they demanded too much too fast. It was emphasized again that the STs' focus should 

rest on the weaker learners and especially the beginners, as each of the Village 

Schools will primarily be a school for Grade 1 learners. Although the schools might 

cater for older and more advanced learners as well, this will have to be organized by 
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means of group work in order not to disadvantage the beginner learners. 

The TT explained again the time frame of the Grade 1 curriculum and pointed out that 

much time can be taken for learning by experimenting and exploring. 

2.1.3.1.2 KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIFIC SUBJECT METHODOLOGIES 

If the community is to be the starting-point of pedagogical activity, this should also 

apply to more abstract subjects such as arithmetics. The STs came up with the 

spontaneous idea, to let children in the villages count things that they see every day, 

and so to familiarize them with the concept of numbers. It was interesting to note that 

the Ju/'hoan language only knows concepts of very small numbers from one to four 

or five, with higher numbers merely expressed as "many" or "more/less than". 

At that point, the STs discussed the idea of introducing English words for numbers 

right from the start, as there does not seem to exist a Ju/'hoan equivalent. They 

agreed to such a methodological approach and pointed out, how important it would be 

to explain the difference between the concept of "six" and "eight", for example. The 

only way to explain that, would be by graphically illustrating numbers on the basis of 

the learners' immediate experience. 

This poster (no. 27) was followed by a discussion on how to explain numbers within 

the framework of basic arithmetics: after grasping the concept of the numbers 1-10, 

the prospective learners should be enabled to work with the numbers. On another 

poster (no. 28), the STs developed the following strategy, with the TTs' input added 

(here expressed in italics): 
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WHAT DO CHILDREN IN THE VILLAGES SEE EVERY DAY? 

Horses Windmills 
Dogs Chickens 
Spoons Grass 
Trees Birds 
Houses Pots 
People Tables 
Knives Bows 
Chairs Arrows 
Cups Donkeys 
Shoes Buckets 
Cattle/Cows Dishes 
Stones Sweets 
Shirts Fires 

Poster 27: What do children in the villages see every day? 

HOW DO WE EXPLAIN NUMBERS? 

1. We have to explain the concept of numbers first. During the first year of teaching, we will 
concentrate on the numbers 1-10. 

To help the children understanding numbers, draw pictures with certain objects that are familiar 
to the children in the villages. Draw them in different numbers from 1-10. 

2. Now we can work with the numbers, e.g. add them together. 

Use your pictures and present a lesson. Try to make new drawings, and try to present simple 
adding of numbers. 

3. So far, we concentrated much on what the teacher can do. Now let's think about games with 
numbers and activities in class, where the children can experiment with numbers. 

We can adjust many games already known to us for that purpose. With many games, you have 
to call children by name, for example. Instead of calling them by name, you can allocate 
numbers to them. To make it more difficult, you could call out a sum (e.g. ''2+3" for "5"). 
As you already said, you can also collect objects and sort them, count them, and then put them 
together in groups ("2 objects of this + 3 objects of that= 5 objects in total"). 

Poster 28: How do we explain numbers? 
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Simulations in class opened up the opportunity for every ST, to develop and present 

teaching units on numbers, according to the previously developed guidelines. During 

this process, drawings were developed in order to explain the concept of numbers, 

followed by exercises combining numbers with illustrations. These materials were 

incorporated into a learners' work book145
. 

In collaboration with the STs, the author has produced a Ju/'hoan song book146 and 

seven Ju/'hoan readers, together with another seven English translations. 147 All 

these textbooks are currently used in all Nyae Nyae schools and were received with 

great enthusiasm. On the basis of these publications, the question on how to approach 

the teaching of reading and writing was discussed. 

Again, teaching simulations were carried out in class and provided every ST with the 

opportunity to try out his/her individual ideas, to be reflected upon by the whole group 

of STs in the discussion to follow. 

The main objective was to facilitate a discussion on a common strategy, i.e. 

methodological guidelines that in principle can be transferred to other subjects as well. 

Taking the Ju/'hoan readers and their pedagogical application as the starting-point, the 

STs were asked to develop guidelines that take into account the situation in the 

villages. All STs agreed that it would be extremely important to have a conversation 

145
PFAFFE, J.F.: 1-2-3 ... Play With Me. A Number Booklet for Grade 1. Windhoek: Nyae Nyae 

Development Foundation 1994. 

146HANSON, C.; PFAFFE, J.F.: Ge'e - Sing and Play with Ju/'hoan Songs. Windhoek and Baraka: Nyae 
Nyae Development Foundation 1994. 

147PFAFFE, J.F. (Ed): Ju/'hoan Readers for Grade 1. Transcribed and translated by Megan BIESELE 
and Patrick DICKENS. Windhoek: Nyae Nyae Development Foundation 1994. (a) N!ui sa !'Hai (The Moon 
and the Hare), (b) !Xo sa G!u (Elephant and Water), (c) Haece sa G!o'e (Haece and the Gemsbok), (d) 
Naqnaqmatagom (Naqnaqmatagom), (e) Zokxao (The Honey Man), (f) Uhu sa ha taqe (Uhu and his 
Mother), (g) !Uih sa //o'a (Bustard and the Tortoise). 
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with the children 148
, as opposed to a mere story presentation by the STs. This would 

be very much in line with their traditional experiences of story-telling, whereby the 

narrator always tried to be in immediate contact with his or her audience. 

In conclusion, the STs stated that the child should always be the centre of the STs' 

activities. They encouraged each other to allow the children to put forward own ideas, 

and to facilitate the execution of such ideas. With regard to other subjects, in their 

guidelines the STs basically resolved to apply a learner-centred approach as a general 

principle. The internalization of such a concept can be regarded as a major 

breakthrough with a view to the implementation of the Government's Education Reform 

Programme in the villages of Nyae Nyae. 

In small work groups, the STs drafted strategies on "how to present a story-book". 

They reverted to their learning experiences on "how to use (a) story poster" and 

integrated them into a more complex teaching challenge. 

148
The STs have difficulties with the notion of "learners" and prefer to make use of the term "children" 

when referring to the learners in the villages. This could be explained by the fact that the STs regard 
themselves as learners too, and that the Ju/'hoan culture does not seem to differentiate between "people 
who know things and people who don't know things". A discussion with the STs illustrated that the 
Ju/'hoansi view themselves as life-long learners, and that the STs anticipate to "learn from the learners" 
(children?) as well. Whenever learners are referred to as "children", this is an expression of the STs within 
the context of the Village Schools Project and should therefore be understood as similar in meaning to 
"learners". It does not imply any notion of inferiority. The official term used in this dissertation, however, will 
yet remain "learners". 
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HOW TO PRESENT A STORY-BOOK 

1. Sit down with the children so that everybody can see the pictures. Children should not be too 
far away. 

2. Show the title page. Ask questions like: 
What do you see? 
What do you think this story is about? 
Let the children talk! 

3. Turn to the first page. Make sure that the children always see one page only. 

4. Again, ask questions like: 
What do you see? 
What is happening? 
What will happen next? 

5. Now you read the text of the first page. 
Ask questions related to the text, like: 
Where is the elephant? 
What does the elephant do? 

6. Turn to the next page. Again, let the children talk first. 
You can help by asking questions again: 
What is happening now? 
What do you think the elephant is doing? 

7. In this way, you can continue until you reach the last page: 

Show the picture 
Ask questions 
Read the text 
Ask questions again 

8. Before you show the last page, ask the children: 
How do you think the story ends? 

Maybe different children have different ideas. Let them discuss them! 

9. Turn to the last page. From the picture, the children will get an idea of how the story might end. 
Let them discuss their own endings again! 
Then read the final text. 

10. Try to continue the discussion. Maybe the story led to more questions and ideas. Ask questions 
like: 
How will things be now? 
What do you think about this story? 
What could happen now? 
How would you continue the story? 

Poster 29: Results of work groups: How to present a story-book 
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An interesting discussion ensued on the question of what words should be taught for 

initial reading or writing. No final decision was reached, but a recommendation given, 

based on the assumption that learners should first be made familiar with the letters a

m (omitting f and I, due to their insignificance in Ju/'hoan), the four click signs and the 

lengthening symbol q. One ST recommended further to make much use of the sound 

a, as it would facilitate the construction of many different words. 

BASIC WORDS RECOMMENDED FOR INITIAL READING/WRITING 

ama ba ca 

da'a e!a gea 

ha i!a ='O 

Jaqra 

/'han !aah //ah 

Poster 30: Basic words recommended for initial reading/writing 

The STs were encouraged to investigate this question further during their final practical 

teaching period. A further reflexion on this question was carried out during the 

concluding teaching practice period, whereby the STs still have different approaches 

which will have to be tested during the in-service period. This will guarantee the 

contextual relevance of the selected words and thus facilitate the implementation of 

a community-based writing and reading programme. 
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Taken from the learners' work displayed by the STs in class, the following fourteen 

words were selected for inclusion into the already compiled basic 13-word list (Poster 

30). 

ADDITIONAL BASIC WORDS RECOMMENDED FOR INITIAL READING/WRITING 

ciniha dshau 

gea haece 

taqe khara 

kxae maq 

thara ='ang 

/ho !ha 

lam /Ukxa 

Poster 31: Additional basic words recommended for initial reading/writing 

Within the framework of Creative Subjects, the STs continued to work on the 

pedagogical application of Ju/'hoan songs and games. They recommended combining 

the presentation of a song with an introductory story, to be followed with a drawing 

and a game related to the song. 

In order to prepare a songbook for Grade 1 learners149
, the STs composed two 

simple stories to go with the songs ='0 tzi and Ela n=aua tzi. These stories evolved 

149
PFAFFE, J.F.; HANSON, C.: Ge'e ... , lac cit. 
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from the TT's methodological input whereby every ST had to write one sentence, to 

be followed by another sentence written by the next ST, until the story is completed. 

The STs accepted this methodology for writing of compositions (or story-telling) and 

intend to apply it within their own teaching context. For the song N!haqba cu, the STs 

discussed an explanation on the nonsense character of the song. They decided to use 

this song for motivating learners to create nonsense stories or nonsense songs 

themselves. 

The STs realized once more the necessity for a fun aspect in learning. The line "When 

we sing it, we do it only for fun" in the following poster vividly describes this aspect 

and simultaneously justifies its existence and pedagogical relevance. 

While the STs made drawings for N!haqba cu to be included into the song book, these 

also turned out to be nonsense-oriented. The STs now had the idea to build a 

connection between Creative Subjects (drawing) and Reading/Writing: Not only can 

stories be a stimulus for drawings, but drawings can be an even greater stimulus for 

stories. By expressing such a connection, the STs likewise internalized the whole 

philosophy of integrated teaching approaches. 
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='0 tzi 

1. Goaq kuriha e!a !xoana ka ='osi. 

2. Te g/ua e tza e tsa'a hatce ce mate ka ko dzui te. 

3. Te ka e tsa'a //'a tcima e!ka ka ho ka /'aesi n/a'ng. 

4. Etsa mi di!uma ko //'a etsa kxoa g//ka. 

5. Te //'a g/ua e n/ang tcxai te ku ge'e, te ku djxani. 

1. Lang gelede bly ans by die Mangetti. 

2. Die aand wat ans daar gehad het, het ans 'n geleid gehoor wat "dzui" gemaak het. 

3. En wat ans die dingeljie hoar is ans nou baie bly. 

4. Ek en my di!uma het gegaan om mangetti te gaan soek. 

5. Daardie aand ans het gesing en dans. 

Poster 32: ='0 tzi: Story to the song (Ju/'hoan : Afrikaans) 

E !a n=aua tzi 

1. Goaq /am n/ui e!a ua tzi. 

2. Te ka e!a ua tzi e!a u ge te kui. 

3. E!a ho tea khoe !ha kota tzama. 

4. Ka e!a u ho tci sa koe e!a !kasi n/a'ng. 

5. Ka e se ka khoe tzama te n!om, te khoe /hama te khu. 

6. Te ka khoe ka ju gea tzi te ka jan. 

1. Lang gelede het ans bas toe gegaan. 

2. Wat ans in die veld is het ans daar gegaan speel. 

3. Ons sien iets soos voels en diere. 

4. Wanneer ans voels en diere sien, was ans bly. 

5. As ans sien dit lyk voels wat vlieg en diere wat spring. 

6. Dit lyk as of ek veld bly sat dit goed gaan. 

Poster 33: E!a n=aua tzi - Story to the song (Ju/'hoan:Afrikaans) 
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N!haqba cu 

1. Te ge'e Joa n//a tci n/ui. 

2. E!a n//aq'ara ka. 
E!a kokxui. 
Te ka Joa n//an tci n/ui. 

3. Ka m!a ge'e ka, aka ka n//a tea o m!a !kasi te n/a'ng. 

4. A re xabe ge'e tzia /oa n//a tci n/ui. 

1. This song does not make sense. 

2. We can read it. 
We can speak it. 
But the words have no meaning. 

3. When we sing it, we do it only for fun. 

4. Can you too make a song that does not make sense? 

Poster 34: N!haqba cu - Explanation to the song (Ju/'hoan:English) 
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2.1.3.1.3 UNDERSTANDING OF BASIC ASPECTS OF SOCIAL WORK 

Problems encountered in the villages primarily revolved around alcohol abuse and 

related violence. 

One of the informal leaders of Nyae Nyae 

Clubman Mint Punch is a cool refreshing drink with 
a tingling taste on the tongue. Prepared from the highest quality 

icy mint, wine, and pure spirit. The cool mountain stream flavour tastes 
best when taken neat, on crushed ice or with soda water. 
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Social tensions, encountered in //Xa/oba, served as a starting-point for discussions 

wihin the ST group according to the following guidelines given by the TT: 

PROBLEMS IN THE VILLAGES 

1. Write down the problems like this: 

Problem: 

What did we do? 

What happened next? 

Was the problem solved? How? 

2. Present the problem like this: 

Play with us what happened! 
Your paper is the "guide" for that. 

Poster 35: Problems in the villages 

These guidelines facilitated a fruitful discussion which eventually led to solutions on 

how to approach these problems. It is important to note that these suggestions were 

developed and formulated by the STs and not pre-determined by means of TT-input. 

Apart from alcohol-related problems, the STs addressed methodological issues as well 

as the special characteristics and challenges of community schools. 

The following poster shows the wordings of the resolutions the STs agreed upon: 
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HOW CAN WE TRY TO APPROACH PROBLEMS IN THE VILLAGES? 

- we must be able to speak to the communities 

- when there is a fight (drunken people), we do not interfere, because that could make it worse. We 
wait and speak to the people later. 

- we must be able to present different activities to different children. 

some are young, some are old 
some already know things and might be bored 

- young children want to play 

we must present activities as plays 

- we must realize that our schools are different from the school experiences we had 

we can allow more, we can do what the community wants 

Poster 36: How can we try to approach problems in the villages? 

The most important aspect seems to me the realization of the special character of the 

Village Schools as being different from the experiences the Ju/'hoansi had at the 

school in Tjum!kui (as a paradigm for negatively experienced schooling) and its 

inherent concentration on community wishes: certainly a fundamental aspect of any 

successful social work. 

After the discussions with regard to past experiences at school, an event of even more 

relevance to the present situation of the STs came to the fore. 
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A Ju/'hoan teacher (The Teacher) was allegedly physically attacked by his headmaster 

(The Headmastef') who accused him of professional misconduct and, consequently, 

alleged to have had reported him to the education authorities.150 The Teacher 

referred the matter to the Co-op and asked for advice on how to proceed. As the Co

op's attempt to solve the situation yielded no results, the matter was referred back to 

the community meeting in Baraka where the STs became aware of the incident. 

Although neither the STs nor the TT wanted to take sides in a matter still under 

investigation, it was however decided to analyze the problem in more detail. 

Apparently, The Teacher had no real opportunity to present his side of the story, and 

the STs were interested to discuss the matter with him, being a Ju/'hoan person 

already working as a teacher. 

The TT viewed the incident as a good opportunity to address basic aspects of social 

work within the framework of a real-life situation. The discussions and analyses to 

follow, both encompassed the STs' experience of life and the status quo of a schooling 

situation which is, unfortunately, still part of Namibia's pedagogical reality. As far as 

the STs can be regarded as catalysts for pedagogical change in accordance with the 

Government's Reform Programme, a deeper analysis of the incident would not only 

shed light on the problem at hand, but also be potentially fruitful for a future teacher 

in Nyae Nyae. 

To facilitate a foundation for discussion, The Teacher was asked to present his case. 

Together with the STs, a statement was drawn up on a poster: 

150
1n the interests of the persons concerned, no physical names will be used. 
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STATEMENT 

On Saturday, 21 August, I was in my house sleeping, and The Headmaster came to my house. He was 
knocking at the door, I did not hear him. Later my wife heard him and opened the door. I was under 
liquor. My wife went out and he got in. He tried to wake me up but I did not hear him. 

The Headmaster started to beat me. He slapped me in the face. He punched me in my ribs and my 
stomach. I still did not wake up. He took the exam papers down to the school. He was supposed to get 
the papers at 4 o'clock p.m. Now it was 10.00 a.m. I woke up at 12 o'clock and I couldn't find the 
papers. When I woke up, I felt the pain. I didn't know what happened, but three of my students told me 
that The Headmaster had beaten me up. They saw him doing that. These three students were: [Names 
of the students]. 

I asked the Co-op for advice what to do. I went together [Names of the representatives of the Co-op] 
to The Headmaster. The Headmaster told me that he reported me in [Place of the Education Authority] 
and that I will lose my job. He said that I had not completed my work. This is not true, because The 
Headmaster gave me time until 4.00 p.m., but then he came at 10.00 a.m. Whenever we talked to him, 
he just got up and got angry. There was no solution. 

I went to the police in X to report The Headmaster. They told me that I had to report The Headmaster 
within one day, not six days later. They said it would now be difficult to open a docket. They 
recommended that I write a letter to the Ministry and to the police in X. 

Poster 37: Statement by The Teacher 

After that, the STs were introduced to an analytical approach to tackle such a complex 

situation. The first step was to establish the main actors in the presented problem. The 

STs established seven individuals, groups of people or organizations respectively: 
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The Headmaster 

Police 

The Teacher 

The Teacher's wife 

Ministry 
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Co-op 

other teachers 

Poster 38: The incident at X School - Who is involved? 

The TT then provided the STs with seven empty posters which only displayed the 

names of these seven actors. The STs were asked to place these posters anywhere 

inside or outside the training room, bearing in mind the overall relevance to the 

situation. It was intended to document the dynamics of the analytic process, with its 

anticipated changes of the posters' position during discussion. At this stage, the 

posters were placed as follows: 

Inside Training Room: Table: 

Floor: 

Outside Training Room: Chicken Run: 

• Wall of Training Room: 

Opposite side of Training Room: 

The Headmaster 

The Teacher 

Other Teachers 

The Teacher's wife 

Police 

Ministry 

Co-op 
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The STs explained their choice of positions with the role of the powerful Headmaster 

who "reigns" on top of the table, thus leaving The Teacher, his wife and even other 

teachers on the floor far below him. As nobody else seemed to intervene, all other 

agents were placed outside and quite far away from each other. While the Ministry 

(wall of Training Room) and the Co-op (opposite side of Training Room) at least 

shared a common building, the Police was banished to the chicken run. 

Now the STs were asked to walk around and to write their individual comments on the 

posters. This was done in Ju/'hoan as well as in English, whereby STs often helped 

each other to translate their statements into English. 

THE HEADMASTER 

- Ha ='ang te ko ha te kaq o //a'iha te kxae //'ae ko khoe n/ui waqnke 

- Te ka sin ha ko xabese ka ha n=am hate tci n/uia ku n!ahn koara 

- Khama /'hun te ka sa Ju/'hoan //koa //kae te oka ha ='ang tea o ha n/e'esi te kxae 
//'ae 

- Khama ha te ko ha =eo /'hun te ha to'a o Ju/'hoan te o ha koara tzi n/ui ha du, 
te xaba ka ha du ha oka tci n/uia ku hui koara 

- he thinks he is the chief and has rights everywhere 

- he thinks whenever he hits somebody, nothing will happen 

- white man thinks he has own rights when working with Bushmen 

Poster 39: Situation analysis: The Headmaster 
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These statements seem to reflect a very colonialist-oriented perception of The 

Headmaster's position. This might explain why the school drop-out rate in Nyae Nyae's 

Government School is extraordinarily high for the Ju/'hoansi, who reject such an 

authoritarian structure. The Ju/'hoansi seem to experience once more their 

institutionalized inferiority, established by the unjust previous colonial system. 

THE TEACHER 

- The Teacher o !xari !'aan kxao. Te /ou !'han n/ang /ko hatce re o hatce 

- Khama ha n/a !'aan te /oa !'han tea n!am te sin tsa'a jute si!a ko The Headmaster te n=aqm hate 
mara ha /oa !'han. Te sin !'han tea ka kinke he ha ko ko sate //aea khoe ko 4h00 kahin to'a te ha ko 
hate n=aqm ha. Te mara ha /oa !'han n/a ko tci /'nae re ha n=aq·m ha 

- is a drunken man 

- doesn't know what happened 

- he was surprised that The Headmaster came to him in the morning 

- he was so drunk that he didn't know that he was beaten 

- he only heard that he was beaten, he heard it from his wife 

- he doesn't believe that he was beaten by The Headmaster 

Poster 40: Situation analysis: The Teacher 
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THE TEACHER'S WIFE 

- The Teacher ll'ahoa dshau koh se 

- Te llama te ua tzi. Te ka ha tsi glae !oa hate ko The Headmaster te koh ku n=am The Teacher g!u. 

- she saw how The Headmaster had beaten her husband 

- she then went out 

- she heard it from the students that The Headmaster had beaten her husband 

Poster 41: Situation analysis: The Teacher's wife 

It becomes obvious from these statements, that the STs intended to remain objective 

while analyzing the problem. They did not exonerate The Teacher from his own 

shortcomings, but tried to establish and reflect both sides of the story. This is crucial 

for a fair situation analysis, and it is truly encouraging that the STs, as future social 

workers in their respective villages, were able to differentiate between their 

professional status as teachers and their personal relationship to The Teacher as a 

friend. 

The Teacher's colleagues do not seem to have much influence, the reasons of which 

will still have to be investigated: 
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OTHER TEACHERS 

- n!aroh kxao !xare /oa !'han tci n/ui. Te taa ge te ku du si //kaasi. N!aroh kxao !xare du toun si!a n=xaru 
sa o toetsi niasi. 

- have more rights than Ju/'hoan teachers in X 

- won't support The Teacher 

- they don't know about anything 

- they are busy doing their own work 

- other teachers are not Ju/'hoansi, therefore they don't experience the same problems as The Teacher 

- only Ju/'hoansi have problems 

Poster 42: Situation analysis: Other Teachers 

The same applies to Government agencies such as the Ministry and the Police; the 

STs established, however, that these institutions had not yet been properly informed, 

and that they will only act if called upon. This also explains the position of the posters, 

which were all placed outside the Training Room. During the process of preparing the 

posters, the STs already started to realize, that, in the interest of problem-solving, 

these agencies might have to be informed. 
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MINISTRY 

- Ministry /ou !'hun 'zia geu X 

- khama jua !oa si!a te koara kama n=ai !'han ministry ko tee ke o haa koara 

- Ministry doesn't know anything what happened in X 

- nobody contacted them 

Poster 43: Situation analysis: Ministry of Education 

POLICE 

- Police are here to arrest and investigate 

- Police is here to make sure there is no trouble{s) caused 

- the police are here because they are waiting for somebody to come 

Poster 44: Situation analysis: Police 

The possibility of involving the Co-op into the problem-solving process yet appears to 

be very vague: 

CO-OP 

- Co-op /oa !'han tci n/ui khama The Teacher 

- Te /oa n=oahn /'an si a ko ka 

- holds discussion to put people work together through co-operation 

Poster 45: Situation analysis: Co-op 
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After completing the posters, the STs assembled at each poster and explained their 

statements. Questions were asked, and the ensuing discussions included the STs 

more and more into the problem and its possible solution. As anticipated, at the end 

of the discussions the positions of the posters were changed and placed as follows: 

Inside Training Room: Table: 

Floor: 

Outside Training Room: Wall of Training Room: 

The Headmaster 

The Teacher's wife 

The Teacher 

Ministry 

Other Teachers 

Ministry 

Police 

While The Headmaster still maintained his aloft position and The Teacher's wife 

became less relevant, the STs placed the other agents together in order to facilitate 

communication between the parties involved. It was decided to assist The Teacher in 

drawing up a letter to the Ministry of Education in which he asks for an official 

investigation (Poster 46), well knowing that he might be at fault himself. 

The STs realized together with The Teacher the multi-layered complexity of a social 

problem situation and the necessity for critical self-reflexion, here on behalf of The 

Teacher. It is hoped that the discussions held can serve as a model for future 

strategies to be developed in the villages. If the STs are able to be facilitators of 

problem-solving by applying a similar methodology, new truly community-based 

strategies could emerge that will be rooted in genuine processes of interdependent 

communication, as stressed by the STs in their concluding poster (no. 47). 
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LETTER TO THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

Since 19 March 1991 I have been teaching as a teacher at [Name of school]. 
During all this time, there have been no complaints against me. 

But now, the headmaster, [Name], wants to fire me. In the attached statement, I 
wrote down everything that happened. 

Could the Ministry please come and investigate these problems. I do not think that 
I have done something wrong. It was [Headmaster's name] who beat me. Even if 
I made a mistake myself, I can correct it. I want to discuss it with the headmaster 
and the Ministry together. If I try to speak to [Headmaster's name] alone, there are 
always misunderstandings. 

Thank you for your help. 

Poster 46: Letter to the Ministry of Education 

THE INCIDENT AT XSCHOOL 

What do you think? 

- It is bad: there must be co-operation between the teachers 

What can be done? 

- go to the Co-op 
- go to the police 

Poster 47: The incident at X School - What do you think? 
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In order to reinforce the problem solving strategies the STs could develop during their 

reflexion on the previous problem situation in a government school, and to further 

facilitate the conceptualization process with regard to social problem factors, another 

problem situation of immediate relevance was taken as a starting-point for a structured 

problem analysis. 

Moving away from the immediate school context, the STs now focussed on the 

situation in G/am where about 2000 Hereros have been repatriated from Botswana. 

The analysis was divided into three major steps: 

Externalization of STs' subjective pre-understanding; 

Development of questions to be researched; 

Problem research and reportback to the group. 

The aspects of how to organize a group discussion and how to act as a facilitator were 

incorporated into the exercise. This seems to be of growing importance due to the 

increased participation of Ju/'hoansi in national and international conferences where 

such procedures are the accepted norm. 

The STs were first asked to reflect on their individual knowledge about the subject, 

bearing in mind that much of this "knowledge" originates from hearsay and is not 

necessarily true. 
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WHAT DID YOU HEAR/DO YOU KNOW ABOUT G/AM? 

- People are overcrowded Tamasi kota Ju/'hoansi. Te JuJ'hoansi ku JJkoa 
- People are not healthy Tamasi. Ka mi ku tsa'a okaa Tamasi ku n=ai 
- People misuse alcohol J/'ama !xari. JuJ'hoansi koara gumi te tamasi 
- Most people are Hereros kxae gumi. 

Ju ku ko Thamasi te ka jan te ku n=am ju. Te - Tchoaan ju gesin ko n!ore. 
hi JJaike tchi n!hai. - !ah ju gesin. 
Thama re Joa n=ah m!a ko ka m!a g!a'ama hi - Tchoaan ju gesin ko n!ore. 
tjuJho Tcisa to'a re Joa !xau jusa he. - !ah ju gesin. 

Ju/'hoan koara tju jan Tamah =xuru donkey JuJ'hoansi kare Tamasi !xoara Jxoa. 
ka. 

- JuJ'hoan JJkoa te kara 'msi. 
- JuJ'hoansa gea GJam kona tcisa si 'm. 
- Ju/'hoan kona tea ha 'm. 

Poster 48: What did you hear/do you know about G/am? 

This first brainstorming exercise reflected the STs' mindset and could serve as a 

starting-point for a more in-depth discussion to be held in two groups with one 

facilitator each. After the duties of a facilitator were made clear, the following 

reportback was given (based on the STs' individual statements as shown in Poster 

48).151 

151
Again, some of the following posters contain statements in Ju/'hoan which are documented in the 

interest of completeness; they only became clear to the author during the related discussions with the STs. 
The result of these discussions are shown in subsequent Posters. Cf also Footnote no. 143. 
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KNOWLEDGE ABOUT G/AM - REPORTBACK OF THE FACILITATORS 

- Ju/'hoansi will be used as slaves, but Ju/'hoansi want to live together with 
Hereros 
(needs further discussion) 

- most people are Hereros 

- Ju/'hoansi work/have to work for Hereros 

- Hereros have cattle, Ju/'hoansi have not 

- People will chase us away 

- Ju/'hoansi work, but they don't get food 

Poster 49: Knowledge about G/am - reportback of the facilitators 

After the facilitators reported back to the group, the discussion focussed on the "things 

we want to find out". The STs realized that it is helpful to formulate certain questions 

beforehand as this facilitates a structured problem analysis. 

This procedure must also be seen within the framework of explaining to the STs the 

necessity of more structured approaches towards educational processes. The 

familiarization with this principle should not be confined to the immediate teaching 

process only, but rather expand into all spheres of the STs' activities. 

With the help of the TT, the STs formulated their research questions as follows: 
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G/AM -THINGS WE WANT TO FIND OUT 

When we are in G/am, please try to find answers to the following questions: 

1. The Living Conditions 
- How many people live there? 
- Where do they live? 
- How do they live? 
- What is the state of their health? 

2. Families and people 
- Who are the people living there? 
- Why did they come? 
- What are their plans? 
- Are their families complete (parents, children)? 

3. Social problems 
- In your opinion, what social problems exist in G/am? 
- Did you observe social problems (drinking, fighting, etc.)? 
- What should be done about that? 

4. Anything else 
- Is there anything else you can observe? 

Poster 50: G/am - things we want to find out 

While in G/am, the STs spoke to members of the G/am community and to government 

officials present on that day. Back at the Training Centre, they discussed their 

impressions and observations in accordance with their original research questions 

(Poster 50). Following their discussions, they compiled four posters with the following 

headings: 

(1) The Living Conditions 

(2) Families and People 

(3) Social Problems 

(4) Anything else 

Please refer to the following concluding documentation (Posters 51-54) for details. It 

is intended to visit the G/am area again with interested STs in a couple of months' 

time (during the school holidays) and to compare the data. 
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G/AM - (1) THE LIVING CONDITIONS 

There are estimately 2000 and more people living in G/am. They are living in tents. They are 
overcrowded in a small place. The place is untidy. They live according to their families, but in a small 
space. People are not healthy, they may get sick. 

Jusa ='hai n/a !xoana //'akoa. Si n/a !xoana G/am. Si gesin n/a !xoana !abi n/ui te si gesin !xoana !abi 
n/ui. Ka mi si he ='ang aka ka khoe site ni //au ku /xoa tea jan. Khama si n/a kxae sitora, n/omtjua kona 
!hantsa si /xoa /xoa. 

Ju/'hoansi /koramh te Tamahsi =hai. Si!a !xoana G/am ko /amsa he. Si!a /oa !xoana. Ju/'hoansi ku te 
Tamahsi ku gea G/am aka si /oa /kae re sin jan. 

Ju/'hoansi /koromh te Tamasi =hai. Si!a !xoara tjusa /oa jan. Si!a /oa !xoara //kae te tia !xoana n//hoo. 
Ju ku /kae te hui tsema te /oa //an ge te ju ku !ao. 

Jusa =hai !xoana G/am. Si llama !kabe te si !xare llama N!ore sa u ro'a. Te si taa !xoana te si sa goaq 
kah =an tsi toa !xoana. Mi ku ='ang re ko si !kasi te ku n/a'ng. Te si !xare si !xare si !kasi ta'm /kau. 

G/am jusa ho hi /'aesi he =hai !xoana te tia si o Tahmasi te Ju/'hoansi /koromh. Tahmasi ku !xoana hi 
tjusi ta Ju/'hoansi !xoana hi gasi. Tahmasi !xoana /xoa hu juasi te Ju/'hoan sa //koa //'a hi sa hin to'a 
te ua //'akoa. Te tia G/am o koa o Ju/'hoansi n!ore. Te ka khoe site jan te //au te /xoa. 

Poster 51: G/am - (1) The Living Conditions 

G/AM - (2) FAMILIES AND PEOPLE 

The people living there are Hereros. They come because they think life would be better for them. There 
plans were to make a new life. Families are not complete, there are many women and children. The 
Hereros plan to take Bushmanland away for their cattle. 

Ju/'hoansi kota tahmasi n/a !xoana //'a n!orea. Hi n/a koh g!a'ama /xoa ='hanu utoasi khama ='hanu te 
coe si. Ka mi se aka si kaice ku kare ka g!a'ama Ju/'hoansi !ka he !xoana /xoa Ju/'hoansi. Da'abi kona 
dshansi kosin si basin n/a si waqnsi gea //'akoa. 

/Arna si/a ko lama Botswana aka. Si!a ='ang te ko si re u G/am. 

Tamasi kota Ju/'hoansi !xoana //kaea //'akoa. Tama !xare llama //'hai te Ju/'hoan !xare llama khuinke. 
Si!a khoaea kare si!a koh tci ma n/ui ko koa si!a gea. Si!a sa kxaea khoe ku !xoana //kae kota si!a 
da'abisi. 

Si o Tamasi =hanu mi tamasi te si tsia G/am. Khama si !xare gea khuinto'a, te si kare si jusi g/ae !xoana 
/xoa. Mi ='ang te ko si te //a'ike jusi si ku gu. Khuinto'a okoa dshansi kata da'abi kota n//aq'e !xoan a 
(jusa kxaea khae). 

Tahmasi !xoana G/am. Khama n!ore sa o si masi te si kxuia te kahin khoe ma khoe te ciniha jan //'akaa 
si tsi //'a si ku /xoaa he cehe kxuia. Ka mi se, si kare n!orea he //'aha gu. Mi /oa //au n/ang !'han. 

Poster 52: G/am - (2) Families and People 
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GI AM - (3) SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

Social problems exist through drinking. In G/am, social problems are reduced, because there is not 
much drinking. I didn't observe any social problems. However, people must not misuse alcohol or drugs 
in the future. 

Mi /oa ='ang n/ang ko tci n/ua khoe te koma ku g/ae ge. Mi cete /oa ho ju gesinsa tchi he ku //'am khoe. 
Ka dihsi ko khoetca ke n/a si!a n=oahn /xoa //a'ihasi ko ka ka llama ka tani na polisi ko //'a dita. 

/Arna to'a oka Ju/'hoansi ku ta Tamahsi ko sin jan te tci n/ui si!a du koara. Tei n/ui Ju ku du si ka Ju ku 
//koa /Ikea re koara. 

N/om ju cete kxaea tih ko G/am khoea khama n/omtjua /oa jan /'an ju. Te ju /oa //'au tchii !xari te //au 
ge. Te mi ='ang te koh jute khoata g!hao //kae ka n=oahn !'an !uhsa ke ka khoaca du jan ka. 

Mi ku ='ang te ko tuihsi te ku g/ae ge. Mi se te ju !xare //'ankhoe. Mi ku ='ang te ko tam a !xare re ciniha 
ka ku ='aun ka tamasi =ani !xari n=ai //'ama. 

Ka mi se ka khoe jute //au te ge te /xoa. Tea koa lama he mi /oa ho. Tcisi wece khoe ka te jan te mi 
/oa !'han tea mi n//ae. Te tia ju ku //au ka tsa'a khoe ko /am wece. Khoe kxoe g!ko //kae ka tsa'aa khoe. 

Poster 53: G/am - (3) Social Problems 

G/AM - (4) ANYTHING ELSE 

G/am is going to be a desert, because there are so many cattle in a small piece 
of land, and some San people who share the land with Hereros are not going to 
get any wild foods to eat. I think Bushmanland is going to be deteriorated if there 
is no fence between G/am and Bushmanland. 

Ka mi ku se okaa Ju/'hoansa koa he gea G/am, o si sa ce he ku kare //xarasi du. 
Te tamasi ku //ae g//ha si //koasi. 

Ju sa gea G/am ho si /'e site =hai si !xona G/am. Si g!xare !xana //kam ='ham te 
si g !xare !xona //kam =kao te ju sa gea G/am si n/uia /kae koara. Ju sa gea G/am 
o Tamahsi kota Ju/'hoansi. Tamahsi =xuru utosi te ua G/am, mi ='ang te ko si te 
sin jan te da'abi kota si ba sin kota si taqe kota si txun sini te problemsi koara te 
jusin jan te ge te ju ce te Joa //'akhoe te sin jan te ge. 

Poster 54: G/am - (4) Anything else 
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Coming back to the immediate context of the STs, the causes for the withdrawal of all 

female STs from the ST group still had to be investigated. Therefore, a general 

discussion on gender issues was held within the framework of reflecting on previously 

conceptualized social problem factors. 

The STs were first asked about the usual day-to-day activities of women and men in 

the villages, whereby indications were given on the frequency of these activities. 

WHAT DO WOMEN/MEN DO IN THE VILLAGES? 

0 (often), E (every day), F (few), NO (not often) 

WOMEN MEN 

- wash clothes 0 - hunt 0 
- cook the food E - collect wood 0 
- collect bush food E - work in garden E 
- sew 0 - sometimes work outside the village F 
- make fire (for evening) E - cut wood for kraal NO 
- cook supper E - build house NO 
- wash small childrens' clothes 0 - work in the house NO 
- clean house 0 - cut grass (thatch) NO 
- make the bed E - cut poles for the house NO 
- collect wood E - make poisoned arrows and bows NO 
- wash children 0 - collect veldkos 0 
- milk cows E - some cook food 0 
- give children food E - milk the cows E 
- carry the small children E - look for cows and horses 0 
- make crafts 0 - make crafts 0 

Poster 55: What do women/men do in the villages? 

During a second round of discussion, the STs had to evaluate female and male 

activities by stating inherent positive and/or negative aspects. On a more personal 

level, the STs were then also asked to reflect on their former fellow female students' 

decision to withdraw from the programme. Furthermore, they should reflect on their 

general attitude towards women in the teacher training course: 



WHAT IS GOOD/BAD ABOUT THE THINGS WOMEN/MEN DO? 

GOOD 

- know how to collect 
bushfood 

make a house 

cook food 

wash clothes 

- make crafts 

WOMEN 

BAD GOOD 

when they are alone, they - hunt 
cannot eat meat {they 
cannot hunt) - work men can do that 

women cannot do {see 
- cannot make a garden what women cannot do) 

{chop the trees and clear 
the land) 

cannot cut poles to make 
the kraal, so they cannot 
drink milk 

in the old days, they could 
not skin an animal for 
clothes {today they learnt 
it from men) 

MEN 

Poster 56: What is good/bad about the things women/men do? 

BAD 

WHY DID ALL WOMEN WITHDRAW FROM THE PROGRAMME? 

- their husbands disturb them and take their attention away 
- jealous husbands 
- not interested 
- embarrassed? 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT WOMEN IN THE PROGRAMME? 

- it is important for women to be teachers as well 
- women know a lot about cooking, washing, sewing 
- women have a better understanding for health 
- women know other important things than men 
- women would teach everything 
- maybe only unmarried women should attend the course 
- maybe one should have a whole class of women only 

Poster 57: Women teachers - STs' input 
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The question remains, however, if the STs stated their honest feelings and opinions, 

or if they retreated to stereotypes in order to please the interviewer. There seems to 

be a considerable discrepancy between the largely non-discriminatory description of 

day-to-day activities, and the discriminatory and oppressive behaviour of "jealous 

husbands". While the STs maintain that "it is important for women to be teachers as 

well", they do not show much recognition that goes beyond "cooking", "washing" and 

"sewing". Again, the STs tend to define themselves out of the problematic situation by 

suggesting "a whole class of women only". 

2.1.3.1.4 UNDERSTANDING OF EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY WITHIN THE 

FRAMEWORK OF CO-OP AND NNDFN 

During the discussions it became obvious, that certain problems must be addressed 

within the larger framework of Co-op and NNDFN. It was observed by STs and TT, 

that the "shopping-list"-mentality and the lack of knowledge towards costs and 

availability of funds are still very much predominant in the villages. 

On a poster, four basic problem areas were collected and allocated to four villages 

which could be regarded as model representatives for the problem as such. 

Simultaneously, this analysis sparked off comments by the STs regarding their own 

situation within the context of co-operative funding. 152 

Out of all problems mentioned, the STs considered school transport as the major issue 

to discuss with the representatives of the co-op. The forthcoming RADA-meeting, with 

the leaders of all 32 villages participating, seemed to be a good opportunity to address 

the question to a large and influential audience. 

152
The accommodation question was integral part of the STs' Ju/'hoan literacy course and is documented 

in 2.1.4; the same applies to the discussion on school clothes for the learners. 
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SCHOOL PROBLEMS 

Communities: 

/Aqrin=aqsi: villagers refuse donkeys 

!Ukoarama: villagers ask for school clothes; the problems seem to be 
"embarrassment" and the children being cold 

N=aqmtjoha: soap and cleanliness 

N=ama: places to sleep 
fighting in //Auru (adults and children) 

Teachers: 

- where to stay (accommodation) 
- how to cope with the alcohol problem in certain villages 

Poster 58: School problems 

In order to prepare the STs for the meeting, the TT developed discussion guidelines 

which led to STs' responses as documented on the following poster. One of the TT's 

main objectives was the facilitation of the development of guidelines on how to 

proceed, as to overcome the general attitude of pushing away the problem into the 

exclusive responsibility of the co-op or the NNDFN as sole providers. 
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PROBLEM: TRANSPORT TO AND FROM SCHOOL 

Transport to and from school seems to be a problem in many villages. Let's discuss it step by step. 

How can we solve the problem? 

- People get donkeys, and share the donkeys for transporting the children. 
- But: Donkeys should be only used for school. 

How can the people get donkeys? 

- There are two groups of people: people who have work and people who don't. 
- People who have work, buy their own donkeys. 
- People who don't have work, need help. 
- But: If people who have work, buy their own donkeys, there might be another problem. The donkeys 

might get used for other purposes than school transport. 
- It is important that the community makes a plan how to use the donkeys. 

We now must find out: 

- The price of donkeys 
- How many villages will send their children to school? 
- How many school children are in these villages? 

Poster 59: Problem: Transport to and from school 

Another great learning tool was the following comparison: 

CARS AND DONKEYS 

Donkeys are much cheaper than cars, For example: 

1 car 800 donkeys 

1 tyre 5 donkeys 

Poster 60: Cars and donkeys 
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After the RADA meeting, the STs had to go back to the villages and follow up on the 

matter. To facilitate this, the TT conducted a brainstorming session, whereby the STs 

literally had to "put their ideas on the table", i.e. written down on cards. These cards 

led to the STs' conclusion on what to do next: 

The people need to go to the Village Schools. 
The RADA meeting discussed this. 

WHAT DO WE HAVE TO DO NEXT? 

Put your ideas on the table. 

We collected many thoughts. Some silly ones, too. Discuss now, which thoughts 
are really important. 

Take them off the board and put them in front of you. 

We have to find out: 

- Where will the money come from? 
- How many children per donkey? 
- What about donkey-carts? 
- Where will we buy the donkeys? 

Poster 61: Discussion on transport: after the RADA meeting 

The following discussions in the villages helped to make transparent the process of 

mutual exchange, i.e. community help and input through participation. A simple 

educational aid like the poster on cars and donkeys very impressively illustrated the 

enormous cost of car transport. The villagers had until then not been aware of these 

costs and reconsidered their demands for cars in favour of donkeys. 
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The STs together with the TT made regular contributions to the Monday Morning 

Meetings153 held in Baraka. Unfortunately, in these meetings the Co-op did not 

always show an active interest in the village schools and the teacher training, as the 

concerns of the STs and the schools were sometimes moved towards the end of the 

meeting. The TT decided to invite the Co-op to the teacher training room and to 

explain crucial issues directly to them. 

The TT then briefed the Co-op about the five-year Funding Proposal154 and its 

implications for the future planning. A lively discussion followed, where everybody 

present participated and put forward his/her views. The Co-op expressed the necessity 

for continuity in the Teacher Training Programme in order to maintain the process of 

establishing the Village Schools Project in Nyae Nyae. With regard to the relationship 

between the Co-op and the communities, the Co-op appreciated the STs' interest in 

the co-operative structures and their efforts to make them clear to the communities. 

Again, the STs realized the importance of mutual exchange between them and the Co

op. 

The problems of the female STs, who were in the process of withdrawing from the 

programme due to increased pressure from their husbands, were cause for 

concern. 155 The Co-op regretted this development, but felt quite helpless at the 

same time. Personally, I would suggest that stricter measures have to be taken 

against husbands who deprive their wives of their right to education, and who violate 

basic human rights by physically attacking and abusing them. The often heard 

argument of "cultural differences" should not be used as an excuse for own 

weaknesses and fear of being unpopular with certain Ju/'hoan men who basically 

refuse to subscribe to the Namibian constitution. 

153
Monday Morning Meetings are regularly held with all NNFC staff members in order to plan the work 

for the week ahead. However, these meetings often develop into a forum for general discussion. 

154BRORMANN, M; PFAFFE, J.F.: Funding Proposal: Village Schools Project. January 1994 - December 
1998. Nyae Nyae Development Foundation of Namibia: Windhoek 1993. 

155Cfalso Poster 57. 
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2.1.3.1.5 EVALUATION AT THE END OF THE FIRST YEAR OF TRAINING: A 

PROCESS OF COLLECTIVE REFLEXION 

It was decided to conduct a formal evaluation towards the end of Phase 3 in order to 

decide who should continue with the Programme.156 

To facilitate the decision process, during which the STs should make their own choice 

based on their feelings and experiences, the TT presented the STs with a poster and 

asked them to enter their name in the appropriate block. The STs had to choose 

between the alternatives of being ready or not ready, of wanting or not wanting to 

teach. 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT TEACHING NEXT YEAR? 

I feel ready to become a teacher I feel NOT ready to become a teacher 

Tsamkxao Rolf Koba 
=Oma Beesa 

Dabe B. 
N!hunkxa 
Tsaml<Jmo Rolf 
G=kao Martin 
/Koce 
Dabe K. 
Kha//' an 

I want to teach for the next 3 years I do NOT want to teach for the next 3 years 

Dabe B. Koba 
=Oma Beesa 
Tsamkxao Rolf N!hunkxa 
G=kao Martin /Koce 
Dabe K. 
Kha//' an 

Poster 62: How do you feel about teaching next year? (STs) 

156
cf BRORMANN, M.; PFAFFE, J.F.: Funding ... , lac cit, pp 6-7. 
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The TT structured this poster in a new way, whereby he combined the alternatives and 

created four possible combinations. This was again presented to the STs for further 

reflexion and discussion: 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT TEACHING NEXT YEAR? 

READY NOT READY 

WANT Tsamkxao Rolf Dabe B. 
=Oma G=kao Martin 

Dabe K. 
Kha//' an 

A B -

DON'T Koba 

WANT Beesa 
N!hunkxa 
/Koce 

c D 

Poster 63: How do you feel about teaching next year? (TT) 

Two groups (A+D, B) were formed and asked to discuss and motivate their decisions 

further. In order to prepare the STs for this reflexion, an assignment had already been 

set earlier (please refer to Appendix 1 ). Groups A and D formed one discussion group, 

as they seemed to be quite sure about what they wanted and did not want 

respectively. Group B expressed a wish to continue with the in-service training despite 

feeling "not ready". 
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The TT wanted to find out more about the underlying reasons for the STs' decisions. 

Especially in the case of Group B they wanted to know why the STs did not feel ready, 

i.e. if certain elements were left out of the training course which should be 

incorporated in future. However, the reasons were basically rooted in a strategy to 

avoid making a positive choice. 

It was interesting to note that the discussions in the combined Group A+D went on for 

quite some time, and that some questions must have been raised which are not 

necessarily represented on the posters. The TT took this as an indication for the 

seriousness of the STs' discussion on the decision not to continue with the 

Programme, especially after the STs from Group B joined in and formed an all-STs 

discussion group where everybody could give his/her input. 
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GROUP A+D: I AM SURE ABOUT WHAT I WANT 

Why are you sure? 
- I am sure because I am going to leave Baraka. 
- I am sure because I am going to find work I want. 
- My man wil nie he ek moet leer nie. 

Are you happy with your decision? Why? 
- Yes, because I didn't want to bother education afterwards. 
- Ja, want ek kry swaar met my kinders. 

If you don't feel ready: what are your plans? 
- My plans are: - to find other work I like. 

- to go and stay home. 

Poster 64: Groups A+D: I am sure about what I want 

GROUP B: I FEEL NOT READY, BUT I WANT TO TEACH 

Why do you say that? 
- Om rede dat, ans nie wil self uitkies nie. 
- Ons is gereed om opvoeding te gee. 
- Ons dink jy moet kies. 

How do you think you will feel next year? 
- My gevoelens van volgende jaar, is om die kursus te herdoen, terwille ek nie as 

onderwyser gekies is. 

Why do you want to teach? 
- Want ek voel gereed, maar is net bang om self te se. 

Poster 65: Group B: I feel not ready, but I want to teach 
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After the STs made their choices, six STs remained to continue with the Programme, 

one of whom withdrew the following day. The now remaining five STs selected their 

Village Schools. It was important enter into a more specified contract with the in

service trainees, as they will have to carry a great responsibility in the villages. The 

following proposal was drafted by the TT, while the STs were asked to draw up their 

own: 

CONTRACT PROPOSAL - INPUT BY TT 

9. The Student can only resign from the Programme by the end of a school year. The Student must 
inform the Village Schools Co-ordinator (VISCO) not later than by the beginning of the third trimester. 

1. The Student enters into a three-year in-service training course to become a teacher, commencing 
01 January 1994. By the end of 1996, he will sit an examination to be awarded accreditation by the 
Ministry of Education. 

7. The Student will receive a monthly allowance of N$300 for 1994, N$390 for 1995, N$51 O for 1996. 

5. The Student will undergo a formal evaluation by the end of a school year. There it will be decided 
if he can continue with the Programme. 

2. The Student must: 
teach regularly from Monday to Friday, according to the given guidelines; 
prepare the daily teaching sessions; 
consult the community about their wishes and ideas; 
live in the community and help solving the community's problems; 
organize the schools and the schools' administration. 

6. The Student is responsible for his own housing. 

8. The Student is entitled to full holidays according to the official Namibian school calendar. Transport, 
if necessary, is the responsibility of The Student. 

3. The Student will receive regular advice and assistance by the Village Schools Co-ordinator (VISCO). 

4. The Student will have to attend five weekend-workshops per year (First trimester: 2, Second 
trimester: 2, Third trimester: 1 ). The workshops will be run once in every school village. The Co-op 
will provide transport to the workshops. 

Poster 66: Contract proposal - Input by TT 
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The following points were important to the STs, whereby all the proposed points were 

acceptable to both parties and could be incorporated into a jointly drawn up Contract 

of Training. The STs who decided to leave the Programme received a certificate for 

their first year of training. 

CONTRACT PROPOSAL - INPUT BY STs 

1. Khoe tih ka skore khoea ka ='aun ju kxae jusa ju ku n=oahn JJkoe JJ'a tiha. 

2. Ka a hin he o n!aroh kxao aka a Joa JJkoa Jama a sin nJJahn da'abi ka sin gJae u. 

3. Te ka n!aroh kxao kxu/a tci nJui aka ka Joa ='aun ka JJ'a n!ang nJe'ea J'na kua !xoe ha /'ae. 

4. Ka Joa ='aun ka da'ama a ha taqe kana ha ba sin gJae qu g!xa ha ko skore. 

English translations, as done during the ensuing discussions of above Ju/'hoan statements: 

1. If there is any problem, the teacher together with the chairperson of the Co-op should address the 
community. 

2. The teacher must stay in the village from Monday to Friday. S!he cannot go away and leave the 
children behind. 

3. If the teacher does anything wrong, s!he cannot be just fired. S!he must receive two warnings. 

4. The parents should not take children away while the teaching is going on in the villages. 

Poster 67: Contract proposal - Input by STs 
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CONTRACT OF TRAINING 

1 . The Student enters into a three-year in-service training course to become a teacher, commencing 
01 January 1994. By the end of 1996, he will sit an examination to be awarded accreditation by the 
Ministry of Education. 

2. The Student must: 

teach regularly from Monday to Friday, according to the given guidelines. The Student must 
stay in the village from Monday to Friday. He cannot go away and leave the children behind; 
prepare the daily teaching sessions; 
consult the community about their wishes and ideas; 
live in the community and help solving the community's problems. If there is any problem, The 
Student should address the community together with the chairperson of the Co-op; 
organize the schools and the schools' administration. 

3. The Student will receive regular advice and assistance by the Village Schools Co-ordinator (VISCO). 

4. The Student will have to attend five weekend-workshops per year (First trimester: 2, Second 
trimester: 2, Third trimester: 1 ). The workshops will be run once in every school village. The Co-op 
will provide transport to the workshops. 

5. The Student will undergo a formal evaluation by the end of a school year. There it will be decided 
if he can continue with the Programme. 

6. The Student is responsible for his own housing. 

7. The Student will receive a monthly allowance of N$300 for 1994, N$390 for 1995, N$510 for 1996. 

8. The Student is entitled to full holidays according to the official Namibian school calendar. Transport, 
if necessary, is the responsibility of The Student. 

9. The Student can only resign from the Programme at the end of a school year. The Student must 
inform the Village Schools Co-ordinator (VISCO) not later than the beginning of the third trimester. 
If The Student does anything wrong, he cannot just be dismissed. He must receive two warnings and 
must be able to present his case. 

Dated: 

On behalf of The Foundation: 

(Joachim Pfaffe) (N.N.) 
Village Schools Co-Ordinator Student Teacher 

Poster 68: Contract of training 



CERTIFICATE (PRE-SERVICE TRAINING) 

NYAE NYAE 
DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION OF NAMIBIA 

- BARAKA TRAINING CENTRE -

P. 0. Box 9026, Eros, WINDHOEK, Namibia 

Phone 061-36327 - Fax 061-225997 
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It is herewith certified that 

Mr/s .......... . 
from ......... , Nyae Nyae, Namibia 

has successfully completed his/her introductory first year of a four-year community-based teacher 
training course. 

The first year focussed on the development of a School Readiness Programme and was divided into 
four phases: 

Phase 1: 
Phase 2: 

Phase 3: 
Phase 4: 

Intensive preparatory training; 
Alternation between workshops at the Baraka Training Centre and teaching practice 
in the villages; 
Evaluation and Reflexion of teaching practice; 
Development and implementation of a community-based School Readiness 
Programme. 

Mr/s ...... decided not to continue with the subsequent three-year in-service training. We wish him/her 
all the best for his/her future career. 

Baraka, 

(Joachim Pfaffe) 

Poster 69: Certificate (Pre-service training) 
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One month after the original evaluation, the STs were invited again to reflect on their 

decision to carry on with the training course. The STs were asked for reasons given 

by former STs in connection with their withdrawal from the programme: 

REASONS GIVEN BY FORMER STs FOR THEIR WITHDRAWAL FROM THE PROGRAMME 

look for other work because 
there is not enough money 

do not get enough food 

always conflict in Baraka 

no help with transport 

Poster 70: Reasons given by former STs for their withdrawal from the programme 

These statements are certainly worthwhile looking at more closely. If a ST "looks for 

other work because there is not enough money", s/he has not understood the concept 

of being a student and under training, with the prospect of achieving a recognised 

qualification at a later stage. The same applies to the complaints of "not getting 

enough food" or of receiving "no help with transport" - in these cases, the need for 

immediate rewards clearly outweighs long-term planning. The question arises, how 

development work will ever be successful, if the focus of the target group constantly 

remains on short-term hand-outs of money, food or transport. Within the objective of 
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reflecting on the STs' ability to work as a teacher, it has constantly to be established 

what is the driving force behind the STs' commitment - should it be the mere 

convenience of receiving development hand-outs by keeping one's own contribution 

to a minimum, then the programme would defeat itself and the goals of community 

development at large. 

The STs were now asked to evaluate the given reasons, and to allocate symbols of 

importance to each and every statement. The TT's aim was to establish the degree 

of support for these reasons by the remaining STs, and to find out the extent of 

already created dependency-oriented behaviour patterns: 

EVALUATION OF GIVEN REASONS BY REMAINING STs 

XXX (very important), XX (important), X (not very important), 0 (not important) 

look for other work because 
there is not enough money 

xx xx 
000 
do not get enough food 

00000 

always conflict in Baraka 

xxxxxxxxx 
00 
no help with transport 

xxxxxx 
000 

Poster 71: Evaluation of given reasons by remaining STs 
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Judging from this evaluation (maximum support would have been 5x3=15 X), at least 

three of the reasons given by the former STs do not seem to enjoy much support; 

three of five STs rejected them outright (0). The TT regards this as an indication for 

a certain degree of STs' commitment towards the training programme and its long

term objectives. 

It is intended to conduct an evaluation of the Student Teachers' performance on a 

yearly basis, organized by the Village Schools Co-ordinator and the Teacher Trainer 

in consultation with the communities. This will eventually lead to a final formal 

examination at the end of the fourth year of the training, after which accreditation will 

be awarded. There will be two different types of evaluation on basically three levels: 

Table 14: Evaluation Process of the In-Service Training 

Self-evaluation Community- Professional 
evaluation evaluation 

Formal evaluation Student Teachers' colloquium Formal meeting with the Village Student Teachers' colloquium 

(yearly) with individual report-back on School communities about with individual feedback given 

the relevant training year Student Teachers' performance by Village Schools Co-

in the villages ordinator, Teacher Trainer and 

Education Co-ordinator 

Directed interview of 

communities by Village Recommendations on how to 

Schools Co-ordinator, Teacher proceed in the following 

Trainer and Education Co- training year 

ordinator 

Informal evaluation Student Teachers' group Informal discussion with Supervision of Student 

(ongoing) discussion and reflexion on communities about Student Teachers' teaching in the 

teaching practice and Teachers' performance in the villages 

workshops villages 

Evaluation of observations 

Spontaneous input by recorded by Teacher Trainer 

communities 

The results of all discussions will be minuted and documented and will be used to 

draw up the Student Teacher's individual annual achievement and evaluation report. 
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The final accreditation process will be structured within the MEC guidelines by its 

various bodies, and therefore be based on the MEC's proposal for accreditation 

procedures. However, it seems to be important to negotiate ways in order to adjust to 

the exceptional and unique situation of the Ju/'hoan Student Teachers, whose average 

formal school qualification is about Grade 4-5. As far as mother tongue tuition is 

concerned, Ju/'hoan speaking teachers are needed and can only be drawn from the 

Ju/'hoan community. Regarding the upgrading of the educational status quo, the first 

group of Student Teachers could be described as educational pioneers whose efforts 

and commitment certainly outweigh the limitations of their previous formal school 

qualifications. 

One should also take into account the damages done by the former colonial 

administration that continuously marginalized and disempowered the Ju/'hoan people. 

The Village Schools Project and its opportunity for professional training appears to be 

an adequate way to overcome the inequalities created by an unjust education system, 

whereby the community itself takes the initiative to determine and define their new 

place within the democratic Namibian society. 
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2.1.3.2 DIMENSION 2 - COMMUNITIES 

2.1.3.2.1 PROMOTION OF AWARENESS TOWARDS EDUCATION 

Under this heading, the following objectives of Stage 1 ran concurrently: 

- Evaluation of community research 

- Realization of community-oriented expectations towards education and schooling 

Due to the fact that the community research undertaken by STs, TT and AC 

incorporated all 32 villages of Nyae Nyae, the STs' commitment was widely 

recognized. It became clear that the communities' input and participation is essential 

for the overall success of the programme. 

The communities' expectations started to change during the discussions from a mere 

consumer-oriented attitude to a more co-operative oriented approach. Apart from that, 

the more professional aspects of teaching were generally referred back to the STs and 

TT, stressing only that traditional aspects of learning must be part of the curriculum. 

This was confirmed and also encouraged by the STs. 

A good indication for the high degree of awareness towards education can be found 

in the survey conducted by the STs, AC and TT with regard to the numbers of 

prospective Village School entrants in January 1994.157 A total of 200 children within 

the ·age group of 6-1 O years intend to enrol for Grade 1, whereby the five Village 

Schools (Baraka, N=aqmtjoha, =Aqbace, //Auru and //Xa/oba) will serve 26 other 

villages. For these children, no other means of schooling apart from the Village 

Schools would be possible. 

157 
cf section 2.2. 7 .1. 
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Although the high drop-out rate of Ju/'hoansi children within the conventional school 

system still needs to be investigated, it can be assumed that it could not adapt to the 

communities' needs. The fact that children are being taught for the first time in their 

home language by Ju/'hoansi teachers, stimulates the communities' renewed interest 

in education to a large extent. This is reinforced by the STs' growing credibility as 

community-oriented facilitators of schooling. 

The issues of transport, donkeys and housing seem to be a predominant topic of 

conversation. It is intended to start a transport trial run between the villages, while the 

STs conduct their final teaching practice. Housing for the STs will have to be 

organized by every ST him-/herself, also in collaboration with the people of the school 

village, thus being an integral part of the Programme. This was put forward to the STs 

with the recommendation, to make use of this opportunity in order to create a greater 

feeling of belonging to the particular village, of which the ST will hopefully be a 

member for the remaining three years of his/her training. 

While the STs were on a one-week vacation, they were given the assignment to talk 

to their communities and to find out to what degree the communities are aware of the 

Village Schools Project, and if they support education in general. According to the STs' 

reportback and to own observations by the TT in the villages, the communities seem 

to be well prepared for the start of formal schooling in January 1994. 

This perception seems to be confirmed by the STs' responses to the question, what 

they would expect in the villages now before they go out for their final teaching 

practice. By analyzing and comparing their individual statements, the STs compiled an 

English summary to the same question. It is obvious that they look forward to being 

together with the people and to be involved in their community life: 
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN THE VILLAGES NOW? 

Good things Bad things 

- we are together with the people - we have to go to a new place 
- we all can talk together - the little children don't want to play with us 
- we can look at the people's problems - some children come back after break, some 
- we can help to solve the problems don't 
- to keep the school in good condition - maybe we don't have enough books 
- we get help from Joe - when the people and children are not happy, 
- when the children and people are happy, then it is bad. 

then it is good. 

Poster 72: Things to expect in the villages - English summary 

2.1.3.2.2 INITIATION OF DIRECT PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOLING 

This objective naturally encompasses the development of a common strategy as 

outlined in Stage 1. The villagers became increasingly aware that their contributions 

towards the set-up and development of the Village Schools Project are in fact 

invaluable. The discussions on donkey transport, as well as the survey on prospective 

school entrants, demonstrate the successful interaction between STs and communities 

in order to develop a common strategy on an organisational level. The collection of 

curricular data indicated another way to directly participate from the point of view of 

content. 
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The communities often take an active interest in the STs' activities, whereby 

community members participate in the teaching process. In conversations between 

them and the STs, some community members now indicated that they would be 

interested in taking up a teacher training course in Baraka. As such a decision could 

be an indication for the successful reconciliation of the communities' expectations with 

the practical teaching of the STs, a new intake of community members into the 

Programme could enhance such a perception even further. 

However, some fundamental problems sometimes hinder the successful initiation of 

direct participation in schooling. As far as this community dimension of the School 

Readiness Programme is concerned, it will be reflected upon in conjunction with the 

subjective interpretations of the STs. It became obvious that the STs tend to define 

themselves out of a communal problem by avoiding to accept and take responsibility, 

thus remaining aloof to the problematic situation. 

The STs repeatedly mentioned the problem of hunger, and how the lack of food 

prevented the children from attending school. The STs explained that the adults need 

the labour of their children to help them collecting bush foods, and that they could not 

be convinced to leave their children behind in order to make it possible for them to 

attend school. 

At this stage, the TT started to initiate an adequate situation analysis by identifying the 

main actors in the presented problem. After clarifying the main actors, the STs were 

referred back to their original statements, i.e. the negative effects of hunger on their 

teaching. They were asked to discuss these problem relations in more detail. 

To facilitate and summarize the discussions, the TT compiled the following posters and 

presented it to the STs for further input: 
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SITUATION ANALYSIS -WHO IS INVOLVED? 

TEACHER 

CHILDREN 

ADULTS 

Poster 73: Situation analysis - who is involved? 

(HOW) DOES THE HUNGER PROBLEM AFFECT YOUR TEACHING? 

TEACHER 

wants to teach 

CHILDREN ADULTS 

want to learn want to get food 

HUNGER 
leads to: 

ABSENCE FROM SCHOOL 

LABOUR (CHILDREN HELP ADULTS) 

Poster 74: Effects of hunger problem on effective teaching 
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It was hoped that the STs would realize at this stage that they would have to adapt 

to the needs of the community, for example by joining them on their gathering trips 

and by teaching their children outside the village. The STs, however, insisted on 

staying behind and on waiting for the community to come back to them. It became 

apparent that the STs interpret the problem situation differently, and that they see no 

immediate need for changing their contextual behaviour. 

For that reason, the TT decided to investigate the STs' subjective interpretation further, 

without giving any direct input for problem-solving. 

To start the discussion process, the basic problem was again presented, now in an 

even clearer way. The TT considered it obvious that this poster allows only for one 

possible solution to the problem, namely to leave the community together with the 

adults and the children. The STs insisted that they will have to wait until the 

community will have come back from the bush. To provoke a different reaction, the TT 

cut out cards representing adults and children, stuck them onto the poster and 

repeatedly moved them out of the poster's "community" frame. The STs did not 

change the position of the "TEACHER" card by a single inch, but constantly moved 

back the "ADULTS" and "CHILDREN" cards. After persevering like this for quite some 

time, the TT made clear to the STs that there is really nobody in the village, and no 

attempt by the teachers will bring anyone back at this very moment: 
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SITUATION ANALYSIS - THE BASIC PROBLEM 

COMMUNITY~~--

[ __ ~-----------~~-~-~~-~-~-~-~----~~~-------~--! 
ADULTS CHILDREN 

leaving the community to gather food 
Poster 75: Situation analysis - the basic problem 

Apart from waiting (indefinitely?), what could be done? The following sequence of 

events during the ensuing discussions has been reconstructed on the following 

poster158 and can be regarded as rather alarming with a view to the STs' 

commitment: 

158
This poster did not appear in this form during the teaching session. As the discussion stretched over 

a period of two hours, many smaller papers and cards have been used to document new inputs. For 
documentation purposes however, this "artificial" poster is regarded as the best reflection of the group 
process. 
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NOBODY IN THE VILLAGE - WHAT WILL YOU DO NOW? 

NOTHING KO ARA 

TT'S INPUT - WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT? 

NO PAY 

STs' RESPONSE 

Dan vertek die onderwyser na ander skoal. 
En dan die sal daar nie meer skoal. 

Poster 76: Sequence of events during discussion 

The STs reiterated that they would leave Nyae Nyae, and that they would even 

consider to teach at the same Government Schools they themselves had bad 

experiences with as learners. After being confronted with the fact that the Village 

Schools and the teaching programme could then be regarded as collapsed, the STs 

were asked to find the "guilty" party - whose fault would it be? 

Needless to say that the TT would see the fault with the STs who ran away from their 

responsibilities. Nevertheless, the STs came up with another verdict on who would be 

to blame and why: 
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WHOSE FAULT? 

CO-OP CO-OP CO-OP VISCO 

CO-OP 

WHY? 

- Want VISCO organiseer nie die kos nie 
- Om rede dat Co-op nie by die mense kom nie 
- Om rede dat Co-op ry nie random die plekke en sien wat aangaan nie 
- Co-op moet vir Government vra om vir Village School kos te gee 

Poster 77: STs' perception on who is to blame and why 

The first attempt to break through the prevalent futile state of discussion, led to no 

result. Even worse, the police were brought into the picture who "must help the Co-op 

to get the children into school" - the discussion seemed to be completely bogged down 

at this stage. 

The TT now had to ask the STs directly about their own responsibilities which have 

been completely neglected during the whole discussion. They were asked very clearly 

if they would still see their place in Nyae Nyae or elsewhere, and if they were actually 

interested in the well-being and educational upliftment of their own people. The 

discussion now reached a point where it became strikingly clear to everybody that the 

STs were part of the problem, and that their perception of reality will need to be 

reconstructed. On the basis of this painful discovery, the whole problem analysis had 

to start again. 



GOVERNMENT 

VISCO 

CO-OP 

POLICE 

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE? 

- must provide food 

- must organize food 

- must develop schools 
- must organize food 
- must visit the people 
- must go to all the villages 

- must help the Co-op to get the children 
into school 

Poster 78: Responsibilities - STs' subjective view 

WHAT CAN BE DONE? 

- As regering help die skole met kos, dan sal kinders nie so uit loop 

- Volgens as daar kos is sal mos die kinders nie van die skool weg loop nie 

- Want Co-op ontwikkel nie van die skole nie 

- Wanneer die problems nie op einde kom nie, vra help van Co-op 

- Die konstabel sal hulle gaan vra of hulle van die skool weg kruip 

- Co-op moet help vra van regering om met kos te help by die skool 

- Wanneer hulle terug kom, vergader ons 

- As die mense vir jou vra "Waar is die skool se kos?", hoe moet jy se? 

- Vrag vie een man of twee van Co-op om saam met Community te praat 

- Die onderwyser kan vra om met die Co-op se mense te praat 

- Eerste moet jy saam met die mense te praat 

Poster 79: What can be done? 
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The TT decided to move away from the spoken word and to initiate a role play, 

whereby a volunteer of the ST group had to play the teacher. He had to wait inside 

the classroom, while the other STs left the room (the "community"). It was hoped that 

the immediate experience of people physically leaving would prompt the reaction of 

following them. But again, the only solution the ST could come up with was to wait for 

the other people to return. 

In a second attempt, another ST played the role of the teacher. This time, the EDCO 

accompanied the STs who were leaving the room and were supposed to collect 

bushfoods - thus re-enacting the reality situation. Now the "teacher" followed the group 

which was reluctant to listen to his plea to return to the "village", and continued to 

collect bushfoods, walking even further into the bush. The "teacher" followed and 

pleaded again to return to the village, so that teaching could resume. The EDCO gave 

an important input by asking around how many fruit the people had already collected 

and how many more fruit they would need. Suddenly, a teaching situation had been 

created, whereby the "teacher" could again assume his original role. This helped the 

STs to realize that teaching is not confined to the classroom, and that it can take place 

well outside the classroom and even deep into the bush. 

The previous definition of a teacher being a person confined to a building was finally 

shattered and could be re-constructed. Finally, the "teacher" taught under a tree and 

accompanied the whole group back to the classroom, after they completed their 

(fictitious) gathering trip. 

The understanding of the community's needs and the ability to adapt to them 

accordingly are prerequisites for successful teaching in Nyae Nyae. In the TT's 

opinion, the STs managed to overcome some barriers of pre-conception and to 

question their own mindsets which were created over a long period of dependency. 

With regard to the Nyae Nyae School Readiness Programme, the re-construction of 

reality determined by dependency definitions must be an integral part on behalf of the 

teachers' school readiness, and will have to be taken to the communities afterwards. 
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It must always be borne in mind that everybody related to development projects should 

subscribe to the same philosophy, and should help to surmount and re-construct the 

paralysing reality of dependency patterns which eventually lead to passivity, despair 

and self-destruction. The session with the STs showed that this process can be rather 

excruciating and exhausting, but the rewards of introducing a new reality definition are 

certainly rewarding for everybody involved. 

2.1.3.2.3 RAISING OF AWARENESS TOWARDS THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE 

CO-OP 

While the STs explored and reflected upon their own understanding of educational 

philosophy within the framework of co-op and NNDFN, they concurrently prepared the 

way for awareness raising in the villages. It was interesting to observe that as much 

as the STs' perception of the co-op as "provider" diminished, the awareness towards 

self-help and direct participation increased. Subsequently, the STs broadened their 

understanding of a co-operative context in such a way that they were able to conduct 

prolific discussions with the villagers, during which they themselves could counter 

standard arguments deriving from a mere shopping-list mentality. 

The car-donkey-comparison (cf Poster 60) assisted the STs in the execution of their 

task to explain money matters and the process of mutual give-and-take. It became 

clear again, that concrete simplicity can open new worlds and facilitate new insights, 

as already previously experienced with the co-op water analogy. 

The concluding reflexion and evaluation phase again addressed problems and open 

questions resulting from the practical teaching phase. It became clear that certain 

concepts - especially the co-operative concept of give and take and the role of the 

students within such a framework - will need constant attention during the in-service 
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training. It will be of particular importance to move away from certain stereotyped 

problem-solving strategies, which, after all, make effective problem-solving and self

reflexion impossible. 

As this constellation seems to be a widespread problem not only amongst the 

Ju/'hoansi of Nyae Nyae, the course contents with regard to the understanding of 

(educational) philosophies and general mindsets should also be a starting-point for 

self-critically taking stock of development work undertaken so far. By doing so, the 

teacher training course could serve as a catalyst for fruitful discussions that reach far 

beyond the initial context of teacher training. 

2.1.3.2.4 INITIATION OF SELF-REFLECTIVE PROCESSES 

Inasmuch as the collection of community-based data during the first phase of the 6-

month School Readiness Course necessitated discussions with the communities, self

reflective processes were initiated. Shortly before the STs chosen for the in-service 

training went out into the villages for their final teaching practice, the TT wanted to 

initiate a discussion about the anticipated relationship between the STs, the children 

(learners) and the community. 

To facilitate the discussion, the TT again moved away from the spoken word. The STs 

were given three wooden planks each, all in different colours, and were asked to 

arrange these planks in any way they liked: in the end, the planks should symbolize 

their interpretation of the community's perception on the relationship between 

themselves, the children and the community. 

After completing their interpretation, the TT put a small wooden block on top of the 

planks which represented an intruder (trouble-maker) disturbing the teaching process. 
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The STs were asked to think about how the community would react to such an 

intruder and to arrange the planks with the wooden block accordingly. 

As observed previously, the STs had a very good capacity for abstraction and had no 

problems in understanding and executing the given task. Their non-verbal 

externalizations are documented in the following posters (no. 80-83). The 

interpretations are based on explanations given by the STs during the plenary 

presentation of their plank-figures, with comments added by the TT. 

It must be borne in mind, however, that these interpretations are based on the 

subjective externalization of individual STs who are about to move into the school's 

villages. Nevertheless, they can give an indication of subliminal power structures that 

can either be conducive or hostile to effective teaching. 

The perceptions of the communities and its interpretations will be regularly reflected 

upon in future, preferably with inclusion of the community itself. 



Example 1: //Xa/oba Village 

How do you see yourself within the 
community of your Village School? 

>-:t:::: 
c 
::J 
E 
E 
0 
0 

Imagine an outsider or trouble
maker intruding into your Village 
School. What Influence will the 
community of your Village School 
have? 

>-:t:::: 
c 
::J 
E 
E 
0 
0 

Interpretation of the above arrangements with regard to the relationship patterns within 
the communities and its overall stability 

Relationship Stability Comments 

no intruders Teacher, children and communny The triangular figure represents Judging from experience, this 
work closely together and move great stabillty. figure seems to represent the 
towards an inner triangle. reality quite well. 

intruders The intruder has no chance to The stability of the triangular figure This seems to be the way the 
influence or to disturb either remains intact. The intruder has people of //Xa/oba handle 
teacher, children or community. no chance to shatter its stability. conflict snuations. When the 
S/he gets caught within the Student Teacher was once 
powerful middle of all three disturbed during his teaching 
"actors" which work closely practice, the whole village 
together. isolated the intruder within a 

day, who himself changed his 
attitude later. 
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Poster 80: Student Teachers' interpretation of the community's perception on the 
relationship between themselves, the children and the community 



Example 2: //Auru Village 

How do you see yourself within the 
community of your Village School? 

Community 

Imagine an outsider or trouble
maker intruding into your Village 
School. What influence will the 
community of your Village School 
have? 

Community 

Interpretation of the above arrangements with regard to the relationship patterns within 
the communities and its overall stability 

Relationship Stability Comments 

no intruders Teacher, children and communtty The triangular figure represents The "harmonious unW' may be 
form a harmonious unit. However, great stabiltty. explained by the fact that the 
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this does not mean that they Student Teacher himseH comes 
necessarily work closely together. from //Auru. This in fact might 

be a chance to bring closer co-
operation to the people of 
//Auru. 

intruders The intruder has no immediate The stability of the triangular figure The interpretations represent a 
chance to influence or to disturb remains intact. The intruder, community that has no clearly 
either teacher, children or however, cannot be isolated and defined leaders or clear-cut 
community. His/her position, may move to either teacher, norms. Everything might look 
however, remains undefined and children or community. fine, but can suddenly turn a 
may force a definition out of the completely different way 
community. without warning. 

Poster 81: Student Teachers' interpretation of the community's perception on the 
relationship between themselves, the children and the community 
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Example 3: N=agmtioha Village 

How do you see yourself within the Imagine an outsider or trouble-
community of your Village School? maker intruding into your Village 

School. What influence will the 
community of your Village School 
have? 

- I Community I 
Children D c 

Q) 

Teacher 
..... 

"O 
·-.c 

Community 
0 

Teacher I 

Interpretation of the above arrangements with regard to the relationship patterns within 
the communities and its overall stability 

Relationship Stability Comments 

no intruders Teacher, children and communijy The figure represents stabilijy The interpretations indicate that 
form a solid, somewhat stagnant without any dynamics. the community is stable in the 
unit. The teacher is trapped present form, but that it could 
between the expectations of easily break up alter a change 
children and community. of present power structures. 

intruders The intruder changes the The stability breaks up completely, N=aqmtjoha experienced such 
relationship patterns drastically. leaving behind a rather a situation after a conflict arose 
S/he forces the community to revolutionary climate in the between a Student Teacher 
break away from children and struggle for power. and two members of the 
teacher. S/he has a great community. The intruder 
influence on the behaviour of the managed to take the whole 
community. community with him and to turn 

it against the Student Teacher 
and her learners. 

Poster 82: Student Teachers' interpretation of the community's perception on the 
relationship between themselves, the children and the community 
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Example 4: =Agbace Village 

How do you see yourself within the 
community of your Village School? 

Imagine an outsider or trouble
maker intruding into your Village 
School. What influence will the 
community of your Village School 
have? 

Teacher 

c 
~ 
'U 

...c 
() Children 

Teacher 

Interpretation of the above arrangements with regard to the relationship patterns within 
the communities and its overall stability 

Relationship Stability Comments 

no intruders The community seems to The figure does not represent =Aqbace recently broke up into 
dominate the children, and to stability. The role of the teacher two villages and had been 

dominate the teacher together with does not seem to be defined yet. experiencing water problems. 

the children. This might be an At the time of this exercise, the 

indication for an enormously high school construction had not 
level of expectations towards the seen any progress over a long 

teacher. period of time, and the people 
might had been unsure about 
things happening. 

intruders The intruder breaks up the The figure seems to move towards In this situation, the Student 

unstable figure. The new figure, a triangular figure of stability, i.e. Teacher himself might be such 

however, seems to move towards the intruder could be the facilttator a facilitator. He would then act 

a pattern of co-operation, whereby for better communication. This as an "intruder" acting in the 

the intruder guides the communtty might help also to facilitate a interests of the people. 
towards the construction of a new process of stabilization. 
relationship pattern. 
The arrows in the drawing 
represent movements made during 
the presentation. 

Poster 83: Student Teachers' interpretation of the community's perception on the 
relationship between themselves, the children and the community 
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2.1.3.3 DIMENSION 3 - LEARNERS 

All prospective learners were incorporated into the discussions with STs, AC, TT and 

villagers, in order to create the evolvement of self-worth and self-confidence. 

Whenever possible, additional group work was undertaken with a view to further the 

learners' motivation to social interaction with the STs and their peers. Some learners 

were part of the illustration process for the first three Ju/'hoan story books currently 

being published. During the STs' vacation the STs tested the Ju/'hoan readers with the 

children of their respective villages. The readers were very well received and should 

also be a success during the practical teaching phase. 

The learners had opportunity to increasingly familiarize themselves with a more 

structuralized set-up of schooling. During the period of the STs' final teaching practice, 

they attended classes fairly regularly, leaving aside the difficulties mentioned and 

discussed earlier. 

Owing to the STs' growing methodological repertoire, the learners could be presented 

with a reasonable variety of learning methods which helped them to discover the fun 

aspect of learning. They were motivated to participate directly in their own learning 

process, whereby some student teachers encouraged them more than others. This 

can be ascribed to the fact that every ST still has to develop his own way of teaching, 

and that a lot more experience is needed to develop the self-confidence necessary for 

maximising the learner's involvement in the day-to-day class situation. 

Considering the TT's observations during his village visits, the learners appear to be 

ready for the start of formal schooling in Grade 1. It might be a bit more difficult for 

learners from the feeder villages who have not yet had a chance to attend classes; 

they should however receive support from fellow learners. Nevertheless, much of the 

success will depend on the capability of the ST to cultivate a positive group 

consciousness amongst his learners. 
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On an informal level, many STs spent parts of their free time with the Baraka children 

and participate in their games. In Baraka, /Koce /Ui continued her informal pre-school 

at her house, until she had to withdraw from the programme due to her husband's 

interference. The six children who attended her classes all enrolled into the Baraka 

Village School and will attend the practical teaching offered by G=kao Martin /Kaece. 

2.1.3.3.1 INTERNALIZATION OF SCHOOLING: THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF 

TEACHER TRAINING AND LEARNERS' DEVELOPMENT 

The commencement of regular schooling as from January 1994 will be the starting

point for a new era in the Nyae Nyae area, when 200 learners intend to enrol for 

Grade 1 at the five Village Schools. 159 By 1997, most of these learners will be ready 

to attend the Senior Primary section of the Junior Secondary School at Tjum!kui. By 

the end of 2004, a percentage of these learners will look for employment or further 

studies. 

The proposed Plan of Action consists of a three-year Accreditation Phase, which 

concentrates on the successful completion of the in-service teacher training, and will 

eventually lead to the Student Teachers' accreditation. The period of three years must 

be seen within the dynamic framework of all parties involved, e.g. communities, 

learners, Student Teachers, Village Schools Co-ordinator and Teacher Trainer. It is 

an integral part of the Village Schools Project that specified objectives will be 

developed during the course of the in-service teaching phase. On the basis of the 

principles of the MEC's Basic Education Reform Programme, the Village Schools 

Project pledges not to approach the communities with a model of education that will 

after all remain irrelevant for the extraordinary context of a marginalized people. 

159
Cf BIESELE,M.; PFAFFE, J.F.: Prospective .. ., foe cit. 
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After the completion of the Accreditation Phase, the first two groups of learners will 

join the Government school in Tjum!kui, and a committed and newly accredited 

Ju/'hoan teacher will take over the duties of the Teacher Trainer. It is intended to 

internalize the concept of schooling to such a degree, that the Village Schools will 

establish and consolidate themselves as an accepted and important part of the 

communities' daily lives. 

As a general principle, the in-service training supports the implementation of 

community-based concepts by continuous alternation between workshops and 

teaching in the villages. Priority will be given to the methodology of teaching within the 

context of an inter-curricular approach that includes the villagers' life experiences. As 

the knowledge of specific subject methodologies can only unfold its relevance within 

a holistic framework of project-oriented teaching, they must be designed by focussing 

on the creation of a link to the people's reality. The dynamic process of internalizing 

school supersedes a static, authoritarian and irrelevant concept of schooling that has 

alienated the Ju/'hoansi from mainstream educational structures. The re

contextualization and restructuring of schooling on the basis of the Government's 

overall education philosophy, that inter alia lays emphasis on mother tongue 

education, will be the core objective of such an internalization process. 

2.1.3.3.2 REINFORCING THE CONCEPT OF SCHOOLING 

In order to reinforce the educational building process, new student teachers will be 

needed to accommodate the growing needs of the communities. The aspect of self

generated interest and motivation (as opposed to extrinsic motivation strategies) can 

already be observed in the school villages. This is very encouraging with a view to an 

anticipated multiplying effect after the commencement of formal schooling, after which 

a new class of Grade 1 learners will be established every following year. 
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It is recognizable that the communities show an active interest in education, and the 

practical realization of the Village Schools Project enjoys support by the Ju/'hoansi. 

This does not only apply to children, but also to older youth and adults who want to 

be part of the new educational infrastructure. 

2.1.4 LITERACY CONTENT - REFLEXION AND EVALUATION 

2.1.4.1 JU/'HOAN LITERACY 

A two-week intensive workshop on Ju/'hoan literacy primarily focussed on 

compositions and the taping/transcribing of folktales. Other aspects of the literacy 

workshop included dictionary work (names of birds, trees, bushfoods and animals), the 

STs' life story, and stories from old people. As some of the compositions dealt with the 

STs' and communities' problems encountered during this Phase, the English 

translations160 of the STs' work are reproduced here: 

Number of Children BEESA BOO 

We went around teaching in the villages for a week, and we counted to see how many children there are. 
This was meant to let us know how many children we would need to get help for. 
The help that children need is something to get them to school so they can learn. This would be donkeys 
and donkey carts, food, dishes, and other things. 
Food: children need to get food so they can have the strength to learn well. It's also necessary for children 
to have dishes, because some of their fathers are unemployed, and they won't have any dishes to bring with 
them to school. 
I especially liked the idea of counting the children, because this has let us know how to help them. 

160
translated by Megan BIESELE in collaboration with the Student Teachers. Cf also: BIESELE, M.: 

"Handing over the Koki Pen": Ju/'hoan Language Consultancy Report to the Village Schools Programme, 
Nyae Nyae Development Foundation of Namibia. Windhoek 1993. 
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Building Partitions DABEKAQECE 

We were at a meeting at which we talked about school accommodation. They told us that there was no 
money to build accommodation for the schoolteachers. Many people did not agree with this, but in fact there 
is no money planned for this. 
They also said that the children would sleep with their people. They will go to the schools in the places 
where they have relatives. They won't go to the schools where they have no people. They also talked about 
the schoolteachers going to their own n!ores161 because there are no houses. Another idea was for the 
school buildings to be partitioned so that the school food could be in one part and the accommodation in 
another part. 
The next day when we came to school we talked a little and I heard that there might be either one or two 
teachers at each school. In some n!ores there would be only one, and when there are lots of children there 
would be two. 
We will wait and see when Joe has gone to Windhoek and returned whether we can come to a final 
agreement on this, since we are not yet finished. 

Clothes tor School KHA//'AN /KAECE 

As I see it, if some children don't have clothes then other little ones will laugh at them, and that's why it will 
be a problem. The people said that their children wouldn't go to school, so we teachers came from those 
conversations and went to the Co-op and asked them what to do. The Co-op told us that what we had told 
them was fine, but one thing we should do is look for a person to help with sewing (school clothes). 

Accommodation =OMA G/AQ'O 

At the meeting I went to recently I talked with the NNFC about accommodation for the teachers. The first 
thing I said was a question: I asked them where we would stay when the school building were finished. 
The school buildings are being built but the accommodation is not being built. I asked when accommodation 
would be built. I asked them if they were planning to build us places to stay. And they told me that there 
was no money for this. 
So what we are going to do is partition one of the schoolrooms. But some of the n!ores will have two 
teachers. So both of the schoolrooms will be partitioned. We will have one place for sleeping. In another 
place the school feeding food will be stored. But as I see it, if the other schoolroom is full, there still may 
be a problem about accommodation. 

Donkey Transport TSAMKXAO DAQM 

We discussed donkeys and seemed to come to an agreement. We thought that maybe donkeys would help 
out in getting the children to school. It seemed good because that way the children would have something 
to ride. As far as I'm concerned, I think that donkeys are good things. Because donkeys are very strong. 
Donkeys are very useful. On the other hand, we don't really know how they will work out. Because donkeys 
also have to eat. Maybe they will get thin. But even then they are good workers. I really like donkeys but 
I don't really know their work. I think that if we have lots of donkeys we will be able to travel far. 

161 
N!ore, plural: N!oresi (Ju/'hoan): Traditional/ancestral land and hunting ground, belonging to a Ju/'hoan 

family. N!oresi are of paricular importance with regard to the struggle of the Ju/'hoansi for their land rights. 
The Ju/'hoansi of Nyae Nyae still live in their traditional N!oresi of which 32 can be found in the whole 
region. 
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Accommodation TSAMKXAO DAQM 

A few days ago we had a talk with the Co-op. We talked together, but in fact did not really come to an 
agreement. We learned there that the Co-op and Foundation have no money for accommodation. We talked 
and swerved from the point, and again talked and swerved from the point. 
We talked and at first were almost in good agreement. But the big thing was that there is no money to build 
houses for the schoolteachers. So we decided to partition one of the schoolrooms so that the teacher would 
have a place to stay and the school feeding food for the children could be in another place. 
It had long ago been decided that the children would live with their relatives. When I say that, I mean those 
relatives of theirs who live in the n!ores where there will be schools. 
But the big thing is that I don't see where the children who have no relatives in those villages will sleep, 
because if the houses are full and it rains, where will those children be? In lots of n!ores there won't be 
enough houses because the people have not built enough houses. 

Clothes tor School DABEG=KAO 

We went to a lot of villages and talked with the mothers of the children about school. They told us that their 
children had no clothes to wear to school. We heard them and said that even if a child had no clothes 
wouldn't it be good to go to school anyway? Bit they said it wouldn't be good for the child because other 
children would ask if he had no clothes to go to school with. 
We didn't go to any n !ore where the parents said they didn't want their children to go to school. They 
thought school was a good thing because it puts good sense into childrens' heads. But some people said 
their children couldn't go to school. This is because they have no clothes and so they say they don't want 
to go. Their fathers don't have work, and if they go to school who will give them clothes? 
On Monday we went to talk to the Co-op people about whether it would be good to give clothes to the 
children so they could go to school. We also told them that school would start for the children in January. 

Another assignment which was used for evaluation purposes, English paraphrases of 

which are documented as follows: 

TSAMKXAO DAQM 

When you are a teacher, sometimes you are a leader of children, and sometimes you are in their midst, 
in order that you can help them to see the things you're teaching them ... ; when I'm a teacher I think I will 
have something to give to people! I think if I spend time both teaching and listening to people I will be in 
good understanding with them about the things we all have to do to lift up our n!ore. 
People in Ju/'hoansi n!ore still don't know some things and have lots of problems. They are still eating bush 
foods, so they are glad the schools will be close to where their foods are, in the bush. 
The Co-op helps with lots of things, taking care of things and making it possible for people to sit together 
and discuss. 
It's good when we teach in the villages because there is so much variation among them. We learn a lot from 
talking to older community members. Once there was a problem with someone drinking in a village and the 
Co-op sent someone to talk there and help us. 
I feel ready to go teaching in the villages. I think I don't need more schooling. I want to teach in //Xa/oba 
because I have no people to talk to anywhere else - I need to be with my own people. 
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DABEKAQECE 

People wanted me to teach because I had learned to write Afrikaans, and therefore I might do well with 
learning and teaching in school. 
I'm working to become a teacher. One of the things I've learned is how to write my own language, so I can 
help others learn that. I also help children write their names and other writing, along with drawing and 
stories. 
I want to help people so we can lift up our n!ore of Bushmanland. This will take helping each other. I also 
talk together with the n!ore owners and help them with problems. I can also take their problems to the Co
op. 
Our land is small. We have problems which range from elephants eating gardens to lack of tools. There are 
a lot of misunderstandings. But everyone wants schools. They think their children will learn sense and get 
work. Today Namibia is not like before. We Ju/'hoansi will learn in our own language. Things are changing. 

G:KAO MARTIN !KAECE 

I know the Co-op began at my n!ore, /Aotcha, but has moved to Baraka. Before I came to work I worked 
with Patrick on the Dictionary. I have also worked with Eric and as a translator. Now I'm training as a 
teacher. I think this is a good idea. If we have teachers who are not Ju/'hoansi they might laugh at our 
children and do whatever they want to do with them. 
Many Ju/'hoan children fear being beaten and leave school. Many others become sick, and we don't know 
where these sicknesses come from. If we have our own teachers, there will be better understanding. 
The big thing is that I want to help my people. "We have been blind and deaf." Our land is small and there 
are many of us. We don't want to rent it out or sell it. Your n!ore is a big thing and you don't ruin it. But our 
land has lots of problems. 

N!HUNKXA /KAECE 

I first went to school in 1986 but the teacher was bad so I didn't feel like learning and left school. Before 
I had gone to school I gathered bush foods at /Aotcha and Djxoko. 
I want to learn to be a teacher because I want to be a teacher. The Co-op is a thing which is important to 
us. I want to teach the children who haven't had a chance to go to school. At //Xa/oba we taught the 
children to write their names and we played with them. 
One thing we teachers can help with is carrying messages from villages with problems to the Co-op at 
Baraka. But I don't believe that I will really be a teacher - I want to be a teacher but I'm still not sure what 
to do. When the children won't listen to me I'll tell their old people to help me speak to them. It's important 
to understand each other. 
We live from our n!oresi and we should have the say over them. If you don't find food, you die. 
There are good gardens in G=kao Dabe's n!ore but not much in other places. 
The villages which will have schools are looking forward to them. This is a very new thing. 
The work of the Co-op is to see how things are going in the villages, but I don't think it's working very well, 
because they only manage to visit one village and then leave the others. The Co-op hasn't been helping 
my mother or my older brother. People in the villages say they are hungry. The Co-op works with the school 
but I don't know how they work together. 
I'm not sure I'll be a good teacher but I'll try. When we did practice teaching I had no problems. But I'm not 
really sure if I know how to teach. I do want to be a teacher, though. 
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KHA//'AN /KAECE 

I'm from Ben se Kamp, a big n!ore. When I still lived there I went hunting and worked around my home. 
People said I should learn to be a teacher and teach children. 
I really want to be a teacher and teach children. Teachers teach reading, writing, and how to have sense. 
It's important for children to learn to write their names. 
We have to make Ju/'hoansi n !ore strong. When I'm a teacher I'll be able to help out with problems people 
have in the villages. 
People in the villages make things to sell but the money they get back won't even buy shoes. It's not 
enough for clothes, either - it's only enough for sugar and mealie meal. This is a big problem. 
The Co-op representatives are supposed to listen to what is going on, and figure out what they need to 
discuss at conferences. I think they're doing their job well. 
I haven't completely decided what I'm going to do. But I want to continue with my teacher training here at 
Baraka. 

/KOCE /UI 

I come from N!aici. 20 people live there. When I first started to learn to teach, my father and mother talked 
together and agreed it was a good idea. Everyone at N!aici also agreed. 
I want to become a teacher because I want to know (a) to write and read my own language, (b) other things, 
(c) how to teach. I want to do like white people do. A teacher is one who teaches children. I want to be a 
teacher because I want to do all the things that teachers do. Teachers help children to have sense. 
When I first came to Ju/'hoansi n!ore I had no work. Today I have entered teacher training. In future I will 
go to villages and teach children to read and write. I want to be a full teacher who can teach anywhere. The 
community has many problems. 
There are very many n!oresi in Bushmanland. Two big problems are lack of food and lack of cattle. And if 
it doesn't rain people have trouble. 
I don't know how the Co-op representatives are chosen, but I know that the Co-op is moving forward. A Co
op means working together. 

:OMA G/AQ'O 

I think I'll be a teacher. Attendance in learning to be a teacher is important. At my village people do different 
things - build houses, hunt, make gardens, gather. Some men ride horses. Others milk cows. 
I want to teach children how to read and write. A teacher teaches children with stories. We have already 
taught children to write their names, and have played with them. Teachers have lots of sense. 
I'd like to help older people too, as a translator. 
People make things in their n!oresi, like beadwork, bags, and bows and arrows. They also make spears and 
knives. N!oresi have cows and dogs, gardens and chickens. They also have grass-roofed houses. Wind 
pumps pump water for people. 24-30 people live together. 
Problems are that people want cattle and clothes. They want cars, and say they are dying of hunger. The 
//Auru people are hunters; the N!aici people are gardeners. But both can send their kids to school. 
The Co-op is what is lifting up the n!ore. The Co-op is ahead, and the teachers are behind. The Co-op is 
helping the education programme to go forward. Co-op money buys the books and pays the teachers. 
Children love to learn. But some don't return to school after vacation, and stay in the bush. There is always 
the problem of food. 
I'm glad I can write my own language. When I'm a teacher, I'll be able to teach children that. I don't like 
fighting or insults. I won't stay in my house, but will be with the children. 
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KOBA G/AQ'O 

I'm from //Aqri=ah but am living at Djxoko, where there are 37 people. I'm learning to be a teacher. Later 
I will teach children in a village. 
The reason I want to be a teacher is so I can give others what I have learned. Teachers help children have 
sense. 
First I learned to sew on a sewing machine and now I'm learning to be a teacher. I'll teach children to read 
and write. If you don't think about the children, what will you think about? 
Our land is all the surface of the sand around us. I don't know how many people there are in our land, but 
there are certainly many. Their problems are that they don't have much food or cattle. The village people 
are thinking well about their village schools. They want their children to learn and they want all the children 
to have sense. 

BEESA BOO 

My name is Beesa Boo. I am living in Aasvoelnes, Western Bushmanland. There are 350 and more people 
living in Aasvoelnes. Before I started my training as a teacher, I helped my parents with things like house 
mending, preparing fields, going out in the veld to look for wild food and other things. Other people of the 
village, family and community members, thought my plan to become a teacher would enable me to make 
a lot of money. This is because they think being a teacher means you are in a position that you get high 
salaries through teaching. And they thought my future life would be easy. 
A teacher is one who teaches, shares ideas and learns. I want to become a teacher because I find it very 
useful to learn from young Ju/'hoansi, share with them ideas they have with ones I have. During my 
teaching practice I learned new games and plays from children and from elderly people of the villages. 
Teaching is very important because learning from Ju/'hoansi about my culture/tradition would enable me 
to know more about them. 
In the future, I will be working for all the people of Bushmanland. This is, I will be teaching children of the 
n!oresi, I will help in solving problems amongst the people, make decisions and so on. It isn't possible to 
become important for people who do not listen. But talking with people, discuss problems with them and 
solve problems, would make ensure people that I am important. 
A n!ore is a wide area in part of a country used mainly by people living on it, e.g. agriculture, buildings, etc. 
There are many different n !oresi in Eastern Bushman land, two examples are /Aotcha and =Otcaqkxai. There 
are 105 and more people living in =Otcaqkxai.162 There, they have problems of food shortages, 
agriculture. As from food shortage, people sometimes do not get enough food from the veld. Agriculture -
the soils are not suitable for growing crops, e.g. sorghum, maize etc. Villages of Eastern Bushmanland 
differ, that is, some are bigger and some are smaller, e.g. //Auru and =Aqbace. People living in //Auru own 
domestic animals, while =Aqbace people do not. Communities think, to have Village Schools reduces the 
chance of their children going to other far off schools. They thought this because schools are near their 
home villages. 
Co-op is the abbreviation of co-operation, meaning work together. Co-op's representatives (RADAs) are 
chosen by the people of their communities. I see myself under Co-op. My opinion about the Co-op is, that 
I think that in the future Co-op is going to have its own teacher trainers, mechanics, doctors or nurses etc. 
People of the villages thought that Co-op is working on its own. The relationship between Co-op and 
education is, that Co-op helps education, e.g. school buildings and other things suitable for educational use. 
Therefore they are working together. 
During my two teaching practices in two different villages I experienced that people are not always peaceful. 
They get drunk, and sometimes they start fighting. I was not prepared for this, because when I tried to stop 
them, they would say, am I there to control them? Especially, if they are drunk. People (old and children) 
reacted to me in many ways, e.g. children asked to play with me anything, and old people talked with me 
about the school. There were no difficulties. However, if there are any different things I anything different, 
that is when I am going to do something. Maybe arguments amongst the people. 

162This figure is certainly incorrect; =Otcaqkxai has a population of approximately 30-35. 
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I think, the course up to now is alright, and I liked the way I advanced my English, as well as my Ju/'hoansi. 
However, I didn't like the way my salary had been deducted. I don't want to change anything, but I don't 
feel I am ready to go and teach in the Village Schools. This is, because I don't think I am able to spend a 
lot of time talking. 
I plan to do other training next year, other than teacher training. I don't want to continue with teacher 
training, because I find it difficult for me explaining things so that children understand. 

2.1.4.2 SITUATION-ORIENTED ENGLISH LITERACY 

The STs' efficiency in English literacy varies enormously within the group. Some STs 

are not even able to recognize words like "name", "surname", "occupation", while 

others are relatively fluent in the language. At the moment, those students who are in 

good command of English, are busy helping and teaching their fellow students in 

smaller groups: a good way of teaching practice with immediate relevance to 

everybody involved. 

A part of the STs' literacy programme was the completion of application forms for 

Namibian passports. It became evident that apart from certain terminology, many 

concepts are unknown to some STs (e.g. birthday, Western definition of marriage, 

being a minor): this gives an indication for more concepts to be discussed and 

contextualized within the teacher training course. 

2.1.4.3 LANGUAGE MEDIUM FOR THE TRAINING COURSE 

During Stage 2, it was unanimously agreed in class to move away from translations 

from and into Ju/'hoan wherever possible. The TT uses exclusively English, whereby 

the STs can respond in either English or Afrikaans. During discussions, the STs can 

continue to use their mother tongue Ju/'hoan, after which they will appoint a rapporteur 
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to give a reportback in either English or Afrikaans. 

Should important instructions/explanations given by the TT need translation, they might 

as an exception still be translated into Ju/'hoan. 

The decision to move away from translations from and into Ju/'hoan in favour of 

English (TT) or Afrikaans (STs) respectively, proved to be successful. The STs are 

able to understand instructions and discussion inputs in English, even if their own 

contributions are still phrased in Afrikaans. This can be seen as an indication for an 

increased level of English literacy amongst the STs, probably due to the concept of 

applied situation-oriented literacy throughout the training course. This concept should 

be kept to in future and should always enjoy preference over formal English literacy 

training, especially with regard to a new students intake next year. 

It is intended to switch completely to English within a time frame of two years (end of 

third year of training), so that the final training year will be conducted exclusively in 

English in order to prepare the STs for their final official examinations. 

2.1.5 CONCLUSIONS ON THE PRE-SERVICE PHASE 

The issue of literacy and schooling must be seen within the broader context of human 

rights and self-development. Within such a framework, the main objective will be to 

achieve empowerment with dignity. 

In order to reach such a goal, any form of handout must be regarded as detrimental 

to the overall philosophy of creating self-sufficiency for the target group. It has to be 

borne in mind that dependency has to be overcome and not to be consolidated, and 

that self-reliance can only be accomplished by active community involvement. 
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Therefore, the communities' input and participation is essential for the overall success 

of the Village Schools Project. 

In view of such an approach, the Nyae Nyae School Readiness Programme intended 

to assist with the development of a common strategy on grounds of a deeper analysis 

of community-oriented ideas and concepts, focussing on community-oriented 

expectations towards schooling by means of community research. This also initiated 

self-reflective processes which in return hopefully will also contribute towards a change 

of the communities' expectations, i.e. from a mere consumer-oriented attitude to a 

more co-operative oriented approach. The provision of community-based training will 

eventually lead to self-employment and the creation of jobs, thus facilitating an 

increasing level of community self-reliance. 

With regard to the communities' empowerment process of decision-making, 

sense/earning has to pledge not to approach the communities with just another 

westernized and pre-fabricated model of thinking, that will after all remain irrelevant 

for the extraordinary context of marginalized peoples. The development of 

programmes will have to be rooted in the context of the community and will therefore 

constitute a dynamic and interdependent process: the actual acceptance and ongoing 

implementation of programmes eventually has to rest with the communities. 

The STs have successfully internalized educational principles such as learner-centred 

teaching and the important role of community-based materials production. In 

combination with the STs' responsible and unbiased approach towards social problem 

situations, they seem to be qualified now to take up more complex tasks in the Nyae 

Nyae communities. By acting as facilitators of communication, maybe they can bridge 

the apparent gap between the Co-op establishment and the villages. 

In accordance with the dynamic approach of the in-service course, curricular planning 

is also seen as a dynamic process. While the Student Teachers concentrate on short

term planning and, within the MEC's underlying policies, adapt their findings to the 
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needs of the communities, they simultaneously create a community-based curriculum 

that develops as the course progresses. This curriculum can then serve as a blueprint 

for new generations of Student Teachers and learners, who will in return give new 

input in order to increase the curricular relevance even further. 

The exchange and dialogue between Student Teachers, learners, communities, Village 

Schools Co-ordinator and Teacher Trainer is essential for the Village Schools Project. 

Strong emphasis will therefore continuously be laid on the acquisition of skills to 

conduct community-based research and materials collection. It will always remain an 

important element of the Village Schools Project that the curriculum translates the 

communities' input into educational practice: the foundation will always be the 

community and the materials deriving from it. 

After completion of the pre-service training, the focus will now turn torwards the in

service training and the start of formal schooling in the villages. It is hoped that the 

findings of the pre-service course will be of help to those, who might be interested in 

starting a contextual-pedagogical education programme of their own. 

In view of the facilitation of such a development, the author has published a series of 

modules on teacher education 163 that are based on the dynamic processes within 

the teacher training group. Therefore, the applied methodology could be useful for any 

other community-based teacher training project in the country, in order to uplift the 

educational status quo for all those previously deprived of their right to education. 

163
PFAFFE, J.F.: TEACH! Workbooks for Teacher Training. Windhoek: Nyae Nyae Development 

Foundation 1994. Module 1: Getting Started. Module 2: Introduction to Methodology. Module 3: Introduction 
to Basic Aspects of Social Work. The Teacher as a Social Worker. Module 4: Introduction to the 
Methodologies of Community-Based Numeracy and Literacy. Module 5: Coping with Conflict. The Teacher 
as a Facilitator for Better Communication. Module 6: Gaining Experience in Practical Teaching. Module 7: 
Basic Aspects of School Administration. Module 8: Creating Self-Sufficiency. Education within the Context 
of Development Work. Module 9: Introduction to Community-Based Educational Theory. 
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2.2 THE IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING COURSE 

2.2.1 OUTLINE OF AIMS AND METHODS 

The main aim of the in-service period will be to reconcile theoretical knowledge with 

the demands and challenges of day-to-day teaching, thus incorporating the needs of 

the Ju/'hoan communities and translating them back into areas of curriculum 

development and teaching methodology. This circular process will not only prepare the 

Student Teachers for their profession, but will also guarantee that the overall teacher 

training course remains relevant to the target group. 

Since the programme continues to allow for adaptation to the contextual situation and 

for community input, the outline for the STs' second year of training combines its 

theoretical structure with a certain openness towards the teaching situation. It 

therefore remains the core characteristic of this course, not to put a pre-defined 

structure onto a community which is in the process of defining itself. 

The STs will increasingly be confronted with the difficult task of being in a position of 

authority, necessitating the intra- and interpersonal acceptance of responsibility. 

Coming to terms with this re-definition of reality, however, can simultaneously serve 

as a blueprint for empowerment of a whole community contained in dependency and 

reliance on outsiders: this is where the inherent objectives of the teacher training 

course can gain momentum far beyond the sphere of schooling, and will reach out into 

all domains of an integrated development project. 
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2.2.1.1 THE WORK STRUCTURE 

The course is divided into three main time periods in accordance with the Namibian 

school trimesters. For the first year of in-service training, the STs will receive holidays 

in full agreement with the official school calendar. This decision was reached in order 

not to demand too much of the STs by expecting them to attend workshops during 

holiday time. However, for the second year of in-service training the STs will be 

expected to invest some of their holiday time for at least two additional one-week 

workshops, with this workshop time increasing even further during the final third year 

of their in-service training. 

During the course of the in-service training, the STs will carry out a full-time teaching 

programme for Grade 1 learners in the Nyae Nyae villages. They will receive constant 

assistance from the VISCO, who will sit in their classes on a regular basis, discussing 

problems and methodological questions as they arise. 

In addition, five workshops on specific topics will be held during weekends (one 

workshop during the first trimester, two workshops each during trimesters two and 

three) as outlined in Table 11. A colloquium will conclude the training year, whereby 

the STs' performance will be formally evaluated by the VISCO who will also take 

community opinions into account. 

As a general principle, the in-service training supports the implementation of 

community-based concepts by continuous alternation between workshops and 

teaching in the villages. Priority will be given to the methodology of teaching within the 

context of an inter-curricular approach that includes the villagers' life experiences. As 

the knowledge of specific subject methodologies can only unfold its relevance within 

a holistic framework of project-oriented teaching, they must be designed by focussing 

on the creation of a link to the people's reality. 
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There are three main reasons for such a concept: 

Firstly, the Nyae Nyae area has proven its immediate and urgent need for mother 

tongue schooling; the villagers are acknowledging the STs' contribution and seem 

to accept the Village Schools as being an integral part of their daily lives. 

Secondly, the community-based approach of the Village Schools Project has very 

much to rely on community input and communication, whereby objectives will have 

to be identified and teaching materials will have to be developed in direct 

consultation with Student Teachers, communities and learners. 

Thirdly, the main focus of community-based teacher training should be practically

oriented by means of in-service exposure to the actual teaching situation. 

The dynamic process of "making school", as already successfully initiated during the 

one year pre-service phase, supersedes a static, authoritarian and irrelevant concept 

of schooling that has alienated the Ju/'hoansi from mainstream educational structures. 

The re-contextualization and restructuring of schooling on the basis of the 

Government's overall education philosophy, that inter alia lays emphasis on mother 

tongue education, will continue to be the core objective of the in-service teacher 

training. The course acknowledges the necessity of a three-dimensional approach 

which simultaneously incorporates methodological aspects for teachers, communities 

and learners. It could be observed that the STs seem to have internalized this 

concept, and that they are now able to operate within a three-dimensional framework. 

Therefore, unlike the pre-service course, these objectives are not delineated 

separately any more, but rather interwoven within a greater Field of Study which for 

the first year of in-service training incorporates the topical segments Teaching 

Methodology, Curriculum Development and School Administration. These topical 

segments can be further sub-divided as described as shown in Table 10: 
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Table 15: Topical sub-division of training segments 

Teaching Methodology Curriculum Development School Administration 

- General methodology Objectives identification - School Feeding -
- Subject methodologies - Community consultation Programme (SFP) 

- Donkey Transport Scheme 
(DOTS) 

- Compilation of learners' 
reports 

- General administration 
skills 

Conceptualization 

Materials Production 

Implementation 

Aiming at Communny acceptance 

INTERDEPENDENT SUPPORT 

Community consultation 

Reflexion upon objectives previously identified 

Teaching Methodology Curriculum Development 

- General methodology - Objectives identification 
- Subject methodology - Community consultation 
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2.2.1.2 METHODOLOGICAL CONTENT 

The course is organized in such a way, that the STs have an opportunity to acquire 

individual experiences first, upon which they can reflect during in-depth workshops 

held during the second trimester. In order to help the STs with the administrative 

challenges, an administration workshop is held in the beginning, introducing the STs 

to SFP, DOTS, and to all the immediate procedures necessary to administer the 

village schools in their respective villages. 

The aspect of being prepared to accept responsibility and authority will be of utmost 

importance. This constitutes a learning process that implies the overcoming of pre

conceptional behaviour patterns and the dependency on outsiders. Such a 

disempowering dependency has unintentionally, but unfortunately, been created over 

a long period of time by some development workers. The VISCO will always stress to 

the communities that the overall responsibility rests with the STs, and that they are 

entitled and encouraged to make decisions on their own for which they have to take 

responsibility. 

The second trimester focusses on the reappraisal of individual experiences by means 

of reflexion sessions, followed by the drafting of guidelines to be workshopped by all 

STs. As the administrative aspect of teaching is expected to be more or less organized 

at that stage, the weight will now be shifting towards Teaching Methodology and 

Curriculum Development, culminating in the STs' independent production of teaching 

aids. This production exercise should provide the practical output necessary to 

internalize any theoretical knowledge received earlier, especially with regard to other 

areas apart from textbook production. 

By the end of the third trimester, the topical segments of Teaching Methodology and 

Curriculum Development should be perceived as a unit within the three-dimensional 

framework of the training course, taking into account all main three Conditional Fields 
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such as teachers, communities and learners. A concluding administration workshop 

will prepare the STs for the necessary year-end procedures, and will likewise give an 

indication of administrative problem areas to be considered during the second year of 

in-service training. 

Table 11 illustrates this proposed structure in more detail. 

2.2.1.3 LITERACY CONTENT 

During the first year of in-service training, the course will primarily focus on 

methodological questions, but will continue to incorporate aspects of situation-oriented 

English literacy. English will only be a teaching subject as from Grade 2, when in

service literacy training of basic communicative English will commence. 

The Ju/'hoan literacy correspondence course164 will resume with an initial situation

oriented assignment, followed by similar exercises which will be co-ordinated between 

BIESELE and the VISCO. 

164
BIESELE, M.: A correspondence .. ., foe cit. 
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TRIMESTER 

Trimester 1 

(15 weeks) 

Trimester 2 

(12,5 weeks) 

Trimester 3 

(13 weeks) 

FIELD OF STUDY 
Teachina Methodoloav Curriculum Development School Administration 
General Subject Objectives Community School Feedin~ Donkey Transport Compilation of General skills 

methodoloav methodoloaies identification Consultation Proaramme (SF 1) Scheme (DOTS) Learners' reports (administration) 

Acquisition of Acquisition of Acquisition of Acquisition of workshoe I: 
experiences with experiences with experiences with experiences with Introduction to SFP and DOTS 
regard to own teaching regard to regard to 

approach - clarification of 9eneral philosophy of SFP 
- structuring a - reacting to - approaching the - compilation of etailed budget and distribution list for SFP 

school day Expansion of community's input community in - identification of responsibilities with re~ard to SFP 
- adjusting to methodological - combining school school matters - compilation of distribution plan for don eys and donkey-carts 

different age repertoire objectives with the - recognizing/ - identification of responsibilities with regard to DOTS 
groups and skill needs of the analyzing 
levels Development (bl community differences in Preparation of Inauguration of Village Schools - initiating experimentation - evaluating the approaching the 
effective group of a teaching importance of community if Data uodate on Villa e School enrolments work strategy for different one originates 

- reacting to Ju/'hoan and objectives from another Acquisition of Acquisition of Acquisition of 
conflict Numeracy - prioritizing community experiences with experiences with skills related to 
situations objectives - reacti~ to regard to regard to 

- identifying/ (potenttal) - basic record 
creating conflict - explaining the - explaining DOTS keeping (eg. 
community-based situations SFP philosophy to to the attendance 
catellories for - analyzinlJ one's the communities communities register) 
prioritization own position - reacting to - reacting to - stock taking 

within the (potential) conflict (potential) conflict - compilation of 
community situations situations inventory lists 

- accepting 
responsibility and 

- accepting 
responsibility and 

authoritv authoritv 

WorkshoE! II: Production of teachin9 aids: ongoing ongoing Acquisition of ongoing skills 
- Reflexion upon experiences gained - Applying of 1nd1v1dual experiences within implementation and implementation and experiences with acquisition 

during the first trimester a practical context consolidation consolidation regard to 
- Drafting of guidelines with regard to - Combination of theoretical input 

the problems outlined above (guidelines for teaching methodology) - describing the 
- Consideration of aspects of specific with practical output progress of a 

subject methodologies learner 
- describing the 

WorkshoE! Ill: Ongoing reconciliation of identified individual learning 
- Oraltmg of guidelines for a teaching objectives with the needs of the situation 

strategy for Ju/'hoan and Numeracy community by means of community - identifying 
- Consideration of aspects of general consultation individual learning 

teachina methodoloav . Problems 

WorkshoE! IV !Colloguiumi: 
- Reflexion upon dratted guidelines for a teaching strategy for Ju/'hoan and 

workshoe V: 
• Evaluation of SFP and DOTS, drafting of guidelines for ongoing implementation 

Numeracy and consolidation 
- Drafting of a syllabus for Grade 1 Ju/'hoan and Numeracy - Drafting of guidelines for year-end procedures (learners' reports, stocktaking, 
- Juxtaposing of syllabus with community needs data update) 

- Identification of administrative problem areas to be considered during the 
• Formal year-end evaluation of STs' performance second vear of in-service trainina 

Compilation of Drafting of Drafting of Drafting of year-
order forms for distribution lists for individual year-end end inventory 
provisions needed 
in 1995 

1995 reports lists 
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2.2.2 ACTION PLAN FOR FINALIZATION OF THE VILLAGE SCHOOLS 

PROJECT (15 MONTHS) 

At the outset of this Action Plan it has to be acknowledged that the original main 

project objectives have been achieved by the Project: 

To provide basic education at community level in Eastern Bushmanland; 

To have the medium of instruction at the Village Schools in the mother 

tongue, Ju/'hoan; 

To train Ju/'hoan teachers who will be the best educators for their own 

people; 

To develop a relevant curriculum and curricular material in consultation with 

the communities; 

To build school facilities165 close to communities, in order to enable the 

learners to learn and live in their own familiar environment for the first three 

years of school. 

In addition, the prognosis appears to be positive with regard to Ju/'hoan children 

joining governmental schools in Grade 4 as confident and critical thinking learners." 

After the first year of schooling, four out of five Village Schools offer Grades One and 

Two, with a strong influx of learners enrolling for Grade One. 

165
The community of N=aqmtjoha has not yet received a school building and uses the food storage 

structure as a makeshift classroom. This is due to the fact that the Education Team always regarded the 
school village of N=aqmtjoha as a village that might succeed in the development of own initiatives with 
regard to the construction of such a building. A school in N=aqmtjoha was never planned, and only came 
into effect after the practical teaching phase where N=aqmtjoha acted as a "substitute" practice village for 
//Auru. After the completion of the practical teaching phase, the villagers requested to have a permanent 
school in their village, even if it would not be possible to have a school building. Both Education Team and 
the people of N=aqmtjoha finally agreed to such a concept. However, no concrete initiatives by either 
community or Student Teacher of N=aqmtjoha could be observed yet. 
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The Accreditation Phaseis split into an Initial Accreditation Phase and a Final 

Accreditation Phase. In between these two phases, a Take-over Phase of three 

months will help to facilitate a smooth transfer from the NNDFN to the Namibian 

Ministry of Education (MEC). 

With a view to the creation of a sustainable transportation system after the withdrawal 

of the Village Schools Co-ordinator (VISCO), it is intended to provide the STs in every 

school village with two horses each in order to establish and maintain close links with 

their respective school communities. This will also help to facilitate the development 

of a strong parents advisory committee. 

2.2.2.1 INITIAL ACCREDITATION PHASE 

During the Initial Accreditation Phase, the (third year) in-service teacher training for the 

STs will continue with regular school visits and advice given by the VISCO who will 

also continue to develop and execute in-service training workshops. Such workshops 

will also address aspects of multi-graded education, as four of the five Village Schools 

have learners in two grades this year, whereby only one Village School can offer one 

teacher each for the two Grades. In the other schools, one teacher will have to teach 

two Grades simultaneously. 

Moreover, in view of the envisaged transfer of responsibilities, four additional 

objectives will be pursued: 

(i) Administrative preparation and finalization of take-over by MEC by 

the end of 1995, in order to become fully effective by the end of 

March 1996; 
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(ii) Establishing of strong links with other educational institutions 166 

who might benefit from the VSP's experience and might be able to 

support the (MEC) Project with personnel in the future, also with a 

view to a possible opening for the STs to gain access for furthering 

their own studies; 

(iii) Developing of a mutual Plan of Action together with the National 

Institute of Educational Development of the MEC (NIED) and the 

Namibian Teachers' Education Reform Programme (TERP) by 

stronger involvement of the Education Team with regard to such 

planning and the recruitment of future staff; 

(iv) Finalizing provisional procedures of the STs' accreditation by end of 

1995, in order to facilitate the possibility for the STs to be directly 

employed by the MEC as from 01 April 1996 and to be taken over as 

alternatively qualified teachers by the end of their fourth year of 

training at the end of 1996. 

3.2 TAKE-OVER PHASE 

As stated in the Annual Report1 67 of the VSP, an assessment undertaken by 

MEG/NIED representatives during September 1994 recommended "the plan to 

establish a MEC Teacher Resource Centre in Tjum!kui from where an MEC Advisory 

166
Especially with regard to Ongwediva and Rundu College of Education, and the envisaged Tjum!kui 

Resource Centre. 

167BR0RMANN, M.: The Village Schools Project in Nyae Nyae, Otjozondjupa Region, Namibia. Annual 
Report 1994. 
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Teacher will assist the Village Schools Project". 168 According to the Report, the 

MEG/NIED representatives also indicated that "the ultimate aim of the Village Schools 

Project being taken over by the MEC will ( ... ) materialize towards the end of 

1995".169 

This proposal recommends to conclude the NNDFN's involvement with the Project by 

a three-month overlapping period during which the current VISCO will work closely 

together with the MEC Advisory Teacher. Such an Advisory Teacher should then, after 

the Take-over Phase, completely assume the responsibilities of the VISCO who will 

then withdraw from the Project. 

2.2.2.3 FINAL ACCREDITATION PHASE 

By the end of March 1996, the NNDFN will no longer be involved with the VSP. This 

Proposal recommends that by the end of 1996, an accredited former Ju/'hoan Student 

Teacher could be appointed as a counterpart to the Advisory Teacher. In order to 

facilitate such a development, the MEC will finalize the accreditation procedures for 

the STs during this Final Accreditation Phase. 

Table 12 summarizes this Action Plan as from January 1994 until December 1996, 

when the MEC will already have overall responsibility for the Project. 

168
BRORMANN, M.: The Village ... , foe cit, p 11. 

169 Ibid. 
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Table 17: Action Plan for finalization of the Village Schools Project170 

YEAR Teacher Training Phase Remarks 

1994 2nd year: INITIAL The development of the 
- In-Service Training ACCREDITATION methodology to be applied will be 
- End-of-Year PHASE a dynamic process, rooted in the 

Evaluation context of community, learners, 
(two years) Student Teachers, Village 

Schools Co-ordinator and 
Teacher Trainer. 

1995 3rd year: The primary objectives will be 
- In-Service Training 
- End-of-Year - finalization of take-over by 

Evaluation MEC by the end of 1995; 
- establishing strong links with 

other educational institutions; 
- developing a mutual plan of 

action together with 
NIEDfTERP; 

- finalization of accreditation 
procedures for the Student 
Teachers. 

1996 4th year: TAKE-OVER PHASE Transfer of responsibilities from 
- In-Service Training the NNDFN to the MEC 

(three months) 
Transfer of responsibilities from 
the VISCO to an MEC advisory 
teacher based in Tjum!kui 

VISCO will continue his work to 
create an overlapping period until 
31 March 1996 

Complete withdrawal of NNDFN 
and VISCO per 31 March 1996 

- Final Examination FINAL Final accreditation to be 
- Accreditation ACCREDITATION facilitated by MEC 

PHASE 
Student Teachers to be 

(nine months) employed by MEC 

By the end of 1996, an 
accredited Ju/'hoan former 
student teacher could be 
appointed as a counterpart to the 
Advisory Teach er 

170
Envisaged date of complete take-over by MEC: 01 April 1996 
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2.2.3 DEVELOPMENT IN VILLAGE SCHOOLS 

Within the first six weeks of schooling, more than 40% of the prospective school 

entrants had already been enrolled into one of the five Village Schools. 171 This could 

be regarded as a substantial success, especially with a view to the fact that the 

attendance rate in the five school villages (Baraka, N=aqmtjoha, =Aqbace, //Auru and 

//Xa/oba) amounted to 82% on average, with //Xa/oba showing an attendance rate of 

96%. 

As far as schools with a large number of feeder villages were concerned (i.e. Baraka 

and //Auru), the overall attendance was still below average at that stage. During the 

early stages of the in-service training period, donkeys were allocated to the feeder 

villages, and the people were informed about the establishment of the donkey 

transport system (DOTS). The overall attendance rate had increased substantially 

since then. 

The official inauguration of the Village Schools in March 1994 was accompanied by 

a steady growth in the number of learners attending classes. Due to the introduction 

of DOTS, 62, 1 % of the prospective school entrants were enrolled into either one of the 

five Village Schools. The attendance rate in the five school villages amounted to 

93,4% on average, with =Aqbace and //Xa/oba showing an attendance rate of 100%. 

Due to DOTS, schools with a large number of feeder villages (i.e. Baraka and //Auru) 

experienced the sharpest rise in overall attendance; the total number of prospective 

school entrants rose to 214. A total of 17 learners left Government Schools in 

Aasvoelnes and Tjum!kui respectively, and decided to join one of the Village Schools. 

By the end of the first school year, the number of learners had consolidated. With the 

exception of N=aqmtjoha, all other four Village Schools have catered for Grade One 

171 
Please refer to section 2.2.7 for an in-depth quantitative study of Village School enrolments, 

prospective learners and school attendance figures. 
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and Two as from the following year, whereby two STs taught in //Xa/oba. At all other 

Village Schools, one ST had to teach two Grades simultaneously. 

The STs continuously acquired experiences with regard to the structuring of their 

school day, they tried to adjust to different age groups and skill levels, and reacted to 

conflict situations within the classroom. As far as the initiation of effective group work 

was concerned, this needed urgent attention, as all STs started to employ a more 

teacher-oriented approach as soon as the numbers of learners increased. In //Auru, 

where at some stage over 40 learners were attending classes, the teaching situation 

became additionally difficult due to the fact that on average three learners had to 

share a desk and chair; a similar problem could be observed in =Aqbace and //Xa/oba. 

In the beginning, the STs seemed to be overwhelmed by the rapidly increasing 

numbers of learners, and needed some time to adjust to the new situation of standing 

in front of a big and constantly changing class of learners with considerable age 

differences. Towards the end of the first term, the VISCO could observe that the STs 

started to accept their situation, but felt rather uncomfortable with their somewhat 

authoritarian status. The learner-centred and more individualistic approach had been 

partly sacrificed in the process; the classroom situation did not appear to be a 

traditional learning set-up any more (consisting of a rather small and consistent group 

of learners who are basically related) and seemed to encourage non-traditional 

"solutions" of exerting mechanisms of one-sided power and control. 

The VISCO reflected on these observations together with the STs during the various 

workshop sessions, after which the initial learner-oriented approach could be restored. 

The STs needed to have an opportunity to re-live and discover their change of 

approach, of which they themselves have not been fully aware. This learning group 

phase was being confined within the group-dynamical borders of forming and storming, 

which allowed for the evolvement of new rules and guidelines during the following 

norming phase. Such a development was supported by the communities' inherent 

philosophy of mutual consent, which had to be incorporated more into the classroom 
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situation. 

Generally, all STs offered their classes regularly and co-operated well with the VISCO 

who gave individual advice and encouragement whenever necessary. In the following 

sections 2.2.3.1-2.2.3.5 the author will now briefly sketch the individual school profiles 

of the five Nyae Nyae Village Schools and their respective Student Teachers. 

2.2.3.1 BAR AKA 

G=kao Martin /Kaece commenced his class with only two learners from Baraka. During 

the time of the opening, the Ju/'hoan health team members were on leave and did not 

send their children to school. Within the first week of teaching, these two learners left 

school as well, leaving G=kao with nobody to teach. 

After reassurance given by the VISCO, teaching could resume a week later. The 

school had been attended regularly by eight learners from Baraka, but not by learners 

from other villages during the early stages of its existence. In a conversation with 

G=kao, N!ani from N//oaq!'osi (RADA representative and n!ore owner) indicated that 

he would not be prepared to send any children to Baraka, as the school should have 

been built in his village in the first place. With 19 prospective learners, N//oaq!'osi is 

the biggest feeder village to Baraka. In a community meeting with N!ani from 

N//oaq'!osi, G=kao Martin /Kaece could convince him that Baraka was a better place 

for a Village School than N//oaq'!osi after all. N!ani agreed to the DOTS contract and 

immediately sent 7 learners to Baraka, with more learners to follow after the delivery 

of a donkey cart. 

G=kao approaches the teaching situation in a formal, yet confident manner. He 

switches successfully between quiet and lively activities, and he administrates his 
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school well. On numerous occasions, he approached parents of his learners and 

convinced them that regular school attendance was important for an effective learning 

process. Due to the fact that the learner group in Baraka did not undergo constant 

changes, G=kao was able to build up a rather more stable relationship between 

himself and his learners. 

2.2.3.2 N:AQMTJOHA 

When schooling was supposed to commence in N=aqmtjoha, Kha//'an /Kaece was cut 

off in G/uih!'han, where he spent his Christmas holidays, due to heavy rains. He 

managed to return to his village a couple of days later, after which he started teaching. 

The people in N=aqmtjoha appear to be very supportive towards the Village Schools. 

They made clear on several occasions that they really appreciate the idea of having 

a school, even if there was no building. All prospective learners from neighbouring 

G/aq'o!oma also come to school regularly. 

Despite his young age, Kha//'an seems to be respected as teacher in the N=aqmtjoha 

community. He was able to organize community help for the School Feeding 

Programme (SFP), and succeeded in maintaining a regular attendance rate in his 

school, including the learners from another village. 

However, the teaching approach of Kha//'an is rather teacher-oriented if not 

authoritarian which is certainly due to the impact of his own school experiences. There 

were some complaints by N=aqmtjoha people about Kha//'an's authoritarian attitude, 

especially towards the adults in the village. On one occasion, Kha//'an allegedly fired 

the cooks because "he didn't like them." After a community meeting, the N=aqmtjoha 

RADAs apparently reinstated the cooks, which was not well received by Kha//'an. 
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It must be borne in mind, however, that N=aqmtjoha appears to be a difficult place for 

"outsiders" to live, and that during the pre-service phase a previous ST had similar 

problems with the adult community after insisting that the learners should wash their 

hands before coming to school. The conflict then was rooted solely between the adults 

and herself, and not between ST and learners. Nevertheless, the conflict was soon 

carried into the teaching situation by accusing her of being a bad teacher. 

Contrarily now, the people appreciate Kha//'an's efforts as a teacher, and have at not 

stage complained about Kha//'an in his professional capacity. There seems to be a 

power struggle taking place, with Kha//'an trying to gain a status of overall authority 

in order to compensate for his young age. After Kha//'an had been made aware of the 

potential negative side effects, making it impossible for him to be accepted as an 

integral part of the N=aqmtjoha village, his approach underwent fundamental changes. 

2.2.3.3 :A QB ACE 

Dabe Kaqece had to start in a practically deserted village, after all people except the 

aged left for Aasvoelnes and only returned the first week of February. Dabe managed 

to increase the number of his learners from initially six to 24, after all 18 prospective 

learners from neighbouring =Otcaqkxai - without exception - joined the =Aqbace 

Village School. He then managed to achieve the highest overall attendance rate of all 

five Village Schools, whereby eight learners left the Government School in Aasvoelnes 

and returned with their parents to =Aqbace. 

As the school building had only been completed by March 1994, teaching had taken 

place in the open until then. Dabe relates well to his learners and is aware of 

problems, one of which was fighting among =Aqbace and =Otcaqkxai children, which 

ceased after they realized that most of them were related. 
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Dabe appears to be the most relaxed and non-authoritarian teacher in the VSP. He 

conducts his classes in a very playful way, with great emphasis on singing, dancing 

and acting. His formal sessions (reading, writing, numeracy) do not exceed 10 

minutes, whereafter the learners are prompted to sing and play - either together with 

Dabe in a more structured manner, or completely free. During these sessions, many 

members of the community join in, sometimes after waiting outside the classroom 

while the more formal sessions are in progress. Even then, some members of the 

community can always be found inside the classroom, watching and listening. By 

switching often between indoor and open-air activities, he overcame the problem of 

having not enough furniture for all his learners. 

2.2.3.4 //AURU 

//Auru experienced the most significant enrolment changes of all five Village Schools. 

Like in =Aqbace, six learners withdrew from the Government School in Tjum!kui and 

returned to //Auru in order to go to school. 

The community seems to regard the Village School also as a community hall. This 

development indicates an identification with the school as being an integral part of the 

village. When the community was briefed about DOTS, all villagers assembled in the 

school and respected the ST =Oma G/aq'o as an informal leader. 

=Oma G/aq'o creates a relaxed and fun filled atmosphere in class. He is a great 

storyteller, and learners repeatedly ask him to tell about his own past experiences. He 

appears to be extremely committed and very well respected in his village. Over the 

first year, he managed to change the appearance of //Auru from a run-down village 

to a village gaining internal and external structure. The people in the village were very 

eager to contribute to the school, occasionally even without payment, and took their 
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responsibilities seriously. This not only refers to the SFP-cooks, but also to the 

community in general who seem to be dedicated to "their" school, especially since the 

main inauguration ceremony took place at //Auru which strengthened and intensified 

this sentiment even further. 

2.2.3.5 //XA/OBA 

With only one exception, all learners from Tsamkxao Daqm's home village are 

attending school, which represents an attendance rate of 96%. Even with all feeder 

villages taken into account - some of them quite far away-, the overall attendance rate 

at //Xa/oba school has always been high. DOTS had not been introduced to //Xa/oba, 

which still remains the only school without a feeder village (one learner from !Ani=uri 

boards informally in //Xa/oba). 

Tsamkxao and his family (his father is a RADA delegate) are highly respected in 

//Xa/oba. He often successfully incorporates community members into his teaching 

activities, especially in the afternoons. He teaches with great confidence, his teaching 

style being lively, motivating, and always centring on the learner. However, at stages 

he started to combine this with very authoritarian patterns, insisting on being accepted 

as ultimate leader in class. 172 

172
At one occasion, he asked his learners in Afrikaans "Verstaan ju/le?", and when they answered "Ja", 

he corrected them "Ja, Meneer!". Although this might have been an isolated incident and also might have 
been meant partly as a joke, the VISCO considered it always important to reflect on such incidents more 
detail. In this case, he presented the dialogue to all the STs on a poster during a training workshop. 
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2.2.4 REFLEXION AND EVALUATION WITHIN THE WORKSHOP 

SESSIONS 

2.2.4.1 THE FIRST SIX WEEKS OF PRACTICAL TEACHING 

To prepare the discussion on the STs' experiences, the TT provided the STs with a 

guideline for their oral report. The overall question was phrased as "How did it go in 

your village so far?", with the following additional thoughts given as TT input: 

HOW DID IT GO IN YOUR VILLAGE SO FAR? 

Write anything down that comes to your mind, everything you might want to talk 
about in your report. Here are some ideas on what kind of information you could 
give: 

- What went well in your Village School? 
- Where do you see success? 
- Where do you see problems? 

How many children are now in school? 
Did the number grow? How and when? 

- Where from are the children in your school? 
- What have you taught so far? 

How would you see your relationship with the community? 

Poster 84: How did it go in your village so far? 
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The STs reported on school enrolments and their individual teaching approaches as 

partly outlined in 2.2.3. It was interesting to note that the STs approach their training 

in a much more professional way then in their pre-service training; everybody 

contributed to the proceedings of the workshop without jesting and fooling around. 

All STs could report that their learners attend classes regularly, which was positively 

reinforced by the TT. Asked for the possible reasons, the STs stated that they would 

"work together with the children and the people", as opposed to their own experiences 

in Government Schools where only the headmaster gave directions and orders. 

Examples of intervention were presented, whereby it became clear that conflicts 

among learners (e.g. fighting, teasing, ridiculing) were discussed with the whole 

learner group together with the ST. One ST said that "the children used to tease each 

other, but then I talked to them, and we all talked together, and now they don't tease 

any more!". It is encouraging to see the STs already applying constructive and learner

centred intervention strategies. 

The relationship with the communities was generally described as positive, with the 

STs stating that they received good support. This can be confirmed by the TT and his 

observations when visiting the school villages. 

With regard to the teaching contents, the STs concentrated primarily on the Grade 1 

learners, and adjusted their pace accordingly. They all took into account their 

experiences from the pre-service teaching practices. 
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2.2.4.2 INAUGURATION OF THE VILLAGE SCHOOLS 

The TT explained and discussed the itinerary173 for the inauguration of the Village 

Schools. It was pointed out that due to time constraints not all villages could receive 

the same attention, but that ali villages would be part of the ceremony. It was agreed 

that N=aqmtjoha should be visited by interested people after conclusion of the official 

programme. 

Asked for suggestions for the STs' 30-minute presentation, they proposed to organize 

sing-and-dance games with their learners. Another part of the presentation centred 

around the STs' own involvement in the programme and their specific experiences. As 

a starting-point, a problem which was discussed earlier by the STs will be taken up 

again for presentation: people leaving the village on a hunting-and-gathering trip, and 

the subsequent re-definition of the teacher's role, thus being no longer a person 

confined to a building. 174 The STs together with their learners dramatized elements 

of that problem complex, while explanations were given by another ST. The scripts for 

the explanations were workshopped with all STs in Ju/'hoan and thereafter translated 

into English; they are documented in Poster 86. The STs suggested to conduct the 

dramatization session in Ju/'hoan, as this was the language of Nyae Nyae in general 

and of the Village Schools in particular. They recommended that the TT should be part 

of the presentation, simultaneously giving the English translations already prepared in 

class. 

Four scenes were identified as follows: 

173
CfSOUVENIR Programme: Inauguration of the Nyae Nyae Village Schools. Baraka 1994. 

174Cf section 2.1.3.2.2. 



PRESENTATION BY STs - DRAMATIZATION 

Scene 1: 

Children and teacher at the school 

Scene 2: 

Children go away with their parents, looking for bushfood 

Scene 3: 

Teacher follows them and teaches them in the bush 

Scene 4: 

Children return to school 

Poster 85: Scenes for dramatization, as identified by the STs 
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Scene 1: 
Children and teacher at the school 

N!arohkxao n/a ka coa te n=ai n!aroh da'abi. Te si!a g!hoo 
//kae te n!aroh //kae. Te n!aroh tea jan. Te da'abi =ae=ae 
n!arohkxao ko tea ha !oa si!a. Te ha n=ai n!aroh si!a ko 
n//aq'araa kola /ore. Khama skore sa he te /oa koe Tjum!kui 
skore he. N!arohkxao n/e'esi //ae /l'ae he /oa o da'abi. 

Scene 2: 

The teacher has started to teach the children. They sit 
together and start working. They work together and read 
together very well. The children listen to what the teacher 
has to say. The teacher shows the children how to read and 
how to write a word. This school is very d~ferent to the 
school in Tjum!kui. This is because the teacher does not 
make all decisions. Everybody works together. 

Children go away with their parents, looking for bushfood 

Da'abi ua tzi //'a si!a g/ae kxoa tzi'masi. Khama si!a koara lei 
sa si!a ku 'm. /Oa o tea //a'ike ka ku n!an. Te o lei sa kuri 
waqensi ka ku n!an. Ka Ju/'hoan //abe ha ku ua tzi ka g/ae 
kxoa ko tea na 'm. Khama Ju/'hoansi n/a o jusa ku /xoha 
lxoa tzi'masi. Si koara mari sa si ku //'ama /xoa 'msi. Khama 
si /oa //koa. 

Scene 3: 

The parents take the children to the bush. They are hungry 
and want to gather bushfoods. This is what we Ju/'hoan 
people have done ever since. When we are hungry, we go 
and collect food. All our lives we have lived from the food 
from the bush. We don't have money to buy food in a shop. 
When we go, we take our children w~h us to help us. 

Teacher follows them and teaches them in the bush 

Da'abi n/a si jua !aesi //ae si te si kxoa n//hoo 'msi. Te 
n!orohkxao //a'ike ku g/oo si //'a ha u n//uri he tani ce tsia 
da'abi ko skore. Han/a ku kare ka da'abi ce he tsi n!aroh. Te 
ha u ho si le ku n=oahn /xoa si ko skore tei-ooa. Khama 
skore n/a ho ha /'ae te o lei n!a'an. Te /oa ='aun ka da'abi 
/oa n!aroh. Ha g/ae ge /xoa si te hui si ka xabe du 'm gesin. 
Ka to'a he si cu he ku n=hao oka ha ts~sa'a da'abi ko tcisa 
naun lama re si //ae. Te ka to'a he khoe. Ka khui si g/ae 
g!hooa !'hari. Si!a g!hoo te ha n/ang te ku n=ai n!aroh ju. Ha 
ku gu tci n/e'e ka n!ang ka n/hui tci tsaqn ka g//a'a ka tsitsa'a 
ju n/ui. Ka ku /ore kxa ka si se. Te ka si se oka si sin ='ang 
te ko tei /'homa ne re ke. Si !kasi ka ku kare ka si xabe khuin 
/'ae si o. Ha n/a cete !oa si te ko si xabe du se. Te da'abi 
kua se te ko otea ka //oeh /'an m!a ko ='ang. 

Scene 4: 

After the old people have taken their children to the bush, the 
teacher follows them. He tries to bring the children back to 
school. He finds them and talks to them. He says that school 
is important and the children must go to school. But nobody 
comes w~h him. Then he goes to the people and helps them 
collecting bushfood. He asks the children "How many fru~s 
have you got in your hands?". Now the sun is warm, and 
everybody sits down under a tree. The teacher also s~s 
down and teaches the children. He takes one frutt and then 
another one, and asks "How many are they?". Then he writes 
it in the sand with his fingers. And after the children have 
seen this, they think, "this man is doing nice things.". Now 
the children want to try, and they want to write, and they 
want to read. Now all the people, the teacher and the 
children are trying, everybody is writing in the sand. And the 
children think, "uh-oh, maybe this thing will give us sense". 

Children return to school 

Da'abi ka ku ce ua skore khoea. Khama n!arohkxao koxa 
da'abi //a'ike tsa'a khoe ko n!aroh tci-ooa. Te /am n/ui 
waqanke da'abi //a'ikeku ua skore ka ku n!aroh. Khama si!a 
le //a'ike ho ='ang ko tea skore te o tci jan. 

Now the children have finished their gathering trip and they 
are coming back to the school. The children and the teacher 
understand each other. The teacher teaches again at the 
school now. If the children will go into the bush again one 
day, he will follow them. 

Poster 86: Scripts for STs' Dramatization at Inauguration Ceremony 
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2.2.4.3 GUIDELINES ON THE GENERAL APPROACH TO TEACHING 

During the first trimester, the number of learners attending the Village Schools 

increased steadily. The STs were more and more faced with disciplinary problems, 

mostly related to fighting among the learners while attending classes. 

In two groups, the STs reflected on this problem in more detail and produced the 

following posters as feedback: 

NOT BEATING CHILDREN 

How do parents, community, children and you feel about it? 

Parents: Bly omdat die kinder nie seer kry by skoal nie. 

Children: Korn altyd by skoal omdat hulle is nie gebeseer nie. 

You: Want dit is beter dat die kinders altyd skoal kom om te leer. 

Why do you not beat? 

Hulle sal miskien nie terug kom skoal toe nie omdat hy is nou bang. 

How, do you think, do children feel that are beaten? 

Haar/hy het pyn gekry. Hy voel baie hart seer. 

Poster 87: Group 1 : Not beating children 
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BEATING CHILDREN 

How do parents, community, children and you feel about it? 

Parents: 

Children: 

Somige volwassene se dat dit goed is om vir die kinders te slaan wanneer kind 
ander een slaan ens. Somige volwassene wil dit nie hierdie he om rede dat die 
kinders nie belang gaan stel om verder skoal te gaan nie. 

Ou er kinders wil of stel hierin belang. Want hulle se ook dat dit baie sleg is om by 
die skoal te baklei. Terwyl jonger kinders dit nie so wel he nie. 

Ek doen dit om die beseerde kind geluk te maak. Want, beseerde kind gaan weg, 
daarom probeer ek laat al twee weet dat, wanneer jy iemand beseer het, kry jy ook 
dieselfde beloning. Maar vir my is dit baie sleg om vir die kinders te slaan. 

When do you beat? 
Wanneer ek die kinders stop om te baklei hy hou net aan en later ander een beseer, bv.: Die ander 
kind wag tot wanneer dit tyd is vir ontbyt. Party dae wanneer jy staan en vir kinders se om te baklei 
hulle net voor jou. 

What happens next? 
Somige tyd gaan die kind huis en kom later. Maar dikwels sit hulle net in die klaskamer vir paar 
minute om later geluk te voel. Teen daardie ty gaan ons voort met die soos gewoonlik. 

Poster 88: Group 2: Beating children 

It becomes clear from the posters, that beating is not applied during the actual learning 

situation. According to the STs' statements, it takes place in order to prevent other 

children from beating their peers which is apparently sanctioned by the adult 

community. It is interesting to note, however, that all STs felt bad about their violent 

approach 175 which apparently does not correspond with their internal (in~contextual) 

value system. 

After presenting the posters to the whole ST group, the STs were asked to identify key 

words which could describe the main difference between "beating" and "not beating". 

They established the difference between bang and bly, meaning afraid versus happy. 

The ensuing discussion showed that "beating" creates "fear", and that happiness is 

175
"Maar vir my is dit baie sleg om vir die kinders te slaan." (Poster 88, "You") 
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based on "help" to find out more about the underlying problem. 

Likewise, the STs realized that fear does not represent any real help towards solving 

the problem, and that the problem situation will always reoccur. 176 

KEYWORDS: BEATING I NOT BEATING 

Beating Not beating 

bang bly 

afraid happy 

FEAR HELP 

We don't ask Asking: "But why ... "? 

No investigation Trying to find out more 

Poster 89: Keywords: Beating I Not beating 

Now the two STs who do not apply corporal punishment in any way, described how 

they approached the learning situation in their schools. It became clear from their 

contributions, that a greater variety of activities, especially lively and playful outside 

activities, prevented the learners from showing aggression. The STs realized that it is 

176
Somige tyd gaan die kind huis en kom later. Maar dikwels sit hulle net in die klaskamer vir paar 

minute om later geluk te voel. Teen daardie ty gaan ans voort met die soos gewoonlik. (Poster 88, "What 
happens next?") 
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difficult for young children to pay attention for long periods of time. Again, the 

necessity of group work was emphasized, especially with regard to different skill levels 

within the learner group. The STs suggested to form more homogenous learner groups 

in order to avoid the reinforcement of feelings of inferiority and superiority amongst the 

learners. 

The discussions were now summarized by drawing up guidelines concerning the STs' 

general approach to teaching. During the drawing-up process, the importance of the 

ST as a model became clear. The STs realized that they cannot beat children, if at the 

same time they want to discourage them from it. Likewise, if they complain about 

swearing amongst the children, they must refrain from swearing themselves. 177 

GUIDELINES - GENERAL APPROACH TO TEACHING 

1. Try to avoid "frontal teaching" as much as possible. 

2. Re-arrange the classroom more often (sit in a circle, in small groups, sit outside ... ); don't forget 
that all schools also have an "open air classroom". 

3. Work in groups. Walk around and help each group. This is called "individual help". You can also 
ask another child to help. 

4. What you want the children to do, you must do yourself! 

You are the "model". The children tend to copy what the "model" does. A teacher is always 
a "model". 

5. What you don't want the children to do, you must not do yourself! 

6. Shorten the periods of time for concentrated work (reading, writing, numbers). 15 minutes is 
enough (frontal teaching style), 30 minutes for group work. 

7. Have many "lively" activities, i.e. playing, singing, dancing. 

Poster 90: Guidelines - General approach to teaching 

177
Towards the end of the workshop, all STs went to =Otcaqkxai in order to clarify matters related to 

DOTS. On the way back, Kha//' an was sitting in the front of the VISCO's car when he was loudly swearing 
at a dog running into the path. Suddenly, Kha//'an realized that this related directly to the workshop and the 
whole discussion on the "model" - "if I don't want children to swear I must not swear myself." 
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After the discussion on beating children, two of the STs held meetings with their 

respective communities. Reports by the STs on these deliberations showed again that 

the "beating" was restricted to an intervention strategy with regard to children beating 

their peers. The STs also confirmed that "real" beatings were very rare, although they 

would happen in cases of serious misconduct (e.g. theft). Slapping, however, would 

occur quite frequently. 

All STs reported that they had stopped beating their learners which apparently was 

appreciated by the communities concerned. The STs also successfully implemented 

the guidelines drawn up in Poster 90. 

2.2.4.4 GUIDELINES FOR A TEACHING STRATEGY FOR NUMERACY 

In order to draft guidelines for a teaching strategy, the STs were first asked to discuss 

their experiences. Such an approach should guarantee that the final guidelines will 

relate to the STs' situation, and should facilitate an easy identification with a common 

strategy. 

The STs were asked to bring all materials along which were created either by them 

or by the learners. It was intended to draw from the STs' and communities' resources 

as much as possible, and to avoid the introduction of non-adequate materials. 

As TT input, discussion guidelines were presented to the STs: 
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DISCUSSION GUIDELINES: NUMERACY TEACHING 

Show us the materials you produced in your class. 

Exhibit them in one corner of our training room. Select work you want to 
show/explain to us. 

Here are some ideas on what kind of information you could give: 

How did you explain a number? 
How did you explain the concept of a number bigger than 1 O? 
Did you include materials created by the children? How? 
How did you make use of the Maths kits? 
What reactions by the children did you see? 
Are there special experiences you want to share with us? 

Poster 91: Discussion guidelines: Numeracy teaching 

The STs showed much interest in this exercise and were happy to prepare "their" 

corner in the training room for exhibition of materials. After the preparation period, the 

STs took turns in explaining their displays, followed by an open discussion. It became 

apparent that all STs followed a learner-centred methodology by actively involving the 

learners into the learning process. 

It was confirmed by all STs that the number concept 1-1 o seemed to be understood 

by the learners, so that they wanted to get more information on how to continue with 

numbers beyond 10. With the help of Number Boards, the STs were familiarized with 

the concepts of units and digits, thus representing "blocks of ten". 178 Resulting from 

these discussions, first guidelines could be formulated and written down as shown on 

the following poster: 

178
1n combination with the Number Booklet [PFAFFE, J.F.: 1-2-3 ... , foe cit.], these teaching aids provide 

the means for a clear and vivid approach towards teaching of Numeracy. 
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GUIDELINES: A TEACHING STRATEGY FOR NUMERACY 

After you have spoken about your experiences, we can summarize the following statements 
as guidelines on how to teach Numeracy. 

In a couple of months, we will look at them again. Maybe we will then add more guidelines, 
or we might change some. 

It is good to explain a number in three steps: 
1. Showing real objects (e.g. three leaves, five branches, ... ); 
2. Replacing the objects with common counting symbols (e.g. three stones for three 

leaves, five stones for five branches). The child will learn the number remains the 
same for different objects (e.g. three leaves and three branches have "three" in 
common); 

3. Replacing the counting symbols (e.g. stones) with the number symbols 1-9. 

It is good to practice often, and to make use of materials you find in the village. Always 
present steps 1-3 together, until all children understand. 

Whenever your children come up with ideas on what to count, make use of it. 
Sometimes they draw objects which can be counted by others. Such drawings can be 
included in new Number Books. 

When you work with numbers bigger than 1 O, it is important to always explain the 
difference between single pieces (units) and "blocks of 1 O pieces" (digits). It is very good 
to play around with your maths kits. Just pile up single blocks up to 50 and 60, until you 
have created a really tall tower. Then you can explain that this is very difficult, and that 
you can count the "blocks of 1 O" instead. When you do that with the Maths kits, it will 
become quite clear to the children. 

It is good to give the children a chance to play and learn. Divide the class into groups, 
and let the children play with the maths kits. Let them make towers, and let them talk 
about what they are doing. 

Give lots of exercises, like: "Build a 5", "Build a tower of 34", "How could you show '34' 
in an easier way?" 

All games that involve numbers are good games for Numeracy teaching. It is also good 
to go outside, and to look for all sorts of numbers in your village. You can count the 
huts, the people, the people sitting together in one spot, ... 

Our Number Booklet is a good thing to start with. It is even better when you add more 
things to it, like making a story out of the number picture, or to let the children talk about 
the pictures and the numbers in it. And again: let them make their own drawings all the 
time. 

Poster 92: Guidelines: a teaching strategy for Numeracy 
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2.2.4.5 GUIDELINES FOR A TEACHING STRATEGY FOR JU/'HOAN 

The STs were introduced to a more situation-oriented approach towards literacy. 

Simultaneously, they were given an idea on how to introduce more group work in 

class, thus facilitating the move away from frontal teaching styles. 

The following guidelines on "what to do next in teaching" were then discussed by the 

STs who put them into practice and collected all materials produced during the 

implementation of the guidelines. 

Please refer to the following two posters for documentation. 

GUIDELINES - WHAT TO DO NEXT IN TEACHING 

1 . Ask the children: 
What is the most important thing for you in the village? 
What is the most important thing for you in the classroom? 

2. Collect and teach these words. 

3. Write the words down on paper or cardboard and stick them to the object. 

This is very good for group work! 

Let the children work in groups. 
Let them discuss what is most important for them. 

Poster 93: Guidelines - what to do next in teaching 
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PREPARATION FOR NEXT WORKSHOP 

1. Collect all materials you produced in class and bring them along. We call 
them "teaching aids". 

2. Collect everything the children produced in class. Many of these products 
can also be used as "teaching aids". 

3. If adults joined you while you were teaching, maybe they also came up with 
ideas and used "teaching aids". Bring them along. 

We will then ''play" with it and will get new ideas on what and how we can teach. 

4. Bear in mind the guidelines on "general approach to teaching". Be prepared 
to report on your new experiences made. 

Poster 94: Preparation for next workshop 

Following these suggestions, the STs prepared basic word lists in collaboration with 

their learners. They were focussing on objects in the school or the village that were 

considered important by the learners. Special attention was then paid to words that 

were mentioned repeatedly, and which were documented as shown in Poster 95. 

Some STs already produced big sheets of paper with corresponding drawings, which 

was considered by the other STs to be a good idea. Taking this idea further, the STs 

created a model list for basic sentences, made up of the words compiled in Poster 96. 

It was further suggested to use such basic sentences to create stories in class. 
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BASIC WORD LIST- IMPORTANT THINGS IN SCHOOL AND VILLAGE 

tju house kitihri kettle 
tjutzi door /ai axe 
g/aaxu chair n//hu tub 
borta blackboard !uru bow and arrow 
=xanusi books =hui stick (springhare 
n//o'qbesi windows hunting) 
bangasi benches !u!u assegai 
/ore!aihansi pencil !ai digging stick 
g!u water //ham kraal 
'msi food g!oeh shoe 
n=ahmsi blankets //ohm walking stick 
Q=huin dog dani jerrycan 
dongi donkey am bare bucket 
gumi cattle g!am storage structure 
da'a fire g!utzi tap 
kxo cooking pot tshin brother 

Poster 95: Basic word list - important things in school and village 

SENTENCES FROM WORDS: MODEL LIST FOR BASIC SENTENCES 

Tzama tchi g!u 

Mi 'm 'msi 

Mi n !arch :xanu 

Mi tshin g:ara gumi 

G:huin g//u'u dongi 

The bird drinks water 

I eat food 

I learn from the book 

My brother asks for cattle 

The dog barks at the donkey 

Poster 96: Sentences from words - model list for basic sentences 
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Reflecting on the exhibitions and discussions, guidelines for a teaching strategy for 

Literacy (Ju/'hoan) were drawn up by STs and TT. The already completed and 

accepted guidelines on Numeracy served as a blueprint for the formulation of such 

guidelines, whereby the STs especially liked the expression of various "steps" in the 

teaching process. The TT interprets this as a positive sign for a beginning 

internalization process with regard to the necessity of structured lesson planning. 

It was stressed again, however, that all drafted guidelines must not be regarded as 

final, but will have to be amended as soon as the teaching situation demands it. STs 

and TT agreed to review the guidelines after a couple of months, and to reflect again 

on the effectiveness in the daily teaching experience of the STs. 

The first guidelines formulated were written down and agreed upon as shown in the 

following poster: 
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GUIDELINES: A TEACHING STRATEGY FOR LITERACY (JU/'HOAN} 

After you have spoken about your experiences, we can summarize the following statements 
as guidelines on how to teach Ju/'hoan Literacy. 

In a couple of months, we will look at them again. Maybe we will then add more guidelines, 
or we might change some. 

It is always good to refer to things the child knows very well when introducing a new 
word. Like with the numbers, this can be done in various steps: 
1. Showing the real objects (e.g. a tree, a hut, a stone); 
2. Introducing the word for the object - you can write it on a piece of cardboard and 

stick it to the object (this is called a flash card); 
3. Drawing a picture with the word in it; 
4. Talking about the picture, making up a story to the picture. 

It is always good to refer to objects that are important to the children. Make use of our 
basic word lists, and keep them updated. 

Whenever your children come up with words, make use of it. Sometimes they draw 
objects which can be identified by others. Such drawings can be included in a new 
Reader. 

In another step, various words can be linked together to form sentences. Make use of 
our model list for basic sentences, and keep them updated. Let the children create their 
own! 

Play with words - again, write them onto cardboard and place them on a table. Ask your 
children to link up words to sentences. 

Our Readers are a good thing to start with. You can explain new words by showing the 
pictures; then the meaning of the word will often become clear. Again, let your children 
talk a lot about the pictures and the words. 

You can make a big drawing with the whole class on a specific theme, e.g. "classroom" 
or "village". Every child can draw what s/he considers important in the classroom or 
village, and then you add the words to it together. These drawings could also be used 
in a new Reader. 

You can use these drawings to make up a story, and to introduce new words. Because 
the words came from the children, they will relate to it very well. The story will be their 
story. 

Poster 97: Guidelines: a teaching strategy for Literacy (Ju/'hoan) 
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2.2.4.6 EVALUATION AT THE END OF THE SECOND YEAR OF TRAINING 

In order to start off the year-end process of reflexion and evaluation, the STs were 

asked to reflect on "good things" and "bad things" that had happened during 1994. 

As the following posters 98 and 99 will show, all STs confirmed that the Village 

Schools had been accepted by learners and communities who worked closely together 

with the STs. It could also be established that the STs were able to apply a variety of 

methods in teaching, and that they started to internalize a concept of learner-centred 

education. 

The main negative aspects referred to an irresponsible attitude towards the school 

food, whereby food was either wasted or stolen. It is hoped, however, that the 

numerous discussions on that matter made the STs confident enough to continuously 

address the issue in the communities. 

The STs also mentioned again the past problem of "hitting children" and unanimously 

considered it to be a "bad thing" - the VISCO regards it encouraging to see the STs' 

ability to self-critically reflect on past issues, and to learn from their negative 

experiences and subsequent discussions. 



REFLEXION UPON 1994 - GOOD THINGS 

- all children went to school 

- after the first holiday, they returned to school by donkey-cart 

- children and community work together 

- children do different things in teaching 
(inside-outside, quiet-lively) 
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- teacher tries to be amongst the children (not only in front of the 
children) 

Poster 98: Reflexion upon 1994 - good things 

REFLEXION UPON 1994 - BAD THINGS 

food was wasted 

- by children 
- by people who did not care about the food (e.g. they fed it to the dogs) 

food was stolen 

- by the cooks 
- by community members 
- by a RADA member 
- by children 

children were hit by teachers 

children were fighting (but now they fight less, the teacher talks to them about it) 

Bushmanland problems (e.g. Elephants) 

Poster 99: Reflexion upon 1994 - bad things 
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Another point of reflexion focussed on Individuals, Groups and Organizations in 

general. The following poster shows the STs' statements as they were compiled during 

the workshop. 

REFLEXION UPON 1994 - INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS 

Joe It would be good if there 
- were 1-2 more people to help 
- would be a way to spend more time in the schools 

Magdalena It would be good if she could attend all workshops 

Student Teacher It is difficult with lots of children. It would be good to have more 
teachers in every school. 

Other students Maybe there should be two teachers per school. 

Children in school There are two main problems: 
- many different levels and age groups of children 
- high numbers of children in some schools 
Possible solution: more teachers per school. 

Community It is difficult to talk to all the people in the feeder villages. 
Possible solution: People choose one person as a ................... (School 
Committee member). 

Co-operative RADAs should take responsibility for donkeys, together with the 
Student Teachers. 

Foundation ? 

Technical workshop "/ did not know if I was trained or not." 

Poster 100: Reflexion upon 1994 - individuals, groups and organizations 

In conclusion, the STs were asked to evaluate their own performance during their 

second year. Similar to the evaluation poster of the first year179
, they had to declare 

their preparedness to continue with the training course by giving a brief motivation. 

The STs' self-evaluation was subsequently endorsed by the VISCO. 

179
Cf Posters 62-65 in section 2.2.4.6. 
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SELF-EVALUATION OF STUDENT TEACHERS 

I want I don't 
to want to ..... because: 

continue continue 

:Oma x Want ek sien die kinders wil graag leer. Dit sal nog vir my gedagte gee. 

Tsamkxao x Omdat dit gee my meer gedagtes. En dit lyk vir my bater dat ek miskien nog 
voor gaan. 

Dabe x Want dit gee ook meer manier of meer gedagte, sodat die mens of skoolkind 
sal meer iets ken. 

Kha//' an x Khama mi cenia kare n!aroh. Khama mi ku se te da'abi ku kare n!aroh. 

G:kao Martin x Omdat die opleiding vir my gaan help in die toekoms en dat ek ook die kinders 
wil help en die gemeenskap. 

Bees a x Because I want to learn more from young Ju/'hoansi, teach them, learn from 
books and have more education myself. 

Poster 101: Self-evaluation of Student Teachers 

2.2.5 

2.2.5.1 

REFLEXION AND EVALUATION WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE 

LARGER COMMUNITY 

THE "WE-WANT-SYNDROME" 

In connection with the community evaluation of the Village Schools Project by the co

operative management, the Education spokesman of the NNFC, /'Anq!ao /'Un, 

attended the workshop to brief the education team and to exchange information. He 

then raised five points for further discussion with the EDCO, who was present at the 

workshop, the VISCO and the STs: 
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ISSUES RAISED BY THE CO-OP MANAGEMENT 

- We want clothes for the children 

- We want hostels and hostel parents so that somebody can look 
after the children 

- We want store rooms for maize meal 

- What will happen to the donkeys in Baraka? Where will they go 
to? 

- What is the planned Education Centre in Tjum !kui all about? 

Poster 102: Issues raised by the Co-op management 

The issues raised showed an already well-known pattern according to the "We Want!"

Syndrome. It was interesting to note that no core topics relating to education were 

addressed, but that shopping-list demands and information about donkeys seemed to 

be the only issues of interest to the NNFC. 

As the sudden desire for "hostels" was completely diametrically opposed to the whole 

philosophy of the VSP, and also to all previous surveys and discussions with the local 

communities, the VISCO decided to challenge the notion of a "hostel" in more detail. 

In order to facilitate a discussion amongst the Student Teachers and the Co-op 

representative, the STs were provided with some guidelines for discussion as shown 

in Poster 103. The VISCO wanted the STs first to analyze the need for clothes and 

hostels, before moving on to a strategy of how to achieve such needs. In Poster 104, 

the STs compiled answers to three main problems raised: 



GUIDELINE FOR DISCUSSION BY STUDENT TEACHERS 

"Hostels" - what do you think about that? 
What is a hostel? 
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Imagine you would have a hostel in your village. What would it be 
like? 

"Clothes" - what do children wear when they come to your 
school? 

"Donkeys" - what is happening to the donkeys while the children 
are at your school? 

What can you do to get a store room in your school? 

Poster 103: Guidelines for discussion by Student Teachers 

DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS RAISED BY THE CO-OP MANAGEMENT 

Village What happens with the What do the children wear What do ~ do with children 
donkeys while the children are when they come to your from other villages? 

at school? school? 

Baraka Donkies bly by die village waar Hulle dra stukende, vuil klere. 
die kinders bly terwyl kinders Hulle het nie skoone, warm 
skool gaan. Die gemeenskap klere. Teen winter kry hulle baie 
kyk na die donkies. swaar. Teen hierdie tyd wanneer 

son warm is word grond baie 
warm (sand). 

//Xa/oba Stukende vuil klere. Liggams nie 
gewas nie. Hande ook vuil. 

:Aqbace Donkies moet by die village bly Hulle dra ou klere wat vuil en 
waar kinders al kom. Sodat die stukkend. Loop met so neer 
gemeenskap moet vir die skoene van winter tyd dan kry 
donkies laat kyk. hulle voete koud. 

//Auru Daarso by l/Auru, ek het Hulle dra stukende klere. Hulle Hulle bly hulle mense, paar van 
problems by die gemeenskap. gaan skool toe met ou klere. hulle hardloop terug by hulle 
Hulle wil nie die donkies kyk nie. Daar is van hulle wat skoon om plase. 
Dit is net die kinders wat die skool te gaan. 
donkies kyk. 

N:aqmtjoha Ka mi se da'abi sa /lama tju/ha 
doresin ka hi tzia skore khoea 
okaa si!a tza /toa ju. 

Poster 104: Discussion of problems raised by the Co-op management 
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The discussions showed that the STs did not agree with the idea of a "hostel" being 

a huge building for the "storage of children". They emphasized, however, the need for 

a certain willingness of the community members to accommodate children during 

school time in their extended families. 

During further discussions it became apparent that there seems to be a strong 

tendency towards dumping responsibility onto the Student Teachers by "getting rid of 

one's own children". The STs made clear that many villagers welcomed the idea of 

permanently sending the children away to the school village, with no interest 

whatsoever of receiving them back during holiday time. The VISCO then again 

explained the necessary division of responsibilities, whereby the parents have to 

remain primarily responsible for their children. The STs were encouraged to enforce 

the parents' responsibilities, and to send the children home in regular intervals. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS 

HOLIDAY 

Responsibility: 

PARENTS 

Children stay at their 
home village 

SCHOOL TIME 

Responsibility: 

TEACHERS 

Children stay at the 
school village 

Poster 105: Responsibilities of parents and teachers 
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Returning to the original issues raised by the Co-op management, the needs for 

clothes and store rooms were acknowledged in principle by both STs and the 

Education Team of VISCO and EDCO. At this point, with the help of the following 

poster, the VISCO made the STs aware again about the "We Want!"-Syndrome: 

ADDITIONAL INPUT FOR DISCUSSION 

"WE WANT ... !!" 

How can we do it? 

What can we do to make it happen? 

think about... clothes ... 
store rooms ... 
the door in //Xa/oba (repairs) ... 
donkey cart repairs ... 
toys ... 
other food than maize meal... 

Poster 106: Additional input for discussion 

After some discussion, the STs realized that the first step towards the realization of 

a certain need has to come from the community and/or the Student Teachers 

themselves. In practical terms, the VISCO agreed to organize and provide cement for 

the storage rooms after the community fabricated the bricks; in Baraka, G=kao Martin 

started immediately to collect bricks lying around in the vicinity of the Training Centre. 
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The VISCO now decided to reinforce the necessity for such a concept with a game/ 

role play. The STs were asked to go to a "donor's shop" where they could get 

anything they wanted just by asking for it. Such a notion was equivalent to the 

prevalent idea of just having to "write a proposal" and then to receive goods and/or 

services from a rather anonymous donor. 

The game was played in three stages: First, the STs could ask for anything they 

wanted and received the goods by means of a play certificate. Secondly, the STs were 

offered the possibility of a follow-up request to the same donor because there was still 

money available. Thirdly, the STs had to describe the situation after the follow-up 

request had been granted. 

The sequence of events is illustrated on the following decision matrix: 

SHOPKEEPER-GAME: DECISION MATRIX 

Imagine, you could get anything you wanted at a "donor's shop". What would you ask for? 

First request Follow-up request with motivation Situation after the follow-up 
request 

1 Toyota Hilux N$39 000 for repairs Money is spent, car is broken again. 
Motivation: car is broken 

5 donkey carts N$20 000 for horses and cattle The community started horse- and 
Motivation: start of new project cattle-farming which generated more 

funds. The funds have been invested. 

Training Centre N$75 000 for renovation The renovation has been completed. 
Motivation: Centre is damaged There are spare funds left. 

N$300 worth of clothes N$25 000 for clothes project Clothes have been distributed. Some 
Motivation: clothes are distributed, of them are torn again, and there is 
people want more clothes more need for clothes. However, no 

money is left. 

4 donkeys N$50 000 for donkey cart project The donkey cart project is functioning. 
Motivation: people like the project, There are spare funds left. 
more people want to participate 

School N$30 000 for salaries The teacher received two monthly 
Motivation: teacher demands high salaries of N$15 000 each. No funds 
salary are left. 

Poster 107: Shopkeeper-Game: Decision Matrix 
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A closer inspection of this matrix showed the reality character of the game, where 

mere hand-outs were not able to change a problem situation at all. Three of the 

"projects" completely collapsed because money was given to an unprepared 

community without any underlying training. 

Two more "projects" - the "Training Centre" and the "Donkey Cart Project" - were still 

alive with some spare cash at the end of the game, but nothing could be said about 

a future prognosis with regard to a community acceptance of the "projects". Only the 

horse- and cattle-farming project seemed to have generated self-sufficiency and 

independent funds: an idea thought out by Tsamkxao from //Xa/oba, obviously 

applying his own positive experiences in this regard. After the play- and cheerful 

atmosphere of the game, the STs were now asked to reflect on their own situation. 

What did they receive from the "shopkeeper", and what did they give in return? 

THINGS RECEIVED AND THINGS GIVEN IN RETURN 

Things received Things given in return 

1. Schools 1. Stories 
2. Food 
3. Donkeys 
4. Donkey-carts 
5. Teachers 
6. Training 
7. Material 
8. Furniture 
9. Shelter 
10. Water 
11. Assistance 
12. Money 

Poster 108: Things received and things given in return 
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The poster was rather self-explanatory and reinforced the understanding that it was 

not possible to always ask for things without putting own effort into it first. 

The discussion with the Co-op management also led to a closer investigation of the 

question how STs and community related to each other. The STs to drafted guidelines 

for a co-operation strategy, involving also the local RADA and a "School 

Representative" who should not be a RADA. The STs made very clear that it would 

not be advantageous to accumulate too much power in a single person. 

CO-OPERATION STRATEGY: STUDENT TEACHER AND COMMUNITY 

Generally: 

- Student Teach er and RADA work together 

If there is a problem: 

- Student Teacher speaks with community 
- Student Teacher, community and RADA speak together 
- Student Teacher and RADA work together 

Poster 109: Co-operation strategy: Student Teacher and community 

After the drafting of the guidelines, the VISCO visualized the co-operation matrix and 

asked for the STs' approval (Poster 110) which was unanimously given. 
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CO-OPERATION MATRIX: STUDENT TEACHER AND COMMUNITY 

STUDENT TEACHER 

COMMUNITY RADA 

SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE 

Poster 110: Co-operation matrix: Student Teacher and community 

2.2.5.2 POWER AND AUTHORITY: THE CONCEPT OF OVER-

EMPOWERMENT 

The question of power and authority was the starting-point for the development of 

guidelines on the general approach to teaching. 180 The following analysis will 

elaborate further on the concept of "over-empowerment", thus introducing the 

theoretical constructs of FEAR and HELP. This analysis could also be applied for an 

investigation into the acceptance or non-acceptance of co-operative structures in Nyae 

Nyae. 

18°Ctsection 2.2.4.3. 
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As already outlined earlier181
, The individual STs' approach towards the solution of 

disciplinary problem situations is largely pertaining to the individual STs' experiencing 

of subjective empowerment. If over-empowered, the STs will develop a holier-than

thou attitude towards their learners and communities, cumulating in self-righteous 

behaviour patterns and inadequate definitions of self-perception. 

Such a process can be regarded as being the result of forced empowerment, leading 

to antagonistic and repressive behaviour within the context of the STs' social and/or 

professional surroundings. Forced empowerment is created by attaining power in 

isolation from the individual's contextual situation, and largely due to a subjective 

unpreparedness for the acceptance of power. Within the contextual situation of Nyae 

Nyae, the specific concept of having individual power can be regarded as alien as the 

leader-concept in general. As a result, the FEAR-Syndrome182 will reproduce 

authoritarian structures that are based on out-contextual value systems. For the 

"Western" development worker, empowerment might be regarded as crucial for his/her 

development programme; if this, however, is forced onto the people, the result will be 

FEAR and - fear. 

Some of the STs showed patterns of FEAR by reverting to corporal punishment in 

order to uphold their status of forced authority. After it came to the VISCOs attention 

that at least one ST was beating his learners, the problem of "beating children" was 

discussed at the workshop. Three out of five STs admitted that they were occasionally 

beating their learners, while two STs rejected this method outright. 

The VISCO suspects that FEAR prevented the STs from reflecting on these obvious 

paradoxes earlier. Fortunately, the discrepancies between FEAR patterns and the fact 

that the STs did not feel good about the fact that they were beating their learners, 

181 Ct section 2.2.4.3. 

182FEAR shall, in this context, represent the FEAR-Syndrome resulting from .Eorced gmpowerment, and 
leading to £ntagonistic and repressive behaviour. Within the teaching situation, a general atmosphere of 
"fear" is being created. 
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could be analyzed successfully in the training workshops. The fact remains, however, 

that the existence of FEAR is a contradiction to the perception of Ju/'hoansi being a 

non-violent society, as largely maintained and reinforced by anthropological 

research. 183 On the contrary, the whole community seems to be already a victim of 

FEAR. 

Contrarily to FEAR and within a contextual-pedagogical approach, the development 

of a more holistic empowerment on the side of the teacher has absolute priority. While 

s/he actively helps his/her learners and the communities to analyze their problems, 

thus becoming aware of them, s/he likewise liberates his/her target group from 

patterns of authoritarianism and encourages participation. This process and 

methodological approach shall be defined as HELP184
• 

Authority within HELP will always remain contextually defined, and will have to grow 

over a period of time in accordance with the greater learning process of the Ju/'hoan 

community. Power is not attained by mere definition, but will have to be acquired and 

negotiated by mutual consent. Only then, it will be able to differentiate power and 

decision-making from authoritarianism and arbitrary conduct. 

The conflict between the FEAR-Syndrome and the process of HELP might also explain 

the difficulty of acceptance of the co-operative structures by parts of the Ju/'hoan 

population. The Co-operative management seems to show similar behaviour patterns 

like some STs, with the exception that they are not yet aware of the impact of FEAR. 

Due to the fact that FEAR could create a lust for power in the long term, HELP might 

even not be welcome by the "leaders". 

183
Cf MARSHALL, Elizabeth: The Harmless People. (More sources still to be added] 

184HELP shall, in this context, represent the HELP-Process based on .tJ.olistic gmpowerment, and leading 
to liberating and Qarticipatory methodology. Within the teaching situation, a general atmosphere of empathic 
acceptance and "help" is being created. 
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2.2.6 CONCLUSIONS ON THE IN-SERVICE PHASE 

The Village Schools Project has reached a stage where it can be described as being 

an important part of the communities' structure in Nyae Nyae. The benefits for the 

Nyae Nyae people are recognized by the RADAs, the People's representatives, who 

gave the VSP a clear mandate to carry out its activities. 

Conflicts during the in-service phase were generally caused by challenging the deeply 

ingrained behaviour patterns of constantly demanding and receiving provision from 

outside. As the STs clearly moved away from these patterns during their in-service 

training, these conflicts could be solved by means of the STs' ability to address 

problem situations personally, immediately and directly with their respective 

communities. After the STs recognized the need for being able to handle their own 

affairs as responsible representatives of the VSP, the call for the Co-op management 

to intervene is not heard any more, which definitely serves as an indication for the 

growing self-confidence of the STs. However, the VISCO ensures that the STs reflect 

on this new confidence in such a way, that they realize the small margin between 

being confident or being authoritarian. Following a shift towards an authoritarian 

approach and its subsequent reflexion in a training workshop, the STs also returned 

to a more learner-centred approach after the learner groups had consolidated, and 

when the group began to perform as a unit within the village context. 

The discussion of FEAR and HELP certainly needs to be continued. It should also be 

applied to critically self-reflect on "empowerment" strategies pursued so far, especially 

with regard to the question of over-empowerment. The same applies to the 

observation of violence against children, which challenges the concept of a non-violent 

family set-up of the Ju/'hoansi people. It is assumed that FEAR contributed to such 

a development. 
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The honesty and openness of the STs enabled the VISCO to facilitate a discussion 

on these important concepts. It is hoped that the findings related to these discussions 

can serve as fruitful input for other programmes within the overall Integrated Rural 

Development Project. In this regard, the VISCO views the workshops as a good 

chance for an intensified dialogue with the STs. They offer also a good opportunity for 

the discussion of administrative questions which will become of increasing relevance 

to the STs, as they are basically acting as principals of their Village School. The 

growing level of authority bestowed upon the STs, in order to enable and encourage 

them to make their own decisions, makes it necessary not only to clearly outline the 

procedures relating to their duties, but also to come to a mutual agreement on these 

procedures. Ultimately, it will be the ST who will have to maintain and defend these 

structures in public (village) debate. 

In conclusion, the VISCO views the steady rise of the school attendance rate as very 

encouraging, and draws the conclusion that the Village Schools have been accepted 

by both parents and learners of Nyae Nyae, which will also be supported by the 

following quantitative study. 
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2.2.7 QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF VILLAGE SCHOOL ENROLMENTS, 

PROSPECTIVE ENTRANTS AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 

This quantitative analysis could also be regarded as an addendum to this 
chapter, as it provides quantitative material for the documentation of the 
microcosm of the Nyae Nyae schooling context. It was however integrated into 
the text now, with the purpose of keeping the quantitative data in context with the 
current chapter. The reader might also decide to return to this section later, and 
move from here straight to Chapter 3 in order to move with the flow of the 
argument. 

The following quantitative analyses will be in direct relation to attendance figures in the 

Village Schools, which can give an important indication with regard to the acceptance 

of the programme. 

In order to collect the data, surveys were undertaken together with the STs on a 

regular basis. The initial survey (July 1993) was part of the pre-service training period, 

while two follow-up surveys (March and May 1994) aimed at consolidating the data 

initially collected. Two concluding surveys (September and December 1994) had the 

objective of finalizing the data by drawing up final class lists. 

The surveys also comment in detail on movements of prospective and enrolled 

learners, thus mapping the microcosm of 'he Nyae Nyae schooling context. If learner 

movements were related to social problem situations, these cases were taken up in 

teacher training workshops.185 In that way the quantitative research material allowed 

for and initiated a fruitful hermeneutical discourse, which in itself supported the 

research on a more qualitative level. 

185
for example problems at the Herera land border due to the Herera repatriation programme; cf the 

reflexions on the situation in G/am, section 2.1.3.1.3. 
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Due to the immediate contact with the people of Nyae Nyae, the community-based 

and grassroots oriented contextual-pedagogical approach of the Village Schools 

Project became constantly reinforced. As the acceptance of a school system, which 

used to be structurally alien to the target group, can be regarded as very much 

interdependent with a change of mindset and principal attitudes, the logical coherence 

of data has to be ensured by continuous cross-reflexion and re-contextualization of 

quantitative and qualitative findings. 
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2.2.7.1 INITIAL SURVEY: JULY 1993 

The survey established the anticipated number of Grade 1 entrants into the five Village 

Schools of the integrated Village Schools Project. 

In total, 200 children intended to enrol for Grade 1 after the opening of the Village 

Schools in January 1994. The distribution to the five Village Schools were as follows: 

Table 18a: Initial survey July 1993, expected distribution of prospective Village School entrants 

Village School N Boys N Girls 

Baraka Village School 28 25 

N=aqmtjoha Village School 15 10 

=Aqbace Village School 21 15 

//Auru Village School 32 17 

//Xa/oba Village School 23 14 

I TOTAL ENTRANTS I 119 I 81 I 

Many parents intended to entrust their relatives at the school villages with their 

children, in order to avoid daily commuting. This seemed to be an appropriate 

alternative to a hostel system and could also simplify the set-up of transport structures. 

All villages agreed in principle to donkey cart and/or donkey transport. 

The following tables illustrate the set-up of the Village Schools with their specific 

Feeder Villages. The decision about these structures was taken in agreement and 

after discussions with the people of the villages concerned. 
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Table 18b: Initial survey July 1993, expected distribution of prospective 

Village School entrants: Baraka Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys N Names of Girls N 

Baraka Kxao Tsamkxao Baq'u Tsamkxao 

Tsamkxao /Ai!ae Xama N!aici 

=Oma Jo/'o Ti!ae //Aice 

Kxao Jo/'o 

N!aici /Ai!ae 6 3 

=Oma Kxao 

Djxokho Dahm Kaqece //Uce /Kaece 

/Kunta Kxao //Xukxa Kaqece 
3 3 

Boo Kxao Tcoq'a Kxao 

Makuri =Oma Kaqece 

Kaqece /Kaece 

N!aici /Ui 

Daqm Boo 5 

Kaqece /Kaece 

N//oaq!'osi Boo N/ani /Koce N/ani 

Kha//'an /Ui Tci!xo =Oma 

N !aici N !ani N!unkxa =Oma 

Kxami N!ani N=qisa =Oma 

Kxao Kaqece Tcixo Efraem 

Tsamkxao N!ani Di//xao G/aq'o 

!Xo//'o N !ani 

Kun//'an Efraem 

//Xukxa /Ui 

6 
Tci!xo /Ui 

13 
Tcoaq /Ui 

N!ae /Ui 

Tcoaq =Oma 

Xamsa Boo Kha//'an N!hunkxa G/aq'o 

/Ui Sao Di//xao /Ui 
3 3 

/Kunta Kha//'an N=aisa /Ui 

/Aqrin=ahsi Kxao /'Ang!ao Baqu Kxam/oo 

Kaqece /'Ang!ao N!hunkxa Kha//'an 

!Xam Kxam/oo 4 2 
Dabe /Kaece 

/Aotcha /Ui /Kunta 1 Xama N!aini 1 

TOTAL N 28 25 
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Table 18c: Initial survey July 1993, expected distribution of prospective 
Village School entrants: N:aqmtjoha Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys N Names of Girls N 

G/aq'o!oma =Oma /Ai/ae 

N/aice /Ai/ae 
3 

//'Hao /Ui 

N=aqmtjoha /Ai!ae N=amce Xaro /Ui 

N!ani G/aq'o //Uce G=kao 

G/aq'o N=amce =Aisa G/kao 

//Xari Kxao Di/kao /Ai!ae 

N=amce Kaece //Xukxa N//ao 

Kxao /Ui /Koce N=amce 

G/aq'o /Ui /Asa /Ui 

G/aq'o /Ui 10 7 

Kxao /Ai!ae 

//'Ao /Ui 

N!om/xom All prospective pupils attend Tjum!kui School at 

the moment 

/'Au/'o There are no children of school-going age at the 

moment 

/Xoan!huru Kxao Boo Be Boo 

Kaqece Boo 
2 

Di//xao Kxami 
3 

N!oce /Ai!ae 

TOTAL N 15 10 
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Table 18d: Initial survey July 1993, expected distribution of prospective 
Village School entrants: :Aqbace Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys N Names of Girls N 

G/uih!'han Daqm Kxao //'Ang Jo/'o 

=Oma Jo/'o N=aisa Kxao 
3 3 

Kxao Jo/'o Bauqu /'Angn!ao 

/Aig!oan N!ani Boo //Uce Boo 

/Kunta Boo 

G/aq'o Kaece 4 1 

Kxao Kaqece 

=Aqbace Oza G/aq'o //'Aoka G/aq'o 

Kha//'an G/aq'o //Uce /Kunta 

//Xari G=kau N=aisa !Amace 

/Kunta Kxao 

=Oma /Kunta 6 3 

!Amace G/aq'o 

=Otcaqkxai =Oma Kxao /Koce Oza 

Dahm N=amce Di//xao /Kunta 

Tsamkxao G/aq'o Koba N=amce 

Boo Kxao /Asa Dahm 

/Kunta G/aq'o /Asa Oza 

Kxao N=amce /Kuni Kamtsa 
8 8 

/Kunta /Ui //'Aoka Kamtsa 

Zao//airi /Ukxa /Xoan Ooza 

TOTAL N 21 15 
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Table 18e: Initial survey July 1993, expected distribution of prospective 
Village School entrants: //Auru Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys N Names of Girls N 

N!aici Kxao =Oma N.N. (Gobabis) 
N.N. (Gobabis) 
N.N. (Gobabis) 
N.N. (Gobabis) 
N.N. (Gobabis) 6 1 

N.N. (Gobabis) 

N=ama Boo Kxao N!hunkxa Kxao 
/Ai!ae Kxao Kxauro Saremon 
Jo/'o Karambuka Di//xao /Kaece 
/Xoma Karambuka 5 Koba /Kaece 4 

!Xam =Oma 

G!ukon!aqo Kxoara N=ao //Uce //'Ao 

N//haru='han 
//Uce Kxao 
//Uce =Oma 
Koba Kxao 

1 //Oka Kxao (2 different 6 

//Oka Kxao persons) 

/Uidinsi /Ukxa /Kaece 
/Kashe G=kao 
/Kunta /Ui 

3 

=Habace /Ai/ae Kxao /Xoan G/aq'o 
/'Anq/'ao G/aq'o 

3 1 
Kxoara G/aq'o 

!Ukoarama /Kaece Tsamkxao N/aokxa Tsamkxao 
//'Ao G=kao 2 /Asa G=kao 2 

!"Obaha /Ang!ao Kxao 1 

//Aqri=ah =Oma G/aq'o 
/Ui Tskao 
N!ai G/aq'o 
Kaqece Tskao 5 

Kxao /Kaece 

//Auru G=kao Tsamkxao Xama //'Ao 
Kaqece /Anq/'ao /Xoan Gk=ao 
Tsamkxao //'Ao Di//xao Tsamkxao 
=Oma //'Ao 
/Ui //'Ao 6 3 

Ghau Tsamkxao 

I TOTAL N I I 32 I I 17 I 
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Table 18f: Initial survey July 1993, expected distribution of prospective 

Village School entrants: //Xa/oba Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys N Names of Girls N 

N=anemh =Oma Kxao 1 Kxauru Kxao 1 

='Om!o!o N.N. 1 

!Ani=uri N.N. 

N.N. 

N.N. 4 
N.N. 

!Ao='a /lshe Kxao N=aisa Kxao 

Kxao G/aq'o 2 Kxauru Kxao 2 

//Xa/oba Jo/'o Kaqece Sin/Jae Kxao 

Boo Daqm N!oce //'Ao 

N/ani Boo N/hunkxa G/aq'o 

=Oma Daqm //Uce Kxao 

N!ani Kaqece !Uu Komsa 

=Oma Boo 'Tci!xo /Ukxa 

Kxao Kha'//an !Uu G/aq'o 

Daqm Boo /Koce /Ukxa 

=Kau Kxao //Ao Kaqece 

Kxao !Ae /Asa Dahm 

=Amee Dahm /Xoan Kaqece 

/Kunta Kxao 15 11 

/Kaece /Aice 

Kxao Beesa 

/Ui N!aici 

TOTAL N 23 14 
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2.2.7.2 FIRST FOLLOW-UP SURVEY: MARCH 1994 

This data compilation updated and superseded the previous survey conducted in the 

Nyae Nyae area in July 1993. It was based on information provided by the STs during 

their first training workshop (25-27 February 1994) and also on personal observations. 

The following tables will indicate how many learners were actually attending school at 

this time, and how many could still be considered to be prospective school entrants. 

Up to then, the transport problem could be considered the main reason that had 

prevented most of the prospective learners to attend classes. Due to the introduction 

of the donkey cart transport system (DOTS) as from March, the situation was 

expected to change considerably as far as the number of participating learners was 

concerned. 

Where names were deleted from the previous survey, the reasons are given in a note 

following the table. Names that were added to the survey completely new (i.e. learners 

that appear in the survey for the first time and have not moved merely from another 

village), are printed in italics. 

Compared with the previous survey, the support of the people of Nyae Nyae remained 

high. The total number of prospective school entrants did not change significantly and 

stood now at 196 (previously 200). 

During the weeks to follow, the VISCO together with the STs was allocating donkeys 

to the feeder villages and informed the people about the establishment of DOTS. It 

was then anticipated to increase the overall attendance rate substantially. 
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Feeder Village 

Baraka 

Djxokho 

Makuri 

N//oaq!'osi 

-------------------

Table 19a: First follow-up survey March 1994: Baraka Village School 

Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

Kxao Tsamkxao Baq'u Tsamkxao 2 Ti!ae //Aice 1 
Tsamkxao /Ai!ae Xama N!aici 
:Oma Jo/'o 
Kxao Jo/'o 
N!aici /Ai!ae 
:Oma Kxao 6 

Dahm Kaqece //Uce /Kaece 
/Kunta Kxao //Xukxa Kaqece 
Boo Kxao 3 Tcoq'a Kxao 3 

=Oma Kaqece 
Kaqece /Kaece 
N!aici /Ui 
Daqm Boo 
Kaqece /Kaece 
=Oma Boo 6 

Boo Niani /Koce N/ani 
Kha//'an /Ui Tci!xo =Oma 
N!aici N!ani N!unkxa =Oma 
Kxami N!ani N=qisa =Oma 
Kxao Kaqece T cixo Efraem 
Tsamkxao N!ani Di//xao G/aq'o 

!Xo//'o N!ani 
Kun//'an Efraem 
//Xukxa /Ui 
Tci!xo /Ui 
Tcoaq /Ui 
N!ae /Ui 

6 Tcoaq =Oma 13 

-------------------- --------- -------------------- --------- ------------------- --------- -------------------- ---------
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------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
Feeder Village Names of Boys 

attending N prospective N 

Xamsa Boo Kha//'an 
/Ui Sao 
/Kunta Kha//'an 3 

/Aqrin=ahsi Kxao I' Ang !ao 
Kaqece /'Ang!ao 
!Xam Kxam/oo 
Dabe /Kaece 4 

/Aotcha /Ui /Kunta 1 

I TOTAL N I I 6 I I 23 

Notes: 

1. =Oma Boo moved to Makuri from //Xa/oba. 

------------------------------------------------------------
Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N 

N!hunkxa G/aq'o 
Di//xao /Ui 
N=aisa /Ui 3 

Baqu Kxam/oo 
N!hunkxa Kha//'an 

2 

Xama N!aini 1 

I I 2 I I 23 I 
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(") Table 19b: First follow-up survey March 1994: N:aqmtjoha Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective 

G/aq'o!oma :Oma /Ai/ae 
N/aice /Ai/ae 
//'Hao /Ui 3 

N=aqmtjoha /Ai!ae N:amce G/aq'o /Ui /Uce G:kao Xaro /Ui 
N!ani G/aq'o G/aq'o /Ui =Aisa G/kao /Koce N=amce 
G/aq'o N=amce Di//kao /Ai!ae /Asa /Ui 
N:amce Kaece //Xukxa Nl/ao 
Kxao /Ui 
Kxao /Ai!ae 
//'Ao /Ui 7 2 4 

N!om/xom All prospective learners attend 
Tjum!kui school at the moment 

/'Au/'o //Xari Kxao 1 

/Xoan!huru Kxao Boo Be Boo 
Kaqece Boo 2 Di//xao Kxami 

N!oce /Ai!ae 

I TOTAL N I I 11 I I 4 I I 4 I 
Notes: 

1. /!Xari Kxao (fromerly of N=aqmtjoha) moved to /'Au/'o. 

N 

3 

3 

I 6 I 
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C") Table 19c: First follow-up survey March 1994: =Aqbace Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective 

G/uih!'han Daqm Kxao //'Ang Jo/'o 
=Oma Jo/'o N=aisa Kxao 
Kxao Jo'o 3 Bauqu /'Angn!ao 

/Aig!oan All prospective learners moved 

=Aqbace N!ani Boo //Xari G=kau //Uce /Kunta 
/Kunta Boo =Oma /Kunta N:aisa !Amace 
Kha//'an G/aq'o 
/Kunta Kxao 4 2 2 

=Otcaqkxai Dahm N:amce /Koce Oza 
Tsamkxao G/aq'o Di//xao /Kunta 
/Kunta G/aq'o Koba N:amce 
Kxao N:amce /Asa Dahm 
/Kunta /Ui /Asa Oza 
G!aq'o /Xoan Ooza 
Kxao Oza Xama!Kunta 
Kxao G!aq'o Kxauru N!!ao 

Segllae/Ui 
8 N!aokxa N=amce 10 

I TOTAL N I I 12 I I 5 I I 12 I 
Notes: 

1. N !ani Boo and /Kunta Boo (formerly of /Aig!oan) moved to =Aqbace. They are attending school there. 
2. G/aq'o Kaece and Kxao Kaqece (formerly of /Aig!oan) moved to //Xa/oba. G/aq'o Kaece is attending school there. 
3. //Uce Boo (formerly of /Aig!oan) moved to =Habace. 
4. Oza G/aq'o, !Amace G/aq'o and //'Aoka G/aq'o (formerly of =Aqbace) moved to Aasvoelnes. 
5. =Oma Kxao, Boo Kxao, Zao//airi /Ukxa, /Kuni Kamtsa and //'Aoka Kamtsa (formerly of =Otcaqkxai) moved to Aasvoelnes. 

N 

3 

I 3 I 
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Feeder Village 

N!aici 

N=ama 

G!ukon!aqo 

N//haru='han 

/Uidinsi 

=Habace 

!Ukoarama 

!'Obaha 

-------------------

Table 19d: First follow-up survey March 1994: //Auru Village School 

Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

:OmaKaqece Kxao =Oma 
Kxoara Kaqece 2 1 

Boo Kxao N!hunkxa Kxao 
/Ai!ae Kxao Kxauro Saremon 
Jo/'o Karambuka Di//xao /Kaece 
/Xoma Karambuka Koba /Kaece 
!Xam =Oma 5 4 

People moved ta !'Obaha; the 
village does no longer exist 

Kxoara N=ao //Uce //'Ao 
//Uce Kxao 
//Uce =Oma 
Koba Kxao 
//Oka Kxao 

1 //Oka Kxao 6 

/Ukxa /Kaece 
/Kashe G=kao 
/Kunta /Ui 3 

/Ai/ae Kxao /Xoan G/aq'o 
/'Anq/'ao G/aq'o //Uce Boo 
Kxoara G/aq'o 
!Ae G!aq'o 
Jo/'o !Kaece 5 2 

/Kaece Tsamkxao N/aokxa Tsamkxao 
//'Ao G=kao 2 /Asa G=kao 2 

I Ang !ao Kxao 1 

-------------------- ---------- -------------------- --------- ------------------- --------- --------------------
._ _________ 
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Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

//Aqri=ah =Oma G/aq'o 
/Ui Tskao 
N/ai G/aq'o 
Kaqece T skao 
Kxao /Kaece 5 

//Auru Tsamkxao //'Ao G=kao Tsamkxao Xama //'Ao Di//xao T samkxao 
:Oma //'Ao Kaqece /Anq/'ao /Xoan G:kao 
/Ui //'Ao 
Ghau Tsamkxao 
:OmaKxao 5 2 2 1 

TOTAL N 12 20 2 15 

Notes: 

1. The people of G!ukon!aqo left the village because of conflict at the Hereroland border. 
2. //Uce Boo moved to =Habace from /Aig!oan. 
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Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective 

N=anemh =Oma Kxao 1 Kxauru Kxao 

='Om!o!o N.N. 1 

!Ani=uri N.N. 
N.N. 
N.N. 
N.N. 4 

!Ao='a /lshe Kxao N=aisa Kxao 
Kxao G/aq'o 2 Kxauru Kxao 

//Xa/oba Boo Daqm Kxao Kaqece Sin//ae Kxao 
N/ani Boo N!oce //'Ao 
:Oma Daqm N/hunkxa G/aq'o 
N !ani Kaqece !Uu Komsa 
Kxao Kha//'an 'Tci!xo /Ukxa 
Daqm Boo !Uu G/aq'o 
=Amee Daqm /Koce /Ukxa 
/Kaece /Aice //Ao Kaqece 
Kxao Beesa /Asa Dahm 
/Ui N!aici N:aisa Kxao 
G/aq'o Kaece N!hakxa!Ui 
Daqm Kxae 
Kxao Khal/'an 13 1 11 

I TOTAL N I I 13 I I 9 I I 11 I 
Notes: 
T:"""Gtaq'o Kaece and Kxao Kaqece moved to //Xa/oba from /Aig!oan. 
2. =Oma Boo moved to Makuri. 
3. Jo/'o Kaqece, =Kau Kxao, /Kunta Kxao and /Uce Kxao moved to Aasvoelnes. 
4. Kxao !Ae and /Xoan Kaqece moved to Tjum !kui. 

N 

1 

2 

I 3 I 
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Village 
School 

Baraka 

N:aqmtjoha 

:Aqbace 

//Auru 

//Xa/oba 

I TOTAL 

Village 
School 

Baraka 

N:aqmtjoha 

:Aqbace 

//Auru 

//Xa/oba 

I TOTAL 

attending 

6 

11 

12 

12 

13 

I 54 

attending 

6 

7 

4 

5 

13 

I 35 

Table 19f: First follow-up survey March 1994: 
Village School Enrolments and Attendance Rate - OVERALL 

Number of Boys Number of Girls 

prospective % attendance attending prospective % attendance attending 

23 20,7 2 23 8,0 8 

4 73,3 4 6 40,0 15 

5 70,6 12 3 80,0 24 

20 37,5 2 15 11,8 14 

9 59,1 11 3 78,6 24 

I 61 I 47,0 I 31 I 50 I 38,3 
II 

85 I 

Table 19g: First follow-up survey March 1994: 
Village School Enrolments and Attendance Rate - SCHOOL VILLAGE ONLY 

Number of Boys Number of Girls 

prospective % attendance attending prospective % attendance attending 

0 100,0 2 1 66,7 8 

2 77,8 4 3 57, 1 11 

2 66,7 2 0 100,0 6 

2 71,4 2 1 66,7 7 

1 92,8 11 0 100,0 24 

I 7 I 83,3 I 21 I 5 I 80,8 
II 

56 I 

TOTAL 

prospective % attendance 

46 14,8 

10 60,0 

8 75,0 

35 28,6 

12 66,7 

111 
II 

43,4 I 

TOTAL 

prospective % attendance 

1 88,9 

5 68,8 

2 75,0 

3 70,0 

1 96,0 

12 I 82,4 
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Changes in the Number of Prospective Village School Entrants 

Village Number of Boys Number of Girls TOTAL 

School 
July 1993 March 1994 % change July 1993 March 1994 % change July 1993 March 1994 % change 

Baraka 28 29 +3,6 25 25 0 53 54 +1,9 

N:aqmtjoha 15 15 0 10 10 0 25 25 0 

=Aqbace 21 17 -19,0 15 15 0 36 32 -11, 1 

//Auru 32 32 0 17 17 0 49 49 0 

//Xa/oba 23 22 -4,3 14 14 0 37 36 -2,7 

I TOTAL I 119 I 115 I -3,4 I 81 I 81 I 0 II 200 I 196 II -2,0 I 
Notes: 

1. The decreased number of prospective Village School entrants for =Aqbace (-11, 1%) can be explained by the high number of people who left the area and moved to Aasvoelnes (please refer 
also to table 3). Due to the information given by the =Aqbace ST, it is possible that these people might return in the near future. 
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2.2.7.3 SECOND FOLLOW-UP SURVEY: MAY 1994 

This data compilation updated and superseded the previous surveys conducted in the 

Nyae Nyae area in July 1993 and March 1994. Again, it was based on information 

provided by the STs at the end of their first term of teaching (18 January-29 March 

1994) and also on personal observations. 

The following tables will indicate how many learners were actually attending school at 

this time, and how many could still be considered to be prospective school entrants. 

As expected, due to the introduction of DOTS, the situation had changed considerably 

as far as the number of participating learners was concerned. During the second 

school term, the VISCO together with the STs consolidated DOTS further. 

Where names were deleted from the previous survey, the reasons are given in a note 

following the table. Names that were added to the survey completely new (i.e. learners 

that appear in the survey for the first time and have not moved merely from another 

village), are printed in italics. 

Compared with the previous survey, the support of the people of Nyae Nyae had 

increased. The total number of prospective school entrants now stood at 214 

(previously 196). A total of 17 learners left Government Schools in Aasvoelnes and 

Tjum!kui respectively, and decided to join one of the Village Schools. It appeared that 

the Student Teachers were successful in their continuous efforts to implement a 

community-based teaching programme, which obviously had been accepted by the 

communities concerned. 
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Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

Baraka Tsamkxao /Ai!ae Kxao Tsamkxao N!ae N!aici 
N!aici /Ai!ae Ti !ae II Aice 
:Oma Kxao 3 1 2 

Djxokho Dahm Kaqece //Xukxa Kaqece //Uce /Kaece 
/Kunta Kxao Tcoq'a Kxao 
Boo Kxao 3 1 N!hunkxa Kxao 3 

Makuri Kaqece /Kaece =Oma Kaqece 
N!aici /Ui 
Daqm Boo 
Kaqece /Kaece 

1 =Oma Boo 5 

N//oaq!'osi Kxami N!ani N!aici N!ani N:aisa :Oma Tci!xo =Oma 
Kxao Kaqece Tci!xo /Ui N!unkxa =Oma 

Tcoaq /Ui Tcixo Efraem 
N!haokxa N!ani Di//xao G/aq·o 
!Asa Kaq'ece !Xo//'o N!ani 

Kun//'an Efraem 
//Xukxa /Ui 
N!ae /Ui 

2 1 5 Tcoaq =Oma 9 

Xamsa Boo Kha//'an N!hunkxa G/aq'o 
/Ui Sao Di//xao /Ui 
/Kunta Kha//'an 3 N=aisa /Ui 3 

/Aqrin=ahsi Kxao /'Ang !ao Baqu Kxam/oo 
Kaqece /'Ang!ao N!hunkxa Kha//'an 
!Xam Kxam/oo Baqu /'Ang!ao 
Dabe /Kaece 4 3 

I TOTAL N I I 9 I I 14 I I 8 I I 18 I 
Notes: 

1. =Oma Jo/'o and Kxao Jo'o (formerly of Baraka) moved to /Aqrin=ahsi. The people of /Aqrin=ahsi, however, demand car transport instead of donkey transport, and refuse to send their children 
to school until their demands are met. The matter will be taken up again during the second term. 

2. Baq·u Tsamkxao (formerly of Baraka) got married and left school. 
3. Xama N!aici (formerly of Baraka) moved to /Aotcha. 
4. Boo N/ani, Kha//'an /Ui, Tsamkxao N!ani and /Koce N/ani (N//oaq!'osi) are too old to attend Grade 1. After consultation with the ST, their names have been removed from the list. 
5. /Ui Kunta from /Aotcha is now attending school in //Auru. Therefore, //Auru has been allocated as feeder village to //Auru. 
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Feeder Village 

G/aq'o!oma 

N=aqmtjoha 

N!om/xom 

/'Au/'o 

/Xoan!huru 

I TOTAL N I 

Table 20b: Second follow-up survey May 1994: N:aqmtjoha Village School 

Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

=Oma /Ai/ae 
N/aice /Ai/ae 
//'Hao /Ui 3 

I Ai!ae N:amce G/aq'o /Ui /Uce G:kao 
N!ani G/aq'o G/aq'o /Ui =Aisa G/kao 
G/aq' o N=amce Di//kao /Ai!ae 
N:amce Kaece //X.ukxa N//ao 
Kxao /Ui Xaro /Ui 
Kxao /Ai!ae /Koce N:amce 
//'Ao /Ui 7 2 /Asa /Ui 7 

All prospective learners attend 
Tjumlkui school at the moment 

//Xari Kxao 1 

Kxao Boo Be Boo 
Kaqece Boo 2 Di//xao Kxami 

N!oce /Ai!ae 3 

I 11 I I 4 I I 7 I I 3 I 
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(") Table 20c: Second follow-up survey May 1994: =Aqbace Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

G/uih!'han Daqm Kxao //'Ang Jo/'o 
=Oma Jo/'o N=aisa Kxao 
Kxao Jo'o 3 Bauqu /'Angn!ao 3 

/Aig!oan All prospective learners moved 

=Aqbace N!ani Boo //Uce /Kunta 
/Kunta Boo N:aisa !Amace 
Kha//'an G/aq'o Tci!xo Oza 
/Kunta Kxao 
OzaG!aq'o 
Kxao G!aq'o 
Kxao G!aq'o 
!Amace G!aq'o 
Kxao Beesa 9 3 

=Otcaqkxai Dahm N:amce /Koce Oza 
Tsamkxao G/aq'o Di//xao /Kunta 
/Kunta G/aq'o Koba N:amce 
Kxao N:amce /Asa Dahm 
/Kunta /Ui /Asa Oza 
Kxao Oza /Xoan Ooza 
Kxao G/aq'o Xama /Kunta 
G=kau N!!ao Kxauru N//ao 
!Kunta Kxao Seg//ae /Ui 

9 N/aokxa N:amce 10 

I TOTAL N I I 18 I I 3 I I 13 I I 3 I 
Notes: 

1. Oza G/aq'o, Kxao G/aq'o, Kxao G/aq'o (2 different persons), !Amace G/aq'o, Kxao Beesa, G=kau N//ao, /Kunta Kxao and Tci!xo Oza left the Government School in Aasvoelnes and are now 
attending the =Aqbace Village School. 

2. G/aq'o (formerly of =Otcaqkxai) moved to an unknown destination. 
3. //Xari G=kau and =Oma /Kunta (previously listed as prospective learners, =Aqbace) are too old (//Xari) or too young (=Oma) respectively to attend school at the moment. After consultation with 

the ST, their names have been removed from the list. =Oma might attend Grade 1 in 1996. 
4. The ST considers G/uih!'han to be too far away from =Aqbace in order for the learners to attend school. This will be investigated in more detail during the second school term. 
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CW) Table 20d: Second follow-up survey May 1994: //Auru Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

N!aici :Oma Kaqece Kxao =Oma 
Kxoara Kaqece 
!!'Ao :Oma 3 1 

N=ama Boo Kxao Tsamkxao Karambuka N!hunkxa Kxao 
!Ai!ae Karambuka Tsamkxao /Ai!ae 2 !Am Tsamkxao 
:OmaKxao 3 Kuni/a Tsamkxao 3 

G!ukon!aqo Kxoara N=ao 1 //Uce //'Ao 
//Uce Kxao 
//Uce =Oma 
Koba Kxao 
//Oka Kxao 
//Oka Kxao 6 

N//haru='han People moved back to 
Glukon!aqo; N!!haru='han 
does no longer exist 

/Uidinsi /Ukxa /Kaece Kxao Naici Sebe!Kaece 
/Kashe G:kao =Oma!Ui Xaro !Ui 
/Kunta /Ui G=kao!Ui 
:Oma/Kunta 
Ghau G:kao 5 3 2 

=Habace /Ai/ae Kxao Di//xao /Kaece /Xoan G/aq'o 
/'Anq/'ao G/aq'o 
Kxoara G/aq'o 
!Ae G/aq'o 
Jo/'o /Kaece 
!Angn!ao Kxao 6 1 1 

!Ukoarama /Kaece Tsamkxao N/aokxa Tsamkxao 
//'Ao G=kao 2 /Asa G=kao 2 

!'Obaha !Xam :Oma Ti!ae Glaq'o 
1 N=aisa !Kaece 2 

//Aqri=ah /Ui Tskao Kaqece T skao 
Kxao /Kaece 

1 Kaqece !Kaece 3 
------------------- -------------------- --------- -------------------- --------- ------------------- --------- -------------------- ---------
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("') Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

!Aotcha /Ui Kunta 1 Xama N!aini 1 

//Auru Tsamkxao //'Ao G=kao Tsamkxao Xama //'Ao Di//xao Tsamkxao 
:Oma //'Ao /Xoan G:kao 
/Ui //'Ao l/Uce !Ai!ae 
Ghau Tsamkxao Nlhaokxa !Ui 
/Ai!ae Kxao 
Dahm!Ukxa 
Kxoara /!'Ao 
Dahm Kxao 
Kxao N!aini 
!Ui Kxao 10 1 4 1 

TOTAL N 30 13 10 13 

Notes: 

1. The people of G!ukon!aqo moved back to their village from N//haru='han. 
2. /Ai!ae Kxao moved to //Auru. 
3. Jo/'o Karambuka and /Xoma Karambuka (formerly of N=ama) moved to Tjum!kui. 
4. !Xam =Oma (formerly of N=ama) moved to !'Obaha. 
5. Kxauro Seremon (formerly of N=ama) moved to Hereroland. 
6. Di//xao /Kaece (formerly of N=ama) moved to =Habace. 
7. Koba /Kaece (formerly of N=ama) moved to an unknown destination. 
8. =Oma G/aq'o and N/ai G/aq'o (formerly of //Aqri=ah) moved to Djxokho. 
9. /Ang!ao Kxao (formerly of !'Obaha) moved to =Habace. 
10. /Ui /Kunta moved to //Auru. Therefore, //Auru has been allocated as feeder village to //Auru. 
11. Dahm /Ukxa, /Ai!ae Kxao, Kxoara //'Ao, Dahm Kxao, Kxao N!aini and /Ui Kxao left the Government School in Tjum!kui and are now attending the //Auru Village School. 
12. =Oma Kxao (formerly from //Auru) moved to Baraka and is attending school there. 
13. //Uce Boo (formerly of =Habace) moved to an unknown destination. 
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('I") Table 20e: Second follow-up survey May 1994: //Xa/oba Village School 

Feeder Village Names of Boys Names of Girls 

attending N prospective N attending N prospective N 

N=anemh =Oma Kxao 1 Kxauru Kxao 1 

='Om!o!o N.N. 1 

!Ani=uri N.N. Bee/Kun 
N.N. 
N.N. 
N.N. 4 1 

!Ao='a /lshe Kxao N=aisa Kxao 
Kxao G/aq'o 2 Kxauru Kxao 2 

//Xa/oba Boo Daqm Sin//ae Kxao 
N/ani Boo N!oce //'Ao 
=Oma Daqm N/hunkx:a G/aq'o 
N!ani Kaqece !Uu Komsa 
Kxao Kha//'an 'Tci!xo /Ukxa 
Daqm Boo !Uu G/aq'o 
=Amee Daqm /Koce /Ukxa 
/Kaece /Aice //Ao Kaqece 
Kxao Beesa /Asa Dahm 
/Ui N!aici N:aisa Kxao 
G/aq'o Kaece N/hakxa /Ui 
Kxao Kha//'an l!Xukxa !Aice 
OzaKxao 12 
Kxao !Ae 14 

I TOTAL N I I 14 I I 8 I I 13 I I 3 I 
Notes: 
~za Kxao and //Xukxa /Aice left the Government School in Aasvoelnes and are now attending the //Xa/oba Village School. 
2. Kxao !Ae left the Government School in Tjum!kui and is now attending the //Xa/oba Village School. 
3. Daqm Kxae moved to Tjum!kui. 
4. Kxao Kaqece moved to an unknown destination. 
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(Y) Table 20f: Second follow-up survey May 1994: 

Village School Enrolments and Attendance Rate - OVERALL 

Village Number of Boys Number of Girls TOTAL 
School 

attending prospective % attendance attending prospective % attendance attending prospective % attendance 

Bar aka 9 14 39,1 8 18 30,8 17 32 34,7 

N:aqmtjoha 11 4 73,3 7 3 70,0 18 7 72,0 

:Aqbace 18 3 85,7 13 3 81,2 31 6 83,8 

//Auru 30 13 69,8 10 12 45,4 40 25 61,5 

//Xa/oba 14 8 63,6 13 3 81,2 27 11 71, 1 

I TOTAL I 82 I 42 I 66,1 I 51 I 39 I 56,7 II 133 I 81 II 62,1 I 

Table 20g: Second follow-up survey May 1994: 
Village School Enrolments and Attendance Rate - SCHOOL VILLAGE ONLY 

Village Number of Boys Number of Girls TOTAL 
School 

attending prospective % attendance attending prospective % attendance attending prospective % attendance 

Bar aka 3 1 75,0 2 0 100,0 5 1 83,3 

N:aqmtjoha 7 2 77,8 7 0 100,0 14 2 87,5 

=Aqbace 9 0 100,0 3 0 100,0 12 0 100,0 

//Auru 10 1 90,9 4 1 80,0 14 2 87,5 

//Xa/oba 14 0 100,0 12 0 100,0 26 0 100,0 

I TOTAL I 43 I 4 I 91,5 I 28 I 1 I 96,5 II 71 I 5 
II 

93,4 I 
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(I') Table 20h: Second follow-up survey May 1994: 

Changes in the Number of Prospective Village School Entrants 

Village Number of Boys Number of Girls TOTAL 

School 
March 1994 May 1994 % change March 1994 May 1994 % change March 1994 May 1994 % change 

Bar aka 29 23 -20,7 25 26 +4,0 54 49 -9,3 

N:aqmtjoha 15 15 0 10 10 0 25 25 0 

:Aqbace 17 21 +23,5 15 16 +6,7 32 37 +15,6 

//Auru 32 43 +34,4 17 22 +29,4 49 65 +32,6 

//Xa/oba 22 22 0 14 16 +14,3 36 38 +5,6 

I TOTAL I 115 I 124 I +7,8 I 81 I 90 I + 11, 1 I 196 I 214 II +9,2 I 
Notes: 

1. The decreased number of prospective Village School entrants for Baraka (-9,3%) can be explained by adjustments made according to Table 1. 
2. The sharp increase of prospective Village School entrants for =Aqbace (+15,6%) and especially //Auru (+32,6%) is due to the decision of a number of parents to transfer their children from a 

Government School to a Village School. Please refer to the notes referring to Tables 3 and 4 for details. 
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2.2.7.4 FIRST CONCLUDING SURVEY: SEPTEMBER 1994 

The enrolment figures in the five Village Schools consolidated, and the schools were 

accepted by the communities as being an integral part of their village life. Together 

with the STs, final class lists were compiled for Grade 1. Contrarily to the previous 

surveys, these final class lists did not mention "prospective learners" any more. The 

learners listed here were attending the classes regularly, and they could be expected 

to have settled down in their school environment. 

Learners mentioned in previous surveys no longer appearing here, will be contacted 

again during 1995 in order to join the Village Schools in 1996. Many of them were 

either still too young to attend school on a regular basis, or were already too old for 

Grade 1 (three prospective School Entrants for Grade 1 have since been married). 

The total number of learners attending the Village Schools (127) did not differ much 

from the May survey (133). 

The STs of //Xa/oba and //Auru indicated that quite a number of very young ("pre

school") children are attending their classes on an irregular basis. 186 They suggested 

to give them an opportunity to attend a Grade 1 class in 1995. A similar arrangement 

was suggested for learners who joined the Village School rather late in 1994, and who 

could not be considered being prepared enough to progress to Grade 2 at this stage. 

The time spent in class during the first year of schooling would then be evaluated as 

a completed School Readiness Programme, thus facilitating a well prepared entrance 

into Grade 1 in 1995. 

186
These children are not included in the final class lists for Grade 1. 
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(") Table 21a: First concluding survey September 1994: Baraka Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N attending N 

Baraka (/Aotcha) 4 2 Tsamkxao /Ai!ae 
N!aici /Ai!ae 
Kxao Tsamkxao 
/Ukxa /Ai!ae 4 

Djxokho Dahm Kaqece I /Xukxa Kaqece 
/Kunta Kxao N!ae N!aici 
Boo Kxao Ti!ae //Aice 

Tji!xo Kxao 
3 N!hunkxa Kxao 5 

Makuri 2 1 Kaqece /Kaece 
/Kaece Daqm 
:Oma Kaqece 
N!aici Komisa 
Daqm Boo 
Tsamkxao Boo 6 

!Aq'u G:kao Kxao 1 

N!om/xom Boo G:kao 1 

N//oaq!'osi 5 1 Kxami N!ani N:aisa :Oma 
Kxao Kaqece Tci!xo /Ui 

Tcoaq /Ui 
N/haokxa N!ani 

2 /Asa Kaq'ece 5 

I TOTAL N I 11 I 4 I I 17 I I 10 I 
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G/aq'o!oma 

N=aqmtjoha 

I TOTAL N 

Table 21b: First concluding survey September 1994: N:aqmtjoha Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N attending N 

4 1 :Oma /Ai/ae 
N/aice /Ai/ae 
//'Hao /Ui 3 

/Ai!ae N:amce /Uce G:kao 
N!ani G/aq'o :Aisa G/kao 
G/aq'o N:amce Di//kao /Ai!ae 
N:amce Kaece /Koce N:amce 
Kxao /Ai!ae 
//'Ao /Ui 6 4 

I 4 I 1 I I 9 I I 4 I 
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=Aqbace 

=Otcaqkxai 

I TOTAL N 

Table 21 c: First concluding survey September 1994: =Aqbace Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N attending N 

1 Kha//'an G/aq'o N:aisa !Amace 
/Kunta Kxao Tci!xo Oza 
Oza G/aq'o 
Kxao G/aq'o 
Kxao G/aq'o 
!Amace G/aq'o 
Kxao Beesa 7 2 

5 1 Dahm N:amce /Koce Oza 
Tsamkxao G/aq'o Di//xao /Kunta 
/Kunta G/aq'o Koba N:amce 
/Kunta /Ui /Asa Dahm 
Kxao Oza /Asa Oza 
Kxao G/aq'o%' /Xoan Ooza 
0321 A\ AA•ao Xama /Kunta 
Zao//airi /Ukza Kxauru N//ao 

Seg//ae /Ui 
8 N/aokxa N:amce 10 

I 5 I 2 I I 15 I I 12 I 
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Feeder Village 

N!aici 

/Uidinsi 

=Habace 

!'Obaha 

/Aotcha 

//Auru 

I TOTAL N 

Table 21d: First concluding survey September 1994: //Auru Village School 

Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N attending N 

2 :Oma Kaqece 
Kxoara Kaqece 2 

4 /Ukxa /Kaece Sebe /Kaece 
/Kashe G:kao 
/Kunta /Ui 
Ghau G:kao 
G:kao /Ui 5 1 

2 1 /Ai/ae Kxao Di//xao /Kaece 
/'Anq/'ao G/aq'o 
Kxoara G/aq'o 
!Ae G/aq'o 
Jo/'o /Kaece 
I Angn !ao Kxao 6 1 

1 Ti!ae G/aq'o 
(to be returned) N:aisa /Kaece 2 

/Ui Kunta 1 

2 Tsamkxao //'Ao Xama //'Ao 
:Oma //'Ao /Xoan G:kao 
/Ui //'Ao N/haokxa /Ui 
/Ai!ae Kxao Xoa//'an Ghau 
Dahm /Ukxa 
Kxoara //'Ao 
Dahm Kxao 
/Ui Kxao 
Kxao /Aice 9 4 

I 10 I 2 I I 23 I I 8 I 
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l!Xa!oba 

I TOTAL N 

Table 21e: First concluding survey September 1994: //Xa/oba Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N attending N 

N/ani Boo Seg/lae Kxao 
:Oma Daqm N!oce If Ao 
N!ani Kaqece N/hunkxa G/aq'o 
Kxao Kha//'an !Uu Komsa 
Daqm Boo 'Tci!xo /Ukxa 
N:amce Daqm !Uu G/aq'o 
/Kaece I Aice /Koce /Ukxa 
Kxao Beesa /Asa Dahm 
/Ui N!aici N:aisa Kxao 
G/aq'o Kaece //Xukxa /Aice 
Kxao Kha//'an /IUce Boo 
Oza Kxao Kxore /Ui 
Kxao !Ae 
/Kunta Boo 
N !ani Piennoks 
Kxao I' Ang !ao 
Daqm Kxao 17 12 

I 0 I 0 I I 17 I I 12 I 
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Village 
School 

Baraka 

N:aqmtjoha 

:Aqbace 

//Auru 

//Xa/oba 

I TOTAL 

May Survey 

9 

11 

18 

30 

14 

I 82 I 

Table 21f: First concluding survey September 1994: 
Village School Enrolments: GRADE 1, 1994 (Final Class List) 

Number of Boys Number of Girls TOTAL 

now attending % change May Survey now attending % change May Survey now attending % change 

17 +88,9% 8 10 +25,0% 17 27 +58,8% 

9 -18,2% 7 4 -42,6% 18 13 -27,8% 

15 -16,7% 13 12 -7,7% 31 27 -12,9% 

23 -23,3% 10 8 -20,0% 40 31 -22,5% 

17 +21,4% 13 12 -7,7% 27 29 +7,4% 

81 I -1,2% I 51 I 46 I -9,8% II 133 I 127 II -4,5% I 
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2.2.7.5 SECOND CONCLUDING SURVEY: DECEMBER 1994 

The final class lists were reviewed again, when the STs discussed the learners' 

individual performance and decided on the question of promotion. After consulting with 

parents and learners, the STs decided to promote 86 out of 127 Grade 1 learners to 

Grade 2. Those learners not promoted were either very young or only joined the 

schools late in the school year; their year or part thereof will be regarded as a pre

school year that enables them to attend Grade 1 in 1995. 

All promoted learners received a collective report as shown in Poster 111 . This report 

was workshopped with the STs, who wanted to avoid the "grading" of their children. 

During the compilation process of the report, community meetings were held in order 

to ensure that its contents bears relevance for the learners' parents. 

With the exception of N=aqmtjoha, all other four Village Schools will cater for Grade 

One and Two in 1995, whereby two STs will teach in //Xa/oba. At all other Village 

Schools, one ST will teach two Grades simultaneously. 

It is expected to enrol new Grade One learners in //Xa/oba after the incorporation of 

prospective Feeder Villages into the //Xa/oba Village School infrastructure. Donkeys 

and donkey carts will be distributed to //Xa/oba for this purpose in January 1995. 
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C") Table 22a: Second concluding survey December 1994: Baraka Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N Gr 1 N Gr2 attending N Gr 1 

Baraka (/Aotcha) 4 2 Tsamkxao /Ai!ae 
N!aici /Ai!ae 
Kxao Tsamkxao 
/Ukxa /Ai!ae 1 3 

Djxokho Dahm Kaqece //Xukxa Kaqece 
/Kunta Kxao Nlae N!aici 
Boo Kxao Ti !ae II Aice 

Tji!xo Kxao 
3 N!hunkxa Kxao 3 

Makuri 2 1 Kaqece/Kaece 
/Kaece Daqm 
:Oma Kaqece 
N!aici Komisa 
Daqm Boo 
Tsamkxao Boo 6 

!Aq'u G=kao Kxao 1 

N!om/xom Boo G:kao 1 

N//oaq!'osi 5 1 Kxami N!ani N:aisa :Oma 
Kxao Kaqece Tci!xo /Ui 

Tcoaq /Ui 
N/haokxa N!ani 

2 /Asa Kaq'ece 3 

I TOTAL N I 11 I 4 I I 2 I 15 I I 6 

N Gr2 

2 

2 

I 4 I 
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G/aq'o!oma 

N=aqmtjoha 

I TOTAL N 

Table 22b: Second concluding survey December 1994: N:aqmtjoha Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N Gr 1 N Gr2 attending N Gr 1 N Gr2 

4 1 =Oma /Ai/ae 
N/aice /Ai/ae 
//'Hao /Ui 3 

/Ai!ae N=amce /Uce G=kao 
N!ani G/aq'o =Aisa G/kao 
G/aq'o N=amce Di//kao /Ai!ae 
N=amce Kaece /Koce N=amce 
Kxao /Ai!ae 
//'Ao /Ui 4 
//'Ao N//ao 7 

I 4 I 1 I I 0 I 10 I I 0 I 4 I 
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=Aqbace 

G/oaguru 

=Otcaqkxai 

I TOTAL N 

Table 22c: Second concluding survey December 1994: =Aqbace Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N Gr 1 N Gr2 attending N Gr 1 

1 Kha//'an G/aq'o N:aisa !Amace 
/Kunta Kxao //Xukxa Kaqece 
Oza G/aq'o Tci!xo Oza 
Kxao G/aq'o 
Kxao G/aq'o 
!Amace G/aq'o 
Kxao Beesa 
/Ukxa Kaqece 8 1 

N!hunkxa /Aice 
Koba Kommtsa 

5 1 Dahm N:amce /Koce Oza 
Tsamkxao G/aq'o Di//xao /Kunta 
/Kunta G/aq'o Koba N=amce 
/Kunta /Ui /Asa Dahm 
Kxao Oza /Asa Oza 
Kxao G/aq'o /Xoan Ooza 
G:kau N//ao Xama /Kunta 
Zao//airi /Ukza Kxauru N//ao 

Seg//ae /Ui 
2 6 N/aokxa N:amce 1 

I 5 I 2 I I 2 I 14 I I 2 

N Gr2 

2 

2 

9 

I 13 I 
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/Uidinsi 

=Habace 

!'Obaha 

//Auru 

I TOTAL N 

Table 22d: Second concluding survey December 1994: //Auru Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N Gr 1 N Gr 2 attending N Gr 1 N Gr2 

2 :Oma Kaqece 
Kxoara Kaqece 2 

4 /Ukxa /Kaece Sebe /Kaece 
/Kashe G:kao 
/Kunta /Ui 
Ghau G=kao 
G=kao /Ui 3 2 1 

2 1 /Ai/ae Kxao Di//xao /Kaece 
/'Anq/'ao G/aq'o 
Kxoara G/aq'o 
!Ae G/aq'o 
Jo/'o /Kaece 
/Angn!ao Kxao 3 3 1 

1 Ti!ae G/aq'o 
(to be returned) N=aisa /Kaece 2 

2 Tsamkxao //'Ao Xama //'Ao 
:Oma //'Ao /Xoan G:kao 
/Ui //'Ao N/haokxa /Ui 
/Ai!ae Kxao Xoa//'an Ghau 
Kxoara //'Ao 
Dahm Kxao 
/Ui Kxao 
Kxao /Aice 2 6 3 1 

I 10 I 2 I I 8 I 13 I I 7 I 1 I 
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Table 22e: Second concluding survey December 1994: //Xa/oba Village School 

Feeder Village Donkey/Cart Distribution Names of Boys Names of Girls 

N Donkeys N Donkey Carts attending N Gr 1 N Gr2 attending N Gr 1 

N/ani Boo Seg//ae Kxao 
:Oma Daqm N!oce //'Ao 
N!ani Kaqece N/hunkxa G/aq'o 
Kxao Kha//'an !Uu Komsa 
Daqm Boo 'Tci!xo /Ukxa 
N:amce Daqm !Uu G/aq'o 
Kxao Beesa /Koce /Ukxa 
/Ui N!aici /Asa Dahm 
G/aq'o Kaece N=aisa Kxao 
Kxao Kha//'an //Xukxa /Aice 
Kxao !Ae //Uce Boo 
/Kunta Boo Kxore /Ui 
N!ani Piennoks 
Kxao /'Ang!ao 6 8 8 

I 0 I 0 I I 6 I 8 I I 8 

N Gr 2 

4 

I 4 I 
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SCHOOL REPORT: GRADE 1 

Village School: __________________ _ 

N//aq'ara: Da'ama xona kokxuisi n//aq'ara kota /oresi. Ha dua 
ka ko huia//ama n!arohkxao khoea. N!arohkxao n;ai soan ka. 

/Ore: Da'ama /ore /oresa ha !'haan n//a'q'ara;xanua. Ha /or ea 
kokxuisi ko tcisa ha !'han, te xabe cete /ore ha !u. Ha 
//kae//kaea khoe ko kokxuisi ka kuru /oresa soan. 

Nomarasi: Da'ama !'han nomarasi waqnsa llama 1-9. Ha 
n//aq'ara, ha //kae//kae, ha ;'asara llama 1-1 o. 

Ge'e: Ha ge'e ge'etcisa o //xoasi gaasi. Da'abi waqnsi ge'e 
//kae. Si!a ore ge'e te kare ge'e tzi gesin n!aroh. 

Teken: Da'ama kui /xoa g;ka kota thobo. Ha teken /xoa kryt 
kota verfa sa o g !umasi. Kuria ke teken sa ;hai du ka /'aesi. 

Kui: Da'ama kui buru, !aah n;ho, djxani. Da'abi waqnsi ku kui 
//kae. 

lnglici: Da'ama !'han kokxui sa ke he o tsxama khoe, 
n;ai!'haan khoe /'oesi kota g;ara. Ha !'haan kokxuisi ko tcisa 
si //an he !'han. 

Reading: The learner can read words and sentences from the 
Readers. S/he does it with help from the teacher. The teacher 
makes it easy. 

Writing: The learner writes written words s/he knows from the 
Reader. S/he writes words about things s/he knows, and also 
writes his/her name. s/he puts words together and makes easy 
sentences. 

Mathematics: The learner knows all the numbers from one to 
nine. S/he can count, s/he can add and subtract, and can tell 
the difference between the numbers from one to ten. 

Singing: The learner sings traditional Ju/'hoan songs. All the 
learners sing together. They sing what they know, and they like 
to learn other songs. 

Art/Drawing: The learner can work with clay, charcoal and 
mud. S/he draws with chalk, wax crayons and watercolours. 
This year many drawings were made. 

Sport: The learners play ball games, running games and 
dancing games. All the learners play together. 

English: The learner knows basic phrases, such as greetings, 
introductions and requests. S/he knows the words tor the 
things s/he asks to know. 

This report certifies that the learner achieved the learning objectives as specified by the national 
curriculum for Grade 1. The language of instruction was Ju/'hoan. 
Due to the schools' community-based nature, it was decided to give a Ju/'hoan explanation of the 
learning content, followed by the teacher's signature confirming the learner's progress. 
All subjects mentioned were taught within a holistically oriented inter-curricular framework. 

Promoted to Grade 2. 
Dated: 07 December 1994 

(Village Schools Co-ordinator) (Class Teacher [teacher in training]) 

Poster 111: Collective Report for Grade 1 learners 
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3 FEAR AND HELP IN THE PEDAGOGICAL CONTEXT OF 

DEVELOPMENT 

In this chapter, the previously introduced concepts of FEAR and Help187 will be 

reflected upon in more detail. By further developing these central theoretical constructs 

of FEAR and HELP, the corollary of a notion of over-empowerment challenges 

prevalent "empowerment" strategies by development agents who often rush its 

implementation and underestimate counter-productive side-effects. 

Keeping in mind that the Ju/'hoansi have been subjected to research and development 

programmes for decades188
, it must be cautioned against conserving the old 

stereotype of the "powerless Bushman" by calling for a critical self-reflexion of 

development approaches and its immediate necessity. 

3.1 OVER-EMPOWERING THE NOT-SO-POWERLESS? 

- A Case Study -

3.1.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

During the Take-Over Phase of the Village Schools Project it was decided to facilitate 

a complete take-over by the Ministry of Education and Culture (MEG) during the first 

quarter of 1996, and to transfer responsibilities away from the NNDFN/NNFC as soon 

as possible. This was mainly due to an acute management crisis in the NNDFN during 

187 
Cf section 2.2.5.2. It must be borne in mind that Capital letters are used here to distinguish the 

theoretical constructs of FEAR and HELP from the corresponding common English words fear and help. It 
might well be said that FEAR creates fear, and HELP is based on a helping process, but the theoretical 
constructs FEAR and HELP go much further. 

188CfWILLET, S. M.: The Bushman. A Select Bibliography 1652-1962. Gaborone 1993. 
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August 1994, when both NNDFN Co-ordinators as well as the Chairperson of the 

Board of Trustees resigned simultaneously out of protest against a dramatic shift in 

NNDFN/NNFC policy: 

I like to work according to my conscience and conviction and according to my philosophy only a 
diversified development programme and the prevention of hand outs can lead to sustainability and 
self-sufficiency of the communities. This concept was accepted by the entire Board in 1992. John 
Marshall, a life board member, disputes it [ ... ). I am unwilling to work under these conditions. [ ... ) 
We differ in our methods of information and consultation. The Ju/'hoan communities are currently 
profoundly confused and do not vocalize which programme they prefer. I have no wish to add to 
their confusion and therefore did not participate in the field discussions that were apparently held 
during the past three weeks. [ ... ) I sincerely hope the board members accept my resignation as a 
constructive measure to this detrimental state of affairs.189 

Less than half a year later, the Village Schools Project stated in a thoroughly 

discussed position paper190 that 

The situation of the Nyae Nyae Development Foundation (NNDFN) appears to be rather unclear 
at the moment, with a lack of clear management and/or leadership structures. Even more so, the 
Nyae Nyae Farmer's Co-operative (NNFC) as its counterpart organisation seems to be so involved 
in its own restructuring and redefinition, that it is no longer feasible to consider the NNFC a 
responsible and capable partner in the execution of the Village Schools Project's (VSP) 
programme.191 Considering recent developments, the Education Team does not consider the 
NNFC to be in touch with the current reality any more, and seriously doubts the sustainability of 
the entire NNDFN/NNFC Rural Development Project. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that both 
the NNFC and the VSP used to subscribe to the same fundamental concepts at the outset of the 
Project, i.e. before the "grassroots organization" underwent a severe change of philosophy that led 
to the present crisis situation.192 

The Village Schools Project concluded: 

189
THOMA, A.: Letter of Resignation to the NNDFN Board of Trustees. Windhoek: 17 August 1994. 

190PFAFFE, J.F.: Revised Outline of Objectives and Proposal for the Facilitation of Take-Over by the 
MEC. The finalization of the Village Schools Project under the Nyae Nyae Development Foundation. 
January 1995 - March 1996. Windhoek: 31 January 1995. 

191 Please refer to the statements by the NNFC representative during the last workshop for the STs (cf 
PFAFFE, J.F.: Second year of Teacher Training: First year of In-Service Training Course. Fifth report 
(ending 31 December 1994), p 2 et sequ). The Village Schools Co-ordinator (VISCO) stated in his report 
that "there was no clear-cut vision of long-term planning or strictly educational concerns" and that he did 
"not consider it feasible for the Co-operative management to be already made co-responsible for the 
implementation of the Village Schools Project, as this will most certainly endanger the success of the 
Project." (cf Ibid., p 11) 

192 /bid, p 2. 
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[ ... ] it is unrealistic to count on efficient support from the present NNFC. The time has come where 
one has to critically and self-critically re-evaluate proposals and achievements in the light of the 
ailing NNDFN/NNFC and its weakening infrastructure, which made it impossible for the VSP to 
carry on as originally planned. The interests of the people of Nyae Nyae still have priority, and one 
has to ensure that the Village Schools can continue independent from the NNDFN/NNFC's 
increasing internal problems. It might be sad to realize that the NNFC is not in a position any more 
to assume responsibility, but in ignoring such a fact one would only be guilty of misleading the 
donors of the VSP. 193 

The situation that led to the decision to expedite the transfer to the Ministry of 

Education will be the subject of this case study, as it pinpoints central elements of 

over-empowerment through FEAR. 

Apart from general observations during his field work in Nyae Nyae, the VISCO will 

especially refer to his personal observations during the Institutional Development 

Workshop (IDW) held in Baraka from 17 January to 21 January 1995. Main emphasis 

will be laid on its directly related documents, as these documents imply a general 

tendency of uncritical acceptance of NNFC's viewpoints with the provision of nearly 

unlimited over-empowerment194
. 

For a proper analysis of the present situation, a number of documents have been 

taken into account in order to assess the predicament objectively.195 Primary 

193
PFAFFE, J.F.: Second ... , lac cit, p 9. 

194With regard to the Student Teachers (STs), the VISCO experienced and reflected upon such a stage 
of over-empowerment. The individual STs' approach towards the solution of disciplinary problem situations 
was largely pertaining to the individual STs' experiencing of subjective empowerment. The over-empowered 
STs developed a holier-than-thou attitude towards their learners and communities, culminating in self
righteous behaviour patterns and inadequate definitions of self-perception. Ct PFAFFE, J.F.: Second year 
of Teacher Training. First year of In-Service Training Course. Third bimonthly report (ending 30 June 1994), 
pp 3 et sequ. 

195Reference is made to the following documents: 

INSTITUTIONAL Development Workshop: Report on l.D. workshop for Nyea Nyea [sic] Farmers Co
operative and the Nyea Nyea [sic] Development Foundation of Namibia. 17 January to 21 January 1995. 
No individual author given. 

Evaluation of current projects including capacity to improve outcomes. Workshop. No author given. No date 
given. 

NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Communities Managing Natural Resources in Nyae Nyae (Eastern 
Bushmanland). Community Ranger and Agriculture Programmes. A 25 Month Grant. No individual author 
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concern is given to the current NNFC attitude of demanding one-sided provision with 

goods and/or services which is being condoned and even encouraged by the 

Consultant for Institutional Development (CID). Such an approach is diametrically 

opposed to the philosophy of self-help and self-reliance applied by the VSP, and 

earlier by the NNFC as well. 

The following critiques of both the IDW and the Proposal "Communities Managing 

Natural Resources in Nyae Nyae. Community Ranger and Agriculture Programmes" 

(CRAP) are undertaken from an educational point of view, and will show the 

fundamental differences in methodology and developmental philosophy that put the 

existence of the VSP within the NNFC/NNDFN in difficulty. The critiques also intend 

to provide a counterpoise to prevalent viewpoints, and want to show why the VSP will 

not be able to co-exist within a framework of over-empowerment, narvety, NNFC 

arbitrariness and an overall lack of vision. 

3.1.2 THE INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 

The very brief report on the IDW concluded: 

The three day workshop was extremely successful. The community clearly identified the issues 
currently at hand and had a very clear vision of how they wanted their community to look in the 

given. Grootfontein: 06 January 1995. 

NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative; NYAE NYAE Development Foundation of Namibia: Memorandum of 
understanding between the Nyae Nyae Farmers Co-operative and the Nyae Nyae Development Foundation 
of Namibia concerning management and implementation of the project: Communities Managing Natural 
Resources in Nyae Nyae, A Community Ranger and Agriculture Programme. No date given. 

DAWSON-SMITH, M.: Letter to The Chairperson, Committee of Management, Nyae Nyae Development 
Foundation. 12 December 1994. 

NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Report: October 1993 - September 1994. Submitted to: Ford 
Foundation (Windhoek Office). October 1994. 
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future. As a consequence of the workshop there is a clearly defined development path for the 
community to travel and should ensure that all future activities and decisions will enhance the long 
term goals of the community.196 

This conclusion is simply deceiving and completely unfounded. It gives the impression 

that the people of Nyae Nyae or its representatives have internalized the concept of 

a community working together, and that they have understood the even more abstract 

notions of development, decision-making and long-term planning. 

From a methodological point of view, the workshop has failed to challenge existing 

mindsets by just accepting the subjective definitions of the target group. However, 

such an acceptance generates a collective objectivity which in turn distorts and re

defines reality; by subscribing to the "new reality"197 which has lost its contextual 

relevance, the whole project will work in a narve vacuum that will never be able to face 

real-life challenges after the withdrawal of the development worker. Even worse, due 

to the collective acceptance of the "new reality" responsibilities are being forced onto 

the people which they in turn are not yet able to execute. 

The results of forced empowerment become obvious in the "Tasks of the Committee 

of Management" which are completely unacceptable to the VSP: 

4. Monitor and manage all projects under the umbrella of the NNFC. [ ... ] 
9. Overall responsibility for the performance of both Jo!haon [sic] and Non-Jo!haon [sic] staff. [ ... ] 
17. Monitoring the performance of the support services in Windhoek and providing direction for the 

staff. [ ... ]1 98 

With regard to the allocation of certain tasks to individual committee members, it is 

then recommended that, inter alia, Kxao is to "monitor and evaluate the performance 

196
INSTITUTIONAL Development Workshop: Report..., foe cit, p 2. 

197 A more contemporary expression heard often in the ranks of the NNFC/NNDFN is the notion of the 
"new spirit". 

198Evaluation ... , foe cit, p 9. 
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of Non-Jo!haon [sic] staff"199 and /'Angn!ao is to "oversee the Health and Education 

activities"200
• Such a non-participatory approach with regard to the non-Ju/'hoan staff 

creates power imbalances that defeat fruitful teamwork as a whole. 

It appears to be obvious that neither Kxao nor /'Angn!ao are in any way qualified to 

take on such responsibilities. On the contrary, they become over-empowered to such 

a stage where they can actually give directives and orders to their NNDFN advisers 

who in turn become superfluous. This, however, discredits the development project as 

a whole and displays an aimless laisser-faire approach which ultimately will completely 

destroy the Ju/'hoansi's self-worth and self-respect.201 

As could be expected from the FEAR-theory, merely antagonistic behaviour is 

displayed when it comes to the NNFC's subjective evaluation of educational reality in 

Nyae Nyae: "The committee expressed concerns about the project particularly the lack 

of information currently being recieved [sic] by the NNFC."202 It must be stressed 

that no project in Nyae Nyae has ever been so widely communicated to the people 

involved203 as it was done by the VSP, and that the VSP always distributed its 

proposals and reports to the NNFC management committee. 

199
Evaluation ... , foe cit, p 10. 

200fbid. 

201 After the failure of the programme, the development worker can then hide behind his role of 
"facilitator": "The role of Local Consultant is to focus on Institutional Development/Capacity Building by 
acting as facilitator and skill transferer [sic]. It is NOT a role which should participate in the development 
process as an implementer." [cfNYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Communities ... , foe cit, p 23.]. I would 
like to point out that crisis intervention has to be an integral part of any educational process; the 
educator/development worker cannot withdraw from the situation by supporting everything the target group 
wants. S/he cannot dump decision-making onto the target group without teaching the necessary knowledge 
needed for making decisions; otherwise wrong decisions will be made that reinforce existing poor self
perceptions and poor self-confidence. 

202Evaluation ... , foe cit, p 1. 

203"Community Consultation" and a "School Access Survey" were, for example, two of the main 
consultancy activities of the Anthropological Consultant who carried out her last assignment together with 
the VISCO from May-August 1993. All 35 villages were visited over several weeks, after which the villagers 
agreed, inter alia, on donkey-cart transport. [Cf BIESELE, M.: "Handing Over the Koki Pen": Ju/'hoan 
Language Consultancy Report to the Village Schools Programme. May-August 1993, pp 7 et sequ.] 
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If the NNFC would take full responsibility for the VSP at this stage, the consequences 

could only be described as disastrous. It was also symptomatic, that the only other 

comment made by the NNFC with regard to education merely referred to the 

annexation of the second education vehicle, and that not one single statement was 

made in connection with the work done in the Village Schools. 

Instead of blindly subscribing to the NNFC's subjective reality, the Village Schools 

Project would facilitate a process where the communities can analyze their problems, 

thus becoming aware of them. With such an approach, the target group would likewise 

be liberated from patterns of authoritarianism and would be encouraged to participate 

directly in a process of self-reflexion. This process and methodological approach is 

defined as HELP. 

Generally, the workshop methodology lacked any intervention strategy whatsoever and 

as such failed from a pedagogical point of view. Demands were just taken at face 

value, no matter how irrelevant they were204
, and no attempts were made to 

challenge any statements made by the NNFC representatives. 

It also omitted to address acute social problem situations in Baraka, such as stealing 

and various break-ins into staff houses, the communal kitchen and the Baraka 

Shop205
• These incidents reflect a deteriorating group cohesion and as such the 

breakdown of previously accepted norms and values with regard to a "co-operative" 

philosophy. The complete loss of respect for both private and communal property will 

not be conducive to a trustful working relationship within an Integrated Rural 

204
e.g., the "acquisition of a second vehicle and in particular a 4x4 Bakkie" for the Natural Resource 

Management, the "looking at options to relocate [Windhoek] office and accommodation" [cf Evaluation ... , 
Joe cit, p 2]. 

205The Baraka shop, once an important part of the Income Generation Project, is now non-functional. 
The project, already managed by the NNFC, ran completely out of funds and shows an amount of N$9 000 
in bad debts. Instead of addressing the underlying social problems (irresponsible behaviour of Ju/'hoan 
customers who shop from "their" co-operative shop without paying), which also show a complete non
identification with the co-operative philosophy, the CID merely suggested to draw up just another project 
proposal in order "to get things started again". Without a thorough and self-critical problem analysis, 
however, the same problem situation will repeat itself over and over again. 
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Development Project where everybody involved has to know that s/he can rely on 

his/her co-workers. 

Another reason for concern is the introduction of segregating symbols of power 

(uniforms for the "Community Rangers") which will enforce the FEAR-syndrome even 

more, and about the ever-increasing excessive bureaucracy: "There was general 

agreement to increase the size of the C'tee [sic] to 12 members to incorporate district 

representatives."206 Neither of these developments is compatible with the 

community-based approach of the VSP, let alone the fact that the continuous creation 

of "jobs" (that require regular travelling from the villages to Baraka and vice versa) will 

not be sustainable. It likewise creates hierarchical structures207 which are not 

appropriate for an egalitarian society who had been subjected to the ill-effects of 

power and domination already by the South African army. The Education Team is 

extremely alarmed by the current recurrence of structures and symbols related to a 

time of constant abuse of power which led to oppression and disempowerment in the 

first place. 

In conclusion, a shift towards NNFC authoritarianism and mere lust for power can be 

observed, which also leads to unqualified interference with the VSP. In a recent 

workshop, the Student Teachers agreed that they were "fed up" with the attitudes 

displayed by the NNFC representatives who would "receive money for nothing" and 

actually would "not care about the well-being of the people". 

206
INSTITUTIONAL Development Workshop: Report. .. , toe cit, p 1. 

207The Budget details for the Natural Resource Management Project discriminate, for example, between 
the NNFC manager (N$935 a month) and the NNFC Chairman (N$660 a month). Even in the field, a "Senior 
Field officer" (N$605 a month) is superior over a mere "Field officer" (N$550 a month), with the Community 
Rangers at the bottom of the hierarchy (N$200 a month). Of course, certain privileges and the power symbol 
of a uniform still put them ahead of the "civilians" in the villages who already have to take orders from them. 
Ct NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Communities ... , toe cit, Appendix: Budget Details. 
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3.1.3 THE PROJECT PROPOSAL COMMUNITIES MANAGING NATURAL 

RESOURCES IN NYAE NYAE 

Again, from a pedagogical point of view the proposal is lacking clarity and educational 

precision. Objectives are usually given in a very general manner, without specifying 

any strategic steps or shorter-term provisional goals. There are hardly any statements 

with regard to methodology, so that it remains unclear how the NNFC intends to 

achieve their objectives and how to execute their proposal. 

Although the VISCO does not feel competent to comment on Natural Resources 

Management and Agriculture, he does however see certain conceptual flaws on which 

he would like to comment. As the presentation of the proposal reflects the present 

mindset of the NNFC/NNDFN and the CID, it likewise makes clear why the VSP could 

not operate within its framework. 

The "Achievements to date"208
, also described as "milestones"209

, were deceivingly 

glossed over in order to make the proposal more presentable. The "achievements" of 

the Community Liaison Officer with regard to a "baseline natural/human resource 

assessment and problem analysis"210 seem to be highly overrated. Apart from the 

fact that the previous "District Leaders" are now called "Community Rangers", CRAP 

has not achieved any tangible result. The "Community Rangers" themselves are not 

even aware of their duties or the purpose of the whole programme.211 

208
NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Communities ... , toe cit, p 5. 

209/bid. 

210/bid. 

211 At the IDW, DAWSON-SMITH asked Benjamin !Aice - an NNDFN Board member - to explain the 
duties of a Community Ranger. Other Community Rangers were also present. However, the only reaction 
was laughter and the comment, the Acting Programme Manager should explain that. Unfortunately, neither 
the CID nor anybody else challenged this (non)-reaction by the Community Rangers. The VISCO is 
convinced that the Community Rangers could not describe their role within CRAP. It is alarming how 
representatives of donor agencies are prepared to ignore such warning signs, and to go ahead with a 
programme that appears to be doomed right from the start. 
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It is right that numerous meetings were held, but the "work schedules developed for 

the NNFC" are unknown to the Village Schools Project. Since the NNDFN 

management crisis in August last year, the NNFC did not pursue any goal-oriented 

activity apart from attending meetings; the CID does not provide any information on 

the outcome of these meetings either, not even with regard to his own workshops 

"involving the NNFC management and NRM/Ag Adv. [sic] in project review and 

evaluation techniques, including benchmark setting and monitoring techniques."212 

Such a statement is again symptomatic for distorting reality: at this stage, such goals 

can be considered as completely unrealistic for the NNFC management. 

It is therefore necessary to challenge the whole concept of a "Co-operative", before 

continuing to keep a system alive that had already failed long ago. In this context, the 

Proposal stresses to be "the result of ( ... ) community action and participation"213
, but 

highly overrates the effectiveness of "broad consultative meetings at both the 

community and district level"214
. Although - with a few Ju/'hoansi - sometimes 

elements of long-term vision could be observed, which is so much needed for such 

an undertaking, the majority of community members focussed on short-term or more 

immediate and personal problems and concerns. 

This became very clear during the IDW, when the NNFC Management and some of 

the Community Rangers mostly talked about the provision of cars and money through 

new proposals. The VISCO could not observe any long-term vision or planning with 

regard to the execution of a specific programme; the discussion usually centred 

around the needs (handouts). Nobody of the Ju/'hoansi reflected upon own 

shortcomings with regard to long-term implementation problems; the fact that the car 

in use for the Income Generation Project was damaged in a motorcar accident was 

not queried. For the VISCO, it is of no relevance if the costs (N$14 000) were covered 

212
NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Communities ... , foe cit, p 5. 

213 Ibid, p 8. 

214/bid. 
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by insurance or not: he feels strongly that the mindsets and attitudes relating to the 

incident have to be challenged, what had not been done at the workshop. The same 

applies to the collapse of the Baraka shop and its subsequent proposed unreflected 

injection of new funds. For the Ju/'hoansi taking part in the discussion, the concerns 

were not even medium-term; the short-term provision with transport was obviously the 

most important agenda point. 

It is irresponsible to create the notion of a politically and democratically socialized 

community that in reality does not exist, especially since the assumption of a 

democratically organized community is one of the proposal's cornerstones. The 

question remains how the NNFC can anticipate "that by the end of this project period 

the community will have established sufficient expertise internally to manage the funds 

and project effectively withou [sic) external management structures."215 

It should also be noted that the CID did not make reference to any previous proposals, 

thus creating the idea that everything only started with the arrival of the CID. It does 

not help to ignore history216
, and not to take previous activities into account. Many 

of the ideas presented in the proposal are not new, although paraphrased within a 

different context. 

In conclusion, the Proposal can not be considered to be in touch with reality, and 

would rather be described as a desperate attempt to cover up an acute crisis in order 

to avoid accepting responsibility. With regard to the VSP, it does not seem to be 

advisable to be part of a philosophy whose "visions" are mere mirages, and who 

operates outside the facts of reality. 

215
NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Communities ... , loc cit, p 26. 

216"There were problems in history. But History is gone. We must look forward and not back." [statement 
by M. DAWSON-SMITH, Institutional Development Workshop, 20 January 1995. My italics.] By denying 
history, one also cuts off important experiences made, and likewise conveys a message to the Ju/'hoansi 
that everything they achieved so far actually was not worth anything at all. 
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3.1.4 SUMMARY 

In order to facilitate a fruitful discussion of these observations, the following poster was 

compiled by the VSP for presentation to the Nyae Nyae community. 

1. The NNFC changed its ideas about development work in Nyae Nyae. As a result, its leadership 
has lost contact with reality. 

2. The NNFC concentrates too much on demanding goods and/or services. It does not offer 
anything concrete in return. 

3. The NNDFN over-empowers the NNFC and its management. The NNFC has to assume 
responsibility for projects and decisions without having the necessary knowledge and 
qualifications to do so. 

4. The NNFC is not prepared to look at their own failures in a self-critical way. It tries to solve the 
problem by seizing power and resources from the NNDFN. 

5. The Ju/'hoansi do not feel as if they are part of the Co-operative. That is why Bushmanland, and 
especially Baraka has so many problems, such as stealing and non-payment of debt at the 
shop. The people do not realize that losses have to be shared by all, and that they are actually 
stealing from themselves. 

6. The jobs in the NNFC are not equal any more; there are big differences in salary, and some 
people have more say than others. That is why some people abuse their new power and try 
telling people what to do. 

7. The new proposal Communities Managing Natural Resources in Nyae Nyae lists a number of 
things to be achieved. It does not really say, however, how to do it. 

8. The Community Rangers do not really know what their programme is all about. 

9. The duties and activities of the NNFC Management are not clear to the people of Nyae Nyae. 
It must be investigated, if there would not be a better idea than a "Co-operative". 

1 O. Many members of the NNFC prefer short-term goal achievements (cars, transport) over long
term planning. 

11. Because of the situation in Nyae Nyae now, the Education Team will hand over the schools to 
the Ministry of Education by the end of the year. It wants to make sure that the schools can exist 
independently from the problems within the NNFC and NNDFN. 

12. If the present proposal Communities Managing Natural Resources in Nyae Nyae is implemented 
as planned, without the necessary reflexions undertaken beforehand, the Education Team does 
not believe in its success. The proposal is not pedagogically founded and also lacks its inner 
coherence. 

Poster 112: Summary: Changes in the NNDFN/NNFC philosophy (presented by the 
Village Schools Project to the Nyae Nyae community) 
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3.2 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS: CONDITIONAL FIELDS AND 

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

3.2.1 FEAR AND HELP AS CONDITIONAL FIELDS 

The following analysis will return to the theoretical foundations of Contextual Pedagogy 

as outlined in Chapter 1, and will apply contextual-pedagogical theory by identifying 

Conditional Fields and Domination Media/Methods within the context of the above 

developmental case study.217 

By doing so, it will become clear that the theoretical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

have become a Conditional Field in itself, likewise generating Domination Media 

(FEAR) and an alternative applied methodology (HELP) respectively. Due to the 

inherent dialectic between FEAR and HELP, comparable to the social dialectic 

between State/Church Theology and Prophetic Theology, Domination Media are only 

caused and applied by FEAR, as FEAR is grounded in the preservation of domination. 

Inasmuch as HELP tries to liberate from static patterns of domination, it can be 

described as a didactic strategy with regard to the surmounting of the rigid dualisms 

power/powerlessness. Such a dualism, however, constitutes FEAR; while trying to 

overcome power by means of "empowerment", FEAR only undergoes an Subject

Object Change by putting power into the hands of the previously powerless, thus 

consolidating the power/powerlessness dualism within a new context of domination. 

Initially, the following Conditional Matrices will draw exclusively from the foregoing 

case study, but will then widen their relevance by the incorporation of elements 

previously identified in Chapter 1. Such a combination will demonstrate the overall 

relevance of Contextual Pedagogy with regard to the understanding of structural 

manifestations of domination within varying contexts, and will also show an approach 

for their pedagogical reflexion and final re-definition in a surmounting process. 

217 
Ct pp 34-35 for a definition of Conditional Fields and Conditional Matrices. 
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Table 23: Conditional Matrix: 
Conditional Field: FEAR in Development Work 

&(!(!lied Domination Media lm(!lications Educational aims 

uncritical acceptance of the acceptance of target group's internalization of target group's 
target group's viewpoints subjective definition subjective definition 

generation of collective internalization of enemy 
objectivity cliches 

distortion and redefinition of subscription and internalization 
reality to new reality 

construction of a narve acceptance of contextual 
contextual vacuum irrelevance 

non-participatory approach with consolidation of power internalization and acceptance 
pre-concluded subject-object imbalances of arbitrariness 
change 

omission of addressing acute internalization of imaginary 
seizure of resources problem situations pseudo-reality 

loss of reflexion ability internalization of self-righteous 
behaviour 

deterioration of group cohesion 

subjective evaluation of reality 

excessive bureaucracy introduction of segregating internalization and acceptance 
symbols of power of lust for power 

internalization and acceptance 
of power/powerlessness 
dualisms 

creation of hierarchical acknowledgement of 
structures authorities 

internalization of abuse of 
power 

excessive job creation attaining power by mere 
definition 

emergence and consolidation responsibility avoidance acceptance and internalization 
of an avoidance culture of Avoidance Culture 

conflict avoidance 

regression into powerlessness acceptance of status quo 
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Table 24: Conditional Matrix: 
Conditional Field: HELP in Development Work 

a~~lied methodolog~ lm~lications Educational aims 

reflexion of the target group's juxtaposing of various emergence of ability to self-
viewpoints subjective definitions reflect and to self-criticize 

negotiation of collective externalization and reflexion of 
understanding enemy cliches 

definition of mutually accepted externalization, reflexion and 
reality re-definition of subjective 

reality definitions 

surmounting of narvety formation of self-directedness 

participatory approach without liberation from patterns of surmounting of arbitrary 
pre-conclusions authoritarianism behaviour patterns 

avoidance of segregating gradual surmounting of power 
symbols imbalances 

reflexion of acute problem externalization and re-definition 
situations of subjective reality 

emergence of group cohesion internalization of a philosophy 
of co-operation 

ongoing reflective evaluation of 
reality while juxtaposing emergence of a notion of 
subjective experiences and vision 
definitions 

postulate of sustainability avoidance of bureaucracy acknowledgement of own 
responsibilities within the 
framework of an Acceptance 
Culture 

avoidance of excessive job internalization of a system of 
creation transparency within an 

overriding structure of the 
maintenance of transparency common good 218 

emergence and consolidation responsibility acceptance emergence of ability to take on 
of an acceptance culture responsibility 

conflict acceptance emergence of ability to accept 
conflict 

liberation from powerlessness surmounting of status quo 
through participation in the 
understanding of its definition acquisition of power in concert 

with the individual's contextual 
situation (Contextualized 
Power) 

218
cf RASKIN, Marcus: The Common Good. New York 1986. 
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3.2.2 FEAR/HELP AND CONTEXTUAL PEDAGOGY 

In completing the hermeneutical circle, tables 6a-6c (pp 67-70) will be re-evaluated in 

the following analysis with regard to the theoretical constructs of FEAR and HELP. 

Wherever possible, reference will be made to the Case Study and/or further 

experiences gained during the field research and its evaluation in Chapter 2; the 

constructs of FEAR and HELP will now be added to the previous tables as Conditional 

Fields 6 (FEAR) and 7 (HELP) respectively, thus providing a wider reaching theoretical 

superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy. 

The following tables 25a-25c now include: 

Conditional Field 6: FEAR 

Qgna•tioo.al•••Piel<t7tr•·Ht;~P 

It will become clear how FEAR/HELP can be related to the theoretical foundations of 

Contextual Pedagogy, and how these foundations get further enriched in return by the 

practical experiences during the field work period of the research. Domination 

Media/Methods, Implications and Educational Aims directly related to the Case 

Study are printed in bold. Wherever these also relate to the @1$rj'l~tJ~~ 91 m~ F94!1h 
Qo11qitioqalfii~lq, thus fostering the overcoming of colonial structures, they are §pi@g'q 
accordingly. 

Within the broader context on contextual-pedagogical philosophy, the immanent 

structures of such FEAR/HELP will then also show the inherent philosophical

conceptual dangers and limitations of community-based pedagogical development. 



en 
~I II Table 25a: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1·5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

DOMINATION MEDIA I METHODS 

i\~P®1¢~•·91~~·:•.~llt~~g~~·#td 
~l:itii:lliitkln 

Approach: non-participatory 

i\PPiYfi¢t:i: ~icipfi~IY 

Avoidance Culture: emergence and 
consolidation 

Biblical symbolic gist: conversion to the 
oppressor's use 

Bureaucracy: excessive 

G®~Jet: ®mmiliil®til:iii• l:it coiiteiXt$ 

Context: fixation of contexts 

Context: proclamation of Christian-absolute 
principles independent of the secular context 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

~t~t•v•.~teC1··10•··~ELP.•.See··ttt&·~··~Wlrnl••l:(t:l~P~·'9t·a··tnc)re••~~·~·.~~!~•.AA 
'l'J'1!·t&irrtt••Ac:.<;ftpt.lr11~!!..·~(r(t#t~· 
A ¢~mi!r~ 9t~¢¢EIP@l'l~Witl'lt:~d 1#®nt1i~t. I~milttY ~ct>Miij(fil!i .lllSO 
~"'P~i:l•••W••P~e>Ph~i¢••rh.eQ!i>gy" 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Non-participatory approaches form also the foundation of the Conditional Fields of the 
State, Church/State Theology and Apartheid. 

Dtr~tly ~ted to. HELP• 
A ·parjicipiltol'J approacti islijl~C:>~•·¢C>~lit~fc>IPfoph«Hic•T~gy. 

Directly related to FEAR. See the following chapter for a more detailed elaboration on 
the term Avoidance Culture. 
A culture of avoidance with regard to conflict, responsibility and personal context is 
also a core element of Church Theology in its "fanatical striving after neutrality" (see 
Chapter 1.1.2.2). 

As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Excessive bureaucracy could also be observed within the Conditional Fields of the 
State and, previously, Apartheid. Namibia's neo-conservatism also falls back on these 
structures, as will be shown in more detail in Chapter 4. 

11'11'.il:i!'eiittl:iH§l;.P-••·P@h9·•HtE:LP,·• varying ct)J'ite)Cf~ i:@r:tgtpift$q~aini;t. !IBchother; • btit 
l:l~c:l~r~9Eil#W•#~Wrj0Ji#eeo!1flictil'lg perc~~p~~ ~i~itj··~~l:l••fr;affeeWoi1cof anoven;i11.1eaming 
pt~i;i;: 

Inherent to FEAR, although the power relations of contexts might be changed in the course of 
over-empowerment. However, contexts remain fixed with regard to a static 
power/powerlessness dualism. 

As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. 

1 

* 

* 
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(Y) Table 25a: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) CONDITIONAL FIELD 
DOMINATION MEDIA I METHODS Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 ., 
Context: racial segregation Although FEAR does not racially segregate as such, it awards power according to racial * * * * 

principles, whereas the "inferior" group receives unlimited power in order to compensate for 
their inferiority. By doing so, racial segregation re-emerges and consolidates. 

Domination: primacy of the social desire By awarding (forced) empowerment, FEAR claims to overcome domination. The Case Study * * 
according to the oppressor's interest has shown, however, that renewed structures of domination emerge out of such an act of 

FEAR: a non-participatory approach and hierarchical structures defeat fruitful teamwork. 

G§Gl:··fiolts>tic@omfll1;Jl'Ji¢~~1y$·~fJri1ij§n As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. ~ 

God:·•rea,1ity••c<m~¥it:)I} <:J[gi@:J$@~9JJ'lM iii• 

God: construction of a God of the State * 

God: toleration of a state-divine construct (of a * 
God of the state) 

Government: minority government The Domination Medium of a minority government could well be equated with an illegitimate * * 
co-operative management in Nyae Nyae. This creates a direct relation of FEAR with arbitrary 
government actions. 

Law: emergency legislation The seizure of power in Nyae Nyae which defines the "new reality" comes very close to an * * 
emergency legislation. 

Martyr-myth: construction Inasmuch as FEAR conserves the myth of the "powerless Bushman", it likewise creates a * * 
platform for martyrdom that capitalizes on an socio-anthropological myth. 

Conditional Fields: 1-State; 2-Church/State Theology; 3-Church/Church Theology; 4-Church/Prophetic Theology; 5-Apartheid; 6-FEAR; 7-HELP 
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~I II Table 25a: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

DOMINATION MEDIA I METHODS 

Opinions: control of free expression 

Opinions: prevention of development 

QPi~i9@:-•p@tl'l()~9h•.9t••(;!$'.'$19®i$M 

219
PFAFFE, J.F.: Revised ... , lac cit. 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

1 

After the distribution of the VSP's Discussion Document2'9, the VISCO was accused of 1 * 
"Insubordination and/or insolence in that (he) published a document for internal discussion, [ ... ] 
in which (he) made various statements which displayed a lack of respect for the authority of 
the NNDFN."220 After a "disciplinary hearing", it was ruled that: (i) "All further papers and 
written proposals emanating from the Education Project regarding the take over programme 
must be referred to the Acting Chairperson for approval", and: (ii) "Criticism that might effect 
or harm the reputation and image of the Foundation and the NNFC should remain internal 
until permission from the Board has been obtained."221 

Such a reaction must be viewed within the then newly emerging concept of FEAR, thus 
controlling free expression and development of opinions. It was later pointed out that "the 
disciplinary committee erred in giving recommendations as the recommendations are (i) able 
to silence employees; (ii) able to intimidate employees; (iii) enable a non-educational person 
to approve work of an educational person; (iv) able to cover internal problems such as 
corruption in the foundation."222 This, however, was not accepted by the NNDFN.223 

Both Domination Media are thus inherent to FEAR while promoting antagonistic attitudes. 

l@h$-•·WK~e>•l-lsl.JA-••rnwv$e:-sPJ~o~ssiOii 0()9uftiaii~W4s•Wriiteh•W1~hITT$•91>li:iw@•At 
@htr:i@ti@• !"()•!ti$• <!~1.1$$fAA~•PY•·rnean~ pt.()Ol'lstrti~iY$ .ciiti9i~m<~~1;@<;rAA~rl9 i!i P9$m¥Ei 
fo/Wh @" 1;i1!il:)\isSion iri1ne lnteiesi: of Nyi;te Nyae's o~rallRJ.lral Develdi:>~tPl"q9rAfl"lli'i$
Wlfui~ $1"! ~t<ilnCi> cUlture, HELP· refu~s to be silel"lcecj by illegitimaf$ ~lj()tj9!!% · · · · · · 

220NYAE NYAE Development Foundation of Namibia: Letter by John FORD, Acting Chairperson, 22 February 1995. 

CONDITIONAL FIELD 

2 3 J 5 

* 

* * 

* 

221 NYAE NYAE Development Foundation of Namibia: NNDFN Disciplinary Hearing. Findings of the Disciplinary Committee. 06 March 1995. 

6 

* 

* 

222KIRSTEN, Gideon: Notice of Appeal to the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees of the Nyae Nyae Development Foundation of Namibia. 12 March 1995. 
223NYAE NYAE Development Foundation of Namibia: Appeal Findings. 31 March 1995. 
224PFAFFE, J.F.: Revised .. ., foe cit. 

Conditional Fields: 1-State; 2-Church/State Theology; 3-Church/Church Theology; 4-Church/Prophetic Theology; 5-Apartheid; 6-FEAR; 7-HELP 
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C') Table 25a: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

DOMINATION MEDIA I METHODS 

Orientation: according to an ethos traditionally 
passed on 

Orientation: self-establishment as fantasm 

fl)Wer:•·dis!TJystificp,ti@ 

Power: unfolding of power through exercising 
an influence on actions 

Power: concentration 

Preoestination mvttj~: 9~f!l}'@fl8lti()h 

Resources: seizure 

Segregating symbols: avoidance 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

Relating to FEAR, this implies a static approach to development. The traditionally passed on 
"ethos" of the disempowered Bushman is attempted to being overcome my means of Forced 
Empowerment, which does not reflect on the disempowering structures itself. 

Like Apartheid, FEAR regulates the relation between the Me and the Environment by means 
of fantasms which define the experiences of ego-perception, thus consolidating the 
power/powerlessness dualism. 

H~l..P 'l~W# thi!i \:li~m¥s'!ifk:aji6ri C)fpb\VE,lf <;oncurrently.witti t~ ~IDY~@i::i@C)ri Qf deVl31@fu~n1 
~9~nt~. @Jm~ $1:1§#,f(~f&am,9 dcicum9rited htPos~rJot 96W ij~l':f:Ji~¥$if@1tio!lff@····· 
~Eil'\•pl@Cifi!•Wii:tilr:t•i:i•• ~i¢ipatofyleatrnfig •i:ir()Cess; c@. ~Eit&l@t@M Wi•rE!flectedui:@:i. 
SIJch•·a~aPPl"~t;ij•n~~·p~~JlfillsllJ·llt.l!:Jratlon.t~eOj9Qy'.2~ 

FEAR creates the necessary hierarchical power base. Transfer of power to individuals without 
the necessary knowledge produces power imbalances and arbitrary decisions. 

FEAR concentrates the power in non-accepted and non-representative institutional entities 
such as the NNFC, or in newly created alliances of over-empowered individuals, such as 
RADA delegates or the Community Rangers. 

HELPw§l'M•Wlttiin$e@lar.1>resctestmationmyths,sucJ;aS.tl'letrhilh9f•.tl#:·!)Owerle$s 
B!ls~rr!~rt· l:ly g()ii"lg ~, Jt~ficourages a pfl)cess otl1be@tionJmm ~t@p ~l}aviol.lr ~t~~i 
wnK:l'l.•!l~r•·nmrffl:!~tlt$1:!1f·rn·.lJ1e.·.w&hWanr~syndrome. 

Directly related to FEAR. 

Directly related to HELP. 
Segregating symbols are also generally avoided in Base Communities.226 

225Cf e.g. NOLAN, Albert; BRODERICK, Richard F.: "To Nourish ... , Joe cit. 
226Cf e.g. BOFF, Leonardo: Ecclesiogenesis. The Base Communities ... , Joe cit. 
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Ct) Table 25a: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1·5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

DOMINATION MEDIA I METHODS 

Segregating symbols: creation 

l?m~~.•!~§f99y:•·•~$9rat'sl:iCu~••renec;tiC>n 

State ideology: transcendental reflexion 

State-/Church interests: fusion 

§t~t9tilitr®• ihtliiitEi~t$:••~~1'i:itii:>n 

Stibje#~~··<:ll~~;••ll<>••P~~s 

Subject-Object change: pre-concluded 

i3tl•tiijij~li~fy': PO$tulate of 

I~#•••@m'IEiileutic"&>lllmuriicatlYJ!l••r~~1~){J!:!t:1 

Viewpoints of the target group (or: the 
oppressed): uncritical acceptance 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Segregating symbols in the Nyae Nyae context can be considered to be a direct 
continuation of domination and segregation experienced at the hands of the South 
African Defence Force within the Conditional Fields of the State, Church/State Theology 
and Apartheid. Within FEAR, Apartheid gets structurally and symbolically revived. 

As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical or other 
transcendental notions. 

Dir~Jjy t~t~··~(>•Hf:l_;P. 
~ l'fgi..e rjj~· ~lly m~C()nctuisij>~,. ifmailltiij!W iij~.mi~ dyijllfl)iC$by 1\1~ cif 
'1 .. ~~ticat d~~~~- '11'!! rn~llM i~ ~~.,;ly ~~ w lilPP~~ Wi,lli# gl)etatj® 
I~~iY~ 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Subject-Object-changes are central to the process of FEAR; they consolidate 
domination and the power/powerlessness dualism by turning the oppressed object into 
the oppressing subject which in turn generates new structures of domination and 
oppression. 
Structures of Subject-Object changes can also be found in totalitarian states within a 
framework of corruption and enemy collaboration. 

f;)il'$Ctifretated U) l-IJEl,J\ 

As•·nerm&neuM-¢9rorn1.1ni~ti\lEI refte*ici61$•~· ¢9rEi• elEilllel'itcittM•F®r•Ptil'iG:i pleM:lf Contextuaj 
Pedagi:>9Ydtli¥~Wise erJipodie~ HE4P: a.s aniritEi!Jrat f)art in)l'le el<~utidnilttllis pro~llll- · · · · · 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Uncritical acceptance precludes hermeneutic-communicatice reflexion and thus 
consolidates, and even exaggerates existing structures. 

1 

* 

* 
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(") Table 25a: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1·5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) CONDITIONAL FIELD 
DOMINATION MEDIA I METHODS Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Viewpoints of the target group: (or: the Directly related to HELP. * oppressed): reflexion of Hermeneutic-communicative reflexion is also part of the methodology of Liberation 
Theology. 

Violence: exercising of state-sanctioned not applicable to either FEAR or HELP. * 
violence 

Conditional Fields: 1-State; 2-Church!State Theology; 3-Church!Church Theology; 4-Church!Prophetic Theology; 5-Apartheid; 6-FEAR; 7-HELP 
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C") Table 25b: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

IMPLICATIONS 

Acute problem situations: omission 

Ar.ru.te•.Probli!m••$iWilti9filil·:••t~~)(i<fft 

~i;l~~ritarian p~ttel'l'I!; libi!tt@#ll t&m 

Behaviour: generation of materializations which 
determine the quality of behaviour 

~~t~t¢t:~¢t:•.llYPidance 

Cogitating: Suppression of processes of critical 
cogitating 

9P9it;ating: promotion otproc~ssE¥••ot·q'i~~ 
i::@it~~llf:l 

0Qlteeij~•·~1Jc.i~r~~1J9~:•·1'1~9ti,~i9"·•·1:1f 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

Directly related to FEAR. 
With reference to the Case Study, the omission of reflexion upon social problem 
situations (break-ins, stealing, car accidents) is an indicator of conflict avoidance. This 
can also be found in the context of Church Theology. 

[)i~tlYri!I~ to·ttl;LP~ 
1"~V§f.•~••!JW~~•!9~~~··~••erobl!!lll$i~i9ffl; ~ i!;.·~ll·•Pfo!§ijtY;·~ 
u~$tllMms·•Pt••~8i!Ji<:·•1:t$P~~$••pf•~••wo"k .• as.·part.·.ot•••t1e•ill~i~••trainil@••is.•.W• 
(J~ l!xanlpt~li?I Pl'ili!P~ g.1.~.1~~KJ~doeumentatiPn !;hows clearly tti~r-1~ 
p~o~~·•!t••¢<?9ita#tm••~ijd·j)ib~~~llt••i!t>endion.•tr41tl.static••llaU~rt$·.•()f.thougbt. 

Pi~~yt~~~·(#•l'IJSl.P· 
"l"~•§t~(lt•I~l'iEIJ'.,IJ el(~~ced the paralyzj:ng.~~i!~9f•~1h9r:i~illll••AAtl:~lt$·fcf 
~l!Pt~f~~;~); tf:ltQi;lgb $~f•.-ef1exion· as i!l~.mt~i!imfut (;fft!ZQ> ~~Q<li;ll(i ~e 
iil~~~.•mat;till9 t9 anJnitiative pr~s.·Witbij9•ro~ t9J"°t;t•t•ilm96 inct !~i~~ 
l.;i~-~ t.f~atiort "fheok>gy diEjt~~ ij$~1t#<:)itj ii#tl19ritati~~ ~~~j · · · · · ·· · ·· · · · ·· · ·· 

Based on the generation of fantasms, FEAR creates internalizations that determine 
behaviour. The Case Study has shown the increased appearance of demands requesting 
one-sided provision, based also on the Subject-Object change and its pre-conclusions. 

PitflP'UY•re11,t~~d ~·tte:~P· 
~~l:ltl:ild;••~c>HELP's···pas1111a1e·•o•§lilitam111Jmw.·(M!ilt~., •• ,.~~·~}, ••. 

The IDW suppressed such processes completely, and even denied history. Within FEAR, 
critical cogitating is replaced by a process of mere facilitation, focussing on the 
implementation of technical and pre-concluded resolutions. 

!r'ltJ1m=11t•@ f'J!;L:P andtheVSP•as a.wno1~:. o~.9.ltW. Mrei·g~m~ni!l .Pf: .. Ql:)n.t~xtU<ll 
p~y, 

Dlrec:tW·relatec;t•·to•.f'IEl..P; 
t~·o~~tiatiol'l••ot•.a· Col~tM~••t1nctet$Wlll:li®••~l•i:!•.il'l~l'pofflt~••~••(fyl'JilniC 
uiicf~t1.tiidii19 •~·c.i~if)~t11>11 ·01 r~1w,w1tbitl••tl1~·Mµt• ~li~cip1~· ot •Cc:tlltex111<11 
P~. 
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(Y) Table 25b: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 {cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

IMPLICATIONS 

«;9tte¢ttve·~~i!!fy:•ttt~tiAA 

p9oflict: l!l§#~pt@~ §f 

Conflict: avoidance of 

Consciousness: fatalistic unconsciousness 

Consciousness: construction according to the 
oppressor's interest of continued domination 

Context: (l~*iffit'fillation of • .CPl'ltext~ 

Context: segregation of contexts 

Contextual vacuum: construction 

Domination: consolidation according to the state 
totalitarianism 

Enemy cliches: construction 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP {Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

l)!i'.Ei¢ttyt4!11~l-9•·~~I.P~ 
A·•Ccll~tive •Qt;jectMfy••is••bt»ns··~~tect·.~!;l..ms••jli~.t'lt!9otiat@'ll·•:pro.~$••o.t·.-••~~i.V~ 
Qruw~~~ms .• A9~if1, •suctlapr~~ li>ef<Wtijt••j1f~.~rl( oJ ll•~g.1Jlft1tff1W~ 

Pi~titli!latet.t••t§·•~§t;:;p. 
ll'.i~~t:~j•E1•~i*1·~•·0.•••lil;l..1'1'iii••At'i~M~ .• a1:11tt1re,·a1$~·~!;1ppO.n~••~t.•ftO.Pl'iEIAA··~-~ 
Directly related to FEAR. 
Inherent element of FEAR's Avoidance Culture, also evident in Church Theology. 

Due to the fact that reality definitions and subjective notions remain unchallenged during 
FEAR, the consciousness of the target group will remain in a self-contained vacuum. 

Within FEAR, such a statement must be viewed within the Subject-Object change which then 
ensures continuous domination by the over-empowered. 

f;l;p;l !@ilc:ls tjtj)~WQ* ail9J$i!J'iltjg p¢ce.sSes JVi~~itj oJ"iEi #>lltext. "'1nero l:il~rar<:h~ 
strucllk9fare avoide~ iq :..n e:fWr:t 19 p~(s~~ Q!filtel@al segregatton, 
FEAR focusses on empowerment of the target group without the incorporation of learning 
processes. Empowerment is a pre-concluded objective which then gets realized within the 
structures of Subject-Object changes; thus contextual segregation is consolidated and even 
encouraged during the emergence of new elitist sub-contexts. 

1 

* 

Directly related to FEAR. 1 * 
FEAR excludes the contextual group forces by the exclusion of critical cogitating. 
Within the emerging vacuum, the group identity is constructed and maintained 
according to pre-concluded concepts. Such a process is very similar to segregating 
policies in the Apartheid era, supported by a predestination theory of the State Church. 

not applicable to either FEAR or HELP. 

Due to an uncritical acceptance of the target group's viewpoints (as done by the CID during I * 
the IDW), FEAR's one-dimensional worldview is very much based on such enemy cliches. 
This can also be supported by the forced resignations of major staff members, who then filled 
these cliches until new enemy subjects could take their place later. 

I 
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(") Table 25b: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) CONDITIONAL FIELD 
IMPLICATIONS Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

4 1 2 3 5 6 

External and extraneous influences: FEAR likewise immunizes against outside criticism, thus maintaining the laws of a closed * * * * * 
immunization society. Taking into account the relative isolation of the Bushman community, the regressive 

element of FEAR clearly defeats development work. 

God: construction of its own working hypothesis As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. * 
according to the oppressor's interests of 
continued domination 

@!:lli: abo1ltl§tj gf@i9~s ~xclllsiyilj As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. * 

Group cohesion: deterioration Directly related to FEAR. * * 
The creation of privileges for a certain elite destroys the cohesion of the larger group. 
The reward system currently in place in Nyae Nyae (hierarchically structured salaries 
for the Co-op elite who does not produce visible outputs in return) is comparable to 
apparatchik structures of totalitarian states. 

~@#P CObesi:ron: ~<le Qil'ec:tl}'i"~llilted to J-IELP, ~ 

T~~pirtt9Ue~ W9r~J#$W'* ~~imtmr?!~igrj e~:!I~ Which i'1 ijitij]~ IQ in~ 
9r99P~i9~· 

Hierarchical structures: creation Directly related to FEAR. * * 
The creation of hierarchical structures secures internal domination by a powerful elite, 
who also justifies the activity of a "facilitating" development worker (CID) who does not 
want to face responsibility or conflict with regard to a large target group. Again, this 
seems to be comparable to totalitarian structures. 

Identity: construction according to the Within FEAR, such an identity construction takes place after the Subject-Object change, when * * 
oppressor's interests of continued domination the previously oppressed build up their own domination structures. As an oppressing elite 

emerges, the identity construction will develop according to the elite's interests. In Nyae 
Nyae, this would be equivalent to the interests of the co-operative management and its 
affiliates (RADA delegates, Community Rangers). 

Imaginary pseudo-reality: construction FEAR's reality can be described as being a pseudo-reality, as power has only to be attained * * * 
by mere definition. Without a struggle for power, however, power is not synonymous with 
empowerment; it can only exist within a context of a pseudo-reality, which will eventually 
collapse after the withdrawal of the development agent(s) who built it up in the first place. 

Conditional Fields: 1-State; 2-Church/State Theology; 3·Church/Church Theology; 4-Church!Prophetic Theology; S.Apartheid; 6-FEAR; 7-HELP 
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IMPLICATIONS 

IJli~itjajy••p@(b'@lity:••a!)Oli~i:)fi 

1nterioi:ft}l'.·•l'epajil•••?:t•1Mel"i6fit¥·•¢9@mi~~ 

Inferiority: preservation of inferiority concepts 

Innovation: immunization against innovation 

lni19¥ffli91ic\Villi11M~••t9Wi::\~ii'il19Vf'dion 

ltitet~re~gious <:lialqgu~ 

.lob crea®ri~•.a~iditn® 

Job creation: excessive 

~thodole1gy:••()rt119P@Ct!¢atf·ii'i@C::~Yf! 

Methodology: orthodox-deductive 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

Hl:.LP.~®s••at.·t111:i••aoo1i~on•of•aj':li:i\l~·.Ps~ui:loi~il¥.•!:>Y•r~f:r~!l'lll:l9.•tor9fl'l .. sf#>(:t)itth'i9·•~o••~~li1 
i:liiiifiiit'.iq$pf ~h"" W~W21!1f$Yf1i:trc;@g.~l)c:l Wteli.irfiitjg miii ~ii~~ i:iJ@l1~tru~~lli9 realtty :to:•·.t!le 
tw9~M:W?HPl•fi:i@M••'® Mi:trn11@:@9t§l#s!Rfr) 

H~~P.· rep~ls inffltior1f& (#l(::i:1pts by ~~CJ:)Uf<19i99~8ti\f~ POOi9Jpatjpn \\fithitla; pf~M of 
;:d:lajf'\»19.•AAW~r as.il_ g@:11r·r~is•expiicitly includes. tlisfo®aI !!l:clllevelll@t$ ?@• Wi11@tli1¢t 
contrastto.thl:!CIP'sderiiaj(jfhis.tery(cl Ctiap~r<3.1-~) 

By handing out power by mere definition, and by refraining from acknowledging self-attained 
achievements of the past, FEAR preserves concepts of inferiority. 

Inasmuch as FEAR is a static concept, it immunizes itself against innovative processes. By 
doing so, one of the main inherent objectives of development work is defeated. 

f:ll;.Lf E@tjli.@@$••ifili<Nati'i$ ?t~s$s Within ttie fraIT!eworKof· th~•·f()i:fr:••Btft)gp~ ()J 
Qi:lh~W~tP:l'!d®i:iQ¥:••A•WrnJJ:1gfi~~s•i9W~s@1ovation . ...ras•. ;;tl~O. ()~~•O.t·~hl=!·•ifiiiin 
?rEk~"ftii~i~~¥ t<;r ti'llil Y§Ji'. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. 

Directty reliitted to HELP. 
Al$ ~~~.~o HE"LP's P(>$@flteof •S1.1stainabilitj.•{tll~hods;··T11bl~ ~~) 

Directly related to FEAR. 
As an excessive job creation programme is directly related to an excessive 
bureaucracy, the correlated Domination Media to such a process also apply here 
(Domination Media, Table 25a), especially with regard to Namibia's emerging neo
conservatism and its affinity to the Conditional Fields of the State, and, previously, 
Apartheid. 

lrih~rent·t9 H !;LP and its. foundci.tiqQ.·l11 C0J1fei.tt1JlillBild~!Jgy. ·An• orthqp$0~¢alkjfjgii¢t~ 
approach .w~~.ol"\~ i:)t •• ~tw. yqr~ $teJ11$1"\t~ ~Uhi;!Y$ff 

Inherent to FEAR and its static approach which does not allow for critical cogitating and 
innovative processes. Good examples can be found in the Case Study and the methodology 
of the I OW (Cf Chapter 3.1.2). 
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C") Table 25b: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

IMPLICATIONS 

~~=~~,.m~~lts 

Oligarchy: reproduction 

Other-directedness: habitualization 

Power imbalances: consolidation 

!"PW~ im'1alan~~ g rEl(ft@I ~91'.tn(;ti:i'ltil"lg 

P:oweri~nEi~Hi~r~tii)n from 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

pi~tfyf.&l~~*J.il:l.P· 
fi5v•@J~~~··m~tiar:ti~m~•·{as·•m.•f P\f:l>••·that·miQht•·c~t8•.11••1>Se~•r~~W'·••iil'1l'f·•w 
activel'Y~i'19~~~ii'Js·.ltlilt~~ ~t•W~tar9!t gr9u,, l-J!Sl..P~urmount$•Mwe · 
~nceptS•atR\f•·•l'f"itj~j.tjliJli••Wi~hii'l•·•iil••AAl'.i~i@;ll~p~~i~.·p~li;·.•§Ll~ .• il.•l>~rl!t 
can lil1$()J~¢~i'>o~~ in ~~~lijtji'll~. 
The reproduction of oligarchy as an inherent element of FEAR can be observed within the 
over-empowerment of the NNFC and its affiliates (RADA delegates, Community Rangers). By 
constructing and over-empowering such a small group, FEAR also creates fear which in turn 
helps to sustain the oligarchic structure, very much in a way that Apartheid was supported by 
the army and police machine of colonial South Africa. 

Like FEAR, other-directedness builds on only a few opinion concepts, as long as the own 
(over)-empowerment that creates (false) superiority, can be secured. (Cf Chapter 1.1) 

Directly related to FEAR. 
At the IDW, the creation of more and more imbalances in power became obvious, such 
as hierarchically structured "salaries" with no real performance output, unjust 
privileges for members of the "leadership" elite and additional power symbols for the 
Community Rangers. Through their institutionalization within the co-operative 
structure, these imbalances consolidate. Again, the creation of privileges for a certain 
elite can be comparable to apparatchik structures of totalitarian states, or, the colonial 
South Africa and its Apartheid structure. 

Di~tfit•tel~··~••J.11:1-P· 
rhe··~piri~·•ot•~ii!~••W'lt~··•'4:J$Wt~••et9~.·w1~tiro•·wbi<:~••mw;ii!~••r:ii!•ittic>n•••"lln be 
reflected•l.IP#ti•Wi1fl•~bii!•~tiyii!of·~W~lf•iti:~mm#lJill9i~i:lnc~~ 

Pif4i!Ctly related 10 HELP; 
Hl:LP.VieWS thii!••Ht;~ratfon•·trQmpowenes$Jlessin··C1~e¢9mt;itj~i:lfillfitJ) .. ~t:;e 
;:ic:qtji!&i~io.n ofk®Wledge, ill order to avoid ul1Sustamllble c)ver:.emP9wii!~mii!l'IVTh1:1 
1#~~~~ <>f l)f1g(}il)Q x~~icm litll4 ~V1l'1t~11()~ (lµrc1119 tti~ P':~icill 1fan~fei' ~04 · · · 
&ppiicati°*' 9f PQti~~J9iil!ll p~ M~ tlli:I V§P)Wi:lrifliill ~M sllCba 
co11tbination. (CfChaptef2: 1.2} 
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~I II Table 25b: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

IMPLICATIONS 

Powerlessness: regression into 

Practical relevance: loss of practical relevance 

Ri'i:i9~AAl••t"!~'mnce:.•ti:\1'l$tf'tl¢ti!li'l.•1:>t.•i:iractt¢al 
rele!\illiii:ie 

Protest: prevention of articulation of protest 

Psychical experience: avoidance of 
inconsistencies 

Reality: distortion and redefinition 

Reality: violent explanation of reality 

~tty: definition ot mi.ttuallY aecilpted 
reality 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

Directly related to FEAR. 
By over-empowering, powerlessness as a concept gets consolidated. The oligarchic 
structures evident at the IDW leave the majority of the Nyae Nyae population even more 
powerless, as they have to submit to newly emerging structures of domination from 
within their in-context. Such a development is unique to FEAR, although the previous 
apartheid homeland policy of colonial South Africa might have had certain parallels. 

not applicable to either FEAR or HELP, as both constructs operate within praxis, although 
with different premises and consequences. 

FEAR clearly prevents the articulation of protest, both with regard to the control of free 
expression and the prevention of development of opinions (Domination Media, Table 25a). 
Protest with regard to the IDW or the Proposal Communities Managing Natural Resources in 
Nyae Nyae was even suppressed by management action (Cf"Opinions", Domination Media, 
Table 25a). 

The avoidance of inconsistencies can be described as an integral part of an Avoidance 
Culture which in itself perpetrates FEAR. 

Directly related to FEAR. 
By building on na"ivety, oligarchy and power imbalances, FEAR distorts and redefines 
reality within a framework of an Avoidance Culture. Although FEAR does not go so far 
to explain reality violently, the aspect of distortion and redefinition is certainly related 
to the Conditional Field of the colonial South African State. 

not directly applicable to either FEAR or HELP; cf above: Reality: distortion and redefinition. 

Djt~·r~1a~~·~·•J-11:~P· 

:~~::~·=h=ti!t~~~~j;~~::t~!~f4~~1••:1fl°1l!F(I 
h()\"itivin\W.aji ll.~t1illitt1 fQ~ tlj~f*rilitj.@iOil• 0.1 practtcal guidelines1fith ·.regard to 
pl'oblem•$(jlvil'.l9 (Ql(l®tj~~41uc,ri·in·•ctiap~$ .. 2;1~~~~.1.:Jk~ui;h .!111 llPPtc;>~ill·•••~ 
fundamentalJ9 ProptJeJil: Th~gy . .217 · ···· · ·· · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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~I II Table 25b: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

IMPLICATIONS 

Reality: subjective evaluation 

~jlmi:•·9~i~9·tlilf!li!~lil··~'*~'ti#ij 

Reflexion: loss of reflexion ability 

8E!fl~i9ii;·•rii~~imi~i3otiOil•·c:if·r.eHE!J<iOn••·abillfy 

Reform: suppression of endeavours of reform 

flesr:ionsibilit~:·•lll~ij~;itj~.•91 

Responsibility: avoidance of 

State Legitimacy: acknowledgement of the 
legitimacy of the state 

State/Church Theology: coherence 

State/State Theology: coherence 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

Directly related to FEAR. 
By evaluating reality subjectively, pre-concluded premises preempt the evaluation 
result, thus consolidating a static definition of the expected result. Such a process 
completely excludes any aspect of critical cogitating and is directly related to 
Conditional Fields that preserve the status quo. 

Direetty•relllied·•to••tt:t;l..f:\ 
t111'ieretit part of Col1t~ici9iiil• e4!i~lil9<>9Y··and· i~p~i~4!j· ~f ffit~ii:)t'I, lill'llf .likev(IS~ ()f 
ttl:LJJ'.s·•8PJ>l'Paeh·towar~~··~l!lt<?l>IJl~J.•.J:hiS.·•!Pl>t<:>~••·~•·'~"~l[llJl~@:••Jtj••ally 
ll~~e\11ietll ;approElChi·•t!ll'lC1••tnAA••<l1~ • ..e1111tl@••tc:1·•e&#tlmi§··rn!:l~9l!lS>'· 
Closely related to a subjective evaluation of reality (see above), and as such a process of 
FEAR that completely excludes any aspect of critical cogitating, which also relates it to 
Conditional Fields that preserve the status quo. 

QlqSE;jly/~~t@)C) ~n.•i:in9i:ii@ref!exiveajtajtiflilleih 9t•mlilifyJ~e~ above}, .:arid·•a$ i;;tl(:tf~ 
pr~#••M•Hs4A•M(:i•¢o(llextua1••Peq~qgy'~R@Cil?WAfR~fleXion. ·n1s 1un~t@@lt~f:lny 
t)e@J:!ri&\.ltici!J• approach, 

Inasmuch as FEAR preserves the status quo (or its pre-concluded structure), it is a static 
concept structurally hostile towards reform. 

Dil'ec.11.Y rel1tted .tc).f:l!;L;p, 
111'1erent••1:Jl~IJl~llt.•9fH~L.p•$•··Ac~ .• pµIJurffj••~l111i:i••~9PP9rl~·•w··ptophe&••1'MO@!W~· 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Inherent element of FEAR's Avoidance Culture, also evident in Church Theology. 

not applicable to either FEAR or HELP 

As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. 
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~I II Table 25b: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

IMPLICATIONS 

§t<ii~••4:e9itiJl'lac)':·(l$i'l@:•Pf••~·l~i~ffi~••Pf .. ~~ 
state 

$11!~e.•tt>asic)··•s@ctWE!s'••~¢f~l!1••¢cii'lfr:()l'.ltatJPn 

State (basic) structures: transfer into the system 
of religion 

i?mW!e@?l'$tic; .• Tne()Jogy'..·@liW~fAh 

!:;tiru~tive••d9finitions.:.•1Wd~si'l9 

Superiority: preservation of superiority concepts 

§l.lp@!@l:Y:•fE!~l••.of •superiorify p®~p~ 

Totalitarianism: fixation 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 

not applicable to either FEAR or HELP 

As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical notions. 

~~·v·r~•~tect .tP••Het.P. 
l!Jftlit~;tQing·th!Juxt&J»sing ijf$ul)j~tit•~~il)n5, f11trlJl~llE#ti~m~ili~1~ 
"'fJE!~!c:ll:fWill create .new defif)ilioo&)).f l'~~ify,•••~•a herm#JeltJiPi:IPP~~;:m~·•~ 
impti'*'i(>f\S are valid for• P..opfu!1iC:: .J'l:i~ll)gy. 

FEAR not only preserves superiority concepts, but even encourages its enforced 
consolidation. The IDW was very much built on the construction of a superiority-inferiority 
dialectic, whereby an oligarchic "leadership" seized control and resources. 

i;ii;i,;e@'.l~!ll~• so~t@ilYAAric@Wby•challeJ'lgiog•·it$• $@jWtilieteallty. asst.tCtt.• V\f.ithlfl·•?•spirit 
()t•·~ifu@l"~ l'l@:lg~Eng••9fCiup {:6hesion, stiMf!l:!ritygl'.i@tlil,llyJi:>SEJs ·its doroinal.Mg role 111'ld 
fil$lµ~ \@blh••~ IW91!if • l~ming•·prOJ:less. 
FEAR implies the emergence of arbitrariness, and awards power to oligarchic "leadership" 

1 1 cliques. By doing so, it promotes totalitarianism and its acceptance. 
Totalitarianism: toleration 

]"6tajit<!lf:i1!f)i$i"f"l: .•• rejec:tion 

rrans~r,;y;••majmli!r:-ll~ 

Ttitali~Mi'li$aj 1$ ~ti"tj¢!1rll;~Y rej~C!ed bf HELP :<:@~ ~!:! i~f()l;lndl':J,tign of the Fout Prineipjes -0f 
qof11extti1!11 !:!$9~99Y Wl"lil;h ifritSE!lf prE!clt1ci~ t~if.aft~l'@m. 

Directlyrel;;i~•b.t••HJ;4P· 
11i::~m~11tain!tt8l'i$~ey·•b.y•i1$•c911-~1oa:1"pecta9Q9~•p~~µ1l':J,~~, 
®rilml,t6i~~ic:1rl•· ~fle#§n, · immvation iilncf••irii:fl:i~c>ll· These Principle$ i:fi:>.69t• a:11ow 
hicldell.•acttofj~.·~l'id·••~wr .• tra~aretjc;y•ot•·it$··•iM~l'llal .• ~.·~~~rna1•.proces$es· ·CloS!i!I¥ 
~tatecl••to·a.hermem.,~f:·•p~if9~9PJIY;••$l~ilar.·premi$~•·•i:IPPl\'•·to••Pr~pbetic.•TheQI09Y· 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1·5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

~eWJ~~·~91~tlt~•.~l'l~~iz.tiQn··AA4 
~lii"(iff 

*~'>Wflrtn~:• •i:irm9uti•iti9 

Arbitrariness: internalization and 
acceptance 

A(Jtfion&·•otal'l.Ab$oll.ft~.$µ1)i~9t••~t@:@:11'iti® 
ofa~~nce 

Authority of an Absolute Subject: acceptance 

Authority: acknowledgement of authorities 

Auttforify: sl.irmo@tipg i?ffuM@~~@~l 
<i%09'1Vl~9E!J1le11t ot atith<>ritiEI!: 
Avoidance Culture: internalization and 
acceptance 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 r 

Oitiiie:llY••~~iad·•tc>·•liEf..P. 

~v·•j~~~ .. li11'1~ .• ~mis•·A~P~•·PY!t.W~··~·~9·•a1Jc:t~··¢i:)il~ 
~1ii~i~;••t~P<iti~il:iiJiW••~ness•·~nC1·•c,mntel(1µa.1•••i:1~t,t~i:::ll~i91".1ri.·.c:i:i••ur.,.·~· 
accei>ian~ .i$ a!$0• $lifu>ottecl l>v Pt:~~i~'J"b'91ogy. 
Pit~tly~ii!Cf .• ,C> 1:t.t:1,:i:i. 
l'l~t..P•~urf\1~t9•~1littiirv••t~M-m~·.~·c£t~'m9/Y'~tetrifl9·•p9W~··@.•!®t¥@i:iii~ 
~rtl'ft<>r• ~~~itµti~ ll'lithi':I~ ¢C>l'lt'*t 9tt<ll~lll!J~~ l>tliJIJiri&ill~@ii(~ ~~ic:I P9~ 
1:m1:;~wm~mwri'i•'~~1:1.•91ij!iit#l~' 
Directly related to FEAR. 
By promoting structures of totalitarianism and oligarchy, FEAR also implies the 
internalization and acceptance of arbitrariness. The Case Study has shown how over
empowerment is directly related to arbitrary attitudes, e.g. with regard to the unreflected 
power to supervise staff, or the arbitrary "reign" of the Community Rangers. Attitudes 
like these show direct relations to the Conditional Field of the colonial South African 
State. 

As the notion of an Absolute Subject so far has been closely related an ecclesiastical context, 
neither FEAR nor HELP can directly relate to it. 

However, within a more secularized view the Co-op Management seems to assume a position 
of an Absolute Subject in Nyae Nyae, together with the support of its affiliates such as the 
RADA delegates and the Community Rangers. While FEAR facilitated such a development in 
the first place by subscribing to a hierarchical and authoritarian structure, !-fl;LPaij'fisaltfle 
sl.lrm.o1Jntt11s·•at·.a1.1tllpritarian acceptance•doo••t6••its••touni:lat~$•·ih•••PP.nfe:xt~al•.Pecta!'l69Y.atid 
tfie.F()l.lr Prf.ncipies. · · · · · · · · · · 

FEAR is built on an oligarchic network of authorities, such as the Co-op Management, the 
RADA delegates and the Community Rangers. The acknowledgement of such authorities is 
inherently important for the structural survival of the system created in this way. 

1-11!2bf ~lll'i~ llHM@r1@:@'1tjll9 i?f~lltllPrMrililr ®9~~1'1~ diieta r!Sf§@i:IMAi"WW P®~xt~a1 
Pedagogy and· the Four i;>.riilciptes {see ab(>ve; AiJtti()rlfY ¢fi;il},tlbsoJute S{Jbf8Ci), 

Directly related to FEAR. 
By internalizing and accepting Avoidance Culture, one avoids to incorporate conflict 
resolution, responsibility awareness and contextual identification into an educational 
strategy. Such a culture of avoidance also emanates from Church Theology in its 
"fanatical striving after neutrality" (see Chapter 1.1.2.2). 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

Q§"Dp~~ti§ij;·•fflW9i!@i:ilW••9'; .• iaj'ffil!ll~llti<>n 

Cogitating: cogitation within the categories of a 
state of emergency 

COnscio\isness:.•ihl~t-oonteXtual•ffirrilitil'lii 

Contextual irrelevance: acceptance 

Enemy cliches: internalization 

Enemy c~~es: •• 1.J)(t~r,~9'iZ1,3.ti()(l~fiClreflection 

Government system: acceptance 

@<:N~rt'IJ'llE:lntsys~m: sUl'fuo!.inM9. (:)f 
a¢9pti!ir:igEi 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 r 

Qir~tlj'•·~·~•oHE'LFI, 

J.•P~Pi!tt.9t'Y.appl'!i)~•·W1•flc:>1.1~••Pr~f:IPl~~!9t1~ .. ~~v~•·the•gr~.·9••·~~1:hf• 
ll~l:i¢tj;J~~ 

not applicable to either FEAR or HELP. 

lnasmucti asHEl,;P enoouragfis; dialogue and int#•cgnteitual cotllmtltj~tic@ it lik~ise 
supf)orts.the·forf11atiol"l of ~11·.intet-contextµaLconAA@.lsti.es!;c· Aga.frl, sll(lh li!tj.gtij$Ctlye is Plilrt 
of•ajly···h~IJ1"IE:!t1~0J9••~1?Pro<l,¢h. 
Directly related to FEAR. 
Clearly opposed to the above notion of the creation of an inter-contextual 
consciousness, FEAR grows within a context of irrelevance. Chapter 4 will show in 
more detail how this applies to the current situation in Namibia's education system, and 
how the Ministry of Basic Education and Culture clearly aims at the acceptance of such 
an approach, bringing it close to basic aspects of the irrelevant philosophy of CNE in 
colonial South Africa. With regard to irrelevance and its subsequent acceptance, further 
parallels can be found in the Conditional Field of State Theology. 

Following FEAR's construction of enemy cliches (cf Implications, Table 25b), FEAR is aiming 
at internalizing this concept within its uncritical acceptance of the target group's viewpoints. By 
doing so, the target group will in turn support FEAR and its immediate implementers (as could 
be observed during the IDW, also with regard to the CID as main implementation facilitator). 

How HELP externalizes enemyclicih&s·•andfacilitates lts·reflexii:1n,..w9'~.·Y!iifY• elearly · shc!wn En 
theinve.stigatioll arQl:)nd an inctdent at scho()I where a Ju/'.h(>anJe;@@l"W~s dismissed. (l::f 
Chapter 2.t3,1.~·aridPosf.E!rs3747),·ln oppositionJ-0 FEAR, such ;!i pr'i:)9~~$ does flOt accept 
tl1ei.~g~ gr{ltiP'sj~: thE! S.ts'}viewpoi11tsµncriticajly, anci clearly?@~ !:I011eir subsequent 
r~efiniti01t 

not directly applicable to either FEAR or HELP. 

However, if the Government within a context of Nyae Nyae could be described as the Co-op 
Management and its affiliates, FEAR would clearly aim at its acceptance, while HEl:.P,.Y(:)!.119 
aim.·at .. th~.~rll'.ltjµf"ltiog .. 9cfit~~~p~npe4i1~•t9th~il'il"@rentillegitifu~y•<:iBne.oligaj"chic · 
le@:lerstiip $trt.i¢~re. It must be c:learly noted, that such a comparison does not in any way 
give credit to the Co-op as an "alternative government"; it simply tries to illustrate certain 
parallels in consequential thought. 

* 

* 

* 

* * 

* 

* * * * 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1·5 {cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

I-Environment-structures: internalization 

Imaginary pseudo-reality: internalization 

1n.1eriortty stt:l.fCWreM 
extl:)fl'.la11~*l!V~WFT19\:lflM9••et••lJ'lti:i@~fi#~ 
conl'.)$pts 

Inferiority structures: internalization 

Laws: acknowledgement irrespective of their 
legitimacy 

Laws:. own inv0$)ig~tj()rj iqt§]hi;iirl~9~f®@y 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 r 

While FEAR encourages the internalization of FEAR-oriented concepts such as enemy cliches 
and the hierarchy of the Co-operative Management, it likewise internalizes related definitions 
with regard to the structuring of the Me and the Environment (cf Chapter 1.2.4, especially 
concerning the learner's reference to originally expounded thoughts, after the protagonist has 
been sabotaging the projects of the knife-thrower). By doing so, FEAR as a concept 
consolidates. 

Following FEAR's construction of a pseudo-reality (cf Implications, Table 25b), FEAR is aiming 
at internalizing this concept within the attainment of power by mere definition. The attainment 
of power without a struggle for power, however, leaves the "empowered" in a context of a 
pseudo-reality that cannot be maintained outside the protecting context of development work. 
Thus, powerlessness consolidates. 

pqriQgHELP's ptEilllisE;! Of@i'fE1 paj'ti()ipajij)rj $@ mi:! !!ll,$!Qjng 9fl:>O\V~ta'Sc a groUpJ¢:f 
@pllc;~fons, Tai,Je ·2s9), IJ~qt:JslY•i!'l~ro~i#i:@• $@¢w~¥i•·ot·ifitel"ii:iritY••i;le¢9mee:xti!!rilaulzec:I 
<'ln9 ref1ectE!a u@n. Witftirl ttie four AW18f>~#f@W~#ll~FP~#~@9)>, i-t!;#P aims J?rth~ .. 
surmi:Juntingof •Suchstructufes by• rriei:ITTS. i:ifhl:ir~i:i'@i::••tE!)"J:lefir'li~J(ltj, 
With reference to FEAR, the internalization of inferiority structures is directly related to the 
handing out of power by mere definition, and by excluding the individual or group from 
participating in its attainment. 

not directly applicable to either FEAR or HELP. 

However, if the laws within a context of Nyae Nyae could be described as being determined 
by the Co-op Management and its affiliates, FEAR would clearly aim at the acceptance of 
such laws, while HEU?·•'fioul(l~ifu lilt·i~~.@@i1l•t(lf~*iM l:IY•rr@al"is.!:lf lilbiiri\;i9$ti9$tj()qirj&••*fl$il' 
IElgiliJ"Fll!lcy 1011 t~ b;:t~i~ qt 1~ ~~P1i1i?t 9t<X>il"linllriit)ij~pr~ootation), · · · · · · · · · 
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* * 
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* 

* 

* 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

Normative system of the oppressor: 
internalization 

Normativ$. syswni tifthe .oppresS()t: 
ei:x:t~aili;Z'.~on i:li11JJ~fte¢ti0n 

Oligarchy: acceptance 

Other-directedness: acceptance/internalization 

Power/Powerlessness dualism: 
internalization and acceptance 

Power, Abuse of: internalization 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I ill I 5 r 

not directly applicable to either FEAR of HELP. 

However, if the Co-op Management and its affiliates assume oppressive characteristics, FEAR 
would aim at the internalization of the related normative system, while Hl;l.F V(o!Ad ait:n i!ltftl> 
ei(~rtji:lli:z!l~i(lrj aj:l¢11JJ;lf)~E¥!~tbf~iq~lf$!1~~:[()(), As the Co-op Management is very much .... 
dependent on support by development agents, its very existence is conditional on outside 
patronage, which makes the prospective oppressor also an oppressed victim. Within the power 
relations of Co-op Management, Community and Development Agent (here represented by the 
CID) and FEAR's over-empowerment, one could well argue that the Development Agent is the 
real oppressor who also employs elements of cultural-imperialist thinking. Wi@itj ~l.lclf~ 
oontext, ·.FEAR• ~i)tjl(l J:i@:1:1iil-IY••@PP<lr:t~be tfl!lrlsfeJ' Q1.neo{;()lof1li:ll••?mk:i$9PhY WIIl<iW $~~ ill 
Nm p$~l'l~~ ~*'~tj!"i9 Mrti¢Nffe~ t;it ciE:@iMtio;m ar; lf11p01"tantcntitj(M i:!tj<:J ~tjf'll=$•@ciaM~(1:1f 
<:1ev~16Pmi:!@Wi:irn ~ i:I . ..vnti1Eit. ~1¢1'1 l:@'.I ~iy tje preyented by HELf\ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
While FEAR reproduces oligarchy, it likewise aims at its structural acceptance. By accepting 
oligarchy, criticism can also be suppressed and existing power relations consolidated. 

While the habitualization of other-directedness is an integral part of FEAR (cf Implications, 
Table 25b), the acceptance/internalization of this concept can be described as being its 
directly related educational aim. The emergence of only a few opinion concepts, which in turn 
are controlled by an oligarchic group, help to sustain their over-empowerment and 
simultaneously suppress the critical reflexion and re-definition of existing power structures. 

Directly related to FEAR. 
The Power/Powerlessness dualism is an integral part of FEAR's Subject-Object-change; 
it consolidates domination by turning the oppressed object into the oppressing subject 
which in turn generates new structures of domination and oppression. By internalizing 
and accepting the relations between the Me and the Environment created in that way, 
contexts remain fixed with regard to a static power/powerlessness dualism, and critical 
reflexions become permanently suppressed. Similar processes can be observed in 
totalitarian states within a framework of corruption and enemy collaboration. 

Directly related to FEAR. 
As the Power/Powerlessness dualism is based on an abuse of power (by means of 
creating, consolidating and internalizing over-empowerment), the internalization of 
abuse of power implies the ultimate acceptance of power imbalances. This in turn re
supports FEAR as a whole. 

* * * 

"" 

* I * I * * 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under Inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

Power, Lust for: internalization and 
acceptance 

Power by mere definition: attainment 

Flc>;W~;.·eym.w#~@li!l;f:••i!l991.1i~i~911 

Predestination: acceptance 

f!r~~~il'il3;ti§tj;··~1#fi'.194i1M9••9t ··fliEi~PhYsicallY" 
~p~l:)@~•ir@ffla!l~~@h% 

Reality, Subjective definition of: 
internalization 

l'f~jty, §l.ll:lj~c~ l)f!fil\ition of: 
~etrooi?~il:!fi~••t~m,~li••~•.~<1E11J!'iition 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 r 

Directly related to FEAR. 
The Lust for Power is the one segment of abuse of power, that refers to the over
empowered within FEAR. By internalizing it, the over-empowered will support the larger 
structure of FEAR and reinforce the Power/Powerlessness dualism constantly. 

Directly related to FEAR. 
FEAR is aiming at the attainment of power without a struggle for power, which in turn 
will secure the pseudo-reality constructed by the development agent (cf Imaginary 
Pseudo-Reality, above). By doing so, the same fantasms are created that could be 
observed in the Conditional Field of Apartheid. 

Qir~tly retat!i!.4 to l;ll;'l;;FI• 
Whi~Hi;!.l:J #q~n# pj)\flii'J!'i ~n~r~ with ~ it\diV@uiill's C(Jn~~~~' 'i~l.l~!'id~ 
IQ~~·*l'i tl}iif lil~ii.lm~ti)f COJlfexl\]alized •power•·~. oppt)s&l:i lt{f()f~c:I 
~mP~~®••P*M§®~z~povterg~)vitbill•~ CC>ll~~x~9f ;ll'iA~#~~ 
~~fWlti¢11. ~ 1:11~() ~J()uflc,tatiOti ot Ptoph&tiC Th!Ology, 

As secularized constructs, FEAR and HELP do not relate directly to Biblical or transcendental 
notions. 

However, as stated previously (cf Domination Media, Table 25a: Predestination myths), HELP 
works within the secular realm of predestination, such as the myth of the powerless Bushman. 
While FEAR capitalizes on such myths (e.g. by research and funding proposals such as 
Communities Managing Natural Resources in Nyae Nyae), HELP aims at surmounting these 
myths by reflexion and subsequent re-definition. The VSP is a good example for the transfer 
of such a philosophy. 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Inasmuch as FEAR creates a "New Reality", it discourages the juxtaposing of subjective 
definitions generated in this way. On the contrary, by internalizing them even further, 
FEAR can establish at the core of a new definition of reality, which is comparable to the 
generation of fantasms within the Conditional Field of Apartheid. 

Qite¢fly•~11ii!Ci•~c:> l;ll;LP. 
o,1>0sei:1··1o·•FE~"··••HEt;P•·~llf:OtJr~ •. 'lfll!l.•ju~~iitiQ.•~f·$~l>i~~Nt••i.itfinm9ns·••withil'I tile 
f=Qtirg~i~ipt"8 of cofileidti_. P~lil9()gy. $ti?'! ai) ~~J~iv~ i$ fl.lndarnenttif ~Cl ~Y · · · 
~~rm~wµ~i~ •pp~ch, ~ thQs ~l0$ely l'e1al~_to J>ropb•tic ~QlQQY· 

* 

;Ii. 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1·5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 
FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 r 

~~*i9"'•·abilit)t:·•~~ 

Segregation: internalization of acceptance 

Si:i~"c:litEicli:iqrif!s$:··Wrn2tWm 

Self-righteous behaviour: internalization 

§eij$rtljl~i~ea·StJb~t:••$iiE@fijrj¢Ei. 

Pi~~™·•~~IMt •0 Ht;t;p; 
ltitl!i9tl!ll.•p@l'.~••<>.t•!•.Pt~$.·thirt••e.#i!lrt't"'li~,•·r~··ane1••t~l'l~·.~1.11:>~1.i#:•4~1ti()l1~ "'f fflii!itj (s~ "'t;C)~•i!!c);t~ .i:)l:>jE!!l:;tiVe is lutjel!:fm~tiitt l() arw h•rm~i!liJJ!¢1i~ iiiPP~fl, 
FEAR internalizes the acceptance of segregation within its process of segregation of contexts 
(cf Implications, Table 25b). While internalizing such an acceptance, the power/powerlessness 
dualism gets increasingly reinforced and consolidated. 

w111@t• the ref!E!;ran <>f••tnetarget•91'.i:>i.l?'~xfi:iWpoints,JlEL.P•f9c4$$Ei!!•·f:lr tile: ec:rucatO!ll!I 
obJecti@• 9J•ftji"ffii@.self;QirectE!cfue$~.•••W~t\$i'~f¢re ·counte£ac*WC)l'\.~hWlil:l~l!~lizatio11 •. f)t otli$r
dwecte~ri~$!i••9~~~•·1:ly·.FP\@·9r·•Fi:AR·f<Jtl@(:)c:f··s9Ciet~·.sti¢t1·•~~@(:)••@l9f1ial So1.Jth•Afncai> 
stl3,tl'i ... fls!;:P a@s aflhe: eictf!rrl:llf.Zii~i1:lt:t•i:itiils many •op1Qi9fl (;c@iep~ as pPssljj~;li"! .i:irtifil·to 
e@:;tjur~~ pritjcal. refli;1X:[()l"l•~fl(,t••@l:i~l#,i!,ll@f(e;detlrii~§hj:if: ~l<fMin9 FEPflr~1:1tEi9 pp<tfflf 
w1:1®r~!i' 

Directly related to FEAR. 
As FEAR operates within an imaginary pseudo-reality, its non-participatory approach 
with pre-concluded subject-object change leads to self-righteous behaviour. The 
educational aim of internalizing such behavior allows for the seizure of financial and 
human resources, in order to reinforce the institutional foundations of FEAR which 
support its own development and continued existence. 

Inasmuch as the emergence of a Sensibilitized Subject is closely related to the externalization 
of supra-individual subjectivity228

, it relies on a reflective process within HELP and the Four 
Principles of Contextual Pedagogy. 

228 CfChapter 1.1.2.2, especially with regard to MARCUSE, H.: Freedom .. ., Joe cit. 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

State (basic) structures: internalization 

State (basic) structures: toleration 

1:ltt::1::·:~c;t~~~~:untirjg .•. gf.t® 

~t~.lfji~fu~Y~ ~vrfri09Mh9ota~~~l)~ 

State legitimacy: acceptance 

State supreme power: acknowledgement 
(irrespective of its legitimacy) 

l::f mS:elJ'IE!•P~(own••inve~tlQl:l~9h•If'.ito•·its 
Status quo: acceptance 

iii'!il~~ qu~); .. siif~~l'l!fflg 

Sl.lp$rjE;ll'):ty structures; 

E:l~erflall*$~i(:)!"tf~1.1rmou~tin9••J:lt••it:®@aliz~ 
9pr1~pts 

Superiority structures: internalization 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 r 

not directly applicable to either FEAR or HELP. 

However, with regard to State structures, legitimacy and power, FEAR and HELP could 
develop a certain relevance if the State context was reduced to a notion of "Government within 
a context of Nyae Nyae" (cf Government System, above), comprising the Co-op Manegement 
and its affiliates. 

Such a parallel is deliberately not drawn within a context of a State notion, as this would 
clearly implicate a governmental function of the Co-operative Management which legally 
cannot exist. As far as the dualisms internalization/toleration vs. externalization/surmounting, 
acceptance vs. surmounting of acceptance, and acknowledgement of Government vs. 
investigation into legitimacy of Government are concerned, FEAR would clearly support 
internalization/toleration, acceptance and acknowledgement; tll;l.:f?\'{OJJld ope1'!itt1fWimit1 ~hEi 
Four•.Principles••uf ·C91'li@ttj:lfi.l•.P!:!c:lfi.999¥··~1"1d··•el1ci:>1.1rage•propE!s~E!~·•9f •externajizatig~,••~flE!~ii:li'i 
and r~Hfefihilion (¢t·•$1JJ:;Jf!¢ff"&•P:efifffei0# of A.~11./ity, abo'/:~). 

Directly related to FEAR. 
Closely related to FEAR's subjective evaluation and definition of reality and its 
subsequent loss of reflexion ability (cf Implications, Table 25b). By aiming at the 
acceptance of the status quo, FEAR manages to consolidate a static definition 
according to its strategy and definition of power. Such an objective is directly related to 
other Conditional Fields that preserve the status quo. 

Qi.tectly ret&ted to HELP. 
91osely re,liltedto HELf>'~ ~~~~~fof on{IO:illg t~j(i4:)1\; and. as .SUCJl m~~~ 
p!ilJ'tl:lfli prq~s that extem•I~~' J'l:!fl~ ;!ll'Ji:l .reo.define$ $!.ll;)~tive defil'liti~ (!f 
ri:latify(see anove}, It$ ~tiy' i~ j#~~nial IO 8r1Y ti"1'l$1l.U1rcal AAPW~ij, .. 
f()ll()WiJ"i9JtiE:lT:~~19l ()f. superiority• ¢9J:!CiE!Pt~• f W•lrilplicalions,••TAAIEi.?$!)); HELF il"rc:orpofi:dE!s 
t11e•·~~rfuf:itjh1i6S•#f#t!i!Y~\J~ly. intemalizecl ¢1'1d¢@~@9•·i~pedag()gj¢af~~<l~9Y,. As this also 
ioctudes t-0¢Ussltis•·ori•J.10ill~tlfi£ii'.l privilegesthat·•nav~ ~ii ~gteci witNt1•.lt!E!. 9qn~~.9t••F~R, 
HsP? f,lr<;r.'IP!i!~ .a c.llre~ coun~~jt;) f9tifi-t>asecideflnitiptj~, 
Following the preservation of superiority concepts (cf Implications, Table 25b), FEAR 
incorporates the internalization of a superiority-inferiority dialectic into its pedagogical strategy, 
according to the expectations of an oligarchic "leadership". 

* 
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Table 25c: Re-evaluation of Conditional Fields 1-5 (cf Tables 6a-6c) under inclusion of the contextual-pedagogical constructs of FEAR and HELP 

EDUCATIONAL AIMS 

TrilitS~W·•·~tefu•··i>t·•!o~Mi~r:! 

'{~l)tj,···~~i9'1•·1:lf;··~(l~ 

FEAR (Conditional Field 6) I HELP (Conditional Field 7) I CONDITIONAL FIELD 
Relevance for theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 r 

Qire<:llY••tela'~ ~o.•liE.l.,f'. 
fo=9~C>~l')g•··~·OO~il)t~ll~~··§~··~~lilMP.,~(iy·•i':i$·•t:1n•·1.,.t~roill•••mm1AAt!AA.•~f:•HE!l.P••fcf 
lffipl~~~.•·Tao1e·•25bJ,··HEIJl .. is•aiming·•at·its••internaii;tB~n.•1hrl)ti9h.~tan~.prllCtif.:e~ 
lf'l.•e>ro/# .• ,9 •• pr~'"*·••*'~•ll•·~tii:>~.•fr9m••i~i~s•••~ll•••~~lil~P<il'.en<W••Q;f•lear6i'19 
p~~;•.·/1lt1Ji8CfWe•p¢itEJrs·JuWe••i':il\"IJi.Y~•·~l')••i':i.•lf:!~·.~•<>•·eontextufill·~~!¢@ 
~~•M•¥ ~ilmrt ~Ill!! v~e. ~ij~ '" *~j"9!~ ·~ !ll~li!t;i11!)' !ii9e~r~~ i;,y heflll~~~1 
ffi~ll§~§l§gy. 

Qit~~IY•J'~t~ li:I HELP; 
~ f EAA •fut)()CI~ ~· Pbiie>$ophi\tllh~e "visi0il$" ate rnete mir~9e•kil6ct WhiCtl 
c>p~i'a1e$wil~in·a ~d<fr~11t)' (cl Cllapted:1.a),the ·notk.tll.•<>t•an ~Q.ing .visi011& 
¢¢l'lt~ ~ HEY?{ Wllile lJ!e h9lit\1~ ~Pe¢t.¢ 111;1;.e, 1'4Jhi6 ~· F@l"PriJ1cipte$ pf 
¢<>ll~~>ttt1ai••·~~~sv1••~~m~•••ll~~r>~~~~·•~~·•~•.p~~s~•iJtr3te9y .. via.·m~ 
lit!Jilit~e~ii.C!4!i•AJ••i:i•·~~··••i1•••i1<~~~•·11t;Et~.•·frAm••t>ilt~litro~•·<>t·~9ti..,iajtili111••aj'@ 
J~JiWt~•~ll~91'1a@~• ~l.lro@>l.1'1ti'19•c:>••PQW~r.i~ij¢~ l?)'•ffi~~ of ·vi~i<fflajy 
~~mWc:>tJ<. ;II. flfflSit>l')1 §tli~"1iAA ~ ~~)'f.il'f ~t1~'1 pi'@~I i~ grophelicf1'~9Yt 
Whete1he proptietfo eoriceptby its••vefy definition• is based• !:)n ~l'le .. ~i~~<ie otsuetl 
vi$ion; · ·· ···· ······· 
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3.2.3 CONCLUSIONS 

While comparing the newly emerged Conditional Fields of FEAR and HELP with the 

existing Matrices (Tables 6a-6c), the structural manifestations of domination between 

varying contexts will become even more clear. Within the context of disempowered 

and marginalized societies, the research related to this study has been undertaken in 

four steps so far: 

(i) Identification and analysis of Conditional Fields and its interrelations 

within the context of a colonial society (Chapter 1.1); 

(ii) Formulation of theoretical foundations of Contextual Pedagogy, 

especially with regard to its Four Principles (Chapter 1.2); 

(iii) Transfer of theoretical foundations via practical application within a 

field research project focussing on the situation of an indigenous and 

marginalized people in Nyae Nyae (Chapter 2); 

(iv) Reflexion of analysis to (i) with the aim of the development of a 

theoretical superstructure of Contextual Pedagogy under 

incorporation of the hermeneutical text collected during the field 

research (Chapter 3.2). 

The theoretical constructs of FEAR and HELP can be regarded as a direct result of 

the field research, which were then consequently re-incorporated into the existing 

theoretical structure of Contextual Pedagogy (Tables 25 a-c). In the following table, 

the interrelations between the original Conditional Fields 1-5 and the FEAR/HELP 

superstructure will be analyzed. 
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Table 26: Interrelations between Conditional Fields 1-5 and the 
contextual-pedagogical superstructure of FEAR/HELP 

Correspondences Correspondences 
within the within the 

supers! ruct ure superstructure 
FEAR HELP 

N % N % 

Conditional Field 1: State (colonial South Africa) 40 19,51 

Conditional Field 2: Church/State Theology 38 18,54 

Conditional Field 3: Church/Church Theology 26 12,68 

Conditional Field 4: Church/Prophetic Theology 52 25,37 

Conditional Field 5: Apartheid 49 23,9 

TOTAL N 153 74,63 52 25,37 

The table shows that FEAR clearly relates to oppressing contexts of domination, while 

HELP corresponds with a context of liberation and re-definition of power structures. 

It is of particular interest that 23,9% of the correspondences within FEAR relate to 

Apartheid, which seems to be reincarnated constantly even after its formal dismantling; 

together with the 19,51 % correspondences to the colonial South African State, FEAR 

is solidly built on totalitarian foundations. 

It is not surprising that the IDW could be constructed around principles of FEAR 

with0ut raising much criticism, taking into account that in greater society nearly 75% 

of all actions connect to FEAR anyway: this makes FEAR certainly the most powerful 

established construct with regard to the maintenance of any repressive status quo. 

While applying FEAR in a developmental and/or pedagogical context, emancipation 

and de-marginalization cannot take place. As the case study and its subsequent 

analysis have shown, FEAR only reinforces existing structures out of a context of 

domination by recreating them without changing the context itself; by doing so, new 

elites and oligarchies may emerge, they might even function from a technical aspect, 

but no emancipatory processes can get initiated that lead to a holistic empowerment 

according to HELP. 
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In the following contextual-pedagogical reflexion, important theoretical notions will be 

analyzed in more detail with regard to their relevance within FEAR/HELP and its 

ensuing transfer to pedagogical application. 
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3.3 CONTEXTUAL-PEDAGOGICAL REFLEXION ON RELATED 

THEORETICAL NOTIONS 

3.3.1 AVOIDANCE CULTURE 

Within a pedagogical context, the previous analysis has clearly shown that FEAR 

grows in a general culture of avoidance, marked by the following three distinct 

characteristics: 

culture of non-conflict (conflict avoidance); 

culture of responsibility avoidance; 

culture of arbitrariness (self-righteous behaviour and avoidance 

of reflexions upon the personal context). 

As a result, power and authority are attained by mere (subjective) definition, which 

reinforces domination structures and encourages authoritarianism within an overall 

static concept. Such a notion of power as part of FEAR represents a "repressive 

notion of power - which prohibits and restrains"229
, pertaining "to a concept of 

sovereignty in which some 'groups', 'forces', or individuals make and 'own' the 

decisions that enable one to distinguish between rulers and ruled."230 According to 

POPKEWITZ, such a process likewise encourages a "dichotomous thinking about the 

world, in which there are oppressors and oppressed - who, because they lack power, 

are presumed to be socially righteous."231 

229
POPKEWITZ, T. S.; PEREYRA, M. A.: An Eight Country Study of Reform Practices in Teacher 

Education: An Outline of the Problematic. In: POPKEWITZ, T. S. (ed.): Changing Patterns of Power. New 
York 1993, p 16. These ideas were first formulated in POPKEWITZ, T. S.: A Political Sociology of 
Educational Reform. Power/Knowledge in Teaching, Teacher Education, and Research. New York 1991. 
They were later revisited in the above study. 

230
POPKEWITZ, T. S.; PEREYRA, M.A.: An Eight..., foe cit, p 16. 

231 Ibid. 
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This observation can be supported by the current process of over-compensation in the 

Namibian pedagogical realm. Due to the fact that everybody is as much aware of, as 

s/he feels guilty about the authoritarian relations and structures during the colonial era, 

one is afraid to communicate any message that might create conflict, or which might 

be related - directly or indirectly - to colonial authoritarianism. By doing so, one 

attempts to avoid communication as such232
; what is communicated, however, is an 

invitation to define and adapt a static notion of power which structurally disempowers 

the previously powerful, and who will retain their knowledge which is kept idling due 

to their fear of applying it. 

The avoidance of reflexions that deal with the personal context can also be explained 

by an "anxiety of colonial discourse (that) comes from the fact that the colonizer's 

power depends on the presence, not to say consent, of the colonized. What is a power 

without its object? Authority is in some sense conferred by those who obey it. "233 

The general aversion to discourse within an Avoidance Culture is analogously rooted 

in an anxiety of being forced to renounce structures which help to avoid the necessity 

of redefining one's own subjective definitions. 

With regard to educational planning in Namibia, many theoretical investigations have 

been undertaken by the MEC234
; although, concerning the examination of colonial 

discourse and with reference to SPURR, the question remains if "the possibilities for 

written description and representation of other cultures extend beyond the theoretical 

232
Which, of course, is structurally not possible. Cf WATZLAWICKs metacommunicational Axiom one 

cannot not communicate and the impossibility of not communicating, in WATZLAWICK, P.; BEAVIN, J. H.; 
JACKSON, D. D.: Pragmatics of Human Communication. New York and London 1967, pp 48-51, 73-80, 224. 

233SPURR, D.: The Rhetoric of Empire. Durham and London 1993, p 11. 

234The results were subsequently published in numerous documents. For the most recent ones, cf e.g. 
SWARTS, P.; AVENSTRUP, R.: Report on Preliminary Survey of Education for Bushman-Speaking 
Learners. Windhoek 1995; MENDELSSOHN, J. M.; SWARTS, P.; AVENSTRUP, R.: Marginalisation in 
Education: The Case of Bushman-Speaking People. In: EMIS Bulletin, Number 3, June 1995; AVENSTRUP, 
R.: Project Idea: Marginalised Groups in Education. In: SWARTS, P.; AVENSTRUP, R.: Report on 
Preliminary Survey ... , lac cit. 
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space occupied by the Western discourses of power"235
, a question that can also be 

related to ethnography236 and anthropology. Built on the philosophical foundations 

of an Avoidance Culture, such investigations are conducted within the boundaries of 

out-contextual definitions which in turn are based on patterns of standardization and 

regulation, thus avoiding a reflexion on the administrative status quo which is still 

preserving colonial structures. 

POPKEWITZ argues that "the elements of regulation and contestation in teacher 

education are carried not necessarily by legislative or coercive functions of the state 

but, rather, in the rules, norms and patterns of communication that structure in certain 

possibilities and filter out others."237 FEAR and its Avoidance Culture clearly define 

these communication patterns as being antagonistic and repressive, which could also 

be seen in the internal and external determinations of the related Conditional Field 

within the contextual-pedagogical superstructure. While linking these repressive 

regulation patterns to teacher education, POPKEWITZ identifies the need for a nation's 

cultural identity as one of the reasons for strategies of standardization238
, also 

paving the way for an excessive striving for efficiency and (standardized) 

professionalism. As the definitions of efficiency and professionalism remain out

contextually defined with regard to a marginalized target group, the effects of its 

postulation will remain inter-contextually unreflected, thus suppressing any pedagogical 

objective focussing on liberation or emancipation which is now being filtered out by 

FEAR. 

Avoidance Culture generates a power concept that is static, normative and 

prescriptive. During the course of its execution, it subjugates out-contextual definitions 

235
SPURR, David: The Rhetoric ... , Joe cit, p 188. 

236Cf CLIFFORD, J.: The Predicament of Culture. Cambridge, Mass. 1988. 

237POPKEWITZ, T. S.; PEREYRA, M. A: An Eight..., Joe cit, p 25. [My italics, J.F.P.] 

238Cf POPKEWITZ, T. S. (ed.): Changing Patterns of Power. New York 1993, pix. 
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and out-contextual input239 by constructing two definitions of out-contextual 

subjugation: "the one, buried and disguised, and the other, disqualified and 

marginalized."240 With reference to FOUCAULT241
, BOND/GILLIAM point out that 

"systems of power produce systems of knowledge"242 which have the power of 

structurally marginalizing out-contextual groups and their implicit definitions of reality. 

While FEAR consolidates such a static system, it simultaneously accepts arbitrariness 

in relation to its emergence in the first place. 

The notion of "Power-as-Sovereignty"243 emphasizes the interdependence of various 

actors and forces in the arena of education, which then determine the related power 

interests. Power-as-Sovereignty assumes the forces of a supreme power which in itself 

is beyond critical reflexion, and as such is a fundamental constituent of FEAR. By 

placing itself outside the possibility of hermeneutical access, it contributes directly to 

the consolidation of the central characteristics of an Avoidance Culture, thus 

preventing any impact of contextual-pedagogical philosophy according to the Four 

Principles. 

Nevertheless, the author agrees with POPKEWITZ insofar as Power-as-Sovereignty 

comprises only "one part of a multi-dimensional Social Arena"244
; he would however 

argue that Power-as-Sovereignty can be able to expropriate such Social Arena of any 

other opposing forces, due to its inherent dominant structure which reinforces itself 

according to FEAR and the attribution of power to potential challengers. The notion 

239
FOUCAUL T refers to two types of subjugated knowledges; the author's differentiation of knowledge 

as consisting of both subjective definitions and its related out-contextual input with regard to an in-contextual 
definition of knowledge is preferred here. Ct also FOUCAULT, M.: Power/Knowledge. Loe cit, pp 78-108. 

240BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, A.: Introduction. In: BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, A. (eds.): Social Construction of 
the Past. London and New York 1994, p 8. 

241 Cf FOUCAULT, M.: Power/Knowledge. Loe cit, pp 109-133. 

242BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, A.: Introduction. Loe cit. 

243Cf POPKEWITZ, T. S.; PEREYRA, M. A: An Eight..., foe cit, p 17. 

244/bid. 
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of Forced Empowerment is not selfless; its antagonistic element avoids the discourse 

with out-contextual notions that might arise out of POPKEWITZ' Social Arena, 

whereafter it will be controlled again by definitions acceptable to Power-as

Sovereignty. 

Inasmuch as the emergence of an Acceptance Culture is central to HELP, it could be 

described as being in direct opposition to Power-as-Sovereignty; due to HELP's 

intrinsic postulate of out-contextual empathy, it will however not neglect this notion 

within the redefinition and reconstruction of the Social Arena it intends to transform. 

3.3.2 ACCEPTANCE CULTURE 

Based on the previous analysis and within a pedagogical context, HELP grows in a 

general culture of acceptance, again marked by three distinct characteristics as 

follows: 

culture of conflict (conflict acceptance); 

culture of responsibility acceptance; 

culture of context acceptance (within a contextual balance where 

the Me is aware of its interdependent part of a greater context). 

As a result, power and authority remain contextually defined within an overall dynamic 

concept. Concerning such an alternative notion of power, POPKEWITZ refers to 

( ... ] the effects of power as it circulates through institutionalized practices and individuals construct 
boundaries for themselves, define categories of good/bad, and envision possibilities. Power, in this 
latter sense, is intricately bound to the rules, standards, and styles of reasoning by which 
individuals speak, think, and act in producing their everyday world.245 

245
POPKEWITZ, T. S.; PEREYRA, M. A: An Eight..., foe cit, pp 16 et sequ. 
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Consequently, such a notion of power remains intrinsically contextually defined, and 

constitutes itself as part of a dynamic-hermeneutical process. It equals a concept of 

Power-as-a-Function246
, which also takes historical conditions into account, while 

focussing on its organization and the reflexion of individual perceptions, experiences 

and actions.247 

Such a definition is pointing towards a dialectical understanding of power, which is 

also mentioned by APPLE248 while referring to ARONOWITZ/GIROUXs concepts of 

language of critique and language of possibilit/49
, also to be grounded in a sense 

of history.250 While APPLE focusses on "the nature of 'teachers' and 'texts' [in a 

hermeneutic way, J.F.P.] and their relations to larger ideological, political and 

economic dynamics"251
, POPKEWITZ takes this observation a step further and 

distinguishes a power dialectic in the form of repressive versus productive elements 

of power252
, whereby one should aim at a "productive relation of knowledge, power, 

246
The notion of Power-as-a-Function originates in POPKEWITZ' notion of "Power-as-a-function-of

knowledge". As the author considers the notion of knowledge as not clearly defined, and also as too limiting 
with regard to the various powers of the Conditional Fields, he prefers to omit the knowledge aspect in this 
definition. While using the term Power-as-a-Function as opposed to Power-as-Sovereignty, he also wants 
to point out the dynamic character of Power-as-a-Function, which structurally disputes the supreme 
character of any contextualized notion. The notion of function (now without being limited to an aspect of not 
clearly defined knowledge) also stresses the dynamic influences and manifestations of power which are 
directly dependent on the contextual definitions of the Conditional Field in which this function emerges. 

247 Cf POPKEWITZ, T. S.; PEREYRA, M. A.: An Eight..., foe cit, p 17. POPKEWITZ makes use of the 
expression "disciplining of individual perceptions, experiences, actions". The author prefers to use the 
contextual-pedagogical idiom of reflexion instead, as the term "disciplining" relates too much to a supreme 
notion of power which is rejected by HELP within the context of Power-as-a-Function. 

248APPLE, M. W.: Teachers and Texts. New York and London 1986. 

249While APPLE [ibid.] quotes ARONOWITZ/GIROUX as having said "we need to recognize the positive, 
not just the negative relationship between knowledge and power" [cf ARONOWITZ, S.; GIROUX, H. A.: 
Education ... , foe cit, p 7], APPLE limits a notion of Power-as-a-function with regard to an unclear notion of 
knowledge in the same way as POPKEWITZ does. The author wants to emphasize again the necessity to 
define knowledge within this context in a much more dynamic way. 

250fbid. 

251 fbid, p 180. 

252Cf POPKEWITZ, T. S.: A Political. .. , foe cit, pp 221 et sequ. 
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and social management".253 

POPKEWITZ' notion of repressive versus productive elements of power is also central 

to the dialectic within FEAR/HELP and the related Conditional Fields of their 

contextual-pedagogical substructure. Within the framework of an Acceptance Culture, 

direct confrontation with an illegitimate oppressor (or, in the case of Nyae Nyae, with 

an oligarchic management structure) will not be avoided, and can be justified and 

motivated on the grounds of innovative contextualization that goes beyond an existing 

state (authority) theory. POPKEWITZ recognizes "that the use of state physical force 

and a lack of a developed civil society still exist in many southern hemispheres and 

Eastern countries, and this situation requires a more explicit state theory concerned 

with brute force and the repressive elements of power."254 The emergence of a Civil 

Society can therefore provide a working alternative to the concept of Power-as

Sovereignty, as it realizes the liberating power of a contextualized re-definition of 

illegitimate structures.255 

Referring again to Tables 25a-c and 26, the structural similarities between 

POPKEWITZ' two notions of power and the dualisms (i) FEAR versus HELP and (ii) 

State (with its affiliates such as State Theology, Church Theology and Apartheid) 

versus Prophetic Theology become strikingly clear. Likewise, FEAR's over

empowerment is based on a repressive use of power, while HELP focusses on its 

productive elements within the context of an Acceptance Culture. 

253
POPKEWITZ, T. S.: A Political. .. , toe cit, p 226. With regard to the notion of knowledge, this will be 

analyzed more closely as part of the reflexions on the notion of Knowledge Society and its implications 
within a context of bureaucracy and nee-behaviourism [cf Chapter 3.3.5]. 

254 /bid. [My italics, J.F.P.J 

255Cf also Chapter 4.1.2.2 and the related discussion on the importance of a Civil Society in the context 
of the Bushman of Botswana. 
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3.3.3 POWER/POWERLESSNESS DUALISM 

It has been stated earlier that 

The Power/Powerlessness dualism is an integral part of FEAR's Subject-Object-change; it 
consolidates domination by turning the oppressed object into the oppressing subject which in turn 
generates new structures of domination and oppression. By internalizing and accepting the relations 
between the Me and the Environment created in that way, contexts remain fixed with regard to a 
static power/powerlessness dualism, and critical reflexions become permanently suppressed.256 

Tables 25a-c have also illustrated the close relationship between a Power/ 

Powerlessness dualism and mechanisms of an excessive bureaucracy, which both 

foster a fixation of contexts and determine its subsequent definition of experiences of 

self-perception. Before embarking on an analysis of these related notions of Subject

Object-Change and Bureaucracy in sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 respectively, this section 

will explain the effects of a Power/Powerlessness dualism within the present context 

of the Namibian Ministry of Education; as a Power/Powerlessness dualism constitutes 

FEAR, it is also dependent on the existence of an Avoidance Culture which in turn 

then also determines the activities of the MEC.257 

For this purpose, POPKEWITZ' concept of Illusory Schooling will be revisited, as it can 

be transferred to a concept of an Illusory Ministry with its related consequences of the 

structures of an Avoidance Culture. In their study, POPKEWITZ et.al.258 show how 

reform ideas were drastically changed during their implementation; a development, 

that, within a Namibian context, resulted in the emergence of two separate Ministries 

for Education in order to suppress criticism of such changes. As the introduction of the 

concept of Illusory Schooling had its roots in the introduction of the behaviorist 

256
CfTable 25c: Power/Powerlessness dualism: internalization and acceptance. 

257 Cf analysis in Chapter 4.3: Transfer of Responsibilities to the Namibian Government. 

258POPKEWITZ, T. S.; TABACHNICK, B. R.; WEHLAGE, G.: The Myth of Educational Reform. London 
and Madison, Wisconsin 1982. 
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approach of Individually Guided Education259 (IGE) into the schools, it can be directly 

related to the introduction of neo-behaviorist philosophy in Namibia, thus providing 

insights into the current situation of the MEG which will be reflected upon in more 

detail later (cf Chapter 4.3). 

While stressing the importance of "sacred" rituals and categories, POPKEWITZ et.al. 

point out the main contradiction of Illusory Schooling as follows: 

While all are to acknowledge the importance of the sacred categories and their rituals only certain 
people have access to their rules and systems of meaning, and the children in the illusory schools, 
on the whole, are not those people. The ideology of community pathology underlying instruction 
posits that the common-sense world and norms of these children are inadequate and often 
dysfunctional. Thus the perspective of the illusory school views the institution as competent and 
the person as incompetent. Student failure is personal, a result of inadequacies of personality or 
community. The sacred categories of schooling remain sacred and unchallenged- and they remain 
inaccessibfe.260 

POPKEWITZ et.al.261 identify three central characteristics of Illusory Schooling that 

can be directly related to FEAR: 

construction of, and required obedience to, static social and moral rules by 

means of their continued internalization; 

out-contextual definition of such rules, which precludes an identification 

process with the target-group; 

preservation of the status quo, and the subsequent justification of existing 

microstructures (of schooling) by the macrostructure of greater society. 

259
1GE was meant as a means of Social Interaction (ct POPKEWITZ, T. S.; TABACHNICK, B. R.; 

WEHLAGE, G.: The Myth ... , foe cit, pp 22 et sequ] and was originally developed by Herbert J. 
KLAUSMEIER in the USA in the end-1960s. POPKEWITZ et.al. [The Myth ... , foe ci~ inquired into the 
everyday patterns of behaviour in six "model" IGE schools. Cf also: KLAUSMEIER, H.J.:; SCHWENN, E. 
A.; LAMAL, P.A.: A System of Individually Guided Motivation. Madison, Wisconsin 1970; KLAUSMEIER, 
H.J.; ROSSMILLER, R. A.; SAILY, M. (eds.): Individually Guided Elementary Education. New York, San 
Francisco and London 1977; KLAUSMEIER, H.J.: Developing and Institutionalizing a Self-Improvement 
Capability. Lanham, New York and London 1985. 

260POPKEWITZ, T. S.; TABACHNICK, B. R.; WEHLAGE, G.: The Myth ... , foe cit, p 159. (My italics, 
J.F.P.] 

261 fbid. 
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Likewise, KLAUSMEIERs behaviorist approach of IGE was described as a "total 

system"262 that aimed at stability and static structures, and "guidelines" that reached 

a stage where they did not need to be refined any more.263 IGE created a form of 

social consciousness which was very much comparable with an Avoidance Culture, 

and within which a Power/Powerlessness dualism could get consolidated in a subtle 

way. Inasmuch as IGE was directly linked to educational processes, it could legitimate 

the dominant forces in society, while excluding out-contextual challengers by means 

of the evaluating and stigmatizing effects of evaluation in schooling. By doing so, 

power remained in the hands of the representatives of the "total system", whose 

"guidelines" became unquestionable laws which in turn consolidated static systems of 

domination. With regard to the concept of Illusory Schooling, POPKEWITZ ascertains: 

From a different perspective, illusory schooling serves a mediating function between the rulers and 
the ruled: through persuasion and consent - not through coercion or force - and through patterns 
of work and communication, illusory schooling legitimates the moral conduct and direction of will 
of certain dominant elements in society. While legitimating a particular moral conduct in society, 
it also reinforces the failure of those in the schools who do not have the social and cultural 
resources necessary to adopt that conduct.264 

Similarly, the current situation of the Namibian MEC portrays a very corresponding 

situation. According to POPKEWITZ' terminology, the MEC could be described as an 

Illusory Ministry that will remain inaccessible to marginalized groups, despite its 

obvious activism with regard to the planning of "workshops" that after all remain out

contextually defined as far as the target group is concerned: with reference to Poster 

113 (community-owned education facilitating access to human rights), the community 

will remain structurally excluded. Consequently, the emancipatory aspect of education 

within HELP is completely neglected and will eventually fail, thus blaming the victim 

who remains in his/her powerless state within the Power/Powerlessness dualism. 

262
KLAUSMEIER, H.J.: Developing .. ., lac cit, p 1. 

263Cf KLAUSMEIER, H.J.; SCHWENN, E. A.; LAMAL, P.A.: A System ... , toe cit, pp 166 et sequ. 

264POPKEWITZ, T. S.; TABACHNICK, B. R.; WEHLAGE, G.: The Myth .. ., toe cit, p 160. [My italics, 
J.F.P.] 
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It is interesting to note that the Illusory Ministry applies the same subtlety in its 

methodology as Illusory Schooling did, thus concealing its postulate of legitimizing 

dominant forces by consolidating a social consciousness built on static rules and 

norms. Within such a consciousness, pedagogy has to give way to the acquisition of 

mere technical skills; in this regard, APPLE coined the term of deskilling by means of 

technical control: 

As the procedures of technical control enter into the school in the guise of predesigned curricular/ 
teaching/evaluation 'systems', teachers are being deskilled. Yet they are also being reskilled in a 
way that is quite consequential. We can see signs of this at both teacher training institutions, in in
service workshops and courses, in the journals devoted to teachers, in funding and enrollment 
patterns, and not least in the actual curricular materials themselves. While the deskilling involves 
the loss of craft, the ongoing atrophication of educational skills, the reskilling involves the 
substitution of the skills and ideological visions of management. The growth of behavior 
modification techniques and classroom management strategies and their incorporation within both 
curricular material and teachers' repertoires signifies these kinds of alterations.265 

APPLE gives elaborate examples that refer to systems used in American elementary 

schools in the early 1980s266
; the prespecifications given there, combined with their 

immanent process of teacher deskilling, can be directly related with curricula in use 

in Namibia since 1994/95.267 

Namibia's neo-behaviorist approach can be clearly seen in the over-emphasis given 

to basic functional competencies that have to be acquired by "the learner". The newly 

completed English syllabus reduces the learning process to the acquisition of "Basic 

Competencies" which remain divorced from the contextual experience of the target 

group. APPLE points out significant consequences for students and teachers, who get 

more and more forced into a mere managing role, thus separating planning from 

execution. Such a form of deskilling, however, turns into disempowerment and opens 

265
APPLE, M. W.: Education and Power. Boston, London, Melbourne and Henley 1982, pp 146-47. 

266APPLE, M. W.: Education and Power. Boston, London, Melbourne and Henley 1982, pp 144 et sequ. 

267 
Ct especially REPUBLIC of Namibia: Draft Syllabus. Primary Phase. Mathematics Grade 1-3. 

Windhoek (no year given, pres. 1994); REPUBLIC of Namibia: English Syllabus. Primary Phase: Part One. 
Grades One to Three. Windhoek 1994; REPUBLIC of Namibia: English Syllabus. Primary Phase: Part Two. 
Grades Four to Seven. Windhoek 1994. 
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up the way for structural contradictions with regard to the framework of power: 

For instance, while deskilling, forms of technical control, and the rationalization of work have 
created isolated individuals in, say, factories, historically they have often generated contradictory 
pressures as well. [ ... ] Even given the ideology of professionalism (an ideology that might make it 
difficult for collective struggles to evolve), which tends to dominate certain sectors of the teaching 
force, other state employees who in the past have thought of themselves as professionals have 
gained a greater collective sense in response to similar modes of control. Thus, the loss of control 
and knowledge in one arena may generate countervailing tendencies in another.268 

APPLE touches here on a phenomenon which is clearly related to the FEAR 

Syndrome and its inherent Power/Powerlessness dualism. While control and 

knowledge is practically taken away from the teachers, by over-empowering them in 

a technical way and by "the encoding of technical control into the very basis of the 

curricular form itself"269
, an antagonistic stance towards reform will emerge in 

combination with creative regression into pre-determined philosophies of education. 

With regard to Learner-Centred Education, the Namibian deskilling process still 

recognizes that "in the last twenty years the term 'learner-centredness' has gained 

recognition as a different approach to teaching methods and to the whole educational 

process of curriculum development and syllabus design."270 However, it immediately 

subjects this notion to mechanisms of testing and assessment, whereas, inter alia, "the 

teacher in the learner-centred classroom will have to "[ ... ] have assessment sheets 

ready [ ... ], prepare tests based on the objectives of the curriculum/syllabus [ ... ], 

develop a criterion-referenced scheme for each pupil."271 

Such an approach consolidates the existing power relations and negates the 

opportunity of even questioning the curriculum, never mind creating it together anew 

268
APPLE, Michael W.: Education ... , toe cit, p 148. 

269 Ibid, p 149. 

270Appendix in: REPUBLIC of Namibia: English Syllabus. Primary Phase: Part One. Grades One to 
Three. Windhoek 1994, pp 31-35. Also: REPUBLIC of Namibia: English Syllabus. Primary Phase: Part Two. 
Grades Four to Seven. Windhoek 1994, pp 44-48. 

271 REPUBLIC of Namibia: English Syllabus. Primary Phase: Part One. Loe cit., p 34. 
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with the target group. "Criterion-referenced schemes" completely dehumanize the 

individual pupil, thus subsuming her/him under the objectives of the absolute norms 

of AL THUSSERs State Apparatuses. The contradiction of learner-centred education 

within a configuration of set and prescriptive rules likewise reflects the present 

dilemma of a democracy caught up more and more in totalitarian and neo-conservative 

thinking. By "exporting the crisis in the State"272 outside of itself and into educational 

(pseudo-)reform, as it becomes evident through the characteristics of an Illusory 

Ministry constructed in this way, one will have to ask: 

What reforms can we genuinely call non-reformist reforms, that is, reforms that both alter and better 
present conditions and can lead to serious structural changes? What reforms should be supported 
because of their possible contribution to the political education of a large group of people or to their 
learning strategies that may ultimately enable them to reassert control of their economic and 
cultural institutions? Which reforms contribute to coalitions that may alter the balance of forces? 
What kinds of coalitions will tend to be progressive in the long run? Are there elements within 
students and parents themselves, in their lived culture, that penetrate into the reality of dominant 
social relations? How can these be employed?273 

The VSP always very much kept these basic considerations in mind while approaching 

the teaching and learning situation. Looking back on the field work experiences, 

APPLE's concluding question with regard to "elements within students and parents 

themselves ( ... ) penetrat(ing) into the reality of dominant social relations"274 can at 

least partly be answered with the emerging concepts of FEAR and HELP, whereby the 

latter clearly opposes the approach of an Illusory Ministry and its continued generation 

of structures supporting the Power/Powerlessness dualism in education. 

272
APPLE, M. W.: Education ... , foe cit, pp 125 et sequ. 

273 /bid, p 134. [Original italics] 

274/bid. 
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3.3.4 SUBJECT-OBJECT CHANGE 

The Subject-Object Change is a Domination Medium which has been characterized 

in Table 25 as follows: 

Subject-Object-changes are central to the process of FEAR; they consolidate domination and the 
power/powerlessness dualism by turning the oppressed object into the oppressing subject which 
in turn generates new structures of domination and oppression.275 

An identity construction according to FEAR takes place after the Subject-Object change, when the 
previously oppressed build up their own domination structures. As an oppressing elite emerges, 
the identity construction will develop according to the elite's interests.276 

Tables 25a-c have also illustrated that a Subject-Object Change is based on a non

participatory approach which aims at the construction of a consciousness according 

to the oppressor's interest of continued domination; as such, it is closely linked to 

FEAR and operates within an imaginary pseudo-reality. 

The origins of the Subject-Object Change can be found in African colonial history and 

its related social dislocations which in turn led to inventions of new traditions.277 

According to HABSBAWM, "three overlapping types of invented traditions"278 can be 

identified: 

(a) those establishing or symbolizing social cohesion or the membership of groups, real or artificial 
communities; 

(b) those legitimizing institutions, status or relations of authority, and 
(c) those whose main purpose was socialization, the inculcation of beliefs, value systems and 

conventions of behaviour.279 

275
Table 25a: Subject-Object Change: pre-concluded. 

276CfTable 25b: Identity: construction according to the oppressor's interests of continued domination. 

277 Cf HOBSBAWM, E.: Inventing Traditions. In: HOBSBAWM, E.; RANGER, T. (eds.): The Invention of 
Tradition. Cambridge 1992, pp 1-14. 

278 Ibid, p 9. 

279/bid. 
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HOBSBAWM elaborates further by stating that "while traditions of types b} and c) were 

certainly devised [ ... ], it may be tentatively suggested that type a) was prevalent, the 

other functions being regarded as implicit in or flowing from a sense of identification 

with a 'community' and/or the institutions representing, expressing or symbolizing it 

such as a 'nation'.280 BOND/GILLIAM summarize that by being "not solely part of the 

process by which subjects are transformed into objects, these traditions become linked 

to these objects and secure their continuity. Integral elements of emerging socio

historical configurations, they furnish individuals and collectives with distinct identities 

and new opportunities. "281 

Such traditions are the consequence of social constructions and reality definitions of 

the past, where the power relations were established within a context of colonization. 

Within that specific context, they were as much stable as they were static; however, 

social constructions which are not shielded against out-contextual challenges by a 

structure of FEAR, remain open to variations according to different interpretations and 

interests: 

Social constructions of the past are crucial elements in the process of domination, subjugation, 
resistance and collusion. Representing the past and the way of life of populations is an expression 
and a source of power. These representations may frame relationships of social inequality, and can 
be intimately related to structures of power and wealth. They contain ideological and hegemonic 
properties that represent historical and sectional interests. In no way simple, they express a high 
degree of social and poetic complexity.282 

In transferring these observations to the present-day context of Nyae Nyae, it 

becomes clear how traditions have been invented in order to establish a social 

cohesion that does not exist. 283 By trying to forcefully empower the imaginary "unit" 

280
HOBSBAWM, E.: Inventing ... , lac cit, p 9. 

281 BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, A.: Introduction. Loe cit, p 14. 

282 Ibid, p 1 . 

283This especially refers to the role of anthropologists and their approach of preservation, mystification 
and disempowering protectionism surrounding the Bushman. Cf also BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, A.: 
Introduction. Loe cit, p 5: "Anthropologists and historians are master builders and, as a consequence, their 
roles in the complex fields of domination and subjugation need careful investigation. Their activities are 
integral parts of the context and substance of contemporary scholarship." 
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of the oppressed Bushman, one draws from a colonial social construction that implied 

a structural Power/Powerlessness dualism, and subsequently passes on this dualism 

within a framework of a Subject-Object change. Domination, subjugation, resistance 

and collusion as concepts are not reflected upon; the invented tradition of the 

"powerless Bushman" leads to the wrong conclusion that within a "liberated" context 

these notions will not exist. 

Contrarily to this wrong assumption, the concepts are being kept alive and thus shifted 

into a context of previous powerlessness, where they assume self-dynamics and re

manifest themselves in the same way they were existent within a context of 

colonization. The "colonized" becomes the (neo-)colonizer, as well over his/her own 

group or sub-groups of previously oppressed objects, as also over her/his previous 

oppressive subject, with whom s/he either collaborates, or whom s/he rejects 

arbitrarily. The previous oppressive subject, within FEAR, accepts this shift into 

powerlessness on the grounds of his/her conviction of having had empowered the 

object; her/his own powerlessness in viewed in the light of an achieved educational 

aim and interpreted within the conditions of a postulate of facilitation, that in turn helps 

to avoid a reflexion on the consequences. 

Within an Avoidance Culture, and again with reference to HOBSBAWM284
, 

memberships of groups become redefined as over-empowerment is awarded 

according to a power concept of Power-as-Sovereignty. As a consequence, artificial 

communities emerge in a sense that a Western concept of domination and 

subordination is imposed on the target group whose ability to critically reflect on such 

a development is structurally suppressed, and whose members avoid potential conflict 

with those few who benefit from the new power structures as they manage to become 

part of the new elite.285 By linking this phenomenon to the notions of transformation 

284
Cf HOBSBAWM, E.: Inventing ... , foe cit. 

285Cf also HEINZ, H. J.: Conflicts, Tensions and Release of Tensions in a Bushman Society. Pretoria 
1967. HEINZ confirms the general tendency of conflict avoidance "because it is considered bad and 
unpleasant to fight within the band" [p 18]. It is also interesting to note that HEINZ' study from 1967 is the 
first study that ever recognized the existence of fights and tensions in Bushman society, thus challenging 
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and modernization, RANGER draws a direct parallel to the effects of Western 

imperialism that can be observed so often in the approaches of development agents 

who operate from a basis of FEAR: 

There were two very direct ways in which Europeans sought to make use of their invented 
traditions to transform and modernize African thought and conduct. One was the acceptance of the 
idea that some Africans could become members of the governing class of colonial Africa, and 
hence the extension to such Africans of training in a neo-traditional context. The second - and more 
common - was an attempt to make use of what European invented traditions had to offer in terms 
of a redefined relationship between leader and led. [ ... ] All this might be made use of to create a 
clearly defined hierarchical society in which Europeans commanded and Africans accepted 
commands, but both within a shared framework of pride and loyalty. Thus if the traditions which 
workers and peasants had made for themselves is Europe did not exercise much influence on 
Africans under colonialism, invented European traditions of subordination exercised a very 
considerable influence indeed.286 

RANGER's analysis is especially important with regard to the introduction of a 

leadership concept into a traditionally leaderless society. As leadership automatically 

entails the emergence of a group of leading subjects and an opposing group of led 

objects, it also breeds hierarchy and subordination if the leadership concept is not 

redefined according to the Conditional Fields of the proposed context of its application. 

FEAR tries to redefine leadership by means of handing out power by definition, thus 

neglecting the side-effects of immediate submission to an emerging elite in a now 

artificial society that generally aims at avoiding conflict within the boundaries of an 

Avoidance Culture. The Subject-Object Change takes effect by the establishment of 

an elite that in practice takes over the previous colonial European power structure; the 

amazing effect, however, is that this structure gets accepted easily due to its 

subjectively perceived usefulness. RANGER concludes: 

the myth of the "harmless people" according to MARSHALL-THOMAS. Although HEINZ points to the 
primarily latent character of frictions, he acknowledges the existence of bullying, threats, insults, 
provocations, inter-parent and sibling fights and even "murder as a result of a flare up of tempers" [p 17]. 
With regard to the concept of an Avoidance Culture, HEINZ also confirms that the avoidance of a fight has 
the priority over its execution; by coining the term of an avoidance category, he observes that "a partner of 
the avoidance category can stop a fight; but the most effective people are the sister and the mother-in-law. 
[ ... ] Neither of them need touch the contestants but merely step in between them. This puts a stop to the 
fight at once" [p 17]. This observation also shows the implicit willingness of accepting authority and 
domination as long as it proves to be useful. 

286RANGER, T.: The Invention of Tradition in Colonial Africa. In: HOBSBAWM, E.; RANGER, T. (eds.): 
The Invention of Tradition. Cambridge 1992, pp 220-221. 
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If the new traditions of subordination had begun "usefully" to define certain sorts of specializations 
[e.g. the Community Rangers, J.F.P.], they gave rise later to profoundly conservative 
conceptualizations of these specializations, making African teachers, ministers and soldiers 
notoriously resistant to subsequent attempts of modernizing change.287 

Likewise, FEAR promotes subordination within a framework of repression and re

emerging conservatism. As the immediate effects of subordination prove to be useful, 

as they lead to job creation, salaries and related hand-outs in the Nyae Nyae context, 

its subjective conceptualization develops into a conservative preservation of old 

domination concepts, of which the Subject-Object Change is as much a consequence 

as a prerequisite. 

3.3.5 KNOWLEDGE, BUREAUCRACY AND NEO-BEHAVIORISM 

It has been stated earlier (cf section 3.3.3) that an excessive bureaucracy both fosters 

a fixation of contexts and also determines its subsequent definition of experiences of 

self-perception. This statement will now be looked at within the broader context of a 

notion of knowledge, as "the constitutive mechanism of social action and the identity 

of modern society is increasingly driven by 'knowledge'."288 As STEHR/ERICSON 

view the notion of a knowledge-driven society as being opposed to previous notions 

such as capitalist, socialist or industrial societies, they re-introduce the term of the 

Knowledge Society which in this sense has originally been coined by LANE in the mid-

1960s.289 

287
RANGER, T.: The Invention ... , lac cit, p 228. 

288STEHR, N.; ERICSON, R. V.: The Culture and Power of Knowledge in Modern Society. In: STEHR, 
N.; ERICSON, R. V. (eds): The Culture and Power of Knowledge. Berlin and New York 1992, p 3. 

289Cf LANE, R. E.: The Decline of Politics and Ideology in a Knowledgeable Society. In: American 
Sociological Review 31 (1966), pp 649-662. LANE still uses the expression of Knowledgeable Society. 
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The increasing technological aspects of knowledge with their inherent structures of 

impersonal bureaucracy and rational behaviorist thought have subsequently been 

analyzed by DRUCKER290 and BELL291
. Following their line of reasoning, 

BOHME292 stresses that "the strife for professionalization of non-scientific 

traditions293 means its transformation into scientific knowledge. The reason for this 

is not the superiority of science over other types of knowledge but the fact that in our 

societies social chances are to a large extent distributed according to knowledge 

certificates."294 While acknowledging the pressures of (Western) society in such a 

way, BOHME does not reflect on the limiting characteristics of such un understanding 

of knowledge, which reduces the learning experience to the reproduction of pre

defined outcomes and strategies. Non-scientific knowledge, as BOHME puts it, 

belongs to a different philosophical realm and is not necessarily an integral part of 

applied educational science: 

29
°Ct DRUCKER, P. F.: The Age of Discontinuity. London 1969. Part 4 of the book [pp 247-355] deals 

with the Knowledge Society and the changed role of the knowledge concept. Previously, DRUCKER argues, 
knowledge was very much attached to the philosophical realm [e.g. LANE], whereas in the Knowledge 
Society "application has become the centre of knowledge, of the knowledge effort, and of the organized 
research for knowledge. As a result, knowledge has become the very foundation of modern economy and 
modern society and the very principle of social action. This is so great a change that it must have a major 
impact on knowledge itself and must make it a central philosophical and political issue in the knowledge 
society." [p 347) 

291 BELL, D.: The Social Framework of the Information Society. In: DERTOUZOS, M. L.; MOSES, J. 
(eds.): The Computer Age: A Twenty-Year View. Cambridge, Mass. and London 1979, pp 163-211. BELL 
uses the term of Information Society synonymously with Knowledge Society. He points out that "the crucial 
variables of the postindustrial society are information and knowledge" [p 167]. His basic premise is "that 
knowledge and information are becoming the strategic resource and transforming agent of the postindustrial 
society. Inevitably, the onset of far-reaching social changes, especially when they proceed, as these do, 
through the medium of specific technologies, confronts a society with major policy questions." [p 194] 

292BOHME, G.: Non-scientific Traditions in Higher Education. In: BERGENDAL, G.: Knowledge and 
Higher Education. Stockholm 1983, pp 17-38. 

293BOHME attempts a dualistic definition of non-scientific knowledge by differentiating non-scientific 
versus scientific knowledge as follows: personal-impersonal, conservative-progressive (as in reproductive
innovative), diffuseness-specificity, implicit-explicit, particularity-universality, empathy-domination. This 
definition does not have much inner coherence, as personal particularity is directly linked to diffuseness, and 
impersonal domination to innovation. However, the "scientific" aspect stresses characteristics such as 
impersonality, universality and domination, thus excluding completely the hermeneutic philosophy of 
Contextual Pedagogy, and its immediate related discursive strategies based in the philosophy of Critical 
Pedagogy. Ct Ibid, pp 27 et sequ. 

2941bid, p 32. 
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Science and non-scientific types of knowledge differ structurally. These differences form the 
fundament of a different functionality. Whether science or non-scientific knowledge is required 
depends on whether a personal, empathetic relation to the object concerned is necessary or not, 
whether you need a rather particular and regionally adapted competence or not, whether a more 
holistic or a more specified approach is adequate.295 

The notion of the Knowledge Society has been discussed here in order to explain the 

triad of knowledge, bureaucracy and neo-behaviorism as it exists in Namibia's 

educational setting today. Based on the old preeminence of a rational technological 

framework, "making the criterion of functional efficiency the prime element in 

educational policy"296
, bureaucracy and standardization clearly oppose any 

pedagogical strategy embedded in HELP and its holistic understanding of the 

pedagogical situation. POPKEWITZ ascertains: 

Often the language of inquiry is one of bureaucracy rather than science.297 It is a language that 
creates a view of human activity that is highly specialized, fragmented, and impersonal. It is a 
language filled with jargon and banalities, such as needs assessment, teaching/learning styles, 
modules, competencies, criterion-referenced testing, and so on. The language of bureaucracy dulls 
our critical facilities by its fascination with procedure and rules.298 

A bureaucracy constructed in this way very much relates to the previous notion of the 

Knowledge Society as it refers to a static definition of knowledge, whereby knowledge 

is distinct from method, the content can be described as being unambiguous and 

hierarchical in quality, and the rational thought being logical, technical and 

predefined.299 This leads to a general process of dehumanization: 

295 Ibid, pp 32-33. 

296Cf APPLE, M. W.: Curricular Form and the Logic of Technical Control. In: APPLE, M. W.; WEIS, L.: 
Ideology and Practice in Schooling. Philadelphia 1983, pp 143-165. 

297A good example of such a bureaucratic banality can be found in SWARTS, P.; AVENSTRUP, R.: 
Report on Preliminary Survey of Education for Bushman-Speaking Learners. Windhoek 1995. During a 
survey in Nyae Nyae, the Ministry officials were puzzled by the fact that the Bushman children could not 
give a precise date of their birth; in overcoming this problem with regard to a proper categorization, 
SWARTS/AVENSTRUP recommend that "dental visits are needed, not only to check the children's dental 
health, but also to help determine age more precisely [p 7]." 

298POPKEWITZ, T. S.: Paradigm and Ideology in Educational Research. London and New York 1984, 
p 191. 

299Cf ibid. 
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The use of bureaucratic thought in professional science may have consequences for the capacity 
of individuals to provide for themselves. Individual ability and personal competence are redefined 
through rational schemes which reify our social conditions. These rational schemes are controlled, 
disseminated, and evaluated by particular occupational groups.300 

While distancing oneself from individual needs, a supreme power within Power-as

Sovereignty will be able to set up bureaucratic rules according to their institutional 

needs; concerning the related educational setting, this will be accessible and prone to 

abuse by the major stakeholders in their struggle for institutional power. Under the 

disguise of "educational reform", institutional power blocs and power bloc relations are 

shifted and redefined, while Forced Empowerment can assist to secure such newly 

emerged power structures.301 This is also confirmed by BELL: 

The tendency of almost every bureaucracy, reflecting an aspect of Parkinson's Law, is to enlarge 
its demands on the principle that (a) "all" information might conceivably be necessary; and (b) it 
is easier to ask for everything than to make discriminations. The simple point, for it is one of the 
oldest and most important truisms of politics, is that there is an inherent potential for abuse when 
any agency with power sets up bureaucratic rules and proceeds without restraint to enforce 
them.302 

BELL's observation has specific relevance for the Nyae Nyae context and the 

bureaucratic structures around the NNFC. The We-Want-Syndrome (cf Chapter 

3.2.5.1) within a context of FEAR is clearly addressed by BELL, and the Case Study 

at the outset of this chapter is a good example for the illustration of BELL's remarks. 

300
POPKEWITZ, T. S.: Paradigm .. ., foe cit, p 193. 

301 CfSINGH, M.: Intellectuals in South Africa and the reconstructive Agenda. In: BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, 
A. (eds): Social Construction of the Past. London and New York 1994. Focussing on shifting power blocs 
during the democratic reconstruction process in South Africa, SINGH points out that many stakeholders 
have aspirations to state power: "Within the context of the uncertainties and pressures of negotiation, the 
preparation of future reconstructive policies in a process conducted mainly by such aspirant policy makers 
and their intellectual advisers (with reference to Namibia, cf e.g. AVENSTRUP, R.: Project Idea: 
Marginalised Groups in Education. In: SWARTS, P.; AVENSTRUP, R.: Report ... , foe ci~ carries the danger 
of a distanciation from the needs and hopes of the majority of the population. ( ... ] There are also clearly 
those who are using the policy phase to position themselves to climb into the bureaucracy of the new state 
or up other ladders of opportunity [p 213]." Cf also SPIEGEL, A. D.: Struggling with Tradition in South Africa. 
In: BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, A.: Social. . ., foe cit, pp 185-202. SPIEGEL puts special emphasis on the role 
of anthropologists within a context of re-construction of the past as images for the present (pp 196 et sequ). 
By doing so, they are a definite part of the manipulation of institutional power bloc relations. 

302BELL, D.: The social. . ., foe cit, p 203. 
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The triad of knowledge, bureaucracy and nee-behaviorism secures and breeds 

processes around FEAR, where marginalization can be exploited as a resource by the 

marginalized.303 Returning to HOBSBAWM and his notion of invented traditions, 

closely related to the Subject-Object Change within FEAR, such a development is the 

direct result of a "(destruction) of social patterns for which 'old' traditions had been 

designed, producing new ones to whom they were not applicable, or when such old 

traditions and their institutional carriers and promulgators no longer prove sufficiently 

adaptable and flexible, or are otherwise eliminated."304 Once the social patterns are 

destroyed, however, FEAR creates a whole new bureaucracy that in turn defines 

knowledge which is determined by the ones in power. As such a process also 

"imposes responsibility on the man of knowledge"305
, who is simultaneously aiming 

at avoiding the acceptance of such responsibility due to his confinement to an 

Avoidance Culture, one ends up in a paralyzing deadlock that also describes the Nyae 

Nyae context as per today. According to DRUCKER, the acceptance and discharge 

of responsibility "will largely determine the future of knowledge. It may even determine 

whether knowledge has a future. 11306 

303
Cf also CHARLES, C.: Sexual politics and the mediation of class, gender and race in former slave 

plantation societies. In: BOND, G. C.; GILLIAM, A.: Social. .. , lac cit. While focussing on the "dynamics and 
the specificity of the sex/gender problem in Haiti [p 55)", CHARLES introduces the interesting concept of 
contre-pouvoir (counter-power) [p 45 et sequ]. Coming from a feminist tradition, CHARLES argues that 
"power is not viewed as property possessed by those who dominate. Rather it is seen as a process where 
people transform themselves personally and collectively. Feminists speak of 'power with' rather than "power 
over. Power derives from energy and strength in people. Women's empowerment may take different forms. 
It may take the form of a counter-power [p 44 et sequ]." CHARLES also argues that "such a counter-power 
is part of the strategy of resistance/survival, yet it also embodies empowerment. This counter-power implies 
a particular definition of sexuality. The body becomes a resource that can be used to gain economic 
independence and access to resources or to negotiate a better position in gender and class hierarchies. 
This use of the body cannot be understood without looking at the historical roots of the sex/gender system 
and the gender division of labour. Although these two systems originated with the creation of the 
independent Haitian nation-state, their presuppositions are rooted in Africa and the slave-based colonial 
plantation society [p 45]." Likewise, it can be argued that marginalization can be exploited in exactly the 
same way as sexuality in CHARLES' case. Eventually, marginalization becomes a resource within a set-up 
based on FEAR that has to be preserved; inasmuch as such a counter-power then also preserves patterns 
of domination and suppression, counter-power could be described as a euphemism for self-exploitation 
through over-empowerment within the boundaries of FEAR. 

304HOBSBAWM, E.: Inventing ... , foe cit, pp 4-5. 

305DRUCKER, P. F.: The Age ... , foe cit, p 355. 

306/bid. 
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DRUCKER's statement clearly shows that the future of knowledge is closely related 

to the Conditional Field of HELP within an Acceptance Culture, and that knowledge 

has to be understood as a dynamic hermeneutic process which is opposed to neo

behaviorist static notions of pre-determined structures that generate anticipated 

outcomes: "Our having knowledge [in an Acceptance Culture, J.F.P.] may not 

guarantee power or a more democratic future; but one can be certain that without it 

that future will be harder than ever to see as a possibility."307 

3.3.6 FEAR/HELP IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

The contextual-pedagogical reflexion on theoretical notions directly related to FEAR 

and HELP will conclude by referring back to the didactic implications with regard to the 

development of a HELP-related curriculum. APPLE's call for "organized action" was 

certainly adhered to and fulfilled during the realization of the Village Schools Project, 

and could therefore be described as a position statement also of Contextual 

Pedagogy: 

Organized action is required, not romantic dreams - though such utopian dreams provide the 
imaginative resources for picturing difference and should not be neglected. Our first task as 
educators in these circumstances is to educate ourselves about these conditions. For the 
institutions of our society to be reconstructed around the principles not of privatization and greed 
but of the common good, people - including educators - need to be convinced that the current and 
emerging organization of a large part of our economic, political and cultural institutions is neither 
equal nor just.308 

The dilemma of economic, political and cultural inequality in a per se unjust society, 

as described by APPLE, relates to the question of the interrelations between agents 

of power and its respective processes of economic, political and cultural transmissions. 

307
APPLE, W.W.: Teachers ... , lac cit, p 179. 

308 Ibid, p 178. 
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It is obvious that such processes of transmittal determine the quality of curriculum 

development3°9
, and that curriculum development can very well encourage the static 

reproduction of dominant systems of power by creating a dependence on prevalent 

societal notions and definitions for the justification of its very existence. Consequently, 

BOURDIEU's notion of symbolic powe?10 takes FOUCAUL T's understanding of 

power a step further, and likewise moves power beyond a mere philosophical realm -

or, in the case of AL THUSSER, beyond the marxist determinations of a power concept 

defined by economic parameters and its subsequent sociological consequences. 

Inasmuch as "every power which manages to impose meanings and to impose them 

as legitimate by concealing the power relations which are the basis of its force, (it) 

adds its own specifically symbolic force to those power relations"311
; with regard to 

curriculum development, the imposition of meanings by an "arbitrary power" 

(BOURDIEU) is central to the concept of FEAR, as could be clearly seen in the 

various power notions expounded in Tables 25a-c. 

Central to BOURDIEU's reasoning is the concealment of power relations within a 

framework of an arbitrariness of power distributions, and its subsequent reproduction 

through legitimization by even those who are dominated by such power concepts. The 

creation and permanent reproduction of "a habitus as homogenous and durable as 

possible in as many of the legitimate addressees as possible (including the 

reproducers of the institution)"312 leads to the emergence and permanent 

reproduction of an Avoidance Culture, which "tends to codify, standardize and 

systematize the school message (school culture as 'routinized' culture)"313
, thus 

preventing critical discourse from taking place by "generating practices conforming with 

309Cf also BERNSTEIN, B.: Class, Codes and Control. Volume 3: Towards a Theory of Educational 
Transmissions. London, Boston and Henley 1977. 

31°Ct BOURDIEU, P.; PASSERON, J.-C.: Reproduction in Education, Society and Culture. London, 
Newbury Park, New Delhi 1990. Also: BOURDIEU, P.: Language and Symbolic Power. Cambridge 1991. 

311 BOURDIEU, P.; PASSERON, J.-C.: Reproduction ... , foe cit, p xv. 

312 /bid, p 57. 

313 /bid, p 58. 
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the principles of the inculcated arbitrary in a greater number of different fields"314
. 

By transposing the habitus in such a way, the method of arbitrary imposition can be 

increasingly subtle, as the habitus develops a self-enforcing effect by contributing to 

the framework of its own determination.315 However, habitus "can also be controlled 

[original italics] through awakening of consciousness and socioanalysis"316
, a 

process that is central to HELP, and to curriculum development based on such a 

premise. 

However, an awakening of consciousness in a sense that is rooted in BOURDIEU or 

FREIRE, and the subsequent deconstruction of its immanent habitus of an Avoidance 

Culture, is closely dependent on those "arbitraries" who are in control of the resources. 

While focussing on the influence of teachers on curriculum development, YOUNG 

discusses his experiences and observations with the Schools Council in England, 

which "has, through a virtual monopoly of resources for curriculum development, 

effectively defined for teachers the parameters of innovation."317 Inasmuch as the 

Schools Council assumes the role of an educational arbitrary, YOUNG concludes: 

Educational hierarchies are not embedded in education alone, and the classroom teacher's sense 
of isolation and impotence is not so different from that experienced by those who work in many 
other contexts. For teachers to develop strategies that might shift the resources of the Schools 
Council in any significant way, may well involve a challenge to the ideology of teacher's 
professional autonomy and authority which the Council's work has so successfully upheld.[ ... ] Such 
a challenge by teachers, which would involve not only parents, but social workers, trade unionists 
associated with the range of employment in the area, and others, in likely to be one of the 
strategies which might enable the development of conceptions of curriculum development that 
might really transform educational experience. [ ... ] The small but not insignificant shifts in policy 
would not have happened if those who control the Council had not felt the need to offer at least 
a token response to criticism by teachers. Likewise a further shift which would involve more 
resources for local initiatives and a recognition that the procedures laid down for national projects 
are quite inappropriate for encouraging such initiatives will not come through critical papers like this 
but through the efforts and struggles of teachers and those they can develop links with outside the 

314BOURDIEU, P.; PASSERON, J.-C.: Reproduction ... , foe cit, p 33. 

315Cf BOURDIEU, P.: In Other Words. Cambridge 1990, pp 194 et sequ. 

316 Ibid, p 116. 

317YOUNG, M.: The rhetoric of curriculum development. In: WHITTY, G.; YOUNG, M. (eds.): Explorations 
in the Politics of School Knowledge. Nafferton, Driffield, England 1976, p 192. 
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schools.318 

As far as YOUNG calls for a transformation of educational experience, this will have 

to be closely related to an exposure of previously concealed power relations according 

to BOURDIEU and within a context of HELP, thus challenging three activities of the 

educational apparatus: accumulation (creating the conditions for capital accumulation, 

and hierarchy acceptance), legitimation (distribution of social ideologies, facilitating 

their acceptance), and production (technical and administrative knowledge).319 Such 

a challenge would turn against knowledge definitions by arbitrary evaluators of the 

symbolically powerful, and would also reject standardizations that continually 

reproduce the conservatism prevalent in educational evaluation within a context of 

domination and FEAR.320 In overcoming the restraints of sanctioned knowledge,321 

the raising of the target group's consciousness can initiate a control of the existing 

habitus, which then becomes the main focus of any evaluative activity based on a 

curricular structure of HELP: 

Curriculum projects could explore and develop precisely those areas now excluded by formally 
sanctioned school knowledge. The history of women, working-class activists, alternative 
conceptions of science, technology, and the arts would become a focus for inquiry. Similarly, we 
might reorient at least a portion of our evaluative studies to emphasize student and teacher initiated 
inquiry into areas "selected out" by the standard curriculum, and support efforts to oppose 
continuing forms of domination and oppression for the nonprivileged. A positive evaluation would 
in that case mean not the raising of standardized test scores but the raising of students' and others' 
consciousness.322 

318
YOUNG, M.: The rhetoric ... , foe cit, pp 197 et sequ. 

319Cf APPLE, M. W.; BEYER, L. E.: Social Evaluation of Curriculum. In: BEYER, L. E.; APPLE, M. W. 
(eds.): The Curriculum. New York 1988. 

32°Ct APPLE, M. W.: The Process and Ideology of Valuing in Educational Settings. In: APPLE, M. W.; 
SUBKOVIAK, M. J.; LUFLER, H. S.: Educational Evaluation. California 1974, pp 3-34. 

321 This is linked by CARLSON to the need for curriculum planning in a socio-historical context, eventually 
leading to a decentralization of power. Cf CARLSON, D. L.: Curriculum Planning and the State: The 
Dynamics of Control in Education. In: BEYER, L. E.; APPLE, M. W. (eds.): The Curriculum. New York 1988, 
pp 98-115. 

322APPLE, M. W.; BEYER, L. E.: Social. .. , foe cit, p 347. 
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APPLE's observation that "public education is under a concerted attack from right wing 

forces that wish to substitute an ethic of private gain and an accountant's profit and 

loss sheet for the public good"323
, a development which has the same prominence 

in the educational situation of Namibia today324
, raises the question of what 

education is for ; APPLE's ensuing re-introduction of the concept of Deskilling draws 

a striking parallel between deskilled teachers and factory workers, thus embodying a 

habitus of disempowerment: 

[ ... ]Teacher control over the choice of textbooks and how they were to be used was part of a more 
extensive movement to enhance the democratic rights of teachers on the job. Without such teacher 
control, teachers would be the equivalent of factory workers whose every move was determined 
by management. These points about the contradictory relationships that teachers have had with 
texts and the way such books de-power and em-power at different moments (and perhaps at the 
same time) document something of importance.325 

Such a disempowerment on behalf of the teacher is an excellent example of cultural 

dispossession that conceals de-powering mechanisms in the sense of APPLE by 

superficial and cosmetic empowerment (for example, by means of invitation to pre

empted workshops that bear no relevance to the contextual understanding of the 

target group) which even prevents the privileged, as symbolically empowered through 

knowledge certificates326
, from reflecting on their own "bourgeois sociodicy327 

which confers on the privileged the supreme privilege of not seeing themselves 

privileged (while convincing) the disinherited that they owe their scholastic and social 

destiny to their lack of gifts or merits, because in matters of culture absolute 

323
APPLE, M. W.; BEYER, L. E.: Values and Politics in the Curriculum. In: BEYER, L. E.; APPLE, M. 

W. (eds.): The Curriculum. New York 1988, p 4. 

324Cf also Section 3.3.3 with regard to the Namibian deskilling process and the re-emergence of 
conservatism in the educational field. 

325APPLE, M. W.; CHRISTIAN-SMITH, L. K. (eds.): The Politics of the Textbook. New York and London 
1991, p 9. 

326Cf also Section 3.3.5; with regard to the notion of knowledge certificates, cf BOHME, G.: Non
scientific ... , foe cit, p 32. 

327The notion of sociodicy was coined by BOURDIEU and PASSE RON in analogy with theodicy, thus 
relating to a justification of society. Cf BOURDIEU, P.; PASSE RON, J.-C.: Reproduction, Joe cit, pp 141-176 
and note 39. 
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dispossession excludes awareness of being dispossessed."328 FEAR's over

empowerment attempts to overcome dispossession by the establishment of arbitrary 

representation, such as the NNFC "Co-operative" and its spokespersons of the so

called Management, who are also "representatives" on the educational Steering 

Committee of the MEC. This act, however, only conceals dispossessed existence: 

In the limiting case of dominated groups, the act of symbolization by which the spokesperson is 
constituted [ ... ], happens at the same time as the constituting of the group; the sign creates the 
thing signified, the signifier is identified with the thing signified, which would not exist without it, and 
which can be reduced to it. The signifier is not only that which expresses and represents the 
signified group: it is that which signifies to it that it exists, that which has the power to call into 
visible existence, by mobilizing it, the group that it signifies. The signifier is the only one which, 
under certain conditions, by using the power conferred on it by delegation, can mobilize the group: 
that is, in a demonstration or display of the group's existence. When the signifier, the 
representative, says: 'I am going to show you that I am representative, by introducing you to the 
people that I represent' [ ... ], the spokesperson demonstrates his legitimacy by demonstrating or 
displaying those who have delegated him. But he has the power to demonstrate the demonstrators 
because he is, in a certain sense, the very group whose existence he is demonstrating.329 

Consequentially, and in accordance with BOURDIEU, an excessive bureaucracy within 

a curricular framework based on FEAR will create a bureaucratic mode of organization 

with corresponding contradictions in the language of empowerment in school reform, 

such as the introduction of new systems of control that negate traditional ways of 

communication by focussing on processes of exclusion and selection.330 

POPKEWITZ argues: 

At one layer, empowerment responds to social strains to include more people in the political 
process; at another level, the discourse of empowerment transforms cultural conditions in a way 
that introduces new systems of control. [ ... ] As soon as we begin to examine the notions of 
autonomy and power, it becomes clear that there are certain cultural imperatives and rules that 
underlie these notions. Cultural distinctions are transformed and constrained by the norms and 
patterns of bureaucracy. Priority is given to a sense of abstract relations and functional anonymity. 
[ ... ] Older forms of community solidarity based on face-to-face communication are denied, as 
pedagogical emphasis is given to unitary patterns of social relations.331 

328
BOURDIEU, P.; PASSERON, J.-C.: Reproduction ... , foe cit, p 210. 

329BOURDIEU, P.: Language ... , toe cit, pp 206 et sequ. 

33°Cf BOURDIEU, P.; PASSERON, J.-C.: Reproduction ... , foe cit, pp 141-176. 

331 POPKEWITZ, T. S.: Culture, Pedagogy, and Power. In: Journal of Education 170 (1988) No. 2, pp 
82 et sequ. 
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In Nyae Nyae, the development approach of the CID very much encourages the 

construction of such unitary patterns of social relations (e.g. the Community Rangers 

within the institutionalized structure of the Co-operative Management), thus phasing 

out face-to-face communication.332 Cultural traditions are replaced by new control 

systems resulting in FEAR and developmental fetishism, thus enabling members of 

the newly emerged elite "to convince themselves and others that they are politically 

self-sufficient, the source of their own power and appeal."333 The same mechanisms 

apply to the MEG and its approach to curriculum development within the context of a 

marginalized target-group,334 as Nyae Nyae demonstrates the connexions between 

development work and pedagogical activity with regard to the power assumptions of 

the FEAR/HELP superstructure. Inasmuch as "delegates" of the developmental realm 

enter the pedagogical arena by means of their nomination to yet another committee, 

they are also part of a dual concept of power with regard to cultural politics within the 

context of the politics of curriculum development.335 

332
Although the development approach of the CID could also be related to a strong modernist influence 

on critical pedagogy, as pointed out by GIROUX: "Increasingly reduced to a modernist emphasis on 
technique and procedure, some versions of critical pedagogy reduce its liberatory possibilities by focusing 
almost exclusively on issues of dialogue, process, and exchange. [ ... ] Teaching collapses in this case into 
a banal notion of facilitation, and student experience becomes an unproblematic vehicle for self-affirmation 
and self-consciousness. [ ... ] In this version of critical pedagogy, there is a flight from authority and a narrow 
definition of politics that abandons the utopian project of educating students to both locate themselves in 
their particular histories and simultaneously confront the limits of their own perspectives as part of a broader 
engagement with democratic public life." Cf GIROUX, H. A.: Border Pedagogy in the Age of Postmodernism. 
In: Journal of Education 170 (1988) No. 3, pp 164 et sequ. For a further discussion on "combining the best 
insights of modernism and postmodernism, (by which) educators can deepen and extend what is generally 
referred to as critical pedagogy", ctGIROUX's theory of a border pedagogy of postmodern resistance, also 
in: GIROUX, H. A.: Postmodernism and the Discourse of Educational Criticism. In: Journal of Education 170 
( 1988) No. 3, pp 5-30. 

333THOMPSON, J. B.: Editor's Introduction. In: BOURDIEU, P.: Language ... , foe cit, p 27. 

334This will be shown in more detail in Section 4.3.2. during the analysis of the activities and dynamics 
of the MEC's Steering Committee. 

335Cf APPLE, M. W.; CHRISTIAN-SMITH, L. K. (eds.): The Politics of the Textbook. New York and 
London 1991; also: APPLE, M. W.: The Culture and Commerce of the Textbook. In: Ibid, pp 22-40. The 
latter essay also includes an updated version of APPLE's Chapter 4 of Teachers and Texts (1986). 
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4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

This concluding chapter will outline the necessity for a general outreach programme 

which is primarily based on the field experiences in Nyae Nyae. Three main aspects 

became evident: 

(i) Regional networking of Bushman groups; 

(ii) Outreach to agents of education; 

(iii) Transfer of responsibilities to the Namibian Government. 

All three aspects are closely related and interwoven, although praxis shows that 

separatism in the ranks of Bushman groups, their respective development agents and 

the governmental departments and ministries often prevents an effective co-operation 

(a fact that has been criticially reflected upon in detail in the preceding chapter). 

While discussing the networking aspect, and in order to look beyond the borders of 

Nyae Nyae and/or Namibia, this chapter will also incorporate a more general 

discussion on Bushman groups in Southern Africa. A qualitative needs analysis from 

an educational perspective will also show that the notions of the We-Want-Syndrome 

and FEAR are a standard occurrence in related development work. 

This chapter will also document the outreach activities undertaken by the VSP, and 

will focus more closely on the imminent transfer of responsibilities to the Namibian 

Government, whereby theoretical assumptions of the preceding chapter will re-appear 

in a context of praxis. 

Finally, possibilities for further research will sketch possibilities and necessities for 

continued investigations into the problems raised during the course of this thesis. 
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4.1 REGIONAL NETWORKING OF BUSHMAN336 GROUPS 

4.1.1 PROBLEM OUTLINE AND HISTORY 

Until today, one can identify widespread misconceptions about the social and political 

self-structure of the Bushman people. These misconceptions are primarily based on 

publications of anthropological research reaching from the turn of the century up until 

1980, when "Bushmen" were widely described as unfortunate children of the 

moment337
. Still in 1980, MALAN promoted a completely apolitical definition of 

Bushman society: 

Traditionally, they [members of the Bushman groups] all followed a hunter-gatherer form of 
subsistence, as many of them still do today. However, they have no common name which denotes 
a national unity; consequently this sense of group identity beyond the limits of the tribe is very weak 
indeed.338 

Although MALANs general understanding of Bushman society as being contained in 

a timeless vacuum has to be disputed, and was subsequently overturned by more 

relevant research linking the Bushman plight to a developing merchant capital 

economy in the Kalahari and the consolidation of an underclass339
, it identifies three 

central characteristics of Bushman society which justify the need for a networking 

structure: 

336
The author would like to remind the reader that the term "Bushman" is used in a sense of ennobling 

it, and will not be submitted to declension in its Plural form. By doing so, it is intended to create a generic 
term and to differentiate it from derogatory use. Cf also Footnote 3 in the Introduction. 

337 Cf SCHAP ERA, I.: The Khoisan Peoples of South Africa. London 1930. SCHAP ERA also makes 
reference to other contemporary researchers such as Felix von LUSCHAN, Gustav FRITSCH and 
Hauptmann MOLLER who coined the term of the "Harmless People" already in 1912, long before Elizabeth 
MARSHALL-THOMAS. It is interesting to note that FRITSCH included a serious discussion on the question 
if Bushmen are to be regarded as human or not, especially with regard to their language which, according 
to FRITSCH, was closely related to an ape-language. Cf FRITSCH, G.: Drei Jahre in SOd-Afrika. Breslau 
1868, pp 240-241: "Paviane oder Menschen?" [Baboons or Humans?]. 

338MALAN, J.S.: Peoples of South Africa/Namibia. Cape Town 1980, p 14. 

339Cf WILMSEN, E. N.: Land filled with Flies. Chicago 1989, p 130 et sequ. 



Subsistence as hunter-gatherers still today; 

No common name and no feeling of unity; 

No sense of group identity.340 
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Due to the Bushman's hunter-gatherer subsistence, they are still being constantly 

omitted from social and economic research341 which in turn relegates them into 

social, economic and political marginalization. GORDON proposes the concept of a 

"rural underclass" whereby the "entity of 'Bushmen' was created and transformed into 

an underdeveloped segment of Namibian society."342 He also points out that 

"intellectuals, writers and academics played a crucial role in underclass formation by 

engaging in mystification."343 

As a logical consequence, one of the resolutions reached at the Regional Conference 

on Development Programmes for Africa's San Populations in 1992344 was that 

regional networking was considered to be an important next step for the representation 

of the Bushman people and ways should be established to facilitate such networking. 

The Bushman participants resolved under Topic No. 6: Communication and Topic No. 

7: Other Issues: 

34°Cf also BARNARD, A.: Cultural Identity, Ethnicity and Marginalization Among the Bushmen of 
Southern Africa. In: VOBEN, Rainer (Ed): New Perspectives on the Study of Khoisan. Hamburg 1988, pp 
9-27. 

341 When the Namibian Institute for Social and Economic Research (NISER) conducted a large-scale 
survey of "Ethnic Stereotyping in a Post-Apartheid State", focussing on the study of ethnic attitudes and 
ethnic stereotyping, it took only the following ethnic groups into account: Afrikaaner, English, Germans, 
Coloureds, Rehoboth Basters, Hereros, Owambos, Damaras, Namas. The San were neglected completely. 
Cf LeBEAU, D.: Namibia: Ethnic Stereotyping in a Post-Apartheid State. Windhoek 1991. 

342GORDON, R. J.: The Bushman Myth. Oxford 1992, p 12. 

343/bid. 

344REPUBLIC of Namibia: Regional Conference on Development Programmes for Africa's San 
Populations, Windhoek, Namibia, 16-18 June 1992. 
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Conference resolves that [ ... ] San peoples should be assisted to form committees to represent 
themselves at Local, Regional, National and International levels. 

Conference resolves that [ ... ] a committee should be set up to identify and assist the smallest 
communities to approach NGO's, Governments and donor agencies to obtain assistance and 
participate in dialogue in the interests of their own development.345 

It is obvious that a hunter-gatherer subsistence needs for its successful self-definition 

a guaranteed access to land346 which will have to form an integral part of such 

networking activities. The non-existence of a common name for the Bushman 

community is partly also the result of colonialist control which prevents the formation 

of more powerful political structures as well as developing in-group solidarity. 

Unfortunately, contemporary writers and academics alike reinforced the division of the 

Bushman people by constructing substitute names such as "San" or "Basarwa" which 

are not accepted by the people either, and also generated negative connotations after 

some time. 

We have a big problem when it comes to the name of our people. We have been called by many 
different names, names like Bushmen and Basarwa. Bushmen means "people from the bush" and 
Basarwa means "people who don't own anything". Yet, we had things. We had our land but they 
took it away from us and started calling us "people who don't have anything". But our real names 
are N/oakwe in Botswana and Ju/'hoansi in Namibia. We also have different ethnic groups and 
each one also has its own name. Those names are more or less the same and mean "people". The 
names don't tell you what kind of people we are, only that we are people and those are our real 
names, the names by which we want to be called.347 

One can say that the combination of land and name deprivation is a flagrant violation 

of the basic human rights of the Bushman people. Likewise, three main resolutions 

345
REPUBLIC of Namibia, lac cit, pp 18-19. 

346Cf FRITSCH, G.: Drei Jahre ... , lac cit, pp 96 et sequ. FRITSCH is the earliest available source (1868) 
that confirms the Bushman status as indigenous people: "Nur soviel steht mit Sicherheit fest, dass ein 
verachteter, van alien Partheien gemisshandelter Volksstamm, die Buschmanner, die altesten Einwohner 
dieses Theiles des Continentes waren, und dass sie also als die ursprOnglichen Besitzer des Landes zu 
betrachten sind, welches jetzt durch die Europaer den Kaffern mit bewaffneter Hand abgerungen wird. [p 
96]" [It is only certain that the despised tribe of the Bushmen, maltreated and battered by all parties, were 
the eldest inhabitants of this part of the continent, and that they will have to be regarded as the original 
owners of this land, which is now being wrested from the kaffirs, by force of arms, by the Europeans. (My 
translation, J.F.P.)]. Apart from FRITSCH's obvious racist terminology, this is a remarkable statement 
coming from a European colonialist. 

347/'UN, /'Angn!ao: The Nyae Nyae Farmers Cooperative. Utrecht 1994, pp 109 et sequ. 
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were passed at a preliminary meeting to the San Conference 1992 at Mangetti Dune, 

Bushmanland, 21-22 May 1992, which stressed the need for 

Respect for Human and Cultural Rights, 

Land Rights, 

[Access to] Government services.348 

The process of struggling for the implementation of these resolutions could create a 

feeling of unity which in turn would then lead to an evolving group identity. However, 

one must bear in mind that so far the Bushman communities did not have much 

struggling to do, as most donor agencies and development workers have been more 

than willing to follow an approach "of vague concern for the underdog, the belief that 

intervention for the least robust members of society is legitimate and desirable"349
, 

as already applied by the British colonial power in their Bushman policy before the 

independence transformation of Botswana in 1966.350 

Correspondingly, Western development aid followed a very similar approach whereby 

guilt feelings and post-colonial reparation strategies suppressed a real struggle of the 

oppressed and marginalized. A functional regional network of Bushman groups can 

therefore only be effective within a bottom-up framework that simultaneously 

challenges the out-contextual definitions of "significant social others" determining their 

own realities as well as those of their target groups. Development programmes have 

to be geared more towards education, training and communication, and must be 

founded on direct input from Bushman communities. 

In this context, the Management crisis in the NNDFN (cf Section 3.1) was certainly due 

to the Bushman community's interpretation of "what was considered by the Bushmen 

348
REPUBLIC of Namibia, Regional. .. , foe cit, pp 3 et sequ. 

349STEPHEN, D.: The San of the Kalahari. London 1982, p 10. 

35°Ct Ibid. 
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as a top-down attitude towards the community the NNDF [meaning: NNDFN, J.F.P.] 

was originally set up to help. "351 As FEAR has shown, a radical switch from top

down to bottom-up does not work either and will only create a new from of one-sided 

domination which could be described as "bottomtop-down". 

As from 1992, NGOs, donors and governments might have theoretically "turned from 

development in isolation to an open-minded approach towards integration, education 

and communication"352
, but the practical execution of development programmes still 

neglects the need for a deeper social analysis, that will make the Bushman true 

partners in development and no longer voiceless receivers of hand-outs, or, on the 

other hand, bottomtop-down programme implementers confusing the interests of their 

own people. MENIKE, a peasant leader from Wilpotha in north-west Sri Lanka, made 

a stark statement about development work that can easily be transferred onto the 

Bushman programmes operative today in Southern Africa: 

We know that often NGO projects are nothing but conglomerations of activities that are 
implemented to make somebody abroad happy, or to be able to send beautiful reports to please 
a donor sitting in a foreign country, blissfully oblivious of the reality on the ground. As for the Poor, 
when projects that are not really feasible - because they have been planned to fit into the priorities 
and dreams of urban NGOs and foreign donors - are introduced in their villages, they accept them. 
[ ... ] But we pay a heavy price for that little comfort. These falsely guided interventions create lots 
of confusion and problems because they are imposed on, and not planned by, the Poor. [ ... ] In 
many villages, instead of empowerment and economic development, economic deterioration, 
cultural degeneration, and political confusion follow in their wake.353 

Development therefore has to reach a significant turning-point: 

351 
CfThe INDIGENOUS World 1994-95. Copenhagen 1995, p 193. 

352Cf LE ROUX, B.; THOMA, A.: Project Proposal for the Establishment of the Working Group of 
Indigenous Minorities in Southern Africa. Windhoek 1995, p 16. 

353MENIKE, K.: People's empowerment from the people's perspective. Colombo, Sri Lanka 1992. Cf also 
MENIKE, K.: People's Empowerment As The People See It. Colombo, Sri Lanka 1992. 
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Gone are the days when the San people were regarded as mere objects of aesthetic appreciation 
and admiration or socio-anthropological research. Today they are part of this vibrant society, proud 
and ready to take their place among all rightful people of our country, our continent, our humanity. 
They are ready to co-shape this country's destiny with all other citizens.354 

However, certain myths are still extremely difficult to eradicate. This refers especially 

to anthropological descriptions of the Bushman as "nomadic", which is interminably 

used to reject any land claims of the Bushman.355 It must be clearly stressed that 

Bushman are not nomadic at all, but rather move in a large area which might be some 

thirty to fifty square kilometres. HEINZ puts it very clearly when he states that 

A Ghanzi farmer who has a farm of similar size with some 1 o cattleposts moves about in the 
course of the year within his ranch, looking after animals, the engines, the fences, the labour etc. 
But this does not make him nomadic. Like the Basarwa [or: Bushman, J.F.P.), he knows where his 
land begins and ends.356 

The myth of Bushman nomadism illustrates the institutionalized consolidation of an 

underclass357 by deprivation of basic human, cultural and land rights. The growing 

post-colonial nationalism in a country like Namibia will leave the Bushman 

communities even further behind if their direct participation in the building of a new 

Nation is not solicited and made possible by a community-based networking system 

that is not imposed onto the people by "a bunch of outsiders [who] come to our 

villages and insult our intelligence by assuming that we cannot understand our social 

environment for ourselves".358 Unfortunately, the most recent attempt of building 

354
T JONGARERO, D.: Address to the Regional Conference on Development Programmes for Africa's 

San Populations, Windhoek, Namibia, 16-18 June 1992. In: REPUBLIC of Namibia: Regional. .. , foe cit, p 
66. 

355Cf BARNARD, A.: Hunters and Herders of Southern Africa. Cambridge 1992, p 44 et sequ. The 
Namibian President NUJOMA also made reference to an alleged nomadic life style in his opening address 
to the Regional Conference on Development Programmes for Africa's San Populations, cf REPUBLIC of 
Namibia: Regional. .. , foe cit, p 36. 

356HEINZ, H.J.: Territoriality and the Basarwa. Gaborone 1995. 

357CfWILMSEN, E. N.: Land ... , foe cit, pp 130 et sequ. 

358MENIKE, K.: People's ... , foe cit. 
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such a network system359 is prone to be smothered by donor-dependent 

bureaucracy and job-creation which will most probably leave the Bushman 

communities once more behind. 

In this chapter, the possibilities for a community-based Bushman network will be 

investigated more closely on the grounds of the experiences made with the 

establishment of a community-based educational structure. It is hoped that the Nyae 

Nyae experience can so be transferred onto a larger plane of community upliftment 

and emancipation within the context of marginalized societies in general. Such an 

approach will also demonstrate the prospects for an educational project to re-affirm 

a three-dimensional method within the setting of a contextual educational philosophy. 

359
LE ROUX and THOMA draft an organizational structure that consists of National Councils, Regional 

Councils, Regional Boards and a consultancy staff force which might very well develop into just another 
excessive bureaucracy with only little use to the people on the ground. Cf LE ROUX, B.; THOMA, A.: 
Project. .. , foe cit, p 36. 



4.1.2 DISCUSSION OF BUSHMAN GROUPS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Figure 3: Present locations of Bushman ethnic groups 
Source: BARNARD, Alan: The State of the Art ... , foe cit, p 2. 
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The most recent survey has been undertaken by BARNARD360 who identifies ethnic 

groups of Bushman people in Angola, Namibia, Botswana and South Africa, with a 

certain proportion of overlap into neighbouring Zimbabwe (Tshwa/Hletshware), as 

illustrated in the figure above. 

According to LE ROUX and THOMA, the majority of Bushman that were known to 

have lived in Zambia, were removed from there by the South African military forces 

during the 1970s. According to Zambian sources, most of the Zambian Bushman are 

now living in the Caprivi or in South Africa.361 According to estimates362 there are 

about one thousand Tshwa/Hletshware still in Zimbabwe, receiving no or only little 

government support. The Angolan situation remains unclear due to the situation of civil 

war, although most of the Kwankala and Sekele are believed to have left the country 

and are now living in either Namibia or South Africa. In 1965, DE ALMEIDA estimated 

the number of Kwankala/Sekele to be around 3500, thus comprising the third largest 

group of surviving Bushman in Southern Africa.363 In general, very little has been 

published about Angolan Bushman who were "all too often overlooked in studies 

emanating from further south"364
. 

Presently, the majority of Bushman live in the three countries Namibia, Botswana and 

South Africa. Taking the status quo of the Namibian Bushman as a starting-point, the 

subsequent discussion of the situation in Botswana and South Africa will provide the 

understanding for a qualitative needs analysis from an educational perspective; it will 

also explain why a different socio-political context requires different approaches within 

a networking structure. 

360
BARNARD, Alan: The State of the Art ... , Joe cit, p 2. 

361 LE ROUX, B.; THOMA, A.: Project..., Joe cit, p 24. 

362Cf ibid. 

363Cf DE ALMEIDA, A.: Bushmen and other Non-Bantu Peoples of Angola. Johannesburg 1965. 

364 Jbid, p vi. 
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4.1.2.1 NAMIBIA 

The present situation in Nambia is characterized by a dramatic change of Bushman 

society due to three factors: 

the introduction of a money economy by the South African Defence Force (SADF); 

resettlement; 

centralization of the communities. 

RITCHIE describes the Bushman as permanent victims, firstly by having been 

discriminated against by the South African colonialists, and secondly by having been 

victimized by the SWAPO government of independent Namibia due to their former 

involvement with the SADF which "has put them in the same position as that of the 

Montagnards of Vietnam and the !Kung in Angola - they are on the wrong side, and 

they are a tiny minority."365 

The introduction of a money economy not only led to a collapse of the sharing ethos, 

but also to increased consumption of alcohol with subsequent drunkenness and 

alcohol-related violence366
, fortified by the prevalent militaristic aggressiveness. The 

sudden emergence of new "elites" upset a coherent social structure which was not 

prepared to effectively deal with its dramatic shifts in power and authority. As fast as 

this first phenomenon of Forced Empowerment occurred, it disappeared and turned 

into even greater disempowerment and marginalization after the withdrawal of the 

SADF who took all the privileges and power symbols with them. 

It was the arbitrary give-and-take of power and its manipulative effects which ultimately 

365
RITCHIE, Claire: From Foragers to Farmers. The Ju/Wasi of Nyae Nyae Thirty Years On. In: 

BIESELE, Megan et al: The Past and the Future of !Kung Ethnography. Hamburg 1986, p 322. 

366
Cfalso MACDONALD, D.; MOLAMU, L.: Alcohol Abuse among the Basarwa and the Need for Harm 

Reduction Intervention Strategies. Gaborone 1995. 
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reinforced the society's "collective sense of inferiority" which had "probably to be 

viewed as a psychological reaction to their position of marginality, as well as poverty 

and powerlessness. "367 The new social and cultural order brought about a variety 

of accultarative patterns such as wage labour on farms and further submission to 

inferiority acceptance.368 

The South African military involvement in Nyae Nyae resulted also in a resettlement 

scheme which set up a "Bushman homeland" with the capital Tsumkwe (Tjum!kui). 

Already recommended by the Schoeman Commission in 1953, an increasing number 

of Bushman was resettled in Tjum!kui as from 1978. Consequently, the population 

finally became too large to engage in traditional subsistence techniques369
, until John 

MARSHALL and Claire RITCHIE were finally successful to re-relocate the population 

to their traditional villages in the mid-eighties, thus overcoming forced 

centralization.370 

Due to the forced and radical interference by outside forces such as the SADF the 

Bushman were not only repeatedly exploited, but also submitted to an extremely 

367
GUENTHER, Mathias G.: Acculturation and Assimilation of the Bushmen of Botswana and Namibia. 

In: VOBEN, Rainer; KEUTMANN, Klaus: Contemporary Studies on Khoisan. Hamburg 1986, p 358. 

368
A very recent and rather sickening example of inferiority promotion can be found in an article in the 

New York Times on the Kagga Kamma Game Park in South Africa. A short excerpt of this article: "It is 10 
A.M. and, breakfast over, the tourists are waiting for the morning's activity. A young boy pulls on the arm 
of a guide here and asks impatiently: 'Where are the Bushmen babies? I want to see the Bushmen babies.' 
Soon, five Bushmen children arrive in a Jeep. Ranging in age from 2 to 7, they are naked but for leather 
aprons. They are taken to a patch of grass beside the dining-room windows, where they giggle and play 
in a lawn sprinkler that has been provided for their entertainment. Several visitors pull up chairs to watch. 
For five years now, a group of about 40 of South Africa's dwindling population of Bushmen has been a 
tourist attraction here. It is a business deal, one that rescued them from the squalor of a shantytown on the 
edge of the Kalahari Desert. In a country that has treated them savagely for centuries, being in what feels 
very much like a zoo was actually a step up. [ ... ] Occasionally, they are also given a load of donkey meat 
to eat. [ ... ]" An accompanying picture shows five naked Bushman children crawling in front of "a white boy 
(who) visited a group of children at play in the park." The created affinity of Bushman to wild game is 
shocking. CfDALEY, Suzanne: Kagga Kamma Journal. Endangered Bushmen Find Hope in a Game Park. 
In: The New York Times International, January 18, 1996. 

369Cf BARNARD, Alan: Cultural ... , foe cit, p 14 et sequ. 

37°CfMARSHALL, John; RITCHIE, Claire: Where are the Ju/Wasi of Nyae Nyae? Cape Town 1984, pp 
123-157. 
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accelerated process of acculturation which keeps on threatening the future of 

Bushman society if the pace and direction of change and development continues as 

it had in the past: 

Those who will not fall victim to the guerilla war of Namibia will languish on reserves or continue, 
as have their fathers and forefathers, as the least priviliged segment of the non-white second-class 
citizens of the apartheid state of South Africa/Namibia. [ ... ] They will sink even more deeply into 
their present state of poverty, as "cattle power" remains and grows in the hands of those who 
already hold it.371 

As the following needs analysis (section 4.1.3) will show, development strategies have 

therefore to focus on a process of change that facilitates community access to human 

rights in order to surmount poverty and arbitrariness by out-groups or in-group elites. 

4.1.2.2 BOTSWANA 

Similarly to Namibia, major acculturative developments have been taking place in 

Botswana, leading to the acquisition of new economic practices (wage labour, cash, 

incipient/small-scale herding, western-derived technology) and new institutions and 

values, such as schools, hospitals and mission churches.372 

The Botswana Government does not, however, acknowledge the Bushman status as 

an indigenous people, as "ethnic-based programmes could bring about disunity in 

Botswana"373
. Since independence, every effort has been undertaken to avoid any 

form of intervention such as positive discrimination or affirmative action with regard to 

the Bushman community. The wrong assumption of integrating the Bushman into 

371
GUENTHER, Mathias G.: Acculturation ... , lac cit, p 370. 

372Cf Ibid, pp 65-88. 

373DINTWA, Bathusi: Research Needs of the Ministry of Local Government, Lands and Housing. 
Gaborone 1995, p 6. 
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mainstream Botswana society by ignoring their state of marginalization, "occupying the 

lowest rung in what has been described as one of the most rigidly stratified and 

inegalitarian societies in Southern Africa"374
, entrenched their peripheral economic, 

social and political status quo even further. 375 It is therefore no wonder that the 

nomadism myth is still widespread in Botswana government policy in order to deny 

specific land rights, and that the importance of mother tongue education is vehemently 

denied in favour of English and Setswana.376 

A land rights movement among the Botswana Bushman began in the 1970s, and led 

to the foundation of Botswana's most representative Bushman organization, the First 

People of the Kalahari (Kgeikani Kwem). When its leader, John HARDBATTLE377
, 

refers to "a mobilisation process outside the existing political-administrative structure, 

but with the purpose of becoming partners in a dialogue with the official 

apparatus"378
, he likewise stresses the existence of political involvement by the 

Bushman community since the time of Botswana independence.379 It can be argued 

that the degree of political socialization on behalf of the Botswana Bushman is 

significantly higher in Botswana than anywhere else in Southern Africa, mainly due to 

the fact that the process of development necessitated a genuine struggle with forces 

outside the own limited context. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, most donor 

agencies in Namibia have only been too willing to "give" development to the people 

without asking for anything in return: this turned the Bushman into beggars and 

uninvolved, apolitical receivers of hand-outs.380 

374
MOLEBATSI, Chadzimula: The Remote Area Development Settlements and the Integration of the 

Basarwa into the Mainstream of Botswana Society. Gaborone 1995, p 3. 

375Cf Ibid. 

376Cf DINTWA. Bathusi: Research ... , foe cit. 

377 Ct HARD BATTLE, John: Statement on Behalf of The First People of the Kalahari. Copenhagen 1993. 

378SAUGESTAD, Sidsel: Research and its Relevance. Gaborone 1995, p 9. 

379Cfalso HITCHCOCK, Robert; HOLM, John: Graasroots Political Organizing among Kalahari Bushmen. 
Gaborone 1995. 

38°Ct also SAUGESTAD, Sidsel: Research ... , foe cit, p 9. 
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HITCHCOCK and HOLM also underscore the high degree of politicization among 

Botswana Bushman and their related indigenous political organizing.381 They point 

to the importance of a Civil Society which they define as "a network of groups which 

serves as an interface between individual members of the public and the 

government"382
, thus providing alternative means to communal politics. 

A Regional Networking structure under participation of the First People of the Kalahari 

can certainly encourage the emergence of such a Civil Society with regard to the 

Bushman community. The fact that "the organs of civil society [ ... ] find that their 

actions are unwelcome by government"383 will create the atmosphere of a true 

liberation struggle which guarantees that any progress can be considered as truly 

attained (as opposed to merely "given" and handed out). Reflecting on public attitudes 

and development processes in the past, the Botswana Bushman delegation submitted 

a strong statement at the end of the Second Regional Basarwa/San Conference 

(October 1993) held in Botswana, which further illustrated the growing consciousness 

of self-attained liberation as portrayed by the First People of the Kalahari: 

Basarwa as own spokespersons in Development issues: One of the achievements was that 
Basarwa [the Botswana official term for "Bushman", J.F.P .] in all these processes exploded the 
myth common in government and among Tswana dominant groups that Basarwa are incapable of 
articulating their concerns and needs, that these needs and concerns are "orchestrated or 
sponsored" by some NGOs - national and international. The outspokenness of Basarwa surprised 
a lot of people who stereotype them as passive and ignorant.384 

381
HITCHCOCK, Robert; HOLM, John: Grassroots ... , foe cit. DARKWAH and MGADLA also reflect on 

the existence of alternative political structures which in Bushman history "regulated their political life and 
kept them intact as a people." Cf DARKWAH, K.; MGADLA, P.T.: A Preliminary Investigation into Gaps in 
Basarwa History. Gaborone 1995. 

382 Ibid, p 1 . 

383MOLUTSI, Patrick: Botswana's Democratic Institutions: Their Strengths and Prospects. Gaborone 
1993. Cf also SAUGEST AD, Sidsel: The Position of Basarwa Organisations in Contemporary Botswana. 
Bergen 1995. 

384GABORONE, Samora: Some Voices from Basarwa/San at the 2nd Regional Basarwa/San 
Conference. Gaborone 1993. 
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With a view to the emergence of appropriate development strategies one should also 

bear in mind to overcome the present Western-oriented anthropological dominance, 

which often implies top-down and patronising behaviour towards the target group. The 

amplitude of Bushman politicization in Botswana could generate a pan-Bushman 

consciousness across national frontiers385
, and thus create adaquate political 

representation at regional level in order to make full use of democratic rights already 

existing. 

4.1.2.3 SOUTH AFRICA 

Apart from the //Xegwi of the Eastern Transvaal (85ff) and the Griqua between 

Kimberley and Upington386 (193ff), the largest Bushman population is settled at 

Schmidtsdrift near Kimberley. The !Xu peoples, colloquially named the "Vasakela", 

form the majority (approx. 3000) of this Bushman community, and originate primarily 

from the Caprivi area of Northern Namibia. The Khwe peoples (approx. 1000), referred 

to in turn as the "Barakwena", originate from Southern Angola. Due to the acute 

political relevance and its implications for a networking structure, the Schmidtsdrift 

community plays a key role for Bushman community upliftment in Southern Africa. 

In two Funding Proposals of the !Xu and Khwe Trust387
, the history of exploitation 

and abuse is vividly delineated: 

385
Ct also SAUGESTAD, Sidsel: The position ... , foe cit. 

386For more detailed information on these two groups, ct BARNARD, Alan: Hunters ... , foe cit, pp 85 et 
sequ (//Xegwi) and 193 et sequ (Griqua). 

387The South African !Xu & Khwe Trust has been set up as a community-based NGO and is presently 
awaiting funding to commence its activities. CtThe SOUTH African !Xu & Khwe Trust: A Funding Proposal 
for the Development Foundation. Kimberley 1995; The SOUTH African !Xu & Khwe Trust: A Funding 
Proposal for a Resettlement Project of the Schmidtsdrift Communities. Kimberley 1995. 
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After the collapse of the Portuguese Colonial regime in Angola in the mid-seventies, the SADF took 
over San trackers who had been employed by the Portuguese army but who had then fled the 
country, and soon the idea of a Bushman tracker unit was conceived. [ ... ] The fact that the natural 
talents and bush-craft of the peaceful Bushmen made them so suitable as trackers in a bush war, 
had enormous social and economic impact on the lives of Bushman groups in Namibia [cf also 
4.1.2.1, J.F.P .]. The extended families of soldiers were obliged to leave their rural settlements and 
reside in army camps for protection. This artificial (for them) mode of existence rapidly broke down 
pre-existing social patterns, forced them into reliance on a monthly wage, and culminated in various 
forms of social breakdown.[ ... ] In March 1990 the Namibian election was imminent, and the SADF 
began pulling out. The San soldiers, together with their dependants, were offered a choice of either 
remaining in Namibia, where it was rumoured that Swapo would be ill-disposed towards ex-SADF 
soldiers, or being evacuated to South Africa. Approximately one half of the San soldiers chose 
South Africa, while the remainder settled in Namibia. 
The evacuation was done in haste. Many San families had great difficulty deciding whether to leave 
or stay, and factors such as the lack of communication, rampant rumours and the panic of the 
moment meant that a number of families lost touch and ended up by being split. Interviews with 
individuals recall the spirit of helplessness and dependency in which many of the San decided to 
board the large troop carriers along with their meagre possessions. 
The community arrived as virtual refugees at Schmidtsdrift, where a host of Khaki tents were hastily 
erected on a large dusty plain. This camp was never intended to be a permanent home, yet four 
years later, despite countless rumours and promises of houses or resettlement elsewhere, the !XU 
& KHWE still live in the inhospitable camp that is Schmidtsdrift with no clear prospects for their 
future. [ ... ] 
The government of national unity has since assuming power declined to assume responsibility for 
a solemn commitment made by the previous regime at cabinet level, namely to recognise the 
particular plight of the community by allocating a large sum of money to assist the !XU and KHWE 
of Schmidtsdrift to resettle else in South Africa. It has now become increasingly apparent that the 
!XU and KHWE now find themselves politically marginalised in South Africa, and that it will be 
necessary for the Trust to employ whatever means are appropriate to overcome the community's 
present helpless state.388 

The !Xu and Khwe Trust was founded in 1994, but has since struggled to establish a 

functioning executive structure. The ambitious objectives of a comprehensive 

resettlement programme for approximately four thousand San, who have been residing 

since March 1990 in an army camp at Schmidtsdrift, near Kimberley, can only be 

achieved if embedded in a more powerful regional networking structure. 

As the above excerpt of the !Xu and Khwe Trust's proposal is pointing out, the San 

of Schmidtsdrift originate from Angola and Namibia, where they had been recruited 

and employed as tracking soldiers by the South African Defence Force (SADF) in their 

war against SWAPO. After the independence of Angola, these San were concentrated 

in then South West Africa and were evacuated to South Africa after the independence 

388
The SOUTH African !Xu & Khwe Trust: A Funding Proposal for the Development Foundation. 

Kimberley 1995, pp 3-4. 
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of Namibia.389 After the first free elections and the establishment of the Government 

of National Unity (GNU), the Defence Force decided to disband the so-called 

"Bushman Battalion". However, due to the special characteristics of this Bushman 

Battalion, such as the presence of immediate family members, enormous social 

problems were created. The dismissal of the "Bushman Soldiers" can well be regarded 

as a refusal of the South African Defence Force to acknowledge their responsibilities 

towards the entire San families. 390 

Taking into account the current political and economical restructuring programme of 

the South African government, it is now very important to facilitate the implementation 

of the following tasks: 

(i) to investigate the present social structure of the two San language 

groups, i.e. the !Xu and Khwe; 

(ii) to research traditional social structures which survived the turmoil of 

the past, due to the influence of the South African Defence Force; 

(iii) to strengthen and secure a functioning executive structure to such a 

degree that it can be considered to be a truly community-based 

organization; 

389
Cfalso SEILER, John: Twice Deserted: the plight of the San at Schmidtsdrif. 1993. 

390A one-sided account of the SADF involvement can be found in UYS, I: Bushman Soldiers. Germiston 
1995. Unfortunately, this book misses the opportunity to reflect critically on the history of SADF-involvement 
and reinforces old prejudices of Bushman being "primitive, friendly people" (p 1), "stone-age hunters" (p 1), 
turned into "modern soldiers": "Instead of the clan and the hunt, the Bushmen had the battalion and the 
war." (p 1 ). The glorification of the SADF and the paternalistic-romanticizing attitude towards the Bushman 
can be easily explained by the fact that "the SADF Documentation Centre and Directorate of Public 
Relations have assisted (the author) where possible and have been essential for source material" (p vi). 
Likewise, the RSA wars against Angola and Namibia, including the Cassinga Massacre which is "rated a 
great success" (p 70), are already justified in the foreword, using the well-known propaganda vocabulary: 
"Those (Bushmen) who settled in Angola threw in their lot with the Portuguese Army against the terrorist 
forces that planned to liberate the country from Portuguese rule. After the so-called liberation of Angola[ ... ]" 
(p vii, my italics, J.F.P.). This book represents not only an opportunity missed, but also another exploitation 
of the Bushman. 
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(iv) in co-operation with the communities, to plan and propose various 

options for resettlement, such as return to the home countries or the 

attainment of land for a new future in South Africa; 

(v) to call in expert advice for development and land use planning; 

(vi) to facilitate full access to society and to human rights as secured in 

the South African Constitution; 

(vii) to secure adequate funding for different projects within the framework 

of (i) to (vi). 

It has to be ensured that a previously oppressed minority will be assisted in finding a 

way back to a social life tailored according to their own aspirations, so that four 

thousand people do not remain in isolated despondency in the "New South Africa". 

The following Action Plan391 tries to highlight the actual work that would have to be 

done with regard to a functioning executive structure as mentioned in (iii) above. The 

Plan focusses on four main activities: 

1. Institutional development of the proposed !Xu and Khwe Foundation 

2. Adult Education and Organizational Development 

3. Community Capacity and Democracy Building 

4. Relocation of the two San communities from Schmidtsdrift 

An emphasis on the Human Rights and Democracy Building aspects is explicitly 

included into Acvivity 3, also combining it with the expected result of increased group 

identity and group coherence, leading to a feeling of self-worth as basic human right. 

391
A copy of the Action Plan has been submitted to the !Xu & Khwe Trust for consideration, but could 

not be followed up due to lack of funds. 
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Table 27: Action Plan for the inclusion of the !Xu and Khwe into a regional networking 
structure 

Activity Target Group Expected Results Planned Evaluation 

1. Institutional 
development of the 
proposed Foundation 

- Implementation of the Trustees Promotion of the interests of Continuous assessment 
Foundation's objectives !Xu and Khwe Community the !Xu and Khwe 

Workshops with Trustees and 
Empowerment of the !Xu and Community 
Khwe with regard to 
independent decision-making 

- Representation of the Donors Ongoing acceptance of the 
!Xu and Khwe people in Government bodies Foundation by the 
negotiations NGOs communities 

- Liaison with !Xu and Khwe Community Promotion of understanding Continuous assessment 
governmental and non- Donors for the plight of the !Xu and 
governmental Government bodies Khwe 
organisations and NGOs 
individuals 

2. Adult Education and 
Organizational 
Development 

- Establishment of a Frail The aged Development of guidelines for Community workshop 
Care Centre a life in a city or on a farm 

near a city 
- Transfer of Knowledge The aged I the youth 

and skills to the young 

- Collection of stories and The aged Production of educational Continuous assessment 
legends !Xu and Khwe Community materials so as to preserve Field survey 

the history and legends for the 
- Continuation and The youth next generations to come 

expansion of pre-school 
classes Preparation of the very young 

to receive education in a non- Continuous assessment 
- Preparation of The older youth mother tongue medium 

secondary school pupils Adults 
for tertiary insrnutions 
and/or job opportunities 

- Establishment of Youth The youth Initiation of Social Work Community workshop 
Clubs The older youth Programme Field survey 

Young adults 
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Table 27: Action Plan for the inclusion of the !Xu and Khwe into a regional networking 
structure 

Activity Target Group Expected Results Planned Evaluation 

3. Community Capacity 
and Democracy 
Building 

- Economic Project !Xu and Khwe communities Acquisition of special business Formative evaluation 
Development skills 

Target sub-groups: 
- Training concerning Marketing of products such as Continuous assessment 

Small Business - The aged artifacts and paintings Sales analysis 
Enterprises - Women 

- The youth Introduction to successful 
- Adults enterprises in the region Continuous assessment 

Acceptance of responsibility 
- Re-defining the for communities· own way of 

relationship to the life Community workshops 
Defence Force 

Empowerment of civilian 
- Transfer of medical and society Field survey 

social support rendered 
by the Defence Force Independence from Defence 

Force's delivery of services Continuous assessment 
- Training in violence and 

conflict resolution 

- Training in matters 
concerning a local 
authority Transfer of Defence Force Workshops with communtties 

institutions to civilian and representatives of the 
- Training in instttutional organizations Defence Force 

and democratic 
participation Acceptance and internalization 

of democratic structures 
- Building of community-

based managing Emergence of group identity 
structures and group coherence, leading 

to self-worth as basic human 
right Community workshops 
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Table 27: Action Plan for the inclusion of the !Xu and Khwe into a regional networking 
structure 

Activity Target Group Expected Results Planned Evaluation 

4. Relocation of the two 
San communities from 
Schmidtsdrift 

- Non-governmental !Xu and Khwe communities Initiation of institutional Institutional workshops 
consultation and co- networking structures 
operation between the other San communities Continuous assessment 
!Xu and Khwe Trust, 
ELCIN and the Nyae Trustees of !Xu and Khwe 
Nyae Development Trust 
Foundation of Namibia ELCIN 

NNDFN 

- Consultation and co- Governments of: Trilateral co-operation and Continuous assessment 
operation with government support by means 
Government Angola of a resettlement programme 
representatives of Namibia with the help of the 
Namibia, Angola and South Africa governments involved 
South Africa 

- Surveying the number !Xu and Khwe community in Compilation of a 
of people wishing to Schmidtsdrift comprehensive data-base of Community workshops 
emigrate individuals Field surveys 

- Initiation and execution !Xu and Khwe communities Processing of individual 
of an information- applications for emigration Field surveys 
gathering process in 
South Africa 

- Tracing and surveying (Far-off) relatives from !Xu and Successful liaison of South 
families of individuals Khwe in Namibia and/or African and Namibian Project Field surveys 
from Schmidtsdrift Angola Co-ordinators 
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4.1.3 QUALITATIVE NEEDS ANALYSIS FROM AN EDUCATIONAL 

PERSPECTIVE 

As a follow-up to the Regional Conference on Development Programmes for Africa's 

San Populations in 1992, another San workshop was conducted with participation of 

the VISCO from 04-06 August 1993 at Mangetti Dune in Western Bushmanland.392 

The main objective of this workshop was to relate prevalent needs of the Bushman 

communities to the necessity of educational structures in general. This objective was 

introduced to the participants with the given task to produce a development 

programme for each community, as opposed to a mere "shopping list". Each group 

should draw up its own development programme to assist the government/donor 

agencies in understanding needs and to facilitate feedback of conference experiences 

to the different communities. 

4.1.3.1 NEEDS IDENTIFIED 

Six work groups were formed. These groups were formed according to area, i.e. 

Eastern Bushmanland, Western Bushmanland etc. Observers (excluding members of 

the press and ambassadors) helped as facilitators. On the remainder of the first day 

and part of the second day, the work groups discussed problems under seven different 

headings. The following is a brief summary of the reportbacks. For a full 

documentation of the materials produced during the workshop, see Tables 24-30 at 

the end of this section. 

392
The author would like to thank Catherine HANSON for her excellent minute-keeping during the 

Workshop which enabled him to compile this analysis. 
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4.1.3.1.1 AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT 

All groups mentioned some assets, e.g. a tractor, some cattle or crops, some 

implements, and some training. However, all groups also said that they needed either 

more land, more cattle, equipment/implements, an extension service or skills training. 

4.1.3.1.2 COMMUNICATION/ACCESS TO DEVELOPMENT 

Most groups complained of difficulties in communication either within the area or 

outside the area. Some groups had a telephone or radio, but felt this was not good 

enough. Another main point was the dissatisfaction with the fact that the national radio 

service does not provide any station in a San language. The group from Corridor 

specifically mentioned "Our leader is not known outside our regional borders" and also 

"We are far behind other groups." It was generally felt that the people do not know 

their rights. 

4.1.3.1.3 EDUCATION/CULTURE 

Although all groups (except for Ekoka) had access to a primary school, it was noted 

that many children do not attend school for the reasons such as: 

lack of accommodation and transport; 

- teachers receive no pay; 

- the people do not know their rights; 

- the existing schools do not adhere to the constitution. 
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Many grievances arose from the fact that schools are still demanding school fees and 

are not teaching the prescribed grades in mother tongue. A need for secondary school 

education was also expressed. 

The group from Eastern Bushmanland felt in the case of development work that 

"relying on outside expertise created dependency." The matters of literacy, adult 

education and training were also mentioned. 

4.1.3.1.4 HEAL TH, SOCIAL SERVICES AND GENDER ISSUES 

The main problems in the area of health were transport to clinics, hospital fees, lack 

of facilities and staff. Most areas reported that there were too many people for the 

amount of medical services provided. Many groups had experienced problems with the 

acquisition of pensions through incorrect or lack of identity documents. The group from 

Corridor suggested that a savings scheme be implemented. 

Not all groups reported on gender issues, but those that did reported that this area 

held no problems. 

4.1.3.1.5 INCOME GENERATION 

At the time, many communities had some form of income generating project. These 

included selling of local crafts, sewing projects, brick-making, mobile shop and 

charging of visiting film crews. 
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However, most communities felt they needed more skills training, materials, transport 

of goods to markets, diversified use of land and rights to use natural resources for 

income generation. As mentioned above, those people with a claim to social welfare 

were struggling to acquire it. 

4.1.3.1.6 INFRASTRUCTURE 

Not all groups mentioned this issue, but Tsintsabis, Western Bushmanland and 

Corridor spoke about better roads, more buildings for community purposes, problems 

with access to water, lack of transport and land. The communities were in favour of 

the red line fence to control animal diseases. 

4.1.3.1.7 NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Many communities strongly felt that they did not know their rights in the area of natural 

resources. It was felt that the different communities needed more land and a greater 

access to water, either for human consumption or for agriculture purposes. Equipment 

and maintenance for water sources is also needed. Western Caprivi felt that they 

should look into land, water, timber, game and livestock matters. 
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4.1.3.1.8 DOCUMENTATION 

Explanation of abbreviations used in the following tables: 

COR Corridor 

EB Eastern Bushman/and 

EKO Ekoka 

GOB Gobabis 

MB Mangetti Block 

TS/ Tsintsabis 

WB Western Bushman/and 

WC Western Caprivi 

Vv'ESTERN Bl.AsHMENLAND 

, ... ~"" 

I 
Figure 4: Area of Western Bushmanland 
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Table 28: Needs Identified 
- Agriculture and Livestock Management -

WHAT IS HAPPENING 

- Crops are growing - we got help with agriculture COR 
- We need more land - 1 O hectares is not enough TSI 
- We need more land MB 
- The land is cleared for planting TSI 
- We have a very big crop growing land EKO 
- We got implements for farming etc, but not enough - people are hungry WB 

WC 
- We have an agriculture development centre WB 
- We have some cattle for ploughing and milk, but not enough WB 

WC 
- We have a garden, supported by the Catholic Church COR 
- ELGIN trained people in agriculture (gardening) and tractor driving WC 

- We have a tractor TSI 

WHAT MUST HAPPEN 

- We need cattle 
- We need an extension service and a co-operative 
- We need more land 
- We must get seeds to plant 
- We need assistance with a wire fence 

PROBLEM 

- How do we get more ploughs/share ploughs? 

- How do we get more cattle? 

- How do we implement the extension service? 
- How to control animal diseases? 
- We need more skills training (castration/dehorning) 
- How can we develop ourselves? 
- How can we divide the land for farms? 

WB 
WB 
TSI 
TSI 
EKO 

WB 
WC 
WB 
WC 
TSI 
WB 
WB 
WB 
COR 
TSI 
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Table 29: Needs Identified 
- Communication/ Access to Development -

WHAT IS HAPPENING 

- Difficulties making contact outside the area EB 
- Also difficult inside Eastern Bushmanland EB 
- We don't know our rights COR 
- The government ignores us TSI 
- Some have radios or can buy radios EKO 
- Communication is bad GOB 
- Only radio/telephone communication - not good enough and not helpful WB 
- We want to develop ourselves, but we need help COR 
- We have a telephone TSI 
- We have a good organisational committee - food goes to everyone EKO 

equally. 

WHAT MUST HAPPEN 

- We need a radio telephone WC 
- Telephone and radio needed WB 
- We want a radio station in our own language - we should be considered WB 

as we feel there is enough listenership EKO 

PROBLEM 

- How do we improve communication? WB 
- Our leader is not known outside our regional borders COR 
- We don't know where we can get help - "We are slaves of the Herero" COR 
- "Our leader is not a man who is active" - should we form a committee? COR 
- "We are far behind other groups" COR 



WHAT IS HAPPENING 

Table 30: Needs Identified 
- Education/Culture -

- We don't have money to pay school fees 
- Children don't go/leave school because of school fees 
- Constitution already provides free schooling 
- Constitution already provides tuition in own language 
- We don't have our own school 
- Relying on outside expertise creates dependency 
- We have a school 

- Teachers get no pay 
- No transport provided 

- We don't know our rights 
- A school was begun 
- Children must walk far to the school 
- No accommodation for learners 
- We have a primary school 

- We have few hostels - children can't stay 
- Adults and youth are illiterate 
- "I offer myself as a trainee to teach in our home language" 

- The government built three schools 
- Not enough school buildings 
- At school, first language is Afrikaans, second English 
- ELGIN trained people in agriculture (gardens) 
- ELGIN trained women for sewing 
- ELGIN sent a person for typing training 
- We could make bricks to build our own school 

WHAT MUST HAPPEN 

- Schools must abide by the constitution 
- Our children must be taught in our own language 
- We need professional training 
- We need a school 
- A secondary school is necessary 
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EKO 
EKO 
EKO 
EKO 
EKO 
EB 
MB 
COR 
TSI 
EKO 
COR 
COR 
TSI 
COR 
TSI 
TSI 
TSI 
WB 
COR 
WB 
WB 
COR 

WC 
WC 
WC 
WC 
WC 
WC 
TSI 

EKO 
EKO 
GOB 
EKO 
WC 



- In 1995, the next primary school is needed 
- We need school equipment 
- We want to learn skills 
- Schooling needs to be free 

PROBLEM 
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WC 
TSI 
TSI 
TSI 

- How can we get the secondary school education necessary to get jobs? WB 
- How can we get hostels? TSI 

WB 
COR 

- How do we implement a good literacy programme? TSI 
- How can we get the school language policy implemented? WB 

COR 
- Can we use donkeys for school transport? WC 
- What can we do about the high drop-out rate TSI 

EKO 
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Table 31 : Needs Identified 
- Health/Social Services/Gender Issues -

WHAT IS HAPPENING 

- The government ignores us TSI 
- We have no problems with gender issues - participation is given WC 

TSI 
- We are charged R60 for a lift to hospital COR 
- When we can't pay hospital fees, we don't receive treatment COR 
- Transport, when ill, costs money we don't have COR 

GOB 
- Women and men are working together TSI 

COR 
- There is no work, so there is no money to go to the clinic TSI 
- Wrong names on identity documents, and not everyone gets pensions TSI 

GOB 
WB 
WC 

- We don't have money to pay hospital EB 
- If the clinic "passport" is forgotten, it must be fetched before treatment is EKO 

given GOB 

WHAT MUST HAPPEN 

- We need a clinic 
- We need a savings scheme 
- We need ID documents 

PROBLEM 

COR 
COR 
TSI 
GOB 

- Too many people, too few medical services WB 
- How can we get more clinics? COR 

MB 
- How could we achieve to receive training for our own people as nurses? COR 
- How can we get doctors/nurses in our clinic? WC 
- How can we get proper treatment for malaria etc? WC 
- How can we get to the clinic? TSI 



WHAT IS HAPPENING 

Table 32: Needs Identified 
-Income Generation -
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- We have much timber WB 
- There is no work, therefore no money TSI 
- Not everybody is receiving pension TSI 
- To generate income we sell local crafts, have a mobile shop, charge film EB 

makers and sell cattle. 
- Some sewing projects bring income to women WB 
- We have identified various markets WB 
- ELGIN provides some training (mechanics etc) WB 
- ELGIN trained some women in sewing WC 
- ELGIN helped train us in brick-making WC 
- We have projects for income-generation eg brickmaking TSI 

WHAT MUST HAPPEN 

- Safari/tourism 
- Agriculture 
- Use the timber 
- Make bricks 
- Sewing groups should be formed 
- Use forestry 
- Diversified land use 
- Sewing groups need material etc 

PROBLEM 

- How do we get more sewing machines and training? 
- How do we get a timber factory/sawmill? 
- How do we get the rights from the government to do this? 
- How do we get more brick-making machines? 
- How do we get more brick-making training? 
- How can we get transport to market our goods? 

WC 
WC 
WB 
WB 
WB 
EB 
EB 
COR 
TSI 

WB 
WB 
WB 
WB 
WB 
TSI 



WHAT IS HAPPENING 

Table 33: Needs Identified 
- Infrastructure -
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- We need land and space COR 
- Hereros don't allow the use of water COR 
- There is no diesel/petrol for vehicles TSI 
- Our housing consists of weak structures TSI 
- 1 O hectares of land is not enough TSI 
- There is a gravel road to Tjum!kui but only sand roads to outlying WB 

communities 
- Few vehicles are provided, and some bicycles WB 
- There is only one crossing place for the red line fence WB 
- ELGIN helped us in making buildings WC 
- There are not enough school buildings WC 
- We can make bricks for a hostel building TSI 

WHAT MUST HAPPEN 

- We need better, more direct roads 
- We need a community hall 
- We need transport of goods to markets 
- We need more land 

PROBLEM 

- How do we ask for better roads? 
- How do we control animal diseases by the red line fence? 
- How do we get better/more housing? 
- How do we get more school buildings? 
- How do we build more hostel buildings? 

WB 
WB 
COR 
TSI 

WB 
WB 
COR 
WC 
TSI 



Table 34: Needs Identified 
- Natural Resource Management -

WHAT IS HAPPENING 

- We have problems with access to water 
- Hereros don't allow us access to water 
- We don't know our rights 
- We have a borehole 

- We have only 10 hectares of land 
- Borehole and water are for human consumption only 

WHAT MUST HAPPEN 

- We must look into land, water, timber, game, livestock 
- We need the rights to make use of our resources 
- We need a pump for our borehole 
- We need more land 

PROBLEM 

- Where do we get water for our gardens? 
- We have no rights over our natural resources 
- How do we get, and who do we ask for a windpump? 
- How do we get, and who do we ask for pipes? 
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EB 
COR 
COR 
MB 
TSI 
WC 
TSI 
WB 
MB 

WC 
EB 
TSI 
TSI 
EKO 

WB 
WB 
WC 
TSI 
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4.1.3.2 A WAY AHEAD 

The Workshop agreed that the aim of the San community should be to ask for the 

help which is necessary for self-sufficiency. The main problems identified were the 

need for money and jobs. These could be obtained by a programme of income 

generation. However, to achieve this, education, social services and legal assistance 

were required. This could be facilitated by access to development and international 

exchange, making use of democratic rights, assistance from government and non

governmental organisations, and especially land-rights. In conclusion, it was said that 

the points mentioned at the conference rest with the communities. The government 

should only be consulted for problems that are insolvable in the community. 

The NNFC gave input on how problem solving was approached in Eastern 

Bushmanland. The necessity of money to acquire goods and services was stressed 

in particular, and therefore the need to generate income. To achieve this, it was stated 

that land rights were essential. Once income had been generated, the people could 

pay tax and thus be recognised by the government. Each community should 

investigate self-help options, and be able to present these first before asking for 

government assistance. 

From a contextual-pedagogical perspective, the central importance of an educational 

structure correlates with an access to society as a basic human right. This includes 

participation in the democratic process and freedom of speech, although having rights 

does not guarantee an immediate improvement in a specific situation. According to 

HINZ393
, four levels of co-operation could be identified: 

393
HINZ, Manfred: Address to the Preliminary San Workshop, held on 04-06 August 1993 at Mangetti 

Dune, Western Bushmanland. 
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1) Group/Tribe/Community level - Comment was made on the confusion in 

identifying the leader of Western Bushmanland. According to the introduction 

of the communities, HINZ had counted many leaders and thus voiced his 

concern whether Western Bushman land would be able to identify a clear leader 

if requested to do so by the government. 

2) Intergroup level - HINZ mentioned here that progress in interaction has been 

made between the San communities as a result of the different conferences. 

3) National level - Reference was made to an incident of Herera interference at 

a RADA meeting, Baraka, where Human Rights could have helped resolve the 

situation. It was said that there should be a focus on negotiated solutions and 

mutual respect to address relations between San and other groups. 

4) International level- HINZ mentioned that any international conference should 

be regarded as work - to meet people and disseminate information gained to 

one's own community. The communities present were urged to use conferences 

on these international levels to exchange ideas, questions and experiences. 

Likewise, an pedagogically inspired vision for the future defines education by and for 

the community as the key to its broader access to society, land, development and 

outside assistance. Within a circular model, such an achieved mechanism of 

successful community access will in turn support the educational process with regard 

to community self-sufficiency through community-owned education. Poster 113, 

created at the workshop as a group effort, clearly illustrates this approach. 



ACCESS: 

Self-Sufficiency 
by and through 

Community 

LEGAL ASSISTANCE 

MAKING USE OF DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS 

Access to 
Develop

ment 

Poster 113: Community-owned education facilitating access to human rights 
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4.2 OUTREACH TO AGENTS OF EDUCATION 

4.2.1 DOCUMENTATION OF AGENTS INVOLVED 

As stated earlier, one of the main aims of the Village Schools Project was the outreach 

to other agents of education, in order to initiate reflexive discussions in educational 

matters. Accordingly, it was and is essential for the success of the VSP to keep 

contact with officials of the Ministry of Education and Culture and its immediate donor 

representatives throughout the development of the Project. 

With regard to Teacher Training, the VSP maintained contact with a number of agents 

besides those MEG officials working directly with the VSP; this was often linked to the 

distribution of Ju/'hoan textbooks and related materials produced by the students and 

people of Nyae Nyae. 

4.2.1.1 MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE (NAMIBIA) 

The following list is a documentation (in alphabetical order) of all officials who were 

regularly informed of the latest developments, and who carried the ideas and 

approaches of the VSP and its Contextual Pedagogy into mainstream education: 

- Ambrose AGAPITUS, Regional Director, Windhoek Region, MEG 

Nahas ANGULA, Minister of Higher Education, MEG 

Roger AVENSTRUP, Educational Reform Advisor, MEG 

- Clara BOHITILE, Deputy Minister of Basic Education and Culture, MEG 

- Lars DAHLSTROM, Director, Teacher Education Reform Programme in 

Namibia (TERP), MEG 
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Peter HIGGS, Chief Technical Advisor & Specialist in Curriculum for 

Teacher Education, MEG/UNESCO 

- Wendy HOVELMANN, Division: Project Planning and Co-ordination, MEG 

Lindsay HOWARD, In-Service Advisor, TERP, MEG 

Ulla KANN, Special Advisor, MEG 

Ingrid LOFSTROM-BERG, Head of SIDA, Windhoek 

- John MENDELSOHN, Education Management Information System Division 

(EMIS), MEG 

- Greg MILES, Florida State University, MEG 

- John MUTORWA, Minister of Basic Education and Culture, MEG 

Loini NYANYUKWENl-KATOMA, Permanent Secretary, MEG 

Marita REUTER, Educational Advisor, Cross-Curriculum Culture Project, 

MEG 

- Jonko SARVI, Pre-Service Advisor, TERP, MEG 

4.2.1.2 

Hannu SHIPENA, Education Officer, UNICEF, Windhoek 

Patti SWARTS, Acting Director: NIED 

David TAIT, Chief: Primary Education, MEG 

Buddy WENTWORTH, Deputy Minister of Higher Education, MEG 

INSTITUTIONS OF TEACHER TRAINING 

The following institutions of Teacher Training received copies of the TEACH! 

Workbooks for Teacher Training (9 Modules)394 which were included in their 

respective libraries: 

Kalahari Support Group, The Netherlands 

Katima Mulilo College of Education 

394
PFAFFE, Joachim Friedrich: TEACH! Workbooks for Teacher Training. 9 Modules. Windhoek 1994. 



Kuru Development Trust, Botswana 

MEC Resource Centre 

National Library of Namibia 

Ombili Foundation Namibia 

Ongwediva College of Education 

Rundu College of Education 

Sached Trust, RSA 

Swedish International Development Authority, Windhoek 

University of Namibia, Faculty of Education 

Windhoek College of Education 
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The Ongwediva College of Education will include the Workbooks into their teacher 

training curriculum as from 1996; the University of Namibia (UNAM) also regards the 

VSP as a pilot project where new educational theories are being transferred into 

practice. 

It is envisaged that some of the UNAM students could gain teaching experience in 

Nyae Nyae, although one has to be aware of possible communication and transport 

constraints. 

4.2.1.3 DISTRIBUTION OF JU/'HOAN TEXTBOOKS 

The set of seven Ju/'hoan Readers and their English translations395
, as well as the 

Ju/'hoan Songbook396 and Grade 1 Mathematics Textbook397 have been sent to 

395
PFAFFE, J. F. (Ed): Ju/'hoan Readers for Grade 1. Transcribed and translated by Megan BIESELE 

and Patrick DICKENS. Windhoek 1994. 

396HANSON, C.; PFAFFE, J.F.: Ge'e - Sing and Play with Ju/'hoan Songs. Baraka 1993. 

397PFAFFE, J. F.: 1-2-3 ... Play With Me. A Number Booklet for Grade 1. Windhoek 1994. 



the representatives of the following institutions: 

E ALEXANDER, Children's Book Forum, Windhoek 

- Alec CAMPBELL, Botswana Society, Gaborone 

- Thomas DANKEMEYER, Bosbou Forestry Station, Mangetti Dune 

L FEUCHT, Ombili Foundation School, Tsumeb 

- Werner HILLEBRECHT, Legal Deposit, National Library of Namibia 

- Willemien LE ROUX, Kuru Development Trust, D'kar, Botswana 

Ingrid LOFSTROM-BERG, SIDA, Windhoek 

E MARITZ, Primary School Gqaina, Gobabis 

Reno MEYER, Tjum!kui Junior Secondary School 
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Paula NIMPUNO-PARENTE, Bernard van Leer Foundation, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands 

Helgard PATEMANN, Centre for Applied Social Sciences (CASS), Windhoek 

Pippa SKOTNES, The Michaelis School of Fine Art, University of Cape 

Town, RSA 

Lydia TANKONDJO, Directorate of Adult and Continuing Education, MEC 

Margaret TAYLOR, MEC Resource Centre 

- Andree-Jeanne TOTEMEYER, Head: Department of Information Studies, 

UNAM 

MARITZ, Principal at Primary School Gqaina398
, and LE ROUX, Education Co

ordinator at the Kuru Development Trust399
, are distributing Ju/'hoan textbooks to 

their projects. SKOTNES is planning a large exhibition at the South African National 

Gallery in 1996, reflecting on historical and contemporary issues related to Bushman, 

where the VSP will also be represented by the author. 400 

398 
cf also GQAINA School Promotion and Furtherance Trust: Press Release about Gqaina School 

(Gobabis), 04 April 1992. 

399cf also LE ROUX, Willemien: Project Proposal for the Kuru Pre-School Training Programme, under 
Auspices of the Kuru Development Trust. D'kar 1992. 

40°Cf PFAFFE, J.F.: FEAR and HELP in the Pedagogical Context of Development. In: SKOTNES, P. 
(Ed): Bushman/San Material Culture and History. Cape Town (in preparation). 
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4.2.2 SCHOOL-BASED STUDIES AND CONTEXTUAL PEDAGOGY: 

COOPERATION WITH ONGWEDIVA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 

Out of all agents discussed above, the Ongwediva College of Education (OCE) 

deserves a closer description due to its immediate relevance for the VSP and its 

Pedagogy. Another reason for the selection of the OCE lies in its decision to 

incorporate the TEACH! series into their curriculum, thus broadening the Ju/'hoansi 

context of its origin. 

By stressing the contextual situation of the students and putting considerable weight 

on hands-on experience, the philosophical starting-point of the OCE shows some 

striking similarities to the approach of the VSP: 

By far the greatest amount of experience is in primary school and since this is just what many 
teacher educators lack as a result of the way education has been structured and qualifications 
assessed academically rather than experientially, it should be eagerly investigated, reflected upon 
and analysed [sic] so that it can be used to develop students' (and teacher educators') personal 
philosophies of education.401 

Since the inception of the VSP, it has always been the intention to provide an 

alternative way of teacher training for students who had been previously deprived of 

educational opportunities. Therefore, the VSP always focussed on practical hands-on 

experiences in the classroom situation. Now, with the regard to the recognition of 

alternative training models such as the VSP, a co-operation with a government 

institution such as the OCE may pave the way for the development of marginalized 

groups such as the people of Nyae Nyae. 

The OCE provides a structure that can accommodate the VSP contextual-pedagogical 

model on a larger national scale. OCE addressed itself early to such educational 

reform by incorporating Schoof-Based Studies into their curriculum: 

401
0NGWEDIVA College of Education: Reflections on School-Based Studies 1993. Ongwediva 1993, 

p4. 
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Within school-based studies there is a new role for teachers from schools where student teachers 
are placed - working as a team with college teacher educators to support and supervise students 
and at the same time to coordinate the change in school education with the change in teacher 
education. The Curriculum for Education Theory and Practice refers to such teachers as 'Associate 
Teachers', and affirms that they play a vital part in the teacher education process.402 

Such a structure is endorsed by the official policy of the Namibian Ministry of 

Education and Culture in its curriculum for the Basic Education Teacher Diploma 

(BETO): 

As Associates, these teachers work together with lecturers from college, in a team together with 
students allocated to their school. Together, they should try to build new understanding of the 
conditions, needs and possibilities of the school as a whole, as well as of groups and individuals 
within it. The associate teachers will be co-planners, facilitators, counsellors, and participants. They 
will be the link between students and other teachers - and between the school and the college.403 

The concept of School-Based Studies reaffirms that it will not be possible to apply a 

generalized national standard which has been developed within the context of an 

educationally privileged group. Within the national policy of Affirmative Action, 

appropriate provisions have to be made for an alternative accreditation process which 

should be primarily based on the evaluation of the ST's practical teaching and 

previous experiences, even if not directly related to education: 

Such experience would certainly be valued in candidates for teaching posts in some other 
countries, since the teachers' understanding of life experience can help them understand the 
problems and possibilities their pupils face in the world outside school, and make their teaching 
relate to that world.404 

It is important that the teaching always has to relate to the contextual situation of the 

target group, as it was also stated in the Contextual-Pedagogical Principles405
• 

Moreover, the capacities of the local communities with regard to potential input to 

402
0NGWEDIVA College of Education: Reflections ... , foe cit, p 1. [original italics] 

403REPUBLIC of Namibia: Basic Education Teacher Diploma. Subject Area Curriculum for Educational 
Theory and Practice. Windhoek 1992, p 18. 

4040NGWEDIVA College of Education: Who Are They? Ongwediva 1994. 

405Cf Chapter 1.2.2. 
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schooling are largely underestimated406
, as is the value and status of lower primary 

education.407 

In constructing the link between the VSP and the OGE, the work books in the series 

TEACH! will, in future, hopefully form an integral part of the contents of the OCE's 

curriculum. The work books aim at four different target groups, and are easily applied 

in varying contexts: 

1. Student Teachers in Nyae Nyae: 

to be used as an accompanying textbook within the one-year pre

service training course 

2. Student Teachers elsewhere (e.g. OGE): 

to be used as additional material to any study materials already 

in their possession 

3. Teachers and Teacher Trainers: 

to be used as resource material 

4. Communities: 

to build up their own community-based teacher training 

In order to include the resourcefulness of local communities, the work book can also 

be used without the assistance of a teacher trainer. TEACH! provides guidelines and 

model answers, which were originally developed within the learning situation by the 

Nyae Nyae student teachers, together with their teacher trainer. However, the written 

material will only provide basic inputs related to the questions at hand. It remains the 

406
This is also one key observation of a schooling self-help project in the Ondangwa Region which is 

based to a great deal on direct community participation. Cf NORDIN, Lars; MARIN-CASTRO, Gabriel; VAN 
DER SMIT, J.P.J.: Tulipamwe Project. Windhoek 1995. 

407CfONGWEDIVA College of Education: Who ... , foe cit, p 7 et sequ. 
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task of the individual learner or user group respectively, to decide on their final 

approach towards a solution. It should always be borne in mind, that TEACH! is a 

community-based work book, whereby its contents has to adapt to changing and 

different community situations and needs. 

After introducing the approach taken by the work book TEACH! in the following 

excerpt, the interrelations between TEACH! with the Four Principles of Contextual 

Pedagogy and School-Based Studies (OCE) will be analyzed. 
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Excerpt of the Introduction to the Modules of TEACH! 

HOW TO USE THIS WORK BOOK 

TEACH! approaches every problem in six steps, and tries to guide 
you through a fruitful and efficient discussion. 

If you want, you can send us a copy of your answers. Then we could 
initiate a very important seventh step: 

COMMUNICATION! 

Six basic 
steps: 

PROBLEM 
QUESTION 
ANSWER 
DISCUSSION 
EXAMPLE 
DISCUSSION 

And ... 
COMMUNICATION! 
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Table 35: Interrelations between the work book series TEACH!, the Four Principles of 
Contextual Pedagogy and School-Based Studies (OCE) respectively 

TEACH! Principles of Contextual School-Based Studies (OCE) 
Pedagogy 

PROBLEM PrinciQle of Induction: "To develop and influence 
attitudes and values, one's 

The problem/question to be The Teacher Trainer is aware own ideas must be discussed 
discussed will be described of her/his subjective and and tried against others. To 
and its importance and contextually determined develop skills, practice is 
relevance will be explained. presentation of the problem. needed." 408 

This could be called the 
teacher trainer's input. 

QUESTION Princi!;!le of Innovation: "Investigating is important. The 
spontaneous curiosity of the 

This question arises out of the The Teacher Trainer students should be used, and 
problem presented above. It challenges his/her own the students should be 
will lead to an assignment or understanding by allowing a encouraged to carry out 
an input for group work. modification of her/his investigations of their own in 

understanding. different problem areas." 409 

"Communication patterns [. .. ] 
and aspects of control should 
be analysed." 410 

ANSWER Princi!;!le of Induction: "Production is important. 
ldea'/ly, all learning 

You will be requested to write The learner group considers experiences should be 
down your answer - either in the question according to their transformed into some kind of 
the space provided, or into a own experiences. production, in order to 
separate working file. consolidate the content and to 

spread and use the knowledge 
gained." 411 

''.A real expression and 
example of a learner-centred 
education could be that the 
student teachers' experience is 
used as the starting point for 
many areas of study in the 
BETD." 412 

408REPUBLIC of Namibia: Basic ... , lac cit, p 20. 

409 Ibid, p 20. 

410 Ibid, p 15. 

411 Ibid, p 20. 

4120NGWEDIVA College of Education: Who ... , lac cit, p 8. 
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Table 35: Interrelations between the work book series TEACH!, the Four Principles of 
Contextual Pedagogy and School-Based Studies (OCE) respectively 

TEACH! Principles of Contextual School-Based Studies (OCE) 
Pedagogy 

DISCUSSION Princi~le of Communication: "Valuable sharing could be 
done including the teacher 

After you have given your Inductive-subjective contextual educators' own life experience 
answer, you should discuss definitions are exchanged which no doubt will prove 
your ideas. We will give you within the study group. fascinating and relevant to the 
some topics for discussion, building of personal 
and you are invited to add philosophies [. . .}." 413 

some of your own. 

EXAMPLE Princi~le of Communication: "Exposure to classroom 
experience is an essential 

We will give you one or more Contextual definitions by an component of the study, giving 
examples of how the Nyae out-context (with regard to the the student knowledge, 
Nyae student teachers study group at hand) are added awareness and practice of a 
approached the given problem. to previous definitions. range of duties of a 
This is not necessarily the teacher. '414 

"right answer'', but just another 
idea - food for thought! Princi~le of Reflexion: "Reflection is important. In 

order not just to know, but also 
Previous realizations are to understand and to develop 
confronted with new definitions as teachers and as human 
and therefore challenged. beings, the students should be 

given ample opportunities to 
discuss and reflect upon their 
experiences. The students 
should be trained to become 
'reflective practitioners'." 415 

DISCUSSION Princi~le of Innovation: "The ultimate aim is that 
students should be 

We conclude the thinking The final discussion might lead empowered, so that they 
process with another prompt to a modification in thinking and themselves can develop 
for discussion: what do you approach. A wider definition of approaches and methods in 
think of the given example? the status quo and its general their teaching, which supports 
Can you relate it to your understanding is encouraged. and develops the main 
context? principles of education in 

Namibia." 416 

413
0NGWEDIVA College of Education: Who ... , lac cit, p 8. 

414
REPUBLIC of Namibia: The Broad Curriculum for the Basic Education Teacher Diploma. Windhoek 

1992, p 17. 

415
REPUBLIC of Namibia: Basic .. , lac cit, p 18. 

4161bid. 
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Table 35 has demonstrated how it could be possible for the VSP to grow within a state 

administered structure such as the Namibian Ministry of Education, as long as the 

basic philosophies remain the same. The interrelations between Contextual Pedagogy 

and School-Based Studies also prove that the VSP never existed beyond the national 

education curriculum, but on the contrary vehemently subscribed to it. 

Within the cooperational network VSP/OCE/MEC the recognition of Ju/'hoan as a 

Namibian language and a school subject could be secured417
; as much as Ju/'hoan 

is now part of the national structure, the people themselves might be prepared to 

relate to a national identity. In continuation, such a development might also contribute 

to the establishment of a strong Bushman networking organization based on 

confidence and independence from development agents. 

The following concluding section will document the finalization of the VSP and its 

handing over to the Namibian Ministry of Education. However, the question remains 

how its philosophy can be secured within a context of general confusion, as displayed 

by the newly established Steering Committee. 

417 
CfREPUBLIC of Namibia: The Language Policy for Schools. 1992-1996 and beyond. Windhoek 1993, 

and: REPUBLIC of Namibia: Curriculum Panels and Committees. Windhoek 1994, Appendix A. 
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4.3 TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE NAMIBIAN 

GOVERNMENT 

4.3.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

During a "preliminary survey of the situation of Bushman-speaking learners"418 made 

in the last quarter of 1994, the transfer of responsibilities was already recommended 

by NIED: 

Our overall recommendation here is that the education project [the VSP, J.F.P.] should be taken 
over by MEC; that with a few modifications the project should continue as planned for a transitional 
period; that donors be requested to continue agreed funding for this period; and that NIED should 
aim to build on and develop what has been achieved so far.419 

Further recommendations stress the need for continuity in order to guarantee a 

smooth transition from the VSP to the Ministry of Education. The basic prerequisite of 

the VSP's methodology, community participation and involvement, is clearly reaffirmed, 

although in a much more formalized way, e.g. by means of school boards.420 

During the annual RADA Meeting, the community was informed about the plans and 

agreed to the proposed proceedings in principle.421 That made it possible for the 

MEG to formally set up a Steering Committee for the Transfer of the Nyae Nyae 

Village Schools Project in March 1995.422 

418
SWARTS, Patti; AVENSTRUP, Roger: Report on Preliminary Survey of Education for Bushman

Speaking Learners. Windhoek 1995. 

419 /bid, p 17. 

420 /bid, pp 17-20. 

421 NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: RADA Report. Baraka: 26th to 28th September 1994. 

422REPUBLIC of Namibia: Minutes of the Meetings of the Steering Committee for the Transfer of the 
Nyae Nyae Education Project. Windhoek: (i) 14 March 1995, (ii) 24 April 1995, (iii) 31 May 1995, (iv) 11 July 
1995, (v) 12 October 1995. 
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4.3.2 ACTIVITIES AND DYNAMICS OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE 

The Steering Committee underwent some drastic changes in approach after its 

inception. It also became evident that some of the original approaches were not valid 

any more, or did only exist in theory. It could also be observed that notions from the 

colonial era came alive again, in concert with its previous personnel, resulting in a 

generally paralyzing atmosphere of disunity. 

The following table 36 will illustrate the dynamics of the Steering Committee in more 

detail, and thus provides the foundation for a deeper analysis in 4.3.3. 
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""" Table 36: Development of Steering Committee activities with regard to the transfer of the VSP to the MEC 

Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

(i) 14 March 1995 423) not changed Conflicting approaches, No; SWARTS (MEC/NIED) This development of 

- ensure that all mainly on the accreditation "believes the implied/stated changing approaches 

responsibilities for the issue. LOFSTROM-BERG words that the MEC was not seems directly related to 

Education Project are (SIDA) insists on "widening/ serious about this was the split in the MEC, when 

transferred to MEG/NIED opening ( ... )government grossly unfair" (v;5). She in March 1995 two 

by agreement with the structures to accomodate refers to a report on different Ministries were created out 

Board of the Nyae Nyae marginalised groups", (v;4) alternative types of of one: The Ministry for 

Foundation, the Farmer's supported by the VISCO who accreditation to be produced Tertiary Education and 
Cooperative and the MEG, reiterates that "regulations towards the end of October Vocational Training 
considering the approval of need to be changed/adapted (v;5) which, however, had (MTEVT) under the 
donors when necessary if the MEC is serious about never been released. previous MEG-Minister 

(i;2) marginalised people" (v;5). Nahas ANGULA and the 
Ministry for Basic Education 
and Culture (MBEC) under 
the new Minister John 
MUTORWA. This split was 
directly related to a shift in 
SWAPO educational 
philosophy .424 

- ensure that the Education not changed SIDA as the main donor No; ESSLINGER (MEC) It appears that the MEC 
Project continues delays funding and wants to refers the responsibilities does not know how to 
meanwhile at the level see "separate modified back to the NNDFN: teacher handle a project that falls 
achieved, and where conditions by the MEC" (v;5) training and accreditation, without standardized 
possible, envisaged by with regard to structural with SIDA funding, is still part proceedings of 
existing agreements and changes referring to the of the NNDFN's categorization that "would 
project documentation (i;3) accreditation of VSP courses. responsibility. (iv;?). Later, a have to correlate ( ... ] with 

non-functional sub-committee the MEC teachers." (VAN 
is created (v;20) SITTERT, MEC, iv;?) 

423
Cf REPUBLIC of Namibia: Minutes ... , foe cit. Page number given in brackets, preceded by the number of the meeting (i-v) the minutes are referring to. 

424VISSER, Christine: Critical Nahas feels he was 'dumped'. Minister's mixed feelings. In: TEMPO (Windhoek), 26 March 1995, p 3. Cf also with ANGULA's 
previous statements of February 1994 in an interview published in the Windhoek newspaper New Era: MUNAMAVA, Rajah: Angula Separates Myth From Reality 
in Namibia's Education. In: New Era (Windhoek), 3-9 February 1994, pp 22-23. 
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Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

- take steps to ensure the not changed The parties on the Steering The Steering Committee is It appears that nobody 
smooth running and Committee do not know who changed into a Management wants to take on 
physical security of the has the overall responsibility; Committee (v;22). However, responsibility which implies 
Education Project in the decisions are delayed or not this move is taken back potential conflict with other 
field, including facilities, taken at all. simultaneously by the parties involved. 
materials, personnel and statement that "this is more a 
food supply (i;3) name change than anything 

else." (v;22) 

- ensure that school not changed The notion of a School Board Formally, yes: the RADA The foundation of a 
registration takes place and is built on democratic meeting agreed to establish formalized School Board 
that a School Board is representation and a Western one School Committee for all augments Forced 
established (i;3) understanding of leadership the schools. (iii,5). Empowerment according to 

which does not exist in a the FEAR-Syndrome, thus 
Ju/'hoan context425

. It also Informally, no: the body of the reinforcing arbitrariness 
excludes the larger RADA is artificial, fosters amongst a small group of 
community and its resources elitism, and its meetings do privileged Ju/'hoansi. This 
as a whole, who were always not represent the people of is diametrically opposed to 
the centre focus of VSP Nyae Nyae.426 the VSP's philosophy and 
activity. the pre-MUTORWA MEC. 

- promote initiatives to The TRC "does not The SC cannot agree on a No; the idea TRC is Again, the SC is paralyzed 
secure funding for, and necessarily need to be location; the prospective postponed "as a 5 year plan" by its inability to take on 
planning of the Teachers' Tjum!kui" (iv;14) donor is waiting for a (iv;14). Later, a non-functional responsibility. The "solution" 
Resource Centre (TRC) at proposal from the newly sub-committee is created of creating sub-committees 
Tsumkwe (i;3) formed Management (v;21) can be described as 

Committee. bureaucratic escapism. 

425
As GOODMAN puts it, the Ju/'hoansi are "Leaderless on purpose[ ... ], "where people choose not to be or have leaders - typically defined as those without 

shame and harmful to group life". CfGOODMAN, David: Africa's Oldest Survivors. In: World Monitor (38), April 1993. 

426Even the leader of the Nyae Nyae Farmers' Co-operative, Kxao Moses =Oma, stated: "We never wanted to represent our communities. That was a white 
people's idea in the first place." Quoted in BIESELE, Megan: Representation and Communication. Windhoek 1995, p 1. 
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Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

- draft new or amended not changed The responsibility should rest No; the sub-committee is v.s. 
project proposals for donor with the Management non-functional. As a result, 
funding for the continuation Committee, which makes the donor organization tends 
of the project (i;3) itself subject of a "sub- to distance itself from both 

committee as part of the joint the SC/MC and the project. 
venture idea". (v;22) 

- establish office facilities for This resolution was on 12 It is not clear whose No; the sub-committee is The original proposal 
project coordinator in MEG October 1995 changed into: responsibility the non-functional. seems to aim at job 
(NIED and Windhoek Develop a comprehensive development of such a creation after seizure of the 
Regional Office, as proposal based on the idea of proposal is. It is finally project by NIED: A highly 
appropriate) (i;3) a joint venture incorporating referred to a sub-committee. ambitious Project Idea 427 

all the necessary issues to be (v;16) by AVENSTRUP, himself 
addressed (v;16). member of the SC/MC, tries 

to develop the VSP into a 
new project tor 
"marginalised groups in 
education" with a five-year 
budget of N$16 million428

• 

- organise the transfer of all directly related to the referred to a sub-committee. No; the sub-committee is Such a transfer seems to 
f!1es, facilities, equipment previous resolution and (v;16) non-functional. benefit only the MEC, but 
and materials in the changed accordingly on 12 not the other parties on the 
education project to MEG October 1995: Develop a SC/MC. It is interesting to 
(NIED and Windhoek comprehensive proposal note that material issues 
Region, as appropriate) based on the idea of a joint seem to have a high 
(i;3) venture incorporating all the Stellenwert here. 

necessary issues to be 
addressed (v;16). 

427 AVENSTRUP, Roger: Project Idea: Marginalised Groups in Education. Windhoek 1995. 

428 Ibid, p 26. 
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Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

- conclude in writing all not changed no progress made No; the creation of numerous It does not appear possible 
necessary agreements to sub-committees and ad-hoc to ever attain the said 
be made between the sub-committees does not "approval of all instances 
Board of the Nyae Nyae make the decision process concerned". Again, conflict 
Foundation, donors, the easier. avoidance takes high 
Education Project, the priority within a framework 
Farmer's Cooperative, and of non-acceptance of 
MEG, for the transfers of responsibility. 
responsibilities, personnel, 
facilities, equipment, 
materials, etc., with the 
approval of all instances 
concerned (i;3) 

- to take upon themselves not changed no progress made No The expression "as 
such other tasks as approved by the Minister" 
approved by the Minister describes the SC/MC's 
and the Board of the Nyae dependency very clearly: it 
Nyae Foundation to ensure must conform with 
the efficient transfer of the Government policy, i.e. the 
Education Project (i;3) policy of the post-ANGULA 

MBEC. The extension "and 
the Board of the Nyae Nyae 
Foundation" is cosmetic, as 
the new management of the 
NNDFN/NNFC reassures 
the Government of its co-
operation.429 

429 Cf NYAE NYAE Farmers' Co-operative: Report: October 1993 - September 1994. The report is dominated by illustrating internal conflict and the final vistory 
of the NNFC. Contested issues such as Land Rights are discussed in seven lines within a 13-page report (cfp 10), generally aiming at not upsetting the Government. 
Cf also MATE, Shebby: Field Progress Report for the Period of January to December 1994. This report omits Government-related topics altogether, while trying 
to undo the NGO's history by "not dwell(ing) in the historical background of the Nyae Nyae Development Foundation." (Ibid, p 1.) 
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Table 36: Development of Steering Committee activities with regard to the transfer of the VSP to the MEC 

Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

- the transfer should be This resolution was on 24 The SC/MC does not reach No It appears that prolonging 
completed by end 1995 April 1995 changed into: It decisions. the process meets the least 
(i;3) was agreed to reconsider the resistance; no party seems 

time frame for the transfer to want to be responsible at 
(ii;1). this stage. 

- meetings to be held initially Formally: no no progress made No; on the contrary, in It appears that the SC/MC 
on a monthly schedule (i;3) December Meetings were will dissolve soon, which 

Practically: yes; in the second called and cancelled on. short would facilitate an 
half of 1995 only two notice. immediate handover to the 
meetings were held. MBEC by means of its 

administrative infrastructure. 

(ii) 24 April 1995 - It was agreed to reconsider not changed The SC/MC does not reach No Suddenly, the NNFC 
the time frame for the decisions. realizes its power in the 
transfer (ii; 1) debate and claims that "it 

[the handover] was a very 
fast thing and that the 
cooperative had been left 
behind with the takeover 
process." (ii;3). This 
statement is taken at face 
value, has never been 
disputed and has since 
been ruling the timeframe 
debate. 

- from NIED's side they ambivalent, and directly Conflicting approaches and No, although promised for the While referring to the issue 
could assure teachers that related to the accreditation no clear guidelines from the end of October (v;5). of school registration, 
they would be employed issue. MEC/NIED. "AVENSTRUP [MEC, 
even after the Ministry has J.F.P.] expressed concern 
taken over (ii;3) about the precedent that 

could be created for other 
schools." (iii;6) The same 
reason probably delays the 
issue of accreditation in a 
post-ANGULA era. 
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Table 36: Development of Steering Committee activities with regard to the transfer of the VSP to the MEC 

Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

- (VSP) Courses will be This resolution was on 31 v.s. v.s. 
accredited as teacher May 1995 changed into: 
qualifications (ii;3) Courses will be accredited 

towards [my underline, J.F.P.] 
teacher qualifications 

- one should be careful not not changed Who wants second-class 
to offer second-class education? 
education (ii;4) 

- learners at some stage not changed The VSP could not agree 
(must) be able to qualify for more; however, the 
the mainstream education question of access to 
system i.e. go to secondary education has to be 
school and university (ii;4) addressed properly 

- specific needs and Formally: no The relevance of the new Formally: yes; the Student This conflict also makes 
environment (must) be Namibian syllabus to the Teachers were invited to conflicting approaches 
considered, e.g. language Practically: yes; at a Ju/'hoan people (or other translate the syllabus from between pre-MUTORWA 
matters, living environment, Workshop for Translation of marginalized groups) appears Ju/'hoan into English philosophy and current 
social environment (ii;4) the new Namibian Grade One to be highly doubtful. 431 educational practice in the 

Syllabus at NIED from 3-8 Practically: no; the Student newly split Ministry evident. 
July 1995 a strong tendency Teachers did not understand 
to centralize the education the syllabus at all. 432 

system became evident. 430 

430"The week at NIED did underscore differences to be kept in mind between the needs of the VSP/Nyae Nyae community and those of the developing national 
education programme. Because it must deal with a variety of ethnic and regional groups, national education cannot always cater to local needs as closely as can 
a community-based programme such as VSP has been. There is also a strain of conservatism evident at NIED, and presumably in areas of MEC in general, which 
may not be appropriate to the wholistic [sic] vision of community-based education which has so strongly characterized the VSP." Ct BIESELE, Megan: 
Representation ... , foe cit, p 48. 

431 Ct Ibid, p 47. 

432
"[ ... ] the Syllabus itself is written in extremely complex and even ponderous English.[ ... ] Although the speakers of the various languages were urged to modify 

it to suit their own speech-communities, its massive cultural difference from the situation in Nyae Nyae made modifying it and translating it a daunting task indeed." 
Ct Ibid. 
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Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

- one should not Jose sight ambivalent, as this resolution Conflicting approaches and No Who is it exactly who 
of the fact that the does not correspond with the no clear guidelines from the determines what has to be 
government runs its previous one MEC/NIED. done and how? This 
operations according to statement sounds like a 
regulations and although statement from the South 
we could adapt certain African colonial era. 
things, things may have to 
be done in a certain way. 
(ii;4) 

(iii) 31 May 1995 - there will be one School This is a refinement of the There is no substantial Formally, yes: the RADA Pseudo-democratic 
Committee for all the resolution of 14 March 1995, difference between a School meeting agreed to establish structures are carried from 
schools and not a School calling for a School Board to Board and a School one School Committee for all institution to institution 
Committee for each school be established Committee; it is still built on the schools. (iii;5) without refl% '( " 1111" "\their 
(iii;5) democratic representation negative side-effects. This 

and a Western understanding Informally, no: the School should be a learning 
of leadership which does not Committee is elected by process in itself, and not 
exist in a Ju/'hoan context. RADA members who the foundation for a larger 

themselves are no educational structure. 
representatives of the people; 
neither are the members of 
the School Committee. 

- A steering sub-committee not implemented This sub-committee 
consisting of 3 persons consists of two delegates 
would prepare a new from NIED/MEC and one 
proposal incorporating the outside anthropologist 
following: (BIESELE). No member of 
1. Budget for activities the VSP or the community 
2. Lines of reporting is present on this 
3. Tasks/Responsibilities committee. 
(iii;5) 
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Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

(iv) 11 July 1995 - the Village Schools need to This resolution is a mere Uncertainty about the status No; the sub-committee is The VISCO already applied 
be made official either as a paraphrase of a previous of the school, i.e. government non-tu nctional. for registration of the 
private or government resolution from 14 March owned or private school. Village Schools as 
school (iv;6) 1995 (i;3) Finally referred to a sub- Government-aided schools 

committee (v;19). on 01 November 1993; this 
application, however, was 
never attended to, and was 
only acknowledged in the 
meeting of 24 April 1995 
(ii;2). 

- the Steering Committee is - this resolution was The Management Committee No; the sub-committee is "This is more a name 
not the management changed during a secret does not take on non-functional. change than anything else." 
committee for the project meeting between the responsibility, but makes itself (v;22) 
but was set up for the NNDFN Board and the subject of a "sub-committee 
transfer of the VSP and Ministry of Basic Education as part of the joint venture 
inter alia to ensure that the and Culture (MBEC): idea''. (v;22) 
VSP continues and that 
there is a smooth running - At the meeting between 
of this project. (iv;B) representatives of the 

Board of the Nyae Nyae 
Foundation and the 
Ministry of Basic Education 
and Culture on the 13th of 
September, it was agreed 
that the Steering 
Committee be constituted 
as a Management 
Committee for the transfer 
of the project. [. .. ]the 
Management Committee is 
responsible for general 
project management until it 
is housed in Ministry. 433 

433
REPUBLIC of Namibia: Letter to the Steering Committee for the Transfer of the Nyae Nyae Village Schools Project, NIED: 02 October 1995. 
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Table 36: Development of Steering Committee activities with regard to the transfer of the VSP to the MEC 

Date of Meeting Resolutions Resolutions Problems Problems Comment 

taken changed encountered resolved 

(v) 1 2 October 1995 - develop a comprehensive This resolution goes back to It is not clear whose No; the sub-committee is The SC/MC Meetings do 
proposal based on the idea the meeting of 14 March responsibility the non-functional. not generate any new 
of a joint venture 1995 (i;3). development of such a developments. 
incorporating all the proposal is. It is finally 
necessary issues to be referred to a sub-committee. 
addressed (v;16) 

- refer to ad hoc sub- not changed no progress made No The imminent dissolution of 
committee: the Steering Committee 

- Building of school at (Management Committee) 
N=aqmljoha (17) will result in a de-facto 

- Registration of schools (19) handover to the MBEC by 
- Accreditation of teachers means of its administrative 

(20) infrastructure. 
- Teacher Resource Centre 

(21) 
- Supply of furniture and 

material (21) 
- Maintenance of school 

buildings (21) 
- Management Committee 

(as part of the joint venture 
idea) (v;22) 

Pro~osed meetings: - no resolutions, meetings The Steering Committee 
01 December 1995 were cancelled at short (Management Committee) 
12 December 1995 notice is non-functional. Since its 

inception (14 March 1995), 
no progress has been 
made with regard to any of 
the original or adapted 
resolutions. 
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4.3.3 A CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND PROGNOSIS 

At the end of 1995, the Steering Committee became non-functional. With regard to the 

previous Action Plan for finalization of the Village Schools Project (Table 17), the take

over could not be finalized by the end of 1995. 

Table 32 showed the following core problems for this development: 

- conflicting approaches and philosophies; 

- no adoption of a mutual strategy, especially with regard to accreditation 

procedures; 

- high degree of bureaucracy which cannot accommodate non-standardized 

processes and strategies; 

- unwillingness to accept conflict, and its subesequent suppression by means of 

the creation of numerous (non-functional) sub-committees; 

- non-recognition of the specific context of marginalized groups, and its placing 

within an inadequate Western context (School Boards!) and an irrelevant 

Western-oriented national syllabus; 

- funding delays by the main donor. 

What could be achieved, however, is an intensified contact between the VSP and the 

Ministry officials who will eventually have to integrate it into the main Government 

system. The discussions might not have been fruitless, as they showed the MEC the 

discrepancies and conflicts within their own framework of opposing position 

statements. MEC/NIED will have to remain involved, even if this now happens outside 

the structures of a Steering Committee. 

At this stage, the VSP was still too much for the MEC to absorb. The main 

responsibility will have to return to the NNDFN, probably with a much larger influence 

by the Ju/'hoan community outside the enforced representative body of the NNFC. 
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BIESELE sees the end of a phase, which goes hand in hand with the finalization of 

the author's involvement with the VSP: 

They [the Education Team, i.e. VISCO and STs, J.F.P.] have meticulously attended to the planning, 
implementation, and reporting of a complex and far-sighted programme, one which has achieved 
international acclaim as a pilot project in education with an indigenous, non-literate minority. If it seems 
now that the phase of the project they made possible is coming to an end in favor of a new phase, one 
more under the direct, felt control of the Ju/'hoan community, perhaps that is the nature of real 
development. Yet the question must be asked whether the Ju/'hoan leaders [I do not agree with the 
notion of "leaders'', J.F.P.] have had the time to gain the experience necessary to counteract possibly 
over-conservative attitudes, for instance in case the Ministry wishes to have translated, into Ju/'hoan, 
textbooks which are not culturally appropriate. Links to experienced educators thus still seem important 
for the VSP. Thus I ask for attention to the Ju/'hoan people's own dictum that the strengths of all should 
be respected, and used together--perhaps sequentially--for the most lasting progress.434 

The quote supports the notion that a first phase of a long-ranged project has ended. 

This is also demonstrated by the fact that the author will hand over his reserach and 

experience to a successor who will commence her work in early 1996. 

The Take-Over Phase (Table 17) will have to be extended, and much more 

communication, exchange and learning will have to take place between all parties 

involved. Based on the original Action Plan, the following comments and prognoses 

can be given: 

434
BIESELE, Megan: Representation ... , foe cit, p 11. 
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Original Action Plan (cf Table 17) 

YEAR Teacher Training Phase Remarks 

1994 2nd year: INITIAL The development of the 
- In-Service Training ACCREDITATION methodology to be 
- End-of-Year PHASE applied will be a dynamic 

Evaluation process, rooted in the 
(two years) context of community, 

learners, Student 
Teachers, Village Schools 
Co-ordinator and Teacher 
Trainer. 

1995 3rd year: The primary objectives 
- In-Service Training will be 
- End-of-Year 

Evaluation - finalization of take-over 
by MEC by the end of 
1995; 

- establishing strong links 
with other educational 
institutions; 

- developing a mutual 
plan of action together 
with NIED/TERP; 

- finalization of 
accreditation 
procedures for the 
Student Teachers. 

Revised Action Plan 

Comments Prognosis 

executed according to plan 

- strong links were created 
especially with Ongewediva 
College Of Education (ct 4.2.2) 

- the take-over could only be 
initiated, but not finalized see 1996 

- a mutual plan of action could 
not be developed see 1996 

- accreditation procedures could 
not be finalized see 1996 
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Table 37: Revised Action Plan for finalization of the Village Schools Project 

Original Action Plan (cf Table 17) 

YEAR Teacher Training Phase Remarks 

1996 4th year: TAKE-OVER Transfer of 
- In-Service Training PHASE responsibilities from the 

NNDFN to the MEC 
(three months) 

Transfer of 
responsibilities from the 
VISCO to an MEC 
advisory teacher based in 
Tjum!kui 

VISCO will continue his 
work to create an 
overlapping period until 
31 March 1996 

Complete withdrawal of 
NNDFN and VISCO per 
31 March 1996 

- Final Examination FINAL Final accreditation to be 
- Accreditation ACCREDITATION facilitated by MEC 

PHASE 
Student Teachers to be 

(nine months) employed by M EC 

By the end of 1996, an 
accredited Ju/'hoan 
former student teacher 
could be appointed as a 
counterpart to the 
Advisory Teacher 

Revised Action Plan 

Comments Prognosis 

During 1995, a second phase of If the direct control of the 
the VSP emerged, during which Ju/'hoan community will be 
the Ju/'hoan community will have beneficial for the Project, will 
more direct control. This phase depend on a successful 
will build on the foundations laid learning process around the 
during 1993-1995. 1996 sees the FEAR and HELP debate. If the 
start of this second phase, when problem is not solved, FEAR 
the author will hand over his will infest the Project, thus 
research to a successor. making it non-functional. 

The Take-Over Phase will have Judging from the first Steering 
to be redesigned to cover a Committee attempt, the author 
longer period of time. considers a further three years 

to be a reasonable time period. 

The withdrawal of the VISCO will It appears doubtful if the 
take place, the NNDFN will NNDFN can overcome its 
regain main responsibility. internal FEAR fixation. 

The Final Accreditation Phase A longer time period might give 
will have to be postponed due to the opportunity to gather 
conflicting approaches and strength out of diversion, if 
philosophies, which results in a participants are equally 
lack of clear guidelines. involved in the process. 

In order to achieve accreditation, Taking into account the 
sub-committees already in place experiences from the Syllabi 
will have to be reintegrated into Translation Workshop, it 
one committee. Ju/'hoan Student appears to be doubtful that 
Teachers must be present there contextual appropriateness is 
to secure contextual still on the MEC's agenda. 
appropriateness. 
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4.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND POSSIBILITIES FOR FURTHER 

RESEARCH 

It has always been stated that the VSP is a dynamic project that has to be adapted 

to changing circumstances. The experiences made with the first Steering Committee 

certainly showed that its internal dynamics necessitated a revision of the notion of 

"finalization" as such; apart from completed phases, the Project will probably never be 

final, but will continue to change, adapt, and may be even over-adapt to given or 

prescribed guidelines. 

However, the field research undertaken over the last three years has generated not 

only a powerful didactical tool with regard to pedagogical emancipation, but has also 

achieved to anchor its approach of Contextual Pedagogy within structures and 

mindsets beyond its original target group. A formerly alien concept has become part 

and parcel of a minority group who learned to identify with its internal structures, and 

to adapt them to their individual and contextual needs. This can certainly be regarded 

as the completion of an important phase, on which further development can be built 

on continuously. 

The present study shows that there are many aspects that need further research; 

apart from the continuing consolidation and transfer phase of the VSP and its 

extension into other areas of marginalized education, the development of a networking 

structure and the emergence of its directly related pan-Bushman consciousness 

certainly deserves a closer investigation. Inasmuch BIESELE proposes that "there is 

a sense in which all future anthropology will be development anthropology"435
, it 

could be argued that all future pedagogy within a didactic framework will have to be 

development pedagogy, thus relating its theory directly to the processes of the target 

group's self-transformation initiated in such a way. 

435
BIESELE, Megan: Eating Crow in the Kalahari. Houston, Texas 1995, p 1. 
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The following quote by APPLE shall conclude this chapter, as it describes very aptly 

how critical scholarship, and any research directly or indirectly related to it, will have 

to be rooted in praxis and the real world related to it; only then a relevance for the 

target group can be secured, and fruitful discourse can be derived from it. 

Critical scholarship in education is not merely a commodity, to be "bought" and "sold" in the academic 
marketplace. It is - if I may borrow from Wittgenstein - a language game that is a form of life. It involves 
action in the real world, on real relations of power. It is not just contemplative, but should lead to, and 
stem from, political action in real institutions such as universities, schools, cultural and social 
movements, and so on. [ ... ] Unless it takes its democratic politics seriously, such work can tend to 
reproduce on an ideological level the separation of conception from execution that lies at the heart of 
the division of labor in our economy. [ ... ] This is why it is so very important that those who engage in 
critical scholarship in education should have constant and close ties to the real world of teachers, 
students, and parents, and why they need to be closely connected to feminist groups, people of color, 
unions, and to those teachers and curriculum workers who are now struggling so hard in very difficult 
circumstances to defend from rightist attacks the gains that have been made in democratizing education 
and to make certain that our schools and the curriculum and teaching practices within them are 
responsive in race, gender and class terms.436 

436
APPLE, M. W.: Teachers ... , foe cit, pp 203-204. 
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NOTES ON THE RESEARCHER: A QUALITATIVE REFLEXION AND 

SELF-ANALYSIS 

Due to the fact that the researcher is also a social actor in his field of research437
, 

the thesis will conclude with a few notes on the role of myself as a researcher, my 

process of pedagogic qualification which led to a specific pedagogic pre

understanding, and also a qualitative reflexion on my particular research in Nyae Nyae 

from 1993-1995. 

Before I entered the pedagogical field about fifteen years ago, then as a qualified 

social worker, I was very much guided by the highly idealistic objectives of "doing 

something for the people", to do something helpful, immediate and meaningful. My 

main concern was to prevent young people from taking the wrong turn, and to transfer 

my own "life experiences" onto the lives of others in order to make it easier for them 

to cope with the pressures of society and life. To make use of a nicely cliched catch

word, I was seriously suffering from a typical helper's syndrome. 

My then existing pedagogical pre-understanding of being the "helping redeemer" 

changed drastically after the first confrontation with pedagogical praxis in a Youth 

Communication Centre, when I realized that applied pedagogy cannot be built on 

idealism alone, and that idealism cannot substitute the understanding of pedagogical 

theories. It became clear to me that pedagogic action is hard work, and that any 

transformation of the status quo requires small and painstaking steps, if pedagogic 

action is not to be reduced to processes of blindly arbitrary actionism. That is the 

reason why, during my first studies, I was very interested in theoretic foundations 

related to pedagogy, and how they might relate to any anticipated praxis; I was often 

extremely irritated about my fellow students who dismissed theory as pointless junk 

that had no practical relevance whatsoever. This, however, did not prevent them from 

running everything down uncritically which they encountered during the course of their 

437 
Cf POPKEWITZ, T. S.: Paradigm ... , lac cit, pp 183 et sequ.: "The researcher as a social actor". 
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studies, and mostly in a very unreflected way. During the process of this discourse, 

pedagogy emerged for me as existential value, when I fathomed that theoretical 

notions such as having high regard for others, or democratic equality in education, can 

only then become credible and effective in pedagogic interaction when its immanent 

philosophical content becomes part of my own self. In other words, pedagogical theory 

and praxis will have to form a unit with the personality of the pedagogue. 

Still today, my subjective understanding of pedagogy is closely related to my own 

Conditional Field, and is permanently subjected to pedagogical praxis in a hermeneutic 

way. Looking back on my various fields of pedagogical praxis, I dare to say that I 

stuck to my principles which were largely influenced by Humanistic Psychology and 

Critical Theory, even then, when the pedagogical field did not necessarily 

accommodate the execution of such principles. After leaving Germany for South Africa 

in 1984, more for personal than political reasons, I found myself in an extremely 

repressive system, although the actual pedagogical field of a German School 

(Hermannsburg, Natal) was relatively progressive measured by South African 

standards of the apartheid era under P W Botha. Due to the fact that the German 

School Hermannsburg was a Lutheran school, religious education played a dominant 

role in the school curriculum; and although I was initially employed on a three-year 

contract as a social worker for the boys' hostels, my additional qualification as teacher 

for religious education eventually gave me the responsibility for all religious education 

in Hermannsburg from Standard Five up to Matric. 

It was during this period that I decided to further my studies through the German 

distance university FemUniversitat in Hagen, where I studied for a MA in Education, 

Psychology and Sociology. Again, I thrived on the combination of praxis and theory, 

especially in a pedagogic context that could be described as full of conflict and 

contradiction. In 1985, there were still no blacks allowed in the church of the 

Hermannsburg German Congregation; the World Council of Churches expelled the 

South African German Lutheran Churches; and the KAIROS Document emerged out 

of a context of oppression, vehemently condemned by the Hermannsburg establishment. 
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As I was fascinated by the power of the KAIROS Document - and very surprised that 

it never has been officially banned-, I decided to openly discuss it in Standards Eight 

to Ten in Religious Education. Although that was too much for many to absorb, as at 

that stage it was branded as terrorist, communist, antichristian or everything at once, 

I am convinced that many of our discussions challenged existing mindsets drastically. 

I must admit that I received a lot of support, or say tolerance, from the leadership of 

the school; at one stage, the headmaster even accompanied me and a Standard Six 

group on the organ, when during a standard morning assembly in the school's chapel 

we sang We Shall Overcome as the conclusion of a role play - never mind, that during 

the verse Black and White together a number of teachers walked out (the pupils had 

no option, as they were not allowed to leave the chapel). 

I quoted these experiences, as they were instrumental in the initial emergence of 

Contextual Pedagogy; my involvement with Contextual Theology and its Institute for 

Contextual Theology (ICT) in those days opened up a new way of understanding 

education, thus transferring theological experience onto pedagogical praxis. Although 

the adventure of the half-forbidden, experienced at Annual General Meetings of the 

ICT held in Soweto under police surveillance, might have fuelled this interest 

somewhat for a European who had missed the active participation in the 68 revolts, 

the communication with politically excluded people was extremely valuable for my own 

pedagogic qualification. 

Needless to say, that the pedagogical reality of Hermannsburg School got more and 

more frustrating though, as my position in the internal hierarchy was too low as to 

facilitate any drastic changes. While contemplating my return to Germany with an 

unused framework of a theory of Contextual Pedagogy in my head, I successfully 

applied for the vacancy of Principal of the German School in Durban and assumed 

duty in late 1987; by the way, still under the leadership of P W Botha. At that stage, 

the German School Durban had a reputation for being a "Nazi school" (their coat of 

arms showing the old imperial colours of black, white and red, of course, closely 

related to the colours in Hitler's swastika flag), although that only referred to the 
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School Board and not to the actual teaching: nevertheless, I was aware of the looming 

conflicts to break out in the years to come under my principalship. 

During the four years of my "reign", I managed to implement some of the changes I 

wished I could have executed in Hermannsburg, such of the reconstructing of the 

School's domination by the German Lutheran and, in this case, also the German 

Catholic Church (with the specifically Durban conflict of the "real" Lutherans and the 

so-called Freikirche, a powerful and even more conservative Lutheran sect that strictly 

prohibits blacks from entering their church) by transferring more responsibility onto the 

class teacher instead of the parish priest who came. to school once a week 

(demanding extra payment for this service). Being responsible for the teaching of 

German and Social Studies (a subject which was started by me), open discourse 

became a central approach to teaching438
, and I had the feeling that the concept of 

democracy was slowly internalized into the minds of the privileged German pupils. One 

of the most revolutionary aspects, however, was my admission of black students after 

the inauguration of FW de Klerk as president and the subsequent changes in the 

policy of the Natal Education Department. 

During this Durban period in my role of Principal, the School Board was instrumental 

in making or breaking policy, with all powers vested in them. The Board was mainly 

supported by an ominous and rather mysterious private donor organization in 

Germany, the Geseflschaft tur kulturel/e Auslandsarbeit (GkA), which was obviously 

right-wing oriented and which collected money in Germany for the poor Germans who 

had to conserve German culture in the darkest of Africa. It became more and more 

clear to me that this donor organization, the GkA, was not at all happy with the 

growing democratic process at the German School Durban, especially with regard to 

the admission of black pupils; finally, the GkA threatened to withdraw funding if the 

"communist" Principal would not be replaced. The legitimacy of the GkA and their way 

of handling trust funds has often be challenged, but remains unclear to date. 

438
An example of which can be found in Section 1.2.4 where it is documented and analyzed in detail -

one of the earliest applications of Contextual Pedagogy in praxis. 
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After four years of struggling against these conservative Nazi forces, I was offered a 

financial compensation if in return I would resign from my five-year contract with 

immediate effect. I must admit that at that stage I was completely fed up with fighting 

a losing battle, and also thought that I would waste my energies by staying on longer, 

so I accepted the bribe. The deal only came about because the Board was concerned 

that many parents would support me in case of a dismissal, thus challenging the 

administrative structures of Board and donor organization even further. Looking back, 

I regret my decision, as I already did a couple of weeks later. As a critical pedagogue, 

I should have entered into open discourse and made the practices of the school's 

management more public; the fact that I did not, shows again the potential weakness 

of theory when it becomes contested within a personal and existentially immediate 

context. 

Regarding the process of my pedagogic development, the experiences with the 

traditional school system - first in Hermannsburg, then in Durban - led to the conviction 

that the implementation of changes would only be possible in a completely different 

context. With regard to Contextual Pedagogy, I decided to do some further research; 

I was especially interested in the pedagogic situation of neighbouring Namibia, which 

just became independent. Coincidentally, a member of the School Board of the 

Afrikaans High School in Otjiwarongo/Namibia discovered an advertisement for the 

post of Principal of the German School Durban in a Namibian newspaper, and phoned 

the school to find out about the previous Principal: maybes/he would be available to 

provide German First Language classes at the local high school, as the previous 

teacher fell pregnant and left the school half a year before the Matric examinations, 

leaving the pupils without support. This episode illustrates very nicely how different 

contexts and Conditional Fields can interpret the same event in a very different way, 

and each context trying to put their specific advantage first. 

I very much felt taken advantage of myself; I looked back on my work in Durban and 

realized that, as a pedagogue, I have to fulfil a certain task to the best of my abilities, 

but I cannot expect thanks or gratitude for what I have been doing. Maybe this was 
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what I secretly hoped for all along, to receive praise and acknowledgement, but such 

a wish certainly stemmed from my early days and its related idealism. Now, however, 

I saw myself more in the role of a professional who can offer a service for which he 

expects to be paid accordingly . 
• 

My involvement with the Otjiwarongo High School lasted one and a half years, during 

which period I realized that the pedagogic system, compared to my previous 

experiences in South Africa, has not changed for the better in Namibia either. Although 

there were governmental regulations in force with regard to corporal punishment, for 

example, they were bluntly ignored, and the "law" in the school context was clearly 

determined by the Principal. 

During the time in Otjiwarongo I established my first contact with the Nyae Nyae 

Development Foundation, who were looking for a person to run a community-based 

school programme, what was later to become known as the Village Schools Project. 

I was impressed with the philosophical background of the position statements made 

by, for example, Melissa HECKLER439 and Megan BIESELE440
; and I believed that 

my concept of Contextual Pedagogy could be developed further in such an innovative 

context, and even applied in its entirety. The existence of this thesis is the proof that 

this could be achieved over the past three years, and many important theoretical 

concepts emerged out of the field research (of which I consider FEAR and HELP with 

its related notions the most central). 

The thesis has dealt with all the pedagogical, philosophical and developmental aspects 

of the research in Nyae Nyae in great depth; I want to conclude with a more personal 

description of the research atmosphere, as it somewhat influenced various stages of 

the research, and also contributed to a further development of my subjective 

439
Cf HECKLER, M.: Hidden in the Villages. Preliminary Findings of //Xa/hoba In-Village School, June

July 1991. Unpublished manuscript. Also: HECKLER, M.: Hidden in the Villages. The //Xa/hoba School 
Project June-July 1992. Windhoek 1992. 

44°Ct BIESELE, M.: Shaken Roots: The Bushmen of Namibia. Johannesburg 1992. 
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understanding of pedagogy. As my Lebensgefahrtin441 lived with me in the field for 

a considerable amount of time during the research period, but was never formally 

involved with the project as such, I consider her views as being extremely relevant 

with regard to a deeper understanding of the research context. In the following, the 

reader will be presented with a specific viewpoint of my Lebensgefahrtin which does 

not claim to be neutral, but on the contrary extremely subjective; its subjectiveness 

might help the reader to empathically relive the contextual framework under which 

Contextual Pedagogy was first applied. 

My first impressions of Baraka were formed by a fax which included a text by a woman called 
Melissa Heckler. This lady had written an account of how she had supposedly experienced life in 
a typical Bushman village. The account was full of glowing praise for the Bushmen - how peaceful 
life in the village was, how everyone shared their possessions, no fighting, cooing babies which 
never cried. It sounded like some sort of Utopia. 

Admittedly, I was never keen to go to Bushmanland. At the time, financial constraints dictated that 
I had to live there. Having been brought up in a city of a few million people, I am a child of the 
urban sprawl and being somewhat of an exhibitionist and what some might call the "arty" type, I 
suppose I was rather unsuited to life in the bush. The way of life was completely alien to me and 
to be truthful, I hated almost every minute of it! 

When I arrived in Baraka, apart from the Bushmen, there were two nurses running the Health 
Project for an overseas health organization, and the Nyae Nyae Foundation's interim manager who 
also ran the income generation project, as well as Joe, who was teacher trainer and village schools 
co-ordinator. 

I was told that the Bushmen themselves were part of a Farmers Co-operative, which was headed 
and run by four male Bushmen. This was all very nice until I realised that the whole thing was a 
complete farce. None of the Bushmen, not even the management of the co-operative had the 
slightest clue what the concept of co-operative is and how it is supposed to function. I discovered 
that this whole idea had been dreamed up by a guy called John Marshall who had established the 
whole Nyae Nyae Foundation (then the Ju'/hoan Bushman Development Foundation) and was 
terribly keen that the Bushmen become agriculturalists. But that is another story. 

From the start it was obvious that there were tensions amongst the development workers 
themselves. For instance, the interim manager in Baraka was certainly not a fan of the project co
ordinator in Windhoek. The interim manager resented the project co-ordinator's alleged interference 
in Baraka matters and was quick to point out that one could not possibly understand the situation 
in Baraka while sitting 800km away in a cosy office in Windhoek - an ongoing complaint which was 
often repeated by various members of the Baraka community at various stages of my stay there. 
At that stage though, tensions within Baraka staff were minimal. 

441 There is no English equivalent for the German term Lebensgefahrtin; it could be directly translated 
as "companion through life", but refers more to a concept of togetherness outside the legally imposed 
borders of state- and church-sanctioned marriage. In praxis, a Lebensgefahrtin could be equalled with the 
notion of a spouse, but it does not subscribe to its inherent power concept. 
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Approaches to development work differed quite widely though. Joe was very much against the 
"buddy-buddy" system, in which development workers become very friendly with the people, 
basically ensuring that the people like them and thereby ensuring that they keep their jobs by never 
being out of favour with anyone! I wouldn't say that the initial staff were consciously doing this 
though. I think they just couldn't stand it if they thought they were not liked! Development workers 
who came later seemed to be very guilty of this unspoken system though. I would call certain 
people, who bought a hundred kilograms of meat as a "goodwill gesture", as pretty much guilty of 
the crime though. If you are a consultant like this certain person, and need your money, I suppose 
it is in your favour if you stay in the good books of the Bushmen, who judge your worth by the 
amount of material goods or favours you give to them. 

The Bushmen themselves seemed to be quite a strange bunch of people. It was impossible to 
speak with the women as they only spoke Ju'/hoan and could not speak Afrikaans, with the 
exception of one student teacher and one woman from /Auru. Most men, however could speak 
Afrikaans as a result of being in SADF which immediately put them in a superior position. To my 
mind, the sharing, peaceful, egalitarian society which Melissa Heckler had described did not exist 
(any more?). I heard of numerous cases of wife battering and those Bushmen who had the most 
power and possessions also had the loudest voices when it came to making demands. Alcohol was 
a huge problem, causing many fights. 

In August 1994, the contract of one of the health workers had expired. She returned to Europe and 
was replaced by one of the worst women I have ever had the displeasure to meet in my life. 
Charmaine442 arrived in Baraka as a health educator, along with her husband (a relatively 
reasonable man) who managed to worm his way into a job as Technical Trainer. I must mention 
however that I consider him to have done a good job. Although he was accused of being too 
authoritarian and paternalistic, the workshop never ran as smoothly as when he was there, and one 
could see that some training at least was going on. Charmaine was a big mistake from the first day 
she arrived in Baraka. She seemed to have no idea about development work at all, although she 
had supposedly worked in Thailand and Cameroon before. In fact we never heard the end of the 
phrase "In Cameroon, we .... ". It was as if she could not understand that Namibia was a different 
situation that required a different approach. 

After Charmaine's arrival, the bad vibes never stopped. Arguments got more and more outrageous 
and ridiculous. I can even remember a meeting that I attended where I stupidly complained about 
the dog food being kept in the food storeroom. I said that it stank and was infecting my food with 
its stench. Of course, the real reason for my complaint was that it was Charmaine's dog, and I 
wanted to get her back up. The interim manager, who was part of the Pro-Charmaine camp, then 
proceeded to get very angry. He grabbed a handful of dog food and stuffed it in his mouth, 
proclaiming loudly how good it tasted. Looking back, it is quite hilarious now. 

Charmaine's speciality was performing puppet shows in the villages from the back of her Hilux with 
the help of her two Ju'/hoan health workers. I am not an educator and do not claim to know 
anything about education, but I would really like to know if adult Bush people could actually relate 
to puppets and if they didn't find the whole thing completely ridiculous. In fact, at a RADA meeting 
a certain village claimed that they were insulted by this kind of "education". The EDCO and Joe 
tried on a number of occasions to discuss educational approaches with her, but it was like hitting 
your head against a brick wall. Not that I think the so-called "education-team" was blameless. The 
word "team" always puts me off straight away because it is so alienating to those who are not 
members. I think people perceived the "team" to be terribly arrogant and know-it-alls sometimes. 
That doesn't mean to say that I think that their approach to education was bad - far from it. 

442Fictitious name. 
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The problem with Charmaine was that she had been a cancer sufferer before she arrived in 
Bushmanland. This meant that all the bleeding heart type characters tended to excuse her absolute 
nastiness, lack of charm, hysterical personality and general lack of worth to the project by the fact 
that she had been ill and was probably still suffering the after effects of illness and all the 
medication. Two camps emerged - the pro-Charmaines and Anti-Charmaines. 

Another, more secondary character in this soup of a soap opera was an American anthropologist 
who had lived in Bushmanland for years when the project first started, and had survived the first 
great staff upheaval which I will spare you the details of. Sufficient to say that the names were 
different, but the idea was basically the same as the situation I am about to describe, when this first 
cataclysm occurred. She worked as consultant then, coming over from America to give her 
supposedly wise counsel mainly to the Village Schools Project in anthropological matters, but she 
only managed to mix up matters even more and make the situation worse. 

An Australian who was doing research for some kind of studies, also played a minor part. He came 
to Baraka under the usual pretence of doing something for the people whilst actually making a few 
case studies to further his own education. He ran a very acrimoniously acronymed project called 
PLPNRM, which stood for Participatory Land-use Planning and Natural Resource Management. 

Of course, one should never forget the role of the donors! Being such a bunch of capitalist 
humanitarians, they all insist on seeing RES UL TS, RESULTS, RESULTS, - NOW NOW NOW!! 
Never mind if half the Bushman population has never been to a school. Never mind if they don't 
really know what it's all about. Never mind if they haven't grasped all the implications and they're 
not ready for it. If Mr Donor gives money for a school building, Mr Donor wants to see a school 
building and school in progress NOW! That is one of the craziest things about development work. 
You wouldn't try to get a baby to shit on an adults' toilet, so why try to force a huge amount of 
progress (??) on people in such a short time. I can already hear the screams of people who would 
call me paternalistic, but whether you like it or not, that is the way it is. 

So now you have your ingredients. Put this mash of different approaches to development work, 
selfishness, arrogance, capitalism and unhappy spouses into one pot and see what kind of stew 
will emerge. Needless to say, you will probably have cooked a pretty lumpy dish that leaves a bad 
taste in your mouth. 

After I escaped to live in Windhoek, the entire staff began to break up. The interim manager, the 
project co-ordinator, Charmaine and her husband, the other remaining health colleague of 
Charmaine, various board members, and other not mentioned here all left the project for various 
reasons. Joe tried to expose all the hypocrisy and extortion with the support of his colleague, the 
EDCO, and was promptly suspended. Soon after returning to Bushmanland when the suspension 
was over, he broke his leg and was out of action for three months. What with all the stories going 
around about him and the fact that he had not been in Bushmanland for about seven months due 
to Christmas holidays, suspension and broken leg, the Bushmen did as they always do and said 
they didn't want him in Baraka any more. 

Minority groups are always made out to be victims but I will certainly never defend them again. In 
my experience, they are scheming and underhand. Yes, it is more than likely the screwed-up 
approaches to development that they have had to suffer and the effects of the SADF, but they are 
a group of people I have very little respect for. They have no long term vision for themselves - the 
only thing that matters is what they can get for themselves today. Whether knowingly or not, they 
can make or break the lives of ordinary people, just throwing them away when they are no longer 
useful. This is the monster that development work has created. 
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I very well remember the initial time period in Baraka, when there was a certain 

harmony amongst the staff members. A couple of months before my arrival, the 

NNDFN lived through their first major upheaval, after which most of the directly 

involved role players resigned and left the country. There was a clear need for a fresh 

start, and at this stage I was regarded as a newcomer with a clean record as far as 

past events were concerned. My Lebensgefahrtin joined me a month later, and I am 

extremely thankful for her input from a position outside the established group of staff; 

it is very easy getting caught up in an utopia, far away from reality, if discussions are 

always held among people who tend to agree with each other in the interest of 

avoiding conflict, or in order to be able to maintain their own interpretations and 

subjective understandings. With reference to the notion of an Avoidance Culture, I was 

not aware of the fact that I was becoming an integral part of it, although of course the 

theoretical concept had not yet been developed at that time. 

I am convinced that my process of pedagogical qualification was very much influenced 

by the continuous discussions with my Lebensgefahrtin, as she permanently 

challenged and still challenges notions and approaches, thus facilitating, sometimes 

rather forcefully, a permanent and ongoing discourse. Inasmuch as Contextual 

Pedagogy is built on hermeneutic and critical discourse, my personal context definitely 

perpetuated this premise on a day-to-day basis, and likewise ensured the dynamics 

of such pedagogy. 

Having arrived at the end of my research, and having produced an in-depth 

documentation and a number of teaching and learning aids as well as textbooks, I feel 

satisfied about the work done in Nyae Nyae with the people and the Student 

Teachers, although I am in serious doubt if the original philosophy of the Village 

Schools Project will be maintained in the years to come. As far as development work 

is concerned, I share very much the observations and interpretations of my 

Lebensgefahrtin, and feel that the amount of falseness, greed and wastage of 

resources is rather agonizing and difficult to cope with, and the earlier descriptions by 

HECKLER and BIESELE in this regard certainly did not live up to reality. Already in 
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the first weeks, I realized that the concept of a Co-operative was forced onto the 

people from outside and in a very unreflected way. Right from the start, I experienced 

the effects of a Bushman myth that obviously had its origins in the US (BIESELE, 

HECKLER, MARSHALL, to name but a few); and this Bushman myth also determined 

the approach of development work in general. 

I would wish to re-visit Nyae Nyae and the Village Schools Project in a couple of 

years' time and to re-evaluate research findings and theoretical constructs. I would 

also hope that Contextual Pedagogy continues to grow in the contexts it has been 

exposed to, and that it might find new and challenging contexts to develop in further. 

I would only be too happy to be part of such a discourse of continuous innovation. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
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